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Abstract
A detailed account of the hippocampal anatomy has been provided. This thesis will explore
and exploit the use of 3T MRI and the latest developments in image processing techniques
to measure hippocampal and hippocampal subfield volumes, hippocampal metabolites and
morphology.
In chapter two a protocol for segmenting the hippocampus was created. The protocol was
assessed in two groups of subjects with differing socioeconomic status (SES). This was a
novel, community based sample in which hippocampal volumes have yet to be assessed in
the literature.
Manual and automated hippocampal segmentation measurements were compared on the two
distinct SES groups. The mean volumes and also the variance in these measurements were
comparable between two methods. The Dice overlapping metric comparing the two methods
was 0.81.
In chapter three voxel based morphometry (VBM) was used to compare local volume differ-
ences in grey matter volume between the two SES groups. Two approaches to VBM were
compared. DARTEL-VBM results were found to be superior to the earlier ’optimised’ VBM
method. Following a small volume correction, DARTEL-VBM results were suggesitive of
focal GM volumes reductions in both the right and left hippocampi of the lower SES group.
In chapter four an MR spectroscopy protocol was implemented to assess hippocampal metabo-
lites in the two differing SES groups. Interpretable spectra were obtained in 73% of the 42
subjects. The poorer socioeconomic group were considered to have been exposed to chronic
stress and therefore via inflammatory processes it was anticipated that the NAA/Cr metabo-
lite ratio would be reduced in this group when compared to the more aﬄuent group. Both
NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr hippocampal metabolite ratios were not significantly different between
the two groups.
The aim of chapter 5 was to implement the protocol and methodology developed in chapter
2 to determine a normal range for hippocampal volumes at 3T MRI.
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3D T1-weighted IR-FSPGR images were acquired in 39 healthy, normal volunteers in the
age range from 19 to 64. Following the automated procedure hippocampal volumes were
manually inspected and edited.
The mean and standard deviation of the left and right hippocampal volumes were determined
to be: 3421mm3 ± 399mm3 and 3487mm3 ± 431mm3 respectively. After correcting for total
ICV the volumes were: 0.22% ± 0.03% and 0.23% ± 0.03% for the left and right hippocampi
respectively.
Thus, a normative database of hippocampal volumes was established. The normative data
here will in future act as a baseline on which other methods of determining hippocampal
volumes may be compared. The utility of using the normative dataset to compare other
groups of subjects will be limited as a result of the lack of a comprehensive assessment of IQ
or education level of the normal volunteers which may affect the volume of the hippocampus.
In chapter six Incomplete hippocampal inversion (IHI) was assessed. Few studies have as-
sessed the normal incidence of IHI and of those studies the analysis of IHI extended only
to a radiological assessment. Here we present a comprehensive and quantitative assessment
of IHI. IHI was found on 31 of the 84 normal subjects assessed (37%). ICV corrected IHI
left-sided hippocampal volumes were compared against ICV corrected normal left-sided hip-
pocampal volumes (25 vs. 52 hippocampi). The IHI hippocampal volumes were determined
to be smaller than the normal hippocampal volumes (p<‌< 0.05). However, on further in-
spection it was observed that the ICV of the IHI was significantly smaller than the ICV of
the normal group, confounding the previous result.
In chapter seven a pilot study was performed on patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA).
The aim was to exploit the improved image quality offered by the 3T MRI to create a
protocol for assessing the CA4/ dentate volume and to compare the volume of this subfield
of the hippocampus before and after treatment. Two methodologies were implemented.
In the first method a protocol was produced to manually segment the CA4/dentate region
of the hippocampus from coronal T2-weighted FSE images. Given that few studies have
assessed hippocampal subfields, an assessment of study power and sample size was conducted
to inform future work.
In the second method, the data the DARTEL-VBM image processing pipeline was applied.
Statistical nonparametric mapping was applied in the final statistical interpretation of the
VBM data. Following an FDR correction, a single GM voxel in the hippocampus was deemed
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to be statistically significant, this was suggestive of small GM volume increase following anti-
inflammatory treatment.
Finally, in chapter eight, the manual segmentation protocol for the CA4/dentate hippocampal
subfield developed in chapter seven was extended to include a complete set of hippocampal
subfields. This is one of the first attempts to segment the entire hippocampus into its subfields
using 3T MRI and as such, it was important to assess the quality of the measurement pro-
cedure. Furthermore, given the subfield volumes and the variability in these measurements,
power and sample size calculations were also estimated to inform further work.
Seventeen healthy volunteers were scanned using 3T MRI. A detailed manual segmentation
protocol was created to guide two independent operators to measure the hippocampal sub-
field volumes. Repeat measures were made by a single operator for intra-operator variability
and inter-operator variability was also assessed. The results of the intra-operator comparison
proved reasonably successful where values compared well but were typically slightly poorer
than similar attempts in the literature. This was likely to be the result of the additional
complication of trying to segment subfields in the head and tail of the hippocampus where
previous studies have focused only on the body of the hippocampus. Inter-rater agreement
measures for subfield volumes were generally poorer than would be acceptable if full ex-
changeability of the data between the raters was necessary. This would indicate that further
refinements to the manual segmentation protocol are necessary. Future work should seek to
improve the methodology to reduce the variability and improve the reproducibility in these
measures.
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Chapter 1
The anatomy of the hippocampus
1.1 Introduction
Throughout this thesis various magnetic resonance (MR) based measurement techniques will
be applied to the brain and in particular to the hippocampus. Given the importance of the
hippocampus to this work it is appropriate to begin with a comprehensive description of the
anatomy of the hippocampus, its internal structure, and the role this structure plays in brain
and human functioning. A description of the neighbouring anatomy of the hippocampus,
while not exhaustive, will also be introduced in this chapter as it is important to appre-
ciate that the hippocampus is neither anatomically nor functionally isolated. Throughout
this thesis, in aiming to define robust measurement protocols of the hippocampus, a clear
description of the neighbouring anatomy proved equally as important as the description of
the hippocampus itself.
The human hippocampus is a structure of great complexity. The word hippocampus comes
from the Latin for seahorse which conjures up images of a curling, intricate object which is
indeed the reality of this structure. A major authority on the anatomy of the hippocampus
is the book: The Human Hippocampus by Henri M Duvernoy (1998) and this was used
as the primary anatomical reference text throughout this chapter [114]. This work has
been cited many times in studies where outlining of the hippocampus from MRI data has
been performed, for example, in work assessing human hippocampal volumes in depression
[237, 360, 204].
Finally, the concept of neurogenesis will be introduced along with a discussion of the impor-
tance of the role of the hippocampus and dentate gyrus in this process.
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1.2 The hippocampus within the context of the whole
brain
The hippocampus lies within the medial temporal lobe of the brain as illustrated in figure
1.1 below. Each person has two hippocampi, with each one located within the temporal
lobe, being roughly symmetrical across the midline of the brain when viewed in the axial or
coronal planes.
1.1a
1.1b
Figure 1.1: Illustration (1.1a) and dissection (1.1b) showing the hippocampus within the
whole brain
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the location of the hippocampus within the brain. The hippocampus
is only partially visible on this midline sagittal slice and is denoted by the number 1. The
other numbered regions are 2, the parahippocampal gyrus; 3, fusiform gyrus; 4, the inferior
temporal lobe; 5, the calcarine sulcus ; 6, the occipital lobe, 7; the parietal lobe; 8, cingulate
gyrus; 9, the frontal lobe; 10, the corpus collusum; 11, the fornix; 12, the 3rd ventricle. These
images were reproduced from: The Human Hippocampus by Henri M Duvernoy (1998) with
kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media and Henri M Duvernoy [114].
When viewing the hippocampus in the sagittal plane as shown in figures 1.1a and 1.1b, the
hippocampus can be seen to lie at a relatively steep angle, running parallel to the parahip-
pocampal gyrus. The long axis and body of the hippocampus runs anteriorly to posteriorly,
with the head of the hippocampus sitting at the anterior aspect of the structure within the
temporal lobe. The tail of the hippocampus curls medially from its superior position, and
when viewed from the axial plane, this would represent the tail of the seahorse.
The hippocampus can be clearly seen using T1-weighted MR image and figure 1.2 below
shows the hippocampus in 3-planes located within the whole brain.
a b
c
Figure 1.2: 3-plane MR image centered on the hippocampus showing the hippocampus in
the axial(a), sagittal (b) and coronal planes (c)
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Figure 1.2 shows the right hippocampus in 3-planes centred on the body of the hippocampus.
The long axis of the sausage-like hippocampal structure is clearly visible on the sagittal
image. On this image the grey matter of the hippocampus (on this slice) is almost entirely
surrounded by the white matter of the alveus at the anterior and superior boundaries of
the hippocampus, as well as the white and grey matter of the parahippocampal gyrus below
the hippocampus. The coronal image shows clearly the position of both the right and left
hippocampi within the temporal lobe.
1.3 The head, body and tail of the hippocampus
The hippocampus can be further subdivided into its head, body and tail. The bulb-like head
of the hippocampus is distinct in that it protrudes medially into the vascular space towards
the brain stem. The hippocampal head also has a characteristic undulation on its surface
as a result of the developmental folding of the structure. Throughout the head, body and
tail, the hippocampus comprises two cortical layers rolled up inside one another. These are
the cornu ammonis (CA) and the gyrus dentatus (dentate gyrus (DG)). These layers are
illustrated in figure 1.3 below.
Figure 1.3: Axial MR and illustration showing the major components of the hippocampus
and the position of the hippocampus relative to the amygdala
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From figure 1.3 the body of the hippocampus can be seen to constitute the majority of the
hippocampal volume, defining its long axis. This image is replicated here from Thammaroj
et al, 2005, with permission [344]. Figure 1.4 below illustrates in greater detail the internal
structure of the hippocampal body and surrounding anatomy. This image is also replicated
here from Thammaroj et al, 2005, with permission [344].
Figure 1.4: Illustration of the internal structure of the hippocampus showing the CA and the
DG
Figure 1.4 illustrates, based on the work by Duvernoy [114], the folds of both the DG and
CA. These layers can be seen to run from the head of the hippocampus throughout its body
to its tail. Other pertinent features include the dentes of the margo dentiulatus. These
digitations are part of what makes the hippocampus a particularly intricate and complex
structure and are what makes it a challenge to accurately delineate from MR images. From
figure 1.4, the main body of the hippocampus, consisting of grey matter cellular regions
within the white matter of the alveus and fimbria can be seen. Moving posteriorly along the
long axis of the hippocampus, the white matter bundle of the fimbria can be observed on the
superior-medial aspect of the hippocampus before receding towards the major white matter
fibre bundle known as the fornix. The fornix connects the right and left hippocampi, where
the fibre bundles merge at the midline of the brain.
Having described the position of the hippocampus relative to the rest of the brain, and having
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introduced its major components, a more detailed description of the internal structure of the
hippocampus at a cellular level will now follow.
1.4 The internal structure of the hippocampus: an intro-
duction to hippocampal subfields
The two major cellular subfields within the hippocampus are the cornu ammonis and the
gyrus dentatus. These subfields consist of various cellular regions with separate cellular
subtypes. An overview of these cellular subfields will now follow.
1.4.1 The Cornu Ammonis and its Subfields
The CA can be further sub-divided into four cellular regions or subfields (CA1-CA4). The
regions CA1-CA4 are defined by cell type.
CA1 cellular subfield continues from the subiculum. It consists of mostly triangular cells
known as pyramidal somata which are generally small and scattered [102]. The stratum
pyramidalae layer of the human CA1 is large in contrast to its narrow and dense appearance
observed in rats [337]. The two sublayers of the stratum pyramidalae have been identified
in the human CA1: the stratum profundum and the stratum superficiale [52]. The stratum
profundum lies in contact with the stratum oriens at the outer layer of CA1 and has few
pyramidal neurons while the stratum superficiale contains large pyramidal neurons.
CA2 is composed of large, ovoid, densely packed somata making the stratum pyramidale
dense and narrow in contrast to CA1 [53].
CA3 refers to the inwardly curving aspect of the cornu ammonis as it enters the gyrus
dentatus. Like CA2, CA3 consists of pyramidal somata but their population is less dense.
A feature of CA3 is the presence of fine, non-myelinated fibers that arise from the gyrus
dentatus. These fibers surround the pyramidal somata and are compressed between the
strata radiatum and pyramidale forming an additional layer known as the stratum lucidum
that is characteristic of the CA3 subfield.
CA4 is situated within the cavity of the gyrus dentatus which distinguishes it from CA3.
Somata in this region are large, ovoid, sparse, and scattered amongst large mossy interweaving
myelinated fibers characteristic of this subfield.
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An illustration of the the cellular subfields are shown below in figure 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Subfields of the Hippocampus
Figure 1.5 illustrates the subfields of the hippocampus as viewed in the coronal plane. Sub-
fields of the cornu ammonis (CA1-CA4): 1, alveus; 2, stratum oriens; 3, stratum pyrimidale;
3’, stratum lucidum; 4, stratum radiatum; 5 stratum lacunosum; 6, stratum moleculare; 7,
vestigial hippocampal sulcus and residual cavity (7’). Subfields of the gyrus dentatus: 8,
stratum moleculare; 9, stratum granulosum; 10, polymorphic layer; 11, fimbria; 12, margo
denticulatus; 13, fimbriodentate sulcus; 14, superficial hippocampal sulcus; 15, subiculum.
This image was reproduced from: The Human Hippocampus by Henri M Duvernoy (1998)
with kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media and Henri M Duvernoy [114].
Thus we have seen that the cellular regions differ in a number of aspects, namely: cell type,
size, shape and packing density. As a result of the varying degrees of cellular density it is
possible to view some of the cellular subfields on histological slices following the injection of
India ink. This allows variation in vascular density throughout the hippocampal subfields to
be highlighted.
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Figure 1.6: Subfield cell types illustrated on histological slice
Figure 1.6 above shows a coronal section of the hippocampal body after intravascular injection
of India ink. The layers of the hippocampus may be differentiated due to differences in
their vascular density. The stratum moleculare of the cornu ammonis (8) and that of the
gyrus dentatus (9) are separated by the vestigial hippocampal sulcus (10). The subiculum
(11) can be seen to have a relatively high vascular density relative to the adjacent stratum
radiatum of CA1 (7). The subfield layers of the cornu ammonis are: 5, the alveus; 6, stratum
pyramidale, 7; strata radiatum and lacunosum; 8, stratum moleculare. The subfield layers
of the gyrus dentatus are: 9, stratum moleculare; 10, vestigial hippocampal sulcus; 11,
subiculum; 12, margo denticulatus; 13, superficial hippocampal sulcus; 14, fimbriodentate
sulcus; 15, fimbria; 16 choroid plexuses; 17, tail of the caudate nucleus; 18 inferior temporal
horn of the lateral ventricle. This image was reproduced from: The Human Hippocampus by
Henri M Duvernoy (1998) with kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media
and Henri M Duvernoy [114].
1.4.2 The Gyrus Dentatus
The gyrus dentatus is most easily visualised on coronal sections of the hippocampal body.
The DG is a narrow, curved tissue that envelops the CA4 region of the CA. The gyrus
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dentatus is separated from the CA1-CA3 regions by the hippocampal sulcus that disappears
early in the developmental process and becomes redundant. Thus the cornu ammonis and
the gyrus dentatus are fused together, separated only by the vestigial hippocampal sulcus.
At the far end of this sulcus the layers of the cornu ammonis and the gyrus dentatus become
so close together it becomes impossible to distinguish between them.
A narrow segment of the gyrus dentatus, the margo denticulatus is visible on the temporal
lobe surface. In the human brain the margo denticulatus has a distinctive toothed appearance.
It overlaps the subiclum separated by it from the superficial hippocampal sulcus and from
the fimbria by the fimbriodentate sulcus.
Anatomically the gyrus dentatus is simpler than the cornu ammonis. The three layers of
the allocortex: the strata moleculare, stratum granulosum and the polymorphic layer are
clearly visible on histological slices under the microscope. The stratum granulosum consists
of somata of granular neurons. These are small and densely packed making this layer easily
distinguishable on histology. Their axons are mossy and traverse the polymorphic layer to
CA3 and CA4. A single dendrite escapes from the basal pole of each granular soma and
projects into the stratum moleculare. The stratum moleculare is thick and separated from
the stratum moleculare of the CA by the vestigial hippocampal sulcus. Its outer two-thirds
receive fibers from the perforant pathway (i.e. the connective pathway from the entorhinal
cortex into the hippocampus) while the inner third, in contact with the stratum granulosum,
are occupied by commissural and septal fibers [76]. The polymorphic (or plexiform) layer
merges the granular layer to CA4 and is crossed by axons of granular neurons. There are few
interneurons in the molecular and polymorphic layers.
The internal cellular structure of the hippocampus and its associated terminology is clearly
sophisticated. Considerations beyond the anatomy of the hippocampus of both the biological
and electro-chemical dynamism only serve to compound its complexity. Measurements of the
hippocampal subfields made later in this thesis will focus on volume measurements of the
anatomy and in doing so will refer to some of anatomical landmarks and boundaries discussed
above (Chapters 7 and 8).
1.5 The anatomy surrounding the hippocampus
The nearest neighbour to the hippocampus is the amygdala. The amygdala lies anteriorly
and superiorly to the hippocampus. The uncal recess of the temporal horn of the lateral
ventricle, illustrated in figure 1.3, denotes the border separating the hippocampal head from
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the amygdala [344]. Early MR studies assessing the temporal lobe sought to investigate the
amygdala and the hippocampus, in these earlier works these structures were not differen-
tiable and so the amygdala-hippocampal complex was assessed as a single entity. Further
developments in MR technology has meant that the hippocampus and amygdala are now
more easily separated and with the advent of 3T MRI and higher field strength magnets it is
now conceivable to assess in greater detail the internal structure of the hippocampus which
in large part was the motivation behind this thesis.
Anteriorly and inferiorly to the hippocampal head lies the parahippocampal gyrus. Medially
to the hippocampal head, the hippocampus borders the temporal horn of the lateral ven-
tricle in close proximity to the brainstem. Along the hippocampal body it continues to be
surrounded to its lateral aspects by the lateral ventricles with white matter lying superiorly
and the parahippocampal gyrus running parallel to the hippocampus along the base of its
body. As the tail of the hippocampus curves medially it begins to become thinner and is bor-
dered laterally by the posterior lateral ventricle, posterior-medially by cerebral white matter,
before joining the white matter bundle known as the fornix. The tail of the hippocampus
lies inferiorly and adjacent to the posterior aspects of the thalamus with these two structures
being separated by the lateral ventricle.
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter a clear description of the anatomy surround-
ing the hippocampus is as important as a description of the anatomy of the hippocampus
and its subfields. The brief description of the surrounding anatomy above serves as an in-
troduction. It is almost impossible, and it would certainly be considered suboptimal, to try
and accurately describe anatomy without the use of images. Therefore, a complete descrip-
tion of the anatomy surrounding the hippocampus is not given in this introductory chapter
but a more detailed description with supporting images will be presented in the appropriate
chapters elsewhere in this thesis where measurement protocols are being defined (Chapters
2, 4, 7 and 8).
1.6 The function of the hippocampus
The function of the hippocampus is too broad a topic to cover within a single chapter of
a thesis. Where relationships to functional aspects of the hippocampus are assessed in this
thesis, the particular function of interest will be introduced and discussed in the appropri-
ate chapter. However, a brief statement highlighting the key functional processes of the
hippocampus shall be made here.
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While the layered and interweaving anatomy of the hippocampus introduced earlier in this
chapter is complex, the way in which these cellular regions interact to enable function adds
yet more complexity. Thus, striving to derive any detailed understanding of how the hip-
pocampus functions poses an appreciable challenge. The Hippocampus itself plays a crucial
role in a number of key functional processes in the brain such as short and long term memory
[42], emotional processing [67], learning [207] and motor control [7]. Despite its importance
to all of the aforementioned functional processes it is the role of the hippocampus in mood
disorders that is of particular interest in this study [37] and this will be elaborated on in the
next section.
1.7 Neurogenesis, the Hippocampus and the Dentate gyrus
in depression
1.7.1 Why the interest in the hippocampus, mood disorders and
neurogenesis?
While there has long been interest in assessing the hippocampus in mood disorders this has
recently been reignited as a result of the demonstration of neurogenesis occurring within the
hippocampus of the adult human brain [116]. One of the primary reasons for the continued
investigation into neurogenesis is that it may provide a better understanding of diseases
such as Major Depressive Disorder (MDD). MDD is a debilitating and complex psychiatric
disease. It is a widespread problem with severe depression affecting approximately 2-5% of
the population (USA data), with mood disorders impacting on 7% of the world’s population
[261]. The disorder involves a number of neural circuits with the origin of the disease believed
to occur as a result of both genetic and non-genetic risk factors. In trying to unravel the
various neurobiological processes involved in MDD, neurogenesis of the hippocampus has
emerged as a candidate substrate that may go some way to explaining both the aetiology
and treatment of MDD. In the following sections the evidence pertaining to neurogenesis
from both animal and human studies will be summarised with a particular focus on how
these studies relate to depression.
1.7.2 What is Neurogenesis?
Neurogenesis refers to the formation of new cells and is the process by which neurons are
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created. Neurogenesis is most prevalent during pre-natal development with neurogenesis be-
ing responsible for populating the developing brain. Neurogenesis is important as it is the
process by which self-renewing, pluripotent, neural stem cells (NSC) become neurons. Neu-
rons are the functional components of the nervous system and are responsible for information
processing and transmission.
While embryonic neurogenesis is obviously critical to the initial development of the brain, the
majority of the interest in the domain of mood disorders and in particular anti-depressant
treatment is with adult neurogenesis. It was the seminal work by Altman and Das in 1965
which demonstrated that the adult hippocampus is host to the birth and integration of
newborn dentate granule cells in the dentate gyrus [8]. In the rat an estimated 9000 new
cells are produced each day in the dentate gyrus. Approximately 50% of these go on to
express neuron specific markers. At these proliferation rates the number of new granule
neurons born each month is equal to 6% of the mature granule cell population [71].
There are few studies that have quantified the degree of neurogenesis in the adult human
brain. The first study to achieve this involved cancer patients injected with a mitotic marker,
the thymidine analogue, bromo-deoxyuridine (BrdU) before death [116]. From the post-
mortem human sections neurogenesis was observed. The number of BrdU-labelled neurons
entering the neuronal lineage was lower than that observed in marmoset [192] and rodent
studies. However, given the advanced years of the patients in the human study and the fact
that neurogenesis has been shown to decline with age, this may account for the discrepancy
[189, 296] . One must also consider the differences between the lab environments which the
animals experienced and the external environment which humans are exposed to [142, 178].
Such differences could lead to differences in the degree of neurogenesis in the lab animal
as opposed to the human. Thus considering the uncertainty about the impact factors such
as age and environment, it is uncertain as to whether the relatively low levels of human
neurogenesis observed, compared to what has been observed in other animals, relates to a
genuine species difference.
There are only two studies that have sought to try and detect neurogenesis in the in-vivo
human brain. Both studies took different approaches based on MR technology. The first of
these studies developed a magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) strategy to monitor the
number of neural progenitor cells in both live animals and humans. The study confirmed the
presence of cell proliferation in the hippocampus and its absence in the cortex [215]. While
the methodology of this study appeared comprehensive there was still some ambiguity over
the nature of the underlying MRS metabolite marker being measured. Indeed, this work has
been broadly criticised casting doubt over the findings [162, 170, 129].
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The second study of this type aimed to exploit the differences in cerebral blood volume (CBV)
during exercise and at rest. Exercise has been shown to increase neurogenesis in adult mice
[355]. Moreover, CBV can be measured in-vivo using MRI making it a viable biomarker to
be assessed. This was first tested in rats and subsequently in humans. The study assumes
a correlation between angiogenesis and neurogenesis [272, 197]. Hippocampal subregions
were defined and regional changes of CBV were recorded in the dentate gyrus. In addition,
exercise induced CBV increased as a result of increased angiogenesis and this correlated
with the degree of neurogenesis as determined by post-mortem measurements on the animal
brains. As in the case of the animals, when the same study was performed in humans the same
correlation between CBV in the dentate was found, as well as improvements in cognitive and
cardiopulmonary function. Thus it appears that exercise induces neurogenesis in the dentate
of humans and that there is a correlation between CBV and the degree of the neurogenesis
which occurs [281].
There has been much written about the role of neurogenesis and in particular neurogenesis in
depression but ultimately the proposed mechanism can be reduced to a single idea, discussed
in the next section.
1.7.3 What is the neurogenic hypothesis of MDD?
The neurogenic hypothesis posits that a decrease in the production of newborn dentate
granule cells in the hippocampus causally relates to the pathogenesis and pathophysiology
of MDD and that enhanced neurogenesis is necessary for treatment of depression (Duman et
al. 2000; Jacobs, Praag, & Gage 2000) [111, 169]. The basis for the hypothesis when first
posited was a result of several converging areas of evidence. Firstly, stress, a major causal
factor in MDD, is known to suppress neurogenesis [141]. Secondly, most anti-depressant
treatments increase neurogenesis [205, 209]. Thirdly, an imbalance in the serotonin system
affects hippocampal neurogenesis [277]. Fourthly, neurogenesis is dependent upon chronic
and not acute selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitor (SSRI) treatment, mirroring the time
course for the therapeutic action of antidepressants [101]. Finally, the therapeutic lag in
the response to SSRI’s in patients with MDD parallels that of the timeline of maturation
and integration of newborn dentate granule cells [208]. Therefore, given the evidence, it
is reasonable to postulate that neurogenesis within the adult dentate gyrus is a potential
substrate for antidepressant response.
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1.8 Aims for the thesis
A detailed account of the hippocampal anatomy has been provided. Supporting evidence for
the importance of the hippocampus and in particular the involvement of neurogenesis in the
dentate gyrus has also been examined. This thesis will explore and exploit the use of 3T
MRI and the latest developments in image processing techniques to measure hippocampal
and hippocampal subfield volumes, hippocampal metabolites and morphology.
Automated and manual hippocampal volume measurements in normal healthy subjects of
two different socioeconomic groups will be compared (Chapter 2). Further volumetric analy-
sis, in the form of voxel-based morphometry (VBM), will also be performed on these groups
as another means of investigating volumetric changes in the hippocampus while also allowing
other brain regions to be assessed (Chapter 3). MRS metabolites will be measured in the two
differing socioeconomic group to assess markers for neuronal integrity and turnover (Chapter
4). Hippocampal volumes in healthy normal volunteers will be assessed in Chapter 5 while
in Chapter 6 the phenomenon of hippocampal malrotation will be assessed using novel hip-
pocampal volumetric and morphology methods. A combination of volumetric methods will
be used to assess the hippocampal subfields of a small, pilot group of patients with chronic
inflammatory disease. The patients will be assessed before and after treatment with an anti-
inflammatory drug which may have benefits to mood (Chapter 7). Finally, in Chapter 8 an
extended protocol for measuring hippocampal subfields will be presented and measurements
will be made in normal healthy volunteers.
The brief description of each chapter above will be elaborated upon within each chapter
where the individual aims and hypotheses will be detailed. As the reader progresses through
this thesis it is hoped that the common themes will emerge, these being, the development of
reproducible acquisition and analysis protocols using 3T MRI and the latest image process-
ing methods to establish accurate methods for making measurements of the hippocampus.
Efforts will focus on assessing the quality of the measurements, comparing methodologies,
establishing normal ranges, and reviewing intra- and inter-operator variability. Furthermore,
this preliminary work may be used as a base for future work including an assessment of the
variance of the measurements and subsequently the study power, something which is often
overlooked but is of great importance in developing good study design.
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Chapter 2
Manual and automated hippocampal
volume measurements in groups with
different socioeconomic status
2.1 Abstract
In a pilot imaging study to assess hippocampal volumes using 3T MRI in two distinct groups
of differing socioeconomic status (SES), manual and automated methods of assessing the hip-
pocampus were developed and implemented. The author developed a protocol for segmenting
the hippocampus based mainly on observations recorded in Konrad et al around a review
of differing hippocampal volumetry protocols [185]. Performing manual segmentation of the
hippocampus is time consuming and challenging where even experienced operators may take
between 30 and 45 minutes to complete a single segmentation. Therefore, the author applied
an automated method of hippocampal segmentation where we aimed to determine whether
or not it was possible to replace the manual method. Intra and Inter rater quality measures
including the Intraclass correlation coefficient for agreement and the Dice metric were deter-
mined for repeat measures of the manually delineated hippocampal volumes. Both Intra and
Inter rater measures were typically of a good standard (>0.85). This provided confidence
in the clarity and comprehensiveness of the manual segmentation protocol and the skill of
the rater performing the measurements. The mean volumes for the manually segmented
hippocampal volumes and automatically segmented volumes and the variance in these mea-
surements were then found to be comparable. The dice overlapping metric comparing the two
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methods was 0.81. This is comparable to what has already been observed in the literature
for automated segmentation methods of the hippocampus [123, 278]. Despite the reasonable
results that were obtained by running the automated segmentation algorithm, in some cir-
cumstances the automated method had clear, gross errors. Therefore it is recommended that
if automated segmentation algorithms are employed in future work that they are manually
inspected and that volumes are corrected wherever necessary. It is hoped this approach will
provide the best balance between operator analytical time and volumetric accuracy.
Given the mean hippocampal volume and the standard deviation of the two SES groups, a
sample size calculation was performed to determine how many subjects would be necessary
to achieve a study power of 0.90. It was found that approximately 57 subjects would be
required in each group to achieve this level of study power when assessing hippocampal
volume differences as a result of deprivation. It is hoped that this calculation will inform
future work which may be performed to assess if significant volume differences exist between
differeing SES groups.
2.2 Introduction
A persons socioeconomic status (SES) and the reasons why such disparities exist is a topic
that is of political as well as academic interest. Socioeconomic status (SES) is increasingly
recognised as an important determinant of ill health. Growing up in an family with low SES is
associated with substantially poorer health and impaired psychological well-being, impaired
cognition and emotional development throughout the lifespan [2, 54, 64, 91, 118, 233].
Animal models can offer important insights into the effects of SES on brain development.
While animals may not be considered to have an SES of their own per se, models can
be established to assess various components and correlates of SES which can be used to
investigate aspects of SES. This includes, assessing pre-natal factors, post-natal parental
behaviour and cognitive stimulation [150]. The benefit of animal models is that they allow
a greater degree of control of various aspects of the experimental conditions that is not
possible, desirable or perhaps even ethical in human studies. There are various candidate
mechanisms by which the effects of SES may be exerted. SES influences the quality of
the physical and psychosocial environment throughout development [119]. Factors such as
the exposure to cognitive stimulation, toxins, nutrition, prenatal drug exposure, and stress,
including prenatal stress and its associated effects on parenting may all play a mediating role
in the effects of SES on the brain [149, 150].
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Animal research supports a relationship between prenatal chronic stress and neuroplasticity.
In rodents, pre and peri-natal glucocorticoid administration to pregnant females reduces brain
weight at birth, inhibits neurogenesis and delays neuronal maturation, myelination, gliogen-
esis and synapse formation [320] . In addition, maternal stress during pregnancy decreases
spine density in multiple brain areas that are related to emotion regulation, including the
hippocampus, anterior cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex [260], and increases behavioural
and hormonal responses to stress in the offspring in adulthood [234, 320, 201, 367, 136].
Similarly, it has been shown that levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines (small cell-signalling
proteins) such as Interleukin-6 (IL-6) can affect neurogenesis in the hippocampus in adult
mice [352]. Mechanistically, changes in a variety of factors such as glucocorticoid levels and
immune markers (IL-6) are implicated in linking chronic stress to brain changes. In a further
animal study in in Rhesus monkeys, fetal exposure to elevated glucocorticoid levels reduces
hippocampal volumes in adulthood [349]. The offspring of female Rhesus monkeys that were
stressed during pregnancy exhibit decreased birthweight, impaired neuromotor development,
attention deficits and emotional dysregulation across the lifespan [314]. Furthermore, there
is evidence from rodent studies that prenatal influences the limbic-hypothalamus-pituitary-
adrenal (LHPA) axis activity and that this can be transmitted across generations in an
epigenetic manner [219].
Similarly, when considering prenatal influences in humans, low SES of pregnant women in-
creases the likelihood of premature birth and impaired fetal growth [331], both of which pre-
dict increased rates of childhood mental illness and poor performance at school [171, 341, 234,
48, 313]. Low SES is also been associated with higher levels of stress, higher rates of infection
and poor nutrition during pregnancy. All of these factors can increase levels of corticotropin
releasing factors and glucocorticoids in both the mother and the fetus [78, 229, 234, 320] and
can restrain fetal growth [234, 320] and trigger prematurity [78]. Furthermore, glucocorticoid
administration during pregnancy is associated with increased externalising behaviour, shy-
ness, distractibility and lower IQ in children [374]. In addition, lower birthweight is linked
to smaller hippocampal volumes adults [69]. All of the above suggest that conditions which
are associated with low SES compromise fetal growth and subsequently neurodevelopment
which affects neural function that persist into adulthood.
Parental care has also been shown to play an important role in establishing SES. Studies on
rodents and non-human primates have revealed evidence for direct stress on the quality of the
mother and infant interaction, on gene expression and on neurodevelopment. For example, in
a study of macaque monkeys, restricted access to food has been observed to be a stressor that
greatly impairs mother and infant interactions, this leads to increased stress reactivity in the
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offspring, reflecting a long standing effect of parental care [92]. Similarly, in a further study
on rodents the frequency of licking and grooming of pups by the mother was diminished by
chronic stress induced during pregnancy [80, 304]. Cross-fostering studies in rats have also
revealed direct effects of maternal care, independent of genomic influences, on hippocampal
physiology and on the response to stress in the adult offspring [128, 70]. Effects of chronic
stress in rats has also been observed to be transmitted across generations [79].
These animal studies mirror that which has been observed in human studies of SES and par-
enting where stressful environments alter the quality of parenting and therefore developmental
outcomes. For example, in humans low SES has been associated with greater irritability and
depressed and anxious moods in parents which compromises parent and child interactions
[145]. Quality of parenting, in particular in relation to early life, predicts children’s emo-
tional behaviour and behavioural patterns in later years [267, 298, 86, 146]. Interestingly,
high quality parent and child interactions are associated with resilience among children who
live in stressful, impoverished environments [218]. Furthermore, clinical programmes aimed
at improving parental practices in poor, high-risk, families improve behavioural and cognitive
outcomes in children [353, 268, 125]. This demonstrates that to some degree, high quality
parenting mediates some of the effects typically observed in subjects from low SES back-
grounds and importantly offers a window of opportunity by which an intervention to low
SES could be applied.
The developing human brain also appears to be particularly sensitive to early life stress
and relative social standing . For example, childhood SES influences neural development of
language and executive function as reflected by school performance [247, 300, 113, 44, 127].
The latter appears especially important in achieving positive life outcomes, despite adversity,
in low SES in children and adolescents [68, 191]. Furthermore, the neurobiological impact
of poverty appears to be greater if experienced in earlier rather than later in life. This is
supported by cross-fostering study data and by twin studies suggesting cognitive ability is
almost entirely predicted by environmental factors at lower SES [150].
Though the area of cognitive neuroscience is comparatively small it is a rapidly growing
field and much of the work performed in this area has focused on the effects observed in
the developmental human brain. While assessing the developing brain is clearly essential in
elucidating the early life changes that occur as a result of SES, what of the adults who find
themselves in these differing SES groups? Little work has been performed in this area, for
example, in assessing differences in brain volume. One of the few studies in adults focusing on
stress related brain areas and assessing neurocorrelates of SES found that SES was positively
correlated to the size of the perigenual ACC [133]. Similarly, further work by Gianaros
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et al reported chronic life stress predicts decreased grey matter (GM) volume in the right
hippocampus [134].
Given the animal evidence and the preliminary data human studies discussed above, low SES
may be considered as a chronic stressor [149] and as such for those people of a lower SES
may be considered to be exposed to chronic stress through an inflammatory pathway [226].
This has led to substantial research on putative stress-related pathways that might explain
the SES-illness gradient [324]. In this context, the brain is the central organ mediating stress
reactivity and recovery processes, insofar as the brain determines what is threatening and thus
stressful. The brain jointly regulates peripheral patterns of stress physiology that ultimately
impact on it through several feedback mechanisms [227]. By extension, low SES can be
construed as a state of significant, ongoing threat processed by, and ultimately affecting, the
brain. An anatomical and functional network of neural circuitry including hippocampus,
amygdala and prefrontal cortex is central to the coordination of cognition, experience and
behaviour with neuroendocrine, immune and autonomic functions in the service of adaptively
coping to effectively meet environmental and psychosocial challenges [227]. Closely allied
to this is the construct of allostatic load, which refers to the ‘wear and tear’ the body
experiences when repeated allostatic responses are activated during stressful situations [224].
This framework is useful in defining physiological markers of chronic stress and phenotyping
the adversity experienced by subjects of lower SES.
Thus there is a need to further study the adult brain in groups of people of different SES.
Determining whether global or localised volumetric differences exist between fully developed
brains in groups of people of different SES may be informative as to assessing which regions
are affected in the longer term. As previous work has implicated volume changes in the
hippocampus [134], this region will be of particular interest although, by the nature of the
VBM analysis (See Chapter 3), other regions may well be considered if statistically significant
differences are found in other areas of the brain. As stated above, there are not many studies
that have assessed brain volumetric differences in groups of differing socioeconomic status
and there are fewer still which have included the multiple biological, psychological and social
measures which may be used to explain the resultant differences. Thus we are well placed
to perform a pilot assessment of the brain differences between two groups of differing SES to
establish the methodology which will inform future work.
In assessing brain volume differences between a low SES group or more deprived group with
a less deprived group, potentially via mechanisms involving stress one may well question the
robustness of this model. That is, it may be perceived that we are suggesting and assuming
that more aﬄuent subjects are not subject to stressors. This is not the case. People with
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higher SES may of course be subjected to what in layman’s terms would be described as
stressful situations. These types of environmental stressors, which often lead to the person
feeling ’stressed’, while significant at an individual, with potential consequences for the indi-
viduals health, are likely to only form a small part of the myriad of stress a given individual
is exposed too throughout their life. Indeed, environmental stressors for example, from a
stressful working environment or from stressful life events such as bereavements are likely
to be apparent on both low SES and higher SES subjects. However, as has been discussed
above, there is a considerable body of evidence from animal work and from developmental
human studies assessing the impact of biological and environmental stress and the profound
impact of low SES on health and cognitive outcomes. These effects may be particularly po-
tent on the developing brain or to put it another way, the fetal/child brain is more vulnerable
to stress exerted by biological and environmental factors where stressful environmental life
events acting on an adult are likely to form only a small part of the overall life stress or
’allostatic load’ as it is referred to in the peer reviewed literature [222].
Thus, the stress discussed in the neuropsychological literature can come from a range of
sources, most often of which the person (or animal) has no knowledge, recognition or aware-
ness of, such sources of stress also permeate throughout all stages of a subjects lifespan, and
arguably, prior to conception via the transfer of genetic traits, through prenatal, antenatal
and childhood care and then then later into adulthood i.e. the adult stress factors may
only account for a fraction of the biological and environmental vehicles for stress which a
particular person is likely to have been exposed to throughout their life.
Therefore, in the PSOBID study, two groups of subjects were recruited, a more deprived
(MD) and least deprived (LD) group, where the assumption is that those subjects in the
more deprived groups are likely to have been exposed to a greater degree of life stress, this
being a result of the range of factors discussed above which are likely to have affected brain
development and cognition. Thus, this study is a snapshot taken in adulthood, across two
distinct SES groups, to assess the effect on the adult brain as a result of the cumulative
effects of lifespan stressors.
We wish to consider the implications of low SES i.e. the long term exposure to deprivation,
potentially mediated by stress, on the brain and in particular, on the hippocampus. SES
differences are present in all aspects of society throughout the world. If the mechanisms by
which subjects of lower SES are more prone to ill health than more aﬄuent people may be
understood then it may be possible to try and develop increasingly more powerful schemes
to mediate its effects. In order to address this issue in a robust manner, given as we had a
access to a well categorized sample a pilot study was performed to establish methodologies
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for manually and automatically segmenting the hippocampus. These two methods were
compared and following assessment of the methodology, estimation or power and sample size
were performed to inform future work which may be used to establish whether hippocampal
volume differences exist between less deprived and more deprived subjects.
2.3 Aims
The aims of the pilot imaging study aspect of the PSOBID study was to establish method-
ologies for assessing hippocampal volumes, morphology and metabolites. Given the method-
ology, the mean and variances of two differing SES groups will be assessed with a view to
estimating the necessary power and sample sizes necessary for subsequent work that may be
used to determine if significant differences exist between the two groups. Hippocampal vol-
umes are discussed in this chapter, focal GM volume differences are investigated in chapter
3 and 3T MRS metabolite levels in the hippocampus are discussed in chapter 4.
The aim in this chapter was to establish a methodology employed for manually delineating
the hippocampus and also to perform a comparison between automated and manual hip-
pocampal volumetry measurements. Furthermore, intra and inter rater variability and other
hippocampal volume quality metrics such as the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and
Dice overlap metric were assessed. As few studies have provided a comprehensive comparison
between automated and manual hippocampal volumes from 3T MRI data, it is hoped the
work presented here will add to the current body of literature and thus help with planning
further studies
2.4 Literature review
2.4.1 Hippocampal volumes in normal subjects
In order to gain an estimation of what the normal hippocampal volume should be, a review of
the literature was conducted. While there are large numbers of studies in which hippocampal
volumes have been assessed, two key factors make it difficult to compare volumes across
studies. Firstly, protocols for delineation of the hippocampus can vary, this issue itself has
been studied with a view to highlighting best practice [185]. Typical variations in protocols
between studies include whether or not the WM components of the hippocampus are included
in the total hippocampal volume. Discrepancies in locating various anatomical boundaries
may also lead to volume differences. A further complication in comparisons across studies
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of hippocampal volume is how the hippocampal volume is corrected relative to head size. It
has been known for some time that MRI can be used for measuring the size of subcortical
structures and that it is beneficial to correct for intracranial cavity volume (ICV) when
making these measurements. This adjustment can improve comparisons of tissue volumes
for subjects of different ages, where a decrease in volume of 1.6% per decade has been
observed in male subjects in the age range 20-60 [90]. Given the variation in methodologies for
correcting hippocampal volumes, it was simplest in the first instance to compare uncorrected
hippocampal volumes from normal controls and to accept that some of the inherent variation
in this measurement will be the result of the differing subject head size and age.
As there are not very many studies which solely assess volumes of normal subjects, the hip-
pocampal volumes from control subjects from a meta-analysis of studies on depressed subjects
were used. McKinnon et al [232], provides a comprehensive review and meta-analysis of hip-
pocampal volumes in patients with major depressive disorder (MDD). Within this analysis
McKinnon et al list estimated uncorrected hippocampal volumes taken from 32 MRI studies
of MDD patients and associated normal controls. Studies were performed between 1999 and
2008 and when combined in this way hippocampal volumes are presented for approximately
1000 normal control subjects. Of the 32 studies most were performed using 1.5T MRI, a
couple of studies used 1T [196, 266] and a single study used 3T MRI [262]. To supplement
the work performed by McKinnon et al, for the purposes of this review, the meta-analysis was
extended to include more recent publications of hippocampal volumes from normal controls
in studies assessing MDD. Four further studies published between 2008 and 2010 were added,
two which used 1.5T MR scanners [213, 210] and two which used 3T MR scanners [176, 292].
The results of the extended meta-analysis are shown in table 2.1 on the following page.
Therefore, having extended the meta-analysis the average hippocampal volume for normal
controls was 3079mm3± 377mm3 and 3159mm3± 381mm3 for the left and right hippocampus
respectively. Although it is difficult to make a definitive comparison between 1.5T and 3T
from the meta-analysis as significantly fewer studies have been performed at 3T, there does
appear to be a tendency for volumes acquired at 3T to be larger than volumes acquired at
1.5T. It remains to be proven whether this observation is explicitly the result of improved im-
age quality at the higher field strength or perhaps as 3T has came along later, the delineation
protocols are better as a result of the experience of earlier studies.
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Table 2.1: Summary of hippocampal volumes from normal controls in studies assessing hip-
pocampal volumes in MDD patients
2.4.2 Hippocampal volumes and reliability at different MRI field
strengths
The overwhelming majority of studies assessing hippocampal volume have been performed
using 1.5T MRI. A review of hippocampal volumes in MDD alone lists almost 30 studies at
1.5T [232]. More recently, a small number of studies have used 3T, 4T and 7T.
In a study comparing hippocampal volumes, scanned twice at both 1.5T and 3T in eight
healthy controls it was found that there was no significant difference between the volume
estimates from these two systems, though the repeatability of the measurements was better
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at 3T [60]. In a similarly designed study, in 10 epilepsy patients, the patients were again
scanned at both 1.5T and 3T field strengths. A high linear relationship was found between
the two different field strengths (Pearson r correlation coefficient = 0.975) with the authors
concluding that there was no significant difference in the same measurement done at the two
different field strengths [319]. Importantly the same raters applied the same protocol, in this
case, with only hippocampal GM being manually outlined. One might argue that any large
variability observed between measures on different systems is more likely to be a result of
differing raters working to differing protocols than any affect of field strength.
In a study comparing normal volunteers on 1.5T and 4T system it was found that manually
traced hippocampal volumes were on average 16% smaller when measured compared to the
volume acquired at the higher field strength [Levy-Reis, Proc. Intl. Soc. Mag. Reson. Med,
2000, 8, 15] . In a study (N=20) where the reliability of assessing hippocampal volumes at 3T
was assessed it was found that uncorrected hippocampal volumes were 3185mm3± 411mm3
and 3302mm3± 411mm3 for the left and right hippocampus respectively [174]. Intraclass-
correlation-coefficients (ICC) of 0.86 (left) and 0.86 (right) were determined which were
comparable to what had already been observed in the literature, where ICC values range from
0.73 to 0.95 [202, 330, 274]. Importantly Jeukens et al also made the point that in comparing
the reliability of volumes that some measure to assess the degree the volumes overlap or
intersect should be included as well as the ICC and inter reader volume difference [174].
This reflects the fact that two operators could theoretically delineate the same volume but
in different spatial locations, thus the ICC alone may give a false impression of conformance
which is not illuminated until a measure of overlap is considered. Overlap measures such
as the Dice metric are an important and useful factor to define in delineating volumes but
these values are reported less often in the literature. When calculating the Dice metric values
greater than 0.8 are typically considered satisfactory, though this is a somewhat arbitrary
assignment. The Dice metric will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter, see section
2.6.2.
A further study using 3T MRI aimed to compare hippocampal volumes of heavy and light
users of alcohol. For the 8 lighter users of alcohol the hippocampal volumes were 3600mm3±
590mm3 and 2890mm3± 500mm3 for the left and right hippocampus respectively. The larger
standard deviations observed here may be a result of the smaller numbers of subjects involved
in this study [39]. Another study performed using data acquired at 3T was the study by
Hanamiya et al [155]. The mean hippocampal volume from the 15 normal controls in this
study was found to be 3156 ± 250mm3, the method used in this study was different to the
majority of more recent studies in that the hippocampus was outlined on a T2 -weighted FSE
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images in the coronal plane, this is in contrast to the 3D T1-weighted images often used.
However, the volumes compare reasonably well to what has been observed in other studies.
A single study using 4.1T MRI [273] and two studies using 4.7T MRI [214, 359] have been
performed to assess the hippocampus. These studies focused on the internal structure of
the hippocampus and not the hippocampal volume as a whole. Thus, whole hippocampal
volume measurements were not made. Similarly, a handful of studies have been performed
using 7T MRI [59, 290, 346, 84, 369, 345], with a couple of further studies having been
performed at even higher field strengths such as the work by Chakeres et al using an 8T
magnet [77] and also the work by Fatterpeker using a 9.4T magnet [121]. It should be
noted, to avoid any confusion, that the early study by Wieshmann et al using a 7T magnet
[369] and the more recent studies at field strengths greater than 7T [77, 121] were ex-vivo
studies where the hippocampus had been excised from the brain. Of the studies performed
more recently using 7T MRI, the majority have provided a purely radiological assessment of
the in-vivo hippocampus [346, 59, 345, 290], thus these studies lack any volumetry or other
quantitative measures. However, these studies do impressively show, albeit by a qualitative
assessment, the improved resolution and image quality at 7T, with in-plane voxel sizes down
to the order of around 230µm x 230µm [345, 290]. The only study at 7T to provide detailed,
in-vivo hippocampal volumes, to-date, to the authors knowledge, is the study by Cho et al
[84]. This study acquired 3D T1-weighted images of the hippocampus with a voxel size of
350µm x 350µm x 350µm, the study also compared volumes acquired from 1.5T and 7T. The
volumes, obtained by manual tracing, were found to be larger at 7T when compared to the
same volume measured at 1.5T. This likely reflects the benefit of the increased resolution,
providing more detail in the images, and for example, allowing the internal digitations of the
hippocampal surface to be more reliably defined. Reliability and sensitivity of determining
the hippocampal volumes at the two field strengths were also compared. Volumes obtained
from the 7T were consistently found to be more reliable and more sensitive than volumes
obtained from images using 1.5T MRI. Mean volumes for the left and right hippocampus from
images acquired at 1.5T were 2884 ± 297mm3 and 3112 ± 332mm3 respectively whereas mean
volumes for the left and right hippocampus from images acquired at 7T were 3232 ± 232mm3
and 3340 ± 323mm3 [84].
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2.5 Methodology
2.5.1 Ethics
The study was approved by the local NHS research ethics committee.
2.5.2 Volunteers, materials, methods and study design
A large study of the psychological, social and biological factors was conducted in Glasgow,
this was known as the PSOBID study [356]. The aim of this study was to investigate factors
which may contribute to ill health in disadvantaged communities where such communities
have been shown to have increased incidence of, for example, heart disease, diabetes and
some cancers [327]. The author of this thesis had no involvement with the recruitment or
screening of the subjects selected for the imaging component of the PSOBID study, however,
a description of how participants were selected is clearly of relevance to chapters in this thesis
related to the PSOBID study and is therefore described below.
The Health Information and Technology (HIT) section of Greater Glasgow Health board were
responsible for sample selection of the full PSOBID study. Subjects were recruited based upon
the Scottish Index for Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) [http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/SIMD/Overview].
The SIMD ranks small areas on the basis of multiple deprivation indicators across six do-
mains, namely: income; employment; health; education, skills and training; geographic ac-
cess; telecommunications and housing. The SIMD was used to identify the least and most
deprived areas of Glasgow. Five GP practices with the highest percentage of patients aged 35-
64 year olds living in areas classified as being in the bottom 5% of the SIMD were approached
and agreed to participate in the study. These subjects would form the most deprived group
(MD). A further 5 GP practices with the highest percentage of 35-64 year olds living in areas
as classified as being in the top 20% of SIMD, these subjects would form the least deprived
group (LD).
The HIT generated a target population of 21,672 people from the GP lists of the ten prac-
tices who agreed to participate in the study. From this target population 12 groups of 300
subjects were selected stratified by a combination of SIMD category, age and sex. GP’s were
excluded patients who had recently died or had a terminal illness. Due to the nature of
the psychological questionnaires and cognitive assessment, only those who understood and
spoke English were invited to participate in the study. The eligibility of subjects was checked
by GP’s and practice managers. Following GP practice approval letters were sent to the
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potential participants inviting them to participate in the study. Invitation letters to selected
subjects were sent in batches of 150 every two weeks. Accompanying the letter was a form for
the subject to return (in a reply paid envelope) recording their contact details and indicating
their willingness to consider participation. Subjects who agreed to receive further informa-
tion about the study were sent the PSOBID participant information booklet. Following this
initial recruitment period 700 subjects were selected for the study. Of the 700 subjects re-
cruited, 327 of the subjects were male. From the 327 male participants, 140 volunteered for
the neuroimaging component of the study. From the 140 subjects a subset of 42 subjects were
randomly selected for MRI to assess brain volumetric differences between the least deprived
and more deprived groups and to assess correlations between brain volume differences and
inflammatory measures. MRS measures of hippocampal metabolites were also acquired and
these are discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
The 42 volunteers chosen for imaging were a subset of the full PSOBID study, with 21 subjects
each in one of either a deprived or aﬄuent group. The age range of the deprived group was
38 - 65 years old, with a mean age of 52; the age range of the aﬄuent group was 40 - 67,
with a mean age of 53.The groups were therefore considered to be well matched in terms of
their age.
Subjects completed the National Adult Reading Test (NART-II) which provides an index
of peak intellectual function [96]. They also completed the General Health Questionnaire
(GHQ) [137]. The GHQ is a questionnaire to assess psychological well-being. A subset of
the questions from the GHQ, the GHQ-12, may be used to assess the likelihood of subjects
having some form of psychosis [165, 270]. Subjects were not screened prior to imaging. A
retrospective analysis of the GHQ-12 confirmed there was no significant difference in the
psychological well-being between the more and least deprived subject groups.
The exclusion criteria for this neuroimaging study included: history of head injury, stroke
or neurological disorder. Subjects were also chosen such that they were suitable for MRI
scanning and had no medical implants that were contraindicated with the MRI environment.
The data acquired for the PSOBID study which forms the basis of chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this
thesis were collected concurrently i.e. the same subjects provided both the volumetric and
MRS data. Moreover, the PSOBID study also ran concurrently with the study of normal
subjects detailed in chapter 5.
A full treatment of all the factors which may potentially mediate or moderate differences
brain volume differences in differing SES groups is beyond the scope of this thesis and the
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knowledge of the author. However, discussed below are several factors where evidence exits
for the variables to have an appreciable impact on hippocampal volume. This discussion will
include how these factors were controlled for in subsequent analysis.
2.5.2.1 Hippocampal volumes and the relationship to stress and socioeconomic
status
SES is a multifaceted construct that includes measures of economic resources in addition to
social factors such as power, prestige and hierarchical social status [3, 149]. The measurement
of SES is both complex and controversial, the most common indicators used to measure SES
are income, education and occupation or a combination of these measures [188, 56]. Although
these factors often correlate, there are enough discrepancies that they should not be used
interchangeably as they reflect related but distinct components of SES [188, 56]. SES operates
on multiple levels, this can be at the individual level, at the household or community level
and often different factors which comprise SES effect outcomes in divergent ways [188, 56].
As has been detailed in the previous section, the SIMD multi-faceted criteria was used to
separate the individuals in the PSOBID study into two separate groups with differing SES.
The construct of SES is a complex one with which many factors may contribute. Measures for
SES can vary widely across studies but common themes include consideration of factors of a
subjects current environment, developmental environment, genetic background and parental
background or SES status. Therefore, in this study groups have been partitioned into a more
and less deprived group based upon the SIMD criteria which defines the subjects current
SES. Thus, while there are clearly developmental and parental factors which may affect SES
these are not explicitly considered in this study [150]. Instead, a cross-sectional assessment
of two groups of differing SES was performed with the aim establishing the brain imaging
analysis methodology and to acquire pilot data which may in future be used to reliably
identify differences in hippocampal volumes between the more deprived and least deprived
SES groups. Defining groups more formally in terms of their SES is more comprehensive
measure than simply considering someones financial wealth or or single variable reflecting
aﬄuence [149]. One of the benefits of multi-faceted measures such as SES is the encompassing
nature of these measures. As SES is undoubtedly a multi-variable problem this approach
seems appropriate, though the challenge with tackling the problem in this manner comes to
trying to hone in and untangle the relative contributions of the component parts of SES.
As discussed in the introduction, lower SES may be considered as a chronic stressor, perhaps
through an inflammatory pathway [149, 226]. In adult humans small hippocampal volumes
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have been observed in cases of post traumatic stress disorder [148, 57]. Similarly, smaller
hippocampal volumes have also been recorded in adults exposed to childhood maltreatment
[336, 58]. It has been known since the late 1960’s that the hippocampus was a region of the
brain specifically targeted by stress hormones [228]. It is also known that stressful experiences
and the resultant release of stress hormones produce adaptive and maladaptive effects on the
hippocampus as well as the hypothalamus and other brain regions [223]. There is growing
evidence that a spectrum of socioeconomic factors contribute an appreciable amount of the
variance in disease specific morbidity and mortality rates as well as for risk factors for chronic
medical conditions [4, 3, 5]. Several models of SES-related health disparities propose that life
experiences related to SES at various levels, either at the individual, family or community
level, may influence disease risk by means of a stress related pathway [3, 107, 177]. While any
perceived stress pathway from SES to increased morbidity or mortality is clearly complex with
many mediating factors, here we present a novel opportunity to assess distinct community
based samples of differing socioeconomic status, with the aim of comparing hippocampal
volumes in these groups.
In addition to solely comparing hippocampal volumes between differing SES groups, in order
to explain any factors mediating volumetric differences, selected markers of inflammation will
be investigated. Inflammatory markers recorded for the PSOBID study included measures
of Interleukin 6 (IL6), a protein that acts as a pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory
cytokine. A cytokine being a signalling protein excreted by the glial cells of the nervous
system and by the immune system. IL-6 has been proposed as part of the pathway by which
hippocampal volumes may be reduced as a result of stress [216, 241]. Similarly, cortisol
has also been implicated in the stress- inflammation- hippocampal volume pathway and
these measures were also recorded [291, 241]. Cortisol is a steroid hormone released by the
adrenal gland. It is excreted in response to stress. Therefore to investigate the proposed
link between deprivation as a stressor leading to hippocampal volume reduction as a result of
inflammatory processes, the relationship between hippocampal volumes and IL-6 and cortisol
will be explored in the two differing SES groups.
To provide an initial estimation of the relationship between hippocampal volumes and mea-
sures implicated in the inflammatory pathway, IL-6 and cortisol were measured in both the
LD and MD groups. Subjects were ask to fast from 10pm the night prior to having their
blood sample taken the following morning. Following acqusition of the blood sample, the
sample separated within an hour and then frozen at -80 degrees. IL-6 was measured by sand-
wich ELISA (R&D Systems Europe Ltd., Abingdon, United Kingdom). Measuring cortisol
from a blood sample in this way is described as taking a single, morning measure.
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2.5.2.2 Hippocampal volume and alcohol
It has been known for some time that the hippocampus is affected by chronic dependence
on alcohol [38]. Moreover, alcohol has been shown to have a detrimental effect on the whole
brain volume and on the hippocampus, where the volume reduction between the whole brain
volume and hippocampal volume was found to be proportional [6]. While there appears to
be a consensus in the peer reviewed literature regarding the detrimental effects of chronic
alcohol abuse, there are less emphatic views around the damage done by low to moderate
alcohol consumption. This topic was the subject for reflection in an article in the Lancet
in 2004 [284]. A recent review focussing on low to moderate consumption has suggested
however that there is a preferential decrease in brain volume of subjects [357]. While there
appears to be some room for further discussion in this area, there was certainly enough
evidence to suggest that alcohol consumption may at some level play a role in contributing
to decreases in brain volume and potentially hippocampal volume. Therefore, self reported
measures of alcohol consumption of the each of the subjects was recorded as part of the
PSOBID dataset. Similarly to the scores of general psychological well being, subjects were
not screened for excessive alcohol use, i.e. any excessive users of alcohol were not rejected
from being imaged. Instead the self report measure of alcohol consumption was as a covariate
in the later analysis such that differences in SES may be explored, irrespective of differences
in alcohol consumption between each group. To ensure the suitability of alcohol as a covariate
in later analysis alcohol levels between the two groups were compared and there was found
to be no difference in the level of alcohol consumption.
2.5.3 Imaging hardware
All MRI scans were acquired using a 3T GE Medical systems, Signa Excite HD system
(Milwaukee, USA) with software version 12m5. Furthermore, an eight channel phased array
(receive only) head coil was used to acquire the imaging data.
2.5.4 Imaging Protocol
Following localiser scans a T1- weighted IR-FSPGR was acquired with TR = 6.8ms; TE =
1.5ms; TI = 500ms; flip angle=12º; FOV = 26cm; phase FOV= 70%; matrix: 320 x 320;
bandwidth 31.25kHz and slab thickness = 1mm. The acquisition time for this scan was 8min
54s. The T1-weighted IR-FSPGR sequence has high resolution in all three imaging planes and
good white matter to grey matter contrast which facilitates both the extraction of the whole
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hippocampus and tissue type segmentation necessary for voxel based morphometry (VBM)
(further described in Chapter 3). An example of a T1-weighted IR-FSPGR acquisition is
shown in figure 2.1 on the following page.
Figure 2.1: PSOBID study: 3D T1-weighted image displayed in 3-planes using ITKsnap
(v1.8), Whole brain and hippocampus, T1-weighted 3D Whole Brain image
2.5.5 Manual outlining of the hippocampus
As discussed above, many studies have assessed whole hippocampal volumes based on vary-
ing protocols and these have been was summarised by Konrad et al [185]. Based on the
observations made by Konrad et al, a protocol for manual outlining of the hippocampus was
devised and is detailed below.
Manual outlining was performed using the image processing software suite ITKsnap (v1.8)
(http://www.itksnap.org) [377]. While there are many programs which allow manual outlin-
ing and editing of brain, the combined four pane display allowing visualisation of the three
imaging planes and the 3D rendering window made this a suitable choice. Furthermore,
related itk software (convert3d) offers additional functionality for assessing images, such as
the ability to calculate the volume overlap measure known as the Dice metric.
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The raw DICOM T1-weighted 3D data were converted to NIFTI format using Chris Rorden’s
dcm2nii tool (http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/). DICOM stands for: Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine and is the standard medical imaging file format. NIFTI stands
for Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative and this file format was the result of a
project to support and develop the use of informatics tools in neuroimaging. The NIFTI
image format is widely used throughout neuroimaging.
2.5.5.1 Manual segmentation strategy
The strategy to manually segment the hippocampus began on the sagittal plane. Following
this initial outlining further corrections and refinements were made on the axial and coronal
planes. The decision was made to include the hippocampal WM as part of the hippocampus,
therefore the resultant hippocampal volumes reflected both its GM and WM components.
An example of the whole hippocampus, displayed in 3-planes, is shown in figure 2.2 below.
Figure 2.2: PSOBID study: 3D T1-weighted image displayed in 3-planes using ITKsnap
(v1.8), Whole brain and hippocampus, 3D T1-weighted view of the hippocampus
2.5.5.2 Anterior border
Using 3T MRI the amygdala may be clearly differentiated from the hippocampus, this is
shown in figure 2.3 on the following page. This border is most easily visualised on the imaging
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sagittal plane and this was partly the reason that segmentation began on this imaging plane,
see point A at the intersection of the two white planes shown in figure 2.3. The alveus is a
WM layer that defines the border between these structures and was included as part of the
gross hippocampal volume.
Figure 2.3: Anterior border of the hippocampus
2.5.5.3 Superior borders
As the alveus was included as part of our hippocampal volume, the alveus acts as the border
between the hippocampus and amygdala at the anterior-superior aspect of the hippocampus.
The superior border of the body and tail of the hippocampus was demarcated by the CSF
at the medial (Point B at the intersection of the two white planes on figure 2.4) and lateral
posterior aspects of the hippocampus. The plane anterior-superior border of the hippocampus
and the amygdala is illustrated by plane A and at the intersection of the two white planes
at point C on figure 2.4 on the following page.
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Figure 2.4: Anterior-superior border of the hippocampus
The medial-superior borders of the hippocampus are shown by planes A and B in figure 2.5
below.
Figure 2.5: Medial-superior border of the hippocampus
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2.5.5.4 Posterior border
The CSF of the lateral ventricle acts as a natural border at posterior aspects of the hip-
pocampus (see planes A and B on figure 2.6 below) , however, this is only satisfactory to
describe the lateral aspects of the posterior border. Medially the posterior aspect of the
hippocampus is more difficult to define due to the projection of the fornix. While it was
decided to include hippocampal WM regions as part of the whole segmented volume, the
fornix WM tract clearly extends well beyond the hippocampus. Therefore, it was necessary
to define an anatomical landmark to act as the boundary beyond which the fornix would not
be segmented.
The last axial slice on which the fornix was outlined, was the slice prior to the entire conver-
gence of the white matter (medially) around the tail of the hippocampus i.e. the convergence
of the WM into a single WM bundle. This may otherwise be described as the slice beyond
which the grey matter ovoid of the hippocampal tail is no longer visible. The posterior bound-
ary described here has been described in several protocols for hippocampal segmentation and
was most easily visualised and segmented on the coronal and axial imaging planes.
Figure 2.6: Posterior-medial border of the hippocampus
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2.5.5.5 Inferior border
The WM of the parahippocampal gyrus below the subiculum was clearly discernible from
the hippocampal GM and was used as the inferior border of the hippocampus. This border
was most easily visualised by using a combination of all three imaging planes. Konrad et al
describe the inferior medial border of the hippocampus, as defined in neuroimaging articles
to delimit the hippocampus along the inferior part of the cornu ammonis and the subiculum
[185]. The medial border is shown on the axial image as plane A on figure 2.7 below, while
the inferior-medial border is shown on the coronal image at the intersection of the two white
planes at point B on figure 2.7. This border is the most infrequently and poorly defined in
the literature, similarly there is no consensus over where the border should be and as a result
there are large variations between methods.
Figure 2.7: Inferior border of the hippocampus
2.5.5.6 Superior-medial border
The consensus across most of the imaging protocols defines this boundary as the CSF of the
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cisterna ambiens. This is most easily visualised on the coronal and axial planes.
2.5.5.7 Lateral border
The CSF of the lateral ventricle was used as the lateral border of the hippocampus. This
border was most easily visualised on the axial and coronal planes.
2.5.5.8 The complete manually segmented hippocampus
An example of the output from the complete manual segmentation process is shown in figure
2.8 below. This figure shows the right and left hippocampal segmentations overlaid on the T1-
weighted 3D image. The image also shows the three 3D mesh rendering of both hippocampi.
Figure 2.8: Manual segmentation of the right and left hippocampi as delineated using ITK-
snap software
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2.5.6 Automated segmentation of the hippocampus
2.5.6.1 Background to automated subcortical brain segmentation
At the time of starting this thesis, manual segmentation of the hippocampus was deemed
the gold standard method. However, manual segmentation is time consuming not only in
the time it takes to perform the segmentation itself, but also in the time it takes to define a
protocol, and subsequently train an operator to a high standard. Whole hippocampal manual
segmentation performed in this study by the author took approximately 30-45 minutes per
hippocampus.
Given the time penalty for performing manual segmentation of the hippocampus, consid-
erable efforts has been put into the development and refinement of automated procedures.
Perhaps the most notable work in this area is the work of Fischl et al [123], implemented
in the Freesurfer (FS) project (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Freesurfer is a widely
used software suite and offers many quantitative measures of structural MRI data, including
subcortical structure volumes, cortical parcellation volumes and cortical thickness measures.
Despite its many features initially FS was found not to be the easiest software to install
nor the most intuitive interface to use. Computer processing demands for the FS analysis
pipeline are also considerable.
An alternative to FS was to use a newly developed subcortical segmentation algorithm known
as FIRST, from the Functional MRI in the brain (FMRIB) group in Oxford, released in 2007
[278]. This group has an extensive software library (FSL) of high calibre MRI analysis tools,
the background to which is published in the peer reviewed literature [328].
2.5.6.2 Choosing an automated segmentation method
At the time of starting to perform the image analysis for this study there was little information
in the literature comparing the results of FS and FIRST. As FS had been around longer, more
data was available on this program and good correspondence between automated and manual
hippocampal volumes has been demonstrated [123]. However, as the FIRST algorithm was
new, this presented a novel opportunity to test the capabilities of this software. Moreover,
given that the FSL software was familiar to the author and deemed easier to use, a decision
was made to use FIRST to obtain automated hippocampal volumes which could then be
compared to the manual delineated values.
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2.5.6.3 How FIRST works
The Bayesian model uses principles of active shape and appearance models, allowing prob-
abilistic relationships between shape and intensity to be utilised. In practice this means
that the Bayesian model incorporates within and between structure variability while taking
account of the limited size of the training dataset. A further major benefit of this type of
model is that it allows shape differences between groups to be assessed, highlighting regions
of local volume difference rather than simply the total volume [278].
2.5.6.4 Training data
FIRST uses 336 pairs of images. The original T1-weighted 3D images and their manually la-
belled counterparts. The training dataset encompasses both normal and pathological brains
including data from schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s patients. From the set of manually la-
belled regions, 15 structures were chosen to be modelled, these were: the brainstem, right and
left amygdala, hippocampus, caudate, nucleus accumbens, putamen, pallidum and thalamus.
2.5.6.5 Linear image registration
Prior to creating the shape and intensity model FIRST requires that the data is registered to
common space. Image registration methods can come in many forms. The options typically
offered by brain imaging software are translation only registration (3DOF), rigid-body regis-
tration (6DOF), affine registration (12 DOF) and non-linear registration methods (12 DOF
or more). For each registration method there are also several cost functions available for
use. In FSL options include: correlation ratio, mutual information, normalised mutual infor-
mation, normalised correlation (intra-modal) and least-squares (intra-modal). Depending on
the type of images involved and the circumstances under which registration is to be applied,
different options may be chosen. Historically cost functions have generally fallen into one of
two categories to solve the image registration problem. Some have used geometrically defined
features to quantify the degree of similarity or disparity between the images. Other methods
have used techniques based on the intensity of the images. A comparative study between the
two types of cost function methodologies found that intensity based methods were generally
more accurate and reliable than geometric based methods [368].
For the circumstances here, T1-weighted MRI images were registered to an T1-weighted
MRI template. For this purpose an affine, 12DOF model with an intensity based, correlation
ratio cost function was used [173, 172]. The non-linear T1-weighted MNI152 template with
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voxel size 1mm x 1mm x 1mm was used for this purpose. For image registration FIRST
utilises another one of the FSL’s tools known as FLIRT, that is, FMRIB’s Linear Image
Registration Tool [173, 172]. Registration is performed in two stages to achieve the optimal
alignment of subcortical structures. Firstly a 12 degrees of freedom (DOF) affine registration
is performed for the whole head to the non-linear MNI152 template. The second stage is
initialised by the first and then employs a subcortical mask image in MNI space to improve
the affine registration. The purpose of this mask is to exclude areas outside the subcortical
regions from the registration procedure such that the registration procedure can then focus
on the subcortical alignment. Following the two-stage registration procedure to the MNI152
template the inverse transformation is applied to the modelled data to bring it back into
native space. Subsequent segmentation steps may now be performed in native space. This is
advantageous as the original, non-interpolated voxel intensities can be used.
Following registration any new dataset may be compared to the trained data where the aim
is for the similarity function (the posterior probability) to be maximised. This is a measure
of the goodness of fit for a proposed segmentation. Further to the posterior probability
being maximised a boundary correction is applied to the segmented subcortical volumes. To
perform the boundary correction the mesh is converted to a volume which defines a mask for
which voxels should be included excluded. A three-class tissue classification method based
on the intensities of GM, WM and CSF was determined by Patenaude et al to work best
[278].
An example of the right and left hippocampal segmentations generated by FSL’s FIRST are
shown in figure 2.9 below.
Figure 2.9: FSL’s FIRST, example of hippocampal segmentation, hippocampal mask volume
overlaid on the T1-W 3D image and 3D rendering of the hippocampal meshes
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Following the completion of FIRST, volumes for the segmented hippocampal meshes were
obtained for both the poorer and more aﬄuent study groups. Volumes generated from the
automated FIRST process were then compared to the manually defined volumes.
2.6 Results
Prior to comparing the manual and automated segmented hippocampal volumes it was nec-
essary to first assess the validity and quality of the manually segmented volumes. Such
measures will reflect the comprehensiveness of the manual segmentation protocol and how
well the protocol was adopted by the manual raters. Quality was assessed by establishing
intra and inter rater Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) and Dice metrics, two measure-
ment concepts which are introduced below.
2.6.1 Introducing the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
The most commonly used correlation measure is typically Pearson’s correlation coefficient
(typically known in the literature as either the r or R value). This is almost universally used
to assess the strength of linear relationships between two variables. At first glance the ICC, a
descriptive statistic to assess how well measures in groups resemble each other, looks equally
straightforward. However, there are several variations of the ICC measurement, calculated in
slightly different ways, and having different meanings. Thus one must understand which ICC
measure is the most appropriate to apply depending on the specific situation. Furthermore,
one must be sure of firstly, which ICC value is being calculated if statistical software is being
used, how the ICC value is being calculated, what this means in practice, and finally that
when ICC values from the literature are being compared, care must be taken to ensure only
similar ICC values are being used. The ICC may be described by equation 2.1.
ICC = V ariance(S)/(V ariance(S) + V ariance(R) + V ariance(r)) (2.1)
Where variance(S) is the variance due to subjects, variance(R) is the variance due to raters
and variance(r) is the residual variance.
The seminal work on ICC was performed by Shrout and Fleiss, 1979 [323]. In this paper the
authors detail six different variations on the ICC. The ICC in its most general sense is a reli-
ability or consistency measurement and is the ratio of two variances, these being the variance
of the measurement and the sum of the variances of measurement and all other factors con-
tributing to the variance. The reliability measures defined by Shrout and Fleiss are labelled
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ICC(1,1), ICC(2,1), ICC(3,1), ICC(1,n), ICC(2,n) and ICC(3,n). The first three measures
being the expected reliability of single raters measure and the latter three being the expected
reliability of the mean of a set of ’n’ raters. Typically it is the ICC (2,1) measure which is
desired for most applications, this measure is more simply known as the ICC(Agreement)
measure. For the purposes here of comparing within rater and later between rater reliability,
the most appropriate ICC measure to use was the ICC(2,1) or ICC (Agreement) measure.
This measure is based upon a two-way random effects ANOVA design.
The SPSS statistical sofware package v18 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL. http://www.spss.com)
can measure various ICC measures depending on the design option chosen. SPSS uses ter-
minology more closely associated with the work of McGraw and Wong, 1996 [230] but their
definitions are equivalent to the Shrout and Fleiss descriptions. Thus to obtain the ICC (2,1)
measurement one must define a two-way random effects ANOVA design to assess absolute
agreement. Thus SPSS not only provides a value for the ICC but also determines if the ICC
is different from a given value and if this difference is statistically significant.
A further ICC measure which may be of interest in some instances, is the ICC(3,1) or ICC
(consistency) measurement. This is distinct from the ICC measure of agreement in that it
treats variability due to raters as irrelevant and thus this variability is not considered in the
denominator of the ICC calculation and this leads to an assessment of consistency. The need
to include an assessment of consistency, other than for a purely mathematical abstraction,
depends on how one wishes to use the data, what one is hoping to prove from the ICC
assessment, and how one wishes to proceed with further analysis based upon the initial ICC
assessment. For example, in some situations it may be the case that many multiple raters
are assessing the subjects, we may not be concerned that raters score the subjects differently
as long as their practices are consistent, i.e. systematic differences between raters are not a
concern, thus it seems in some instances it is sensible to assess ICC (consistency).
In other circumstances however, the purpose of ICC analysis is to prove that different raters
are scoring / measuring in a similar manner (i.e. agreement). Ideally agreement between
different raters should be such that their data are interchangeable without issue. In this
chapter the aim was to prove that results from within and between different raters agree
i.e. that results are not significantly different. Assessing rater quality in this way will in
part validate the manual segmentation hippocampal analysis protocol that was developed.
Furthermore, ensuring that measures from either of two raters can be treated as being from
the same population means that either rater could be used to analyse hippocampal volumes
in subsequent studies.
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2.6.2 Introducing the Dice metric
In comparing intra or inter rater segmentation results or different segmentation methods
it was important to compare more than just the raw volumetric data. For example, two
segmentations may be identical in volume but may be considerably different shapes and
may also cover different spatial locations. Therefore, comparing the agreement between
the volumes alone, as would be given from the ICC measurement, would be an incomplete
description of the conformance of the structures. For these reasons the author decided to
perform a further measure to assess intra and inter rater volume and displacement differences.
This was the Dice metric which determines the overlapping fraction of segmented volumes.
The Dice metric was calculated using an extension to the ITKsnap [377] software known as
The Convert3d toolbox (c3d). This tool has a number of useful processing commands which
can perform relatively simple mathematical operations on medical imaging data.
The Dice metric itself takes the following form, see equation 2.2.
D = V/[(nz1 + nz2)/2] (2.2)
Where D is the Dice similarity metric, V is the number of voxels equal to z in both images,
i.e. the overlapping volume/number of voxels and nz1 and nz2are the number of voxels in
volumes 1 and 2 of intensity value z. Note in our case as binary images were being assessed,
then the intensity value of both regions was 1.
A schematic, 2D description of the principle surrounding the Dice metric is shown in figure
2.10 on the following page.
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of the Dice metric
In figure 2.10 A and B show that if two volumes do not intersect, regardless of their relative
sizes, the dice metric will be zero. C and D show that for volumes that partially intersect
and depending on the degree of this intersection, the Dice metric will lie between 0 and 1.
For E and F the volumes are equal and the shapes intersect completely, in this circumstance
the Dice metric is 1.
2.6.3 Intra operator quality measures: ICC and Dice metric results
To validate the robustness of the manual hippocampal segmentation protocol it was important
to assess how similar repeat measurements by a single operator of whole hippocampal volumes
were. As discussed above, the Dice metric is a good measure to assess the similarity of volume
measures as it considers the degree to which two volumes overlap. Repeat whole hippocampal
volume measures were made from 5 randomly selected subjects from the 42 subjects recruited
from the imaging study of the PSOBID project.
In addition to the Dice metric the ICC for agreement was also determined. The results of
the intra operator assessment for ICC (agreement) and the Dice metric are shown in table
2.2 on the following page.
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Table 2.2: Whole hippocampal volume measures of quality: Intra-rater agreement and the
Dice metric
As is shown in table 2.2 both the ICC and Dice values for intra rater agreement were deter-
mined to be greater than 0.85. The Dice intra rater overlap metrics acquired here using the
3T system were comparable to that which has been observed by others using 3T MRI and
which have deemed to be of a good standard i.e. greater than 0.75 [174]. This lends confi-
dence to the quality and detail of the manual hippocampus segmentation protocol and in the
skill of the main rater. This provided a base on which comparisons between manually seg-
mented volumes may be compared to automatically segmented volumes, justifying the choice
of using the manually segmented hippocampal volumes as the gold standard measurement of
hippocampal volumes.
2.6.4 Inter operator quality measures: ICC and Dice metric results
To validate the robustness of the manual hippocampal segmentation protocol it was im-
portant to assess how similar measurements of whole hippocampal volumes made by two
independent operators were. As discussed above, the Dice metric is a good measure to assess
the similarity of volume measures as it considers the degree to which two volumes over-
lap. Whole hippocampal volume measures were made by two raters on 5 randomly selected
subjects from the 42 subjects recruited from the imaging study of the PSOBID project.
In addition to the Dice metric the ICC for agreement was also determined. The results of
the inter-rater ICC for agreement and Dice metric are shown in table 2.3 below.
Table 2.3: Whole hippocampal volume measures of quality: Inter-rater agreement and the
Dice metric
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With the exception of the ICC (agreement) value for the right hippocampus being 0.84 all
other ICC and Dice metric values were determined to be greater than 0.85. Though for the
purposes of this study the inter rater measures for the whole hippocampus are less important
than obtaining confidence in the intra rater measurement, these measures do serve to show
that the manual segmentation protocol was adopted well by a 2nd rater. This implies that the
protocol was sufficiently well described and well illustrated to be implemented by someone
other than the principle rater and author of this thesis.
2.6.5 Comparing manual and automated hippocampal volume mea-
surements
Having reviewed the quality of the manual segmentation procedure it was then possible
to compare automated and manual hippocampal volumes in the more and least deprived
groups where the gold standard method for measuring hippocampal volumes was assumed
to be manual outlining process. The results of the manual and automated hippocampal
volumes measures from 3TMRI were then compared. The mean volumes with 95% confidence
intervals as error bars are shown in figure 2.11. Corresponding mean and standard deviation
values are shown in table 2.4.
There are various ways in which error bars can be calculated and represented. Therefore it is
important to briefly discuss how the error bars were calculated throughout this thesis. Error
bars typically represent one of three things, the standard deviation, the standard error, or
the 95% confidence interval.
The standard deviation describes a measure of variance around the mean value. Based on the
z-distribution an error bar of +/- 1 standard deviation encompasses 66% of the data around
the mean. This relationship is described mathematically in equation 2.3.
StdDev =
√
V ariance (2.3)
Whereas the standard deviation describes a measure of variance around the mean value based
on the z-distribution i.e. 95% lie within +/- 1.96 standard deviations , the standard error
describes an estimate of certainty in the mean value. As is intuitive, the larger the sample
size (n), then the less variability in this measurement and the more certain one can estimate
the true mean. Therefore the smaller the standard error value, the smaller the subsequent
error bars will be. The relationship between the standard error and standard deviation is
described mathematically in equation 2.4.
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StdError = StdDev/
√
n (2.4)
Finally we consider confidence intervals (CI). A 95% CI tells us that there is a 95% probability
that the interval contains the true mean. The relationship between confidence intervals and
the standard error is described mathematically in equation 2.5.
95%CI = StdError ∗ tdf (2.5)
The error bars shown in figure 2.11 are the 95% confidence interval for the mean. Where
tdf is the degrees of freedom the t-distribution and tends to 1.96 for large sample numbers
(>100). 95% confidence intervals will be used consistently throughout this these as error
bars.
Figure 2.11: Automated and manual volumetry measures of hippocampal volumes for aﬄuent
and poorer groups
There are several pieces of information than can be derived from figure 2.11. Firstly, the
automatic and manual volumes were comparable and were not significantly different though
there was a trend for the FIRST automatically segmented volumes to be smaller than the
equivalent manual measurements. This was more evident for the right hippocampal vol-
ume measurements than the left. Secondly, comparing right and left hippocampal volume
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measurements, there was a trend for left hippocampal volumes to be smaller than right
hippocampal volumes, but this was not statistically significant. The mean and standard
deviation values are shown in table 2.4 below.
Table 2.4: Automated and manual, left and right hippocampal volumes for aﬄuent and
poorer groups
To further compare the two segmentation methods Bland-Altman (BA) difference plots were
calculated, see figures 2.12 below and 2.13 on the following page [45]. BA plots are a recog-
nised method for comparing the agreement of two measurement techniques. BA plots are
widely used to measure agreement in medical statistics and are distinct from correlation plots
which may be misleading as any method developed to measure the same parameter are likely
to correlate. That is, the Pearson correlation ’r’ value measures the strength of a relationship
between two variables, it does not assess the agreement between them.
Figure 2.12: Bland-Altman difference plot to compare agreement between FIRST output and
manually segmented hippocampal volumes
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Figure 2.13: Bland-Altman difference plot to compare agreement between FIRST output and
manually segmented hippocampal volumes
The BA plots show the difference between the automated and manual volume measure-
ments and the estimated mean difference. On average, automated left hippocampal volumes
were -42mm3 smaller than the equivalent manual segmented volumes and automated right
hippocampal volume measurements were -182mm3 smaller than the equivalent manual seg-
mented volume. The upper and lower levels of agreement (ULA and LLA) are also shown in
the figures 2.12 and 2.13. These represent the average difference +/- the standard deviation
of the difference.
The BA plots confirm what was suspected from the initial inspection of the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the hippocampal volume results from the two methods. That is, the results
for the left hippocampus by the manual and automated methods were in much better agree-
ment than for the right hippocampus though both left and right measurements showed a
tendency for the automated method to underestimate the hippocampal volume. The BA
plots shown in figures 2.12 and 2.13 include data for both the aﬄuent and poorer groups.
By separating the groups for analysis, to focus on the right hippocampal data for the poorer
group, the mean difference between the automated and manual method was even worse being
-338mm3 i.e. on average the automated measures for the right hippocampus in the poorer
group were 338mm3 smaller than their manually outlined counterparts, see figure 2.14 on the
following page. It is worth noting that the equivalent difference between the left hippocampal
volumes for the poorer group by the automated and manual methods was 29mm3. This is
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important as it would imply that one cannot blame issues of image quality for obtaining poor
results between different methods. From the BA plot of the right hippocampal volumes of the
poorer group (figure 2.14), seven subjects were observed to show a mean difference between
the automated and manual methods of greater than 500mm3 (i.e. in the range: -500mm3
or lower). This strategy was useful for identifying volumes which may have been poorly
segmented by the automated method and thus would inform the user of which volumes are
in greatest need of manual correction.
Figure 2.14: Bland-Altman difference plot to compare agreement between FIRST output and
manually segmented hippocampal volumes
In practice of course, the purpose of using the automated method was to negate the need
for performing manual measurements on the entire dataset and thus the correction strategy
discussed here could not be implemented. Similar strategies could be developed to compare
the automated volumes with a database of normal data, where one could investigate the
outer lying values of the range but this on its own would not necessarily imply that a poor
quality automated segmentation had been performed. Ultimately, unless a superior method
is developed and found to compare better to the gold standard manual measurements, it
would be essential to manually inspect all automated segmentation volumes for errors. Im-
plementing schemes to create and visually inspect large numbers of volumes in a quick and
simple manner would greatly benefit this work and all works of this type.
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2.7 Comparing the manual and automated volumes using
the Dice metric
Hippocampal volumes have been determined by automated and manual segmentation tech-
niques. Before being able to perform the Dice metric calculations, it was first necessary to
prepare the automatically segmented hippocampal data. Thus the automatically segmented
hippocampal data from FSL’s FIRST algorithm were saved as meshes and then corporealised.
A consequence of this process was that the new image from the mesh had to be binarised
such as to remove any intensity identifiers used by FSL’s FIRST program leaving only an
image of one’s and zero’s. It was then possible to calculated the Dice metric to compare the
two segmentation methods.
For the 82 hippocampi, i.e. 42 subjects, which were manually outlined and automatically
segmented the Dice similarity index was found to be 0.81 +/- 0.05 (standard deviation),
results are shown in table 2.5 below.
Table 2.5: PSOBID study: Dice similarity index for manual vs. automated hippocampal
volume measurements
2.7.1 Displaying differences between the manual and automated
segmentation processes
In the measures applied above automated and manual hippocampal volumes have been com-
pared with respect to the raw volumes and also by the overlapping Dice metric. Including
the Dice metric in this assessment is more than many have previously performed yet this still
does not give a complete comparison between the methods. While the volume comparison
and Dice are good summary measures and reflect the global nature of the measures, they
do not provide any illustration as to the location of volumetric differences that exist. In
essence, the Dice metric tells us that the manual and automated voxels overlap, on average,
by approximately 80% but does not however highlight where in the hippocampus this 80%
overlap or more importantly the 20% discrepancy occurs.
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The areas of discrepancy could be the result of various factors, namely errors in the man-
ual outlining, or errors in the automated methodology or both. To improve either of these
methodological approaches, be it through an improved protocol for manual outlining or
through an improved automated algorithm, then non-overlapping regions must first be iden-
tified. Therefore, the hippocampal image masks were used to illustrate areas of discrepancy
between the automated and manual images.
Comparing the segmented images in native space for a particular subject only generates a
subtraction image for a single individual. While this is informative to a degree, it does not
necessarily reflect the overall picture of both the automated and manual procedures. Thus
it was better to compare the segmented images in template space (MNI152) such that the
group subtractions could be performed to illustrate the discrepancy between the automated
and manual methods for the entire group.
It has been assumed that the manual segmentation of the hippocampus is more accurate than
automated volume measurement and was therefore the gold standard measurement. This is
an assumption which was supported by the evidence from the literature. Thus, the graphical
representation showing the voxels of volume differences will be considered to focus on regions
where the automatic segmentation algorithm was deficient and therefore should ideally be
improved.
Having created segmentation images in the same space for both the automatic and manu-
ally segmented hippocampal volumes, binary images were then created for each individual
segmentation. The rationale to create these so called ’difference images’ i.e. the difference
between the manual and automatic methodologies was to take the difference of the sum of the
masks for both the manual and automatic methodologies. By doing this, regions which con-
sistently overlapped would show no difference, or put another way, images where differences
were consistently detected would be highlighted.
As we have determined from the Dice metric that on average 80% of voxels overlap then
much of what was left on the difference images will be zero in intensity i.e. no difference.
Moreover, the voxels where differences have occurred regularly had a small range. Therefore,
in order to visualise the regions of difference in a clear way, a colour scale look-up table
(.lut) specific to the limited range of intensity values, was created using ImageJ software
(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). The range of values observed included both negative and pos-
itive values. Thus the difference image mask was created and overlaid on the T1 152 MNI
template brain to localise the regions of difference to an anatomical frame of reference. The
differences images highlight regions of difference in hippocampal volume measurements cre-
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ated by manual and automatic segmentation methods, examples of the differences images
are shown in figures 2.15 below and 2.16 on the following page where these figures focus on
regions where the greatest discrepancies occurred.
Figure 2.15: Anterior boundary discrepancies (1)
The ’difference images’ were derived by subtracting the automatically segmented images
from the manual segmented images. The colour scale shown on these figures ranges from
-10 to -1 and from 1 to 4, voxel intensity values between -1 and +1 are transparent i.e. no
colour is associated with voxels between these intensities. Thus, the ’hotter’ or more intense
the orange colour on the image, the more often a discrepancy between the automated and
manual measurements occurred at that location. These represent the voxels that are greater
than zero. The range of positive values was from 1 to 4. That is, the hotter the region
the more often voxels at that location were identified as being part of the hippocampus by
the manual method than the automatic method i.e. regions that were underestimated by
automatic segmentation procedure. From figures 2.15 and 2.16 shown on the following pages
such discrepancies tended to occur around the hippocampal head at the anterior and anterior-
superior borders between the hippocampus and the amygdala and also at the posterior and
posterior-lateral boundary between the hippocampal tail and lateral ventricles.
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Figure 2.16: Anterior boundary discrepancies (2)
In the difference images shown in figures 2.17 and 2.18 on the following pages, the focus
of the figures is on the intensity values in the range from -1 to -10. As can be seen from
the colour scale the ’cooler’ or more intensely blue the colour the more voxels which have
consistently been underestimated by the automatic segmentation method. These represent
the voxels that are less than or equal to -1. From figures 2.17 and 2.18, discrepancies of this
type tended to occur at the medial boundary between the hippocampus and the brainstem
and CSF and at the medial-posterior boundary at the fornix of the hippocampus.
On closer inspection of the difference images one might notice that some of the differences
lie outside of the hippocampus. As the difference images were normalised to the T1 152
MNI template one might be surprised to see that not all the discrepancies lie within the
hippocampus. The observed discrepancies exist because in some cases there were errors in
the initial automatic segmentation procedure, this would include, errors as a result of the
fact that the normalisation of the subjects to the MNI template wasn’t perfect. Whether the
errors were a result of poor normalisation or poor segmentation or both is not clear, but the
error as a result of automatic procedure as a whole is precisely what we aimed to illustrate.
Regardless of the source of the error in creating these maps, they do serve to illustrate where
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Figure 2.17: Hippocampal head: medial discrepancies
The range of negative values was from -1 to -10.
the differences in the full automatic segmentation analysis pipeline relative to the manual
tracing occurs. There may be a component of spatial error in the difference maps as a result
of normalisation errors but the difference images are still useful as an indicator of the broad
trends as to whereabouts, in and around the hippocampus, errors are likely to occur between
manual and automatic segmentation methods.
2.7.2 Establishing the mean and standard deviation of hippocampal
volume measures in the poorer and more aﬄuent groups
The mean and standard deviation of the aﬄuent and poorer groups was established. Given
that the gold standard method for hippocampal volumes was the manual method, these
values were considered initially. The results of the manual segmentations for the left and
right hippocampal volumes are shown in table 2.6 below.
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Figure 2.18: Fornix discrepancies
Table 2.6: Results of manually segmented hippocampal volumes for poorer and more aﬄuent
groups
The results of the manual volumetry suggest that both the left and right hippocampal volumes
are smaller in the poorer group. At this stage it was important to consider the intracranial
volume (ICV) of the subjects when comparing subcortical structure volumes. ICV values
were obtained using SPM5’s segmentation routine, this will be discussed in more detail in
chapter 3 where the ICV values were determined as part of the VBM processing pipeline.
The raw manually segmented hippocampal volumes were corrected for ICV, the corrected
results are shown in table 2.7 on the following page.
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Table 2.7: PSOBID data: ICV corrected, manually segmented hippocampal volumes pre-
sented as a % of ICV
The ICV corrected volumes reflected the trend observed for the uncorrected volumes in that
both the left and right hippocampal volumes were smaller in the poorer group.
2.7.2.1 Power calculations for hippocampal volume data acquired using 3T MRI
An important aspect in defining any experimental design is to estimate the necessary number
of subjects to obtain a statistically significant result between two group measurements. This
is known as determining the power of the study and depends on the variability in the mea-
surement, and the estimated minimum difference between the measurements. Power defines
the likelihood or probability of recording a perceived difference between two groups. There-
fore, for a desired degree of power, one can calculate the required sample size necessary to
obtain statistical significance given a known (or estimated) standard deviation and an known
(or estimated) minimum difference. To put it another way, given two of either the sample
size, standard deviation and minimum difference the third parameter can be calculated for
a desired degree of power.
Power has came to prominence in recent years and is typically desired in grant applications,
presumably (amongst other things) to avoid studies being performed with such low power
that they are unlikely to record statistical significance. It is common for pilot studies to
be used as a vehicle to obtain estimates of standard deviation and the minimum difference
between groups which can be used to obtain estimates of sample size for a given degree
of power, alternatively one can use the peer reviewed literature from similar studies to ob-
tain these measurements to estimate power. Thus an important aspect in using any new
or improved technology or methodology is to consider the variance in normality. For the
purposes of the work in this thesis the evolving technology is that of 3T MRI and we may
speculate that the improved field strength may lead to an improved accuracy in measuring
hippocampal volumes. Where an automated segmentation algorithm is being applied then
we are considering the variance in the combination of these technologies. Power calculations
were performed using the statistical software package Minitab v.15.1, Minitab Inc.
For the two groups discussed in this chapter power and sample size calculations were per-
formed by Minitab using a 2 sample t-test method as shown in figure 2.19. The input values
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for estimations of sample sizes must be integer values. In performing power or sample sizes we
aim to compare the means of two sample populations where the samples forming the group
are assumed to be representative of the underlying population being investigated. Minitab
will only perform power and sample size calculations when the groups are populated with
equal numbers of subjects. By default, the null hypothesis for 2 sample t-test is that there is
no difference between the means of the sample populations. Thus there are three remaining
options for the alternative hypothesis, these are, that the groups are not equal, that the first
group has a greater mean than the second or that the first group has a lower mean that
the second. The alternative hypothesis that is chosen will depend on what is required to be
assessed. As sample sizes must be integers, target power values may not be found exactly
however Minitab will display the actual power for a requested sample size.
For comparing the hippocampal volumes between the aﬄuent and poorer groups a two-
sample t-test was performed. The minimum difference was defined as the difference between
the sample means of the aﬄuent and poorer hippocampal volumes as determined by the
automated segmentation algorithm and this was recorded as 299mm3. The standard deviation
of the measurement (averaged between the two groups) was 538mm3. The aﬄuent volumes
were larger than the poorer hippocampal volumes and thus this allows a directionality to be
applied to our power calculation. That is, the power and sample size estimation here was
based on the alternative hypothesis that the mean of the aﬄuent group was larger than the
mean of the lower SES group. This calculation informs further hypotheses aiming to detect
significant hippocampal volume differences in studies with subjects of differing socioeconomic
status. Given the observed group difference and variance, for power values of: 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8, 0.9 and 0.95, necessary sample sizes were calculated as: 19, 25, 32, 41, 57 and 71
respectively. This data is summarised in figure 2.19 on the following page.
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Figure 2.19: Power calculation for automatically segmented hippocampal volume difference
at 3T
Based on the data from the PSOBID study, to determine a statistically significant difference
in hippocampal volume between the poor and aﬄuent groups with a power of 90%, the
necessary sample size was estimated as requiring 57 subjects in each study group.
2.7.3 Hippocampal volumes in relation to IL-6 and cortisol
To investigate the relationship between the IL-6 inflammatory marker and ICV corrected
hippocampal volumes between the two SES groups scatterplots were created. For IL6 an
outlying value of 25 was removed to avoid skewing the correlational analysis. The results are
plotted in figure 2.20 on the following page.
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Figure 2.20: IL6 vs. ICV corrected left and right hippocampal volumes for aﬄuent and
poorer groups
Correlations were also performed to assess the strength of the linear relationship between
the variables. No significant correlations existed between IL-6 and ICV corrected hippocam-
pal volume. For both aﬄuent and poorer groups none of the correlations with IL-6 were
statistically significant.
Similarly the relationship between cortisol and hippocampal volumes were assessed. The
results are shown in figure 2.21 below.
Figure 2.21: Cortisol vs. ICV corrected left and right hippocampal volumes for aﬄuent and
poorer groups
Correlations between the cortisol and hippocampal volume were calculated. For both the af-
fluent and poorer group no significant correlations were observed for either the ICV corrected
right or left hippocampal volumes.
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2.8 Discussion
2.8.1 Assessing the quality of the manually segmented hippocampal
volumes
While the primary aim of this chapter was to compare the manually delineated hippocampal
volumes with the automatically segmented volumes from the FIRST algorithm it was im-
portant to establish the reliability of the manual segmentation procedure. To address this,
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values for agreement and Dice metric values were
calculated on the manually segmented hippocampal volumes for both intra and inter rater
scenarios.
For both the intra and inter rater assessments two measurements were made on 5 randomly
selected subjects from the larger PSOBID dataset. Both the left and right hippocampi were
manually segmented. For the intra rater scenario the ICC (agreement) for the left and right
hippocampi were 0.86 and 0.85 respectively. The Dice metric for the left and right hippocampi
were 0.86 and 0.86 respectively. For the inter rater scenario the ICC (agreement) for the left
and right hippocampi were 0.90 and 0.84 respectively. The Dice metric for the left and right
hippocampi were 0.85 and 0.85 respectively.
From these results we can say that the agreement between repeat measurements is similar
for both the intra rater and inter rater cases. That is, repeat measurements made by the
first rater are similar to the volume measurements between the two raters. This suggests
that the second rater adopted the manual segmentation protocol well, producing segmented
volumes which were similar in both size and position to the first rater. A good degree of
agreement, as has been achieved here, for the manually segmented hippocampal volumes
across different raters implies that the two rater results may be used exchangeability. This
may have practical implications in that if future work requires manually segmented volumes
on larger numbers of subjects then the dataset could be split between the two raters having
negated concerns of introducing rater bias.
The inter rater agreement and Dice metric assessment is of some interest in that it informs
us to a degree about how well the manual segmentation protocol has been presented in terms
of its clarity such that similar volumes may be reproduced by different raters. However, in
the broader context of this chapter, it is less important as the focus of the work was to assess
the automated volumes relative to the manual segmented volumes as delineated by a single
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rater (the author of the thesis). In this respect, the intra rater agreement measures are of
greater importance.
The reliability of hippocampal volume measurements at 3T have previously been discussed
by Jeukens et al [174]. In this paper they set the acceptable criteria for ICC agreement
measures as being greater than or equal to 0.85 while for the Dice overlap metric they set as
being greater than or equal to 0.75. ICC for for hippocampal volumes have also been reported
elsewhere in the literature and these values range from 0.75 to 0.95 [15, 202, 330, 274, 366].
In this thesis we have demonstrated that both intra rater and inter rater ICC measures of
agreement greater than 0.85 are achievable, where we only failed to meet this criteria for
the inter rater agreement measurements of the right hippocampus. For the purposes of this
thesis where the intra rater ICC results are of greater importance the values of 0.86 and 0.85
for the left and right hippocampus respectively are acceptable and comparable to the best of
the intra rater values cites by Jeukens et al of 0.88 [174].
As was discussed when the Dice metric was introduced the ICC measure only considers the
size of the structure and not the relative space the volume inhabits it can potentially be
misleading to present ICC values on their own. Jeukens et al, also state this fact where for
one of their intra-rater measurements they observed and ICC agreement value of 0.59 but
deemed that reproducibility was still reasonable as the Dice metric value for the same intra
rater assessment was determined to be 0.87 [174]. Thus they recommend that ICC values of
manually segmented hippocampal volumes should always be presented in combination with
measures of the Dice overlap metric. The intra rater Dice metric values observed in this
chapter of 0.86 for both the left and right hippocampi were comparable to values observed
by Jeukens et al, and better than the acceptable criteria of 0.75 as set by Jeukens et al [174].
Dice metrics are not often cited, where even those studies which do include it often only
consider the inter rater assessment [274, 73], though some studies have assessed intra rater
Dice measures [154]. The first of these studies were performed at 1.5T where inter rater Dice
measures were observed to be poorer than that which was recorded in this thesis [274, 73]
though the improvement may not necessarily be solely attributable to the increased field
strength where intra rater measures acquired using 1.5T MRI systems have been obtained
which are slightly better (between 0.87 and 0.90) than the values acquired in this thesis (0.86)
[154]. Differences in the Dice metrics may be attributed to a number of factors which could
include field strength, rater skill, protocol clarity and choice of what parts of the hippocampus
constitute the volume to be segmented.
To summarise, the Dice intra rater overlap metrics acquired here using the 3T system were
comparable to that which has been observed by others using 3T MRI and which have deemed
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to be of a good standard i.e. greater than 0.75 [174]. This lends confidence to the quality and
detail of the manual hippocampus segmentation protocol and in the skill of the main rater.
This provided a base on which comparisons between manually segmented volumes may be
compared to automatically segmented volumes, justifying the choice of using the manually
segmented hippocampal volumes as the gold standard measurement of hippocampal volumes.
2.8.2 Comparing automated and manual measurements made using
3T MRI
Given that performing manual outlining of hippocampal volumes has a considerable time
burden, it was worth considering whether automated methods of hippocampal volumes could
be used in their place. However, in order to have confidence in using the automated data, a
comprehensive comparison between the automated and manual data was performed.
With perhaps the exception of the right hippocampal volumes in the poorer group, FIRST’s
automated measurements returned similar mean volumes to the manual method for both
the left and right hippocampal volumes. The levels of variance in the measurements were
also comparable between methods. This initial inspection of the mean volumes and the
spread of the data are encouraging. A BA analysis was also applied to the data. The mean
difference between the two methods for obtaining left and right hippocampal volumes was
-42mm3and -182mm3. Therefore in both instances the automated volumes were smaller than
the manually segmented regions with the methods having considerably better agreement
for the left hippocampal then the right. Given the mean volume of the hippocampus was
approximately 3700mm3 having a mean difference of 42mm3 and 182mm3 corresponds to a
percentage error of between approximately 1% and 5%. These are modest values.
To further assess the quality of the conformance between the two methods Dice overlapping
metrics were calculated. The mean Dice was 0.81, where values of around 0.8 or better are
typically considered reasonable. A comparison between automated measures from Freesurfer
(FS) and FIRST to manual tracing was performed by Morey et al [246]. They calculated
a Dice metric of ~0.82 and ~0.82 for the left and right hippocampal volume, comparing
FS to manual tracing, while comparing FIRST to manual tracing was slightly poorer with
Dice metric of ~ 0.78 and 0.79. Therefore, the Dice metric values calculated in this thesis
are comparable but slightly better than that observed for FIRST in Morey et al, and only
slightly poorer than the Dice metric achieved by comparing FS to manual segmentation. The
publication detailing the FIRST methodology itself contains Dice metric which were ~0.81
for the hippocampus [278]. The original FS subcortical segmentation publication by Fischl
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et al reported overlap measures of ~ 0.80 for the hippocampus. In this regard the values
calculated here are in keeping with what is presented in the literature both for FIRST and
for other automated methods such as FS [123].
In another work assessing automated hippocampal segmentation in temporal lobe epilepsy
(TLE) patients both FS and FIRST were compared to manual segmentation [275]. They
calculated a Dice metric of 0.73 between FS and manual tracings and 0.71 between FIRST
and manual tracings in control subjects and 0.66 between FS and manual tracings and 0.62
between FIRST and manual tracings in TLE patients. These values are lower than was
observed in this thesis and also by Morey et al and could be a result of differences in the
manual tracing protocol that was used [246].
To further augment the volume, variance and Dice summary measures discussed above it was
deemed useful to create ’difference images’ to highlight regions where discrepancies between
the methodologies consistently occurred. This proved an insightful comparison as these im-
ages are not something which are commonly documented in the literature, with one exception
to this being the work performed by Morey et al [245]. In this thesis it was observed that the
aspects of the hippocampus where discrepancies between the automated and manual methods
occurred were at the anterior and anterior-superior portions of the hippocampus. Similarly,
deficits were also frequently observed around the tail of the hippocampus where it meets the
fornix. In a similar way Morey et al exploited a vertexwise analysis to display regions of vol-
ume difference on a 3D surface mesh with vectors highlighting the direction and significance
of any discrepancies. The results of this work match what was observed in this thesis, with
the largest errors being at the anterior boundary, medial surface of the hippocampal head
and the medial aspects of the tail where good agreement was observed around the lateral
and superior aspects of the hippocampal body and tail. In some ways these observations
are not a great surprise as typically the experience of segmenting the volume will inform the
operator of the challenges faced and difficult aspects to segment. Nonetheless, the data is
useful to confirm these ideas and to again highlight regions of common errors in hippocampal
segmentation. It would be advisable for future work to focus on these challenging areas and
perhaps to refine the automated methods to improve the segmentation in these regions, this
will likely improve the conformance of the automated methods to the manual operators.
Despite the relatively good agreement between the automated and manual methods there was
still situations where the automated segmentation failed to accurately segment the hippocam-
pal volume. Therefore it is recommended that in future work the automated methodology
should be accompanied by a manual inspection and correction of the segmented volume.
This would take advantage of the speed of the automated method while negating the need
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for a manual operator to spend time segmenting the whole hippocampus. By also including
a manual refinement to the automatically segmented hippocampus the overall accuracy of
the final hippocampal segmentation will be improved.
The power calculation performed here was informative for a number of reasons. The vari-
ance in both the automated and manual methodologies has been obtained, this would be
useful when performing sample size calculation using these methodologies. Mean differences
between hippocampal volumes of distinct groups of differing SES have also been obtained.
While this is not as useful as the variance in the measurement in that it is specific to the
groups assessed here, it would inform future studies assessing the hippocampus in the area of
deprivation and SES. At the time of writing this study, to the best knowledge of the author,
no other study assessing the statistical power of adult human hippocampal volumes in depri-
vation has been performed. To recap, for the group differences and observed variance of the
automated measurement of the hippocampus, to achieve a study power of 0.9, approximately
57 subjects would be required in each distinct group with differing SES.
Considering the methodology alone, Morey et al considered the power of FS, FIRST and
manual segmentation to detect a range of volumetric differences for varying sample sizes based
on a desired study power of 0.8 [246]. By their measurements they estimated slightly lower
subject numbers were necessary to achieve the same power when manual and FS methods
were used compared to FIRST. Their estimates for power were comparable to what was
observed in this thesis where ~ 40 subjects would be deemed necessary to achieve a power of
0.8 if a group difference of 300mm3 was observed.
2.8.3 Hippocampal volumes in the more and least deprived SES
groups: discussion of results and limitations of this study
To address the main hypothesis of this chapter a detailed protocol was defined to manually
segment the hippocampus in 21 subjects in a more deprived group (low SES) and 21 subjects
in less deprived group (higher SES). These resultant volumes were then compared to auto-
matically segmented hippocampal volumes from the same two groups. In future work it will
be necessary to compare in a robust manner hippocampal volumes between lower and higher
SES groups. The results and limitations of the current pilot study are discussed below with
a view to highlighting improvements which would be beneficial in further work in this area.
Where low socioeconomic status (SES) was considered as a chronic stressor, it was observed
that there was a trend for the more deprived (lower SES) group to have smaller hippocampal
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volumes than the higher SES, more aﬄuent group. At first glance the results here would add
weight to the evidence already observed that environmental stressors have led to reduced
hippocampal volumes [336, 57]. Of novelty in this thesis was the fact that these differences
were observed in a community based sample, as opposed to institutionalised individuals or
those subjects who have experienced specific traumatic events. While these results are en-
couraging it is noted that given the pilot nature of this study and the subsequent suboptimal
power in the design these results must be treated tentatively. Having established the method-
ology it was then possible to estimate the sample size that would enable greater confidence
in comparing hippocampal volumes between two groups of different SES. It was determined
that approximately 57 subjects would be required in each separate group if the study were
constructed in a 2 sample t-test design to achieve a power of 90%.
In perhaps the largest study of its kind relating to the effects of SES on hippocampal volumes
317 subjects were recruited via the National Institute for healths (NIH) normal brain devel-
opment database [156]. In this study the parents income was used as the principle factor
determining the child’s SES. Hanson et al found that children from lower income backgrounds
had lower hippocampal grey matter density [156]. While assessing income is a more simplistic
measure of SES than the multi-faceted measures that have been applied in some studies it
does make the interpretation of the results more straightforward. Moreover, the large sample
size examined lends additional weight to the findings. A further benefit of the Hanson et al
study is that the imaging data has been acquired from children and therefore the impact of
adult stress factor need not be considered. This is a particularly good study and highlights
the benefit that can be drawn from establishing large, central archives of data. It is likely
that in future more research by such methods will be necessary to address the ever increasing
subtlety and refinements of disease processes.
The majority of other studies examining the effects of stress on the hippocampus typically
have fewer numbers of subjects. Much of this work has focused on the effects of PTSD either
from physical or sexual abuse [58]or from military combat [57, 148] where the subject num-
bers in these studies were 17 and 26 respectively with both studies suggesting hippocampal
volumes are smaller in the group exposed to stressful life events. In another study, perhaps
the only of its kind to assess chronic life stress in subjects without a clinical syndrome, per-
ceived stress scores, acquired over a 20 years period, predicted decreased grey matter volume
in the right orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and in the right hippocampus [134]. This study was
performed on 48, healthy, post menopausal women and implies that even in healthy indi-
viduals, chronic life stress may be responsible for morphological changes in the brain, and
in particular in this case the right OFC and right hippocampus. Thus there are few studies
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of large numbers assessing differences in brain volumes and the hippocampus with differing
SES. This supports the need for the pilot work performed in this thesis to be extended into
a more refined and larger study, where this thesis has laid the foundation for any subsequent
neuroimaging analysis that would need to be performed.
While it was important to discuss the results of this chapter within the context of the peer-
reviewed literature it is also necessary to highlight many study design factors, recruitment
and screening which may have limited the results of the PSOBID pilot imaging study. From
the experience of performing this pilot study there are several confounding factors in respect
of the study design which if a further larger study were to be performed should be amended.
As stated in the methods section, subjects completed a GHQ questionnaire[165, 270]. The
GHQ-12 results for both the least and most deprived groups were assessed following imaging.
This situation is less than ideal if one wished to enforce robust control for the degree of mental
illness between the two groups. Firstly, if one had truly wished to screen for mental illness
and in particular, depression, this should have been performed prior to imaging such as to
avoid acquiring potentially confounding data and wasting valuable imaging time and staff
resources in the process. Moreover, the GHQ-12 for depression is not the most commonly
used or likely to be the optimum tool for assessing depression. More explicit methods include
the Hamilton depression scale [153] and the Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual for mental disorders (SCID: DSM-IV) [122]. Ultimately, if one wished to
hone in on brain differences between a more deprived and least deprived group then ideally
subjects should be screened out prior to imaging for factors such as depression and alcohol.
Alternatively, the two groups could be matched in terms of these factors such as to control
for these factors in a more prospective manner.
Similarly to the discussion above surrounding the recording and control of the likelihood
of psychosis in the sampled subjects, levels of alcohol were assessed following acqusition of
the imaging data. Once again, if further work is to be performed in a larger study with
similar aims to build upon the pilot data acquired here, it would be preferable to control the
alcohol of subjects under investigation in a more prospective manner. One method would be
to match subjects for imaging between the more and least deprived groups in terms of the
weekly number of units of alcohol they consume. This could include screening out subjects
with excessive alcohol consumption. Matching the groups in this way would negate the need
to include alcohol measures as a covariate in later statistical analysis. Of course on a more
practical note, imposing an increasingly strict inclusion criteria may have implications for
the numbers of subjects that can be recruited so in some circumstances, in order to achieve
the desired number of study subjects one may not wish to be too prescriptive. However,
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given the large number of subjects from the PSOBID study who opted-in for imaging, it
would probably have been possible to be more strict regarding the inclusion criteria. This is
something that should be addressed in further work.
Finally, in partitioning the groups using SIMD index, the educational level or intelligence
of the subjects was not explicitly accounted for. It has been shown in other work that
intelligence correlates with hippocampal volume [318]. In the PSOBID study the NART was
used a proxy measure for subject IQ following a retrospective analysis of the data there was
a trend for subjects in the lower SES group to have poorer NART scores. Thus in future
work the role which intelligence plays as part of SES and its impact on the hippocampus
will require careful consideration by a person suitably experienced with this aspect of the
literature, most likely a psychologist or psychiatrist. This is non-trivial given the different
types and definitions of intelligence and the various tests which exist to assess the different
aspects of intelligence. In the SES literature, a parameter often assessed to account for
educational level is the given number of years a subject was in full time education i.e. the
total number of school/college years [149]. The issues of dealing with NART or indeed
any measure of intelligence or education as a component of SES is challenging not only
with respect to selection and testing of the subjects but also in determining the appropriate
analysis method. That is, one might simply wish to partition two differing SES groups
by some method which includes educational level and assess the outcome in broad terms,
however, the challenge comes when aiming to apportion the relative effects of the various
components of SES. One might wish to investigate factors via a multiple regression analysis
to assess the relative amount of variance in the design that might be explained by the different
SES factors. Alternatively, one might wish to assess the degree to which a particular factor
modulates or mediates a given outcome measure. Whatever the factors for consideration
or outcome measures are it is strongly advisable that in future studies such discussions and
decisions regarding analysis are made prior to performing the study and preferably with
considerable input from a statistician.
2.8.4 Hippocampal volumes and inflammatory markers: discussion
of results and limitations of this study
Having tentatively observed a trend of smaller hippocampal volumes in the lower SES group
we also aimed to explore which factors might mediate this relationship. Is it possible that
the impact of SES as a stressor in the poorer group has indeed led to smaller hippocampal
volumes or are there other factors at work? While a full statistical treatment of the many
factors involved in teasing apart the proposed relationships was beyond the scope of this
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thesis, an overview of some of the key considerations combined with some post-hoc analysis
are presented to direct further, more comprehensive analysis.
Given the proposed mechanism for a reduction in hippocampal volume as a result of an
inflammatory pathway, correlation analysis was performed between hippocampal volume and
two key substrates of inflammation: IL-6 and cortisol. Neither IL-6 or cortisol showed a
significant correlation with ICV corrected left and right hippocampal volumes. Thus it was
not possible to replicate the results of Marsland et al, who had shown a correlation between
IL6 and left hippocampal volume in normal subjects [216]. Similarly, it was not possible to
replicate the results of Pruessner et al, who had, in a study assessing hippocampal volumes,
memory and cortisol in young healthy volunteers, shown that cortisol levels correlated with
right-sided hippocampal volumes [291].
There may be a number of reasons why the results in this chapter failed to replicate that
which was observed by Preuessner et al [291]. It could simply be that the data are subject
to a type 2 error and that there were not enough subjects to detect the trend in the data.
Moreover, cortisol, as it can be measured in a number of ways (assayed from saliva, blood
plasma or urine) and can be broken down into further subcomponents of cortisol has already
resulted in conflicting results throughout the literature [109]. The relative scientific merits
of the different methods of cortisol measurement is still under debate.
Dowd et al conducted a review of twenty-one peer reviewed publications surrounding cortisol,
SES and allostatic load [109]. Of the twenty-one studies reporting associations between SES
and cortisol, two analysed serum cortisol, five analysed urinary cortisol and fourteen analysed
salivary cortisol. Of the twenty-one papers, seven reported a significant association between
lower levels of SES and higher cortisol [18, 119, 120, 198, 87, 88, 195], four found mixed
results [199, 339, 372, 190], eight studies found no relationship between SES and cortisol
[140, 108, 132, 302, 105, 303, 295, 338] and two studies found a relationship between lower SES
and lower cortisol [55, 82]. Thus there is a large variation in reported results of the relationship
between cortisol and SES. To further increase the disparity in these measures, there does not
appear to be a trend associated between the method used to measure cortisol and the resultant
relationship with SES. Of the two serum cortisol studies, one found a relationship between
lower SES and higher cortisol and one did not. Of the five urinary studies, three found no
relationship between lower SES and higher cortisol and two did. Finally, of the fourteen
studies measuring salivary cortisol measures, six found no relationship between lower SES
and higher cortisol, four found a mixed relationship and 4 found at relationship between low
SES and higher cortisol. It is worth highlighting that the majority of these studies had large
subject numbers with only five studies having less than 200 subjects (n = 31, 81, 144, 181,
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193), nine studies had between 200 and 1000 subjects and two even larger studies had 2256
and 6335 subjects. Of greatest concern is the fact the two very large studies, one from a urine
cortisol measure and one from a salivary measure provide conflicting results when assessing
the relationship between low SES and high cortisol.
In addition to issues surrounding the uncertainty in the relationship between cortisol and
SES as detailed above, there also remains issues over what measurement of cortisol is the
most appropriate and also the most biologically relevant [193]. From a similar standpoint
to Dowd et al i.e. from a perspective of cortisol measures within a psychobiological context,
the various types of measurement of cortisol were discussed by Levine et al [193]. Cortisol is
known to vary throughout the day, and therefore, even within a single type of measurement
such as measures from plasma, there are different schemes which may be applied to record
a single outcome measure of cortisol. In this thesis cortisol was measured from a plasma
sample at a single time point in the morning. Cortisol typically peaks in the morning and
gradually decreases during the day [193], therefore a morning measure will be close to the
maximum value observed in any individual on a given day. Unbound blood plasma cortisol
has been reported to correlate well with salivary measures, where salivary measures are often
preferred as they are less invasive and can be done at home by the subjects under study [181].
Salivary measures are also more conducive to enabling repeat recordings throughout the day
[181]. A measurement of the area under the cortisol - time curve may then be obtained, this
method is preferred by some in the literature [87, 195].
Taking all of the above into account there are clearly issues within the variability in the
measurement of cortisol. When this uncertainty is superimposed within a psychobiological
framework such as in assessing cortisol in subjects with differing SES, given the variation and
differences in methods created to assess SES, these uncertainties are further compounded.
Given that differences in outcomes that have been observed for the levels of cortisol in low
SES subjects in studies with subjects number of over 1000, it is highly unlikely one could
establish anything meaningful in a pilot study of 42 subjects such as was performed here.
However, the issue of the validity of cortisol runs deeper than any error in this thesis and is
still an issue across the peer-reviewed literature where much work is still necessary to improve
the understanding and biological significance of the different methods of cortisol and to reach
a consensus over how it might best be measured in studies assessing the impact of SES and
beyond [109].
The relationships which may mediate and moderate the impact of biological factors on the
hippocampus are clearly complex. It is perhaps too simplistic a view to try and look for rela-
tionships between singular inflammatory factors and volumetric changes in the hippocampus.
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When adding the additional complexity of socioeconomic status, this further complicates
these issues. Larger scale studies, preferably including genetic assessments as well as a range
of biological, inflammatory and metabolic markers on subjects from differing social classes
may prove more insightful.
2.9 Conclusion
In a pilot imaging study to assess hippocampal volumes using 3T MRI in two distinct SES
groups, manual and automated protocols of assessing the hippocampus were developed and
implemented. The author developed a protocol for segmenting the hippocampus based mainly
on observations recorded in Konrad et al around a review of differing hippocampal volumetry
protocols [185]. Intra and Inter rater quality measures including the Intraclass correlation
coefficient for agreement and the Dice metric were determined for repeat measures of the
manually delineated hippocampal volumes. Both Intra and Inter rater measures were typi-
cally of a good standard (>0.85), providing confidence in the clarity and comprehensiveness
of the manual segmentation protocol and rater skill. Performing manual segmentation of the
hippocampus is time consuming and challenging where even experienced operators may take
between 30 and 45 minutes to complete a single segmentation. Thus the author applied an
automated method of hippocampal segmentation where the aim was to determine whether or
not it was possible to replace the manual method. The mean volumes and also the variance
in these measurements were comparable between the two methods. The Dice overlapping
metric comparing the two methods was 0.81, which is comparable to what has already been
observed in the literature for automated segmentation methods of the hippocampus [123, 278].
Despite the reasonable results that were obtained by running the automated segmentation
algorithm, in some circumstances the automated method had clear, gross errors. Therefore
it is recommended that if automated segmentation algorithms are employed in future work
that they are manually inspected and volumes are corrected wherever necessary. It is hoped
this approach will provide the best balance between operator analytical time and volumetric
accuracy.
Having established the methodology for measuring hippocampal volumes from 3T MRI data
the mean hippocampal volume and the standard deviation of the two differing SES groups
were determined. It was observed that there was a general trend for the more deprived
group to have smaller hippocampal volume than the more aﬄuent group. However, given
the exploratory nature of this study a sample size calculation was performed to determine
how many subjects would be necessary in further work to achieve a study power of 0.90
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and thus confirm the trend observed in the pilot data. It was found that approximately 57
subjects would be required in each group to achieve this level of study power when assessing
hippocampal volume differences as a result of deprivation. It is hoped that this calculation
will inform future work which may be performed to assess if significant volume differences
exist between differeing SES groups.
Post-hoc correlations between IL-6, cortisol and hippocampal volumes found no significant
linear relationship between these measures. It was suggested that a larger scale, more com-
plex analysis of genetic, inflammatory and metabolic makers may be necessary to illicit the
mediating and moderating factors between SES and its relationship to hippocampal volume.
The time taken to manually segment hippocampal volumes was significant and could be
restrictive to future work, particularly if large scale studies are being performed. Therefore,
a comprehensive comparison between an automated method of hippocampal volumetry and a
manual segmentation method was done. The agreement between the manual and automated
method was reasonable with a Dice metric of 0.81. These values were comparable to what
has been presented in the literature for other automated methods as well as for FSL’s FIRST
algorithm used here. Despite the modest success of the automated method it was observed
that it can occasionally fail to give accurate results. Therefore, it was recommended that
in future to maximise volumetric accuracy while minimising the time penalty for analysis,
automated segmentation should be followed by a manual inspection and correction of the
segmented volumes. This approach was adopted in chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis to assess
hippocampal volumes and malrotation in a normal group of healthy volunteers.
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Chapter 3
Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM) in
groups with different socioeconomic
status
3.1 Abstract
From a large, community based sample of data on subjects from different socioeconomic
backgrounds, a subset were selected for imaging using a 3T MRI system. This presented a
novel opportunity to assess the volumetric differences in the brains between the two differing
socioeconomic groups. It was proposed that by considering those individuals in the lower SES
group to have been exposed to a chronic stress, perhaps by means of inflammatory pathways,
this would result in volume reductions in this group when compared to a more aﬄuent, higher
SES group. To test this hypothesis, voxel based morphometry (VBM) was used to compare
the volume of grey matter between the two groups. In applying VBM it is critical to have good
inter-subject normalisation. To satisfy this requirement, a recently developed normalisation
scheme known as DARTEL was used in the VBM processing pipeline [20]. DARTEL-VBM
results were found to be superior to the earlier ’optimised’ VBM method. Following a small
volume correction to the DARTEL-VBM results, the data were suggestive of a GM volume
reductions in both the right and left hippocampi of the lower SES group. This agreed with
what the tentative results for the manual and automated segmented hippocampal volumes
reported in chapter 2 of this thesis. As VBM is a voxel based method, it was possible to
localise the regions suggestive of volumetric difference between the two groups to the head
and anterior portion of the hippocampus.
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In order to try and explain why the hippocampal volumes were smaller in the lower SES
group, a VBM multiple regression model was created and included the inflammatory mark-
ers Interleukin-6 and cortisol. These factors had previously been shown to correlate with
hippocampal volumes in normal, healthy subjects [217, 291]. However, we found no correla-
tion between hippocampal grey matter and IL-6 or cortisol.
Finally, further post-hoc analysis was performed to assess other regions in the brain which
may show a GM volume reduction in the lower SES group. The most significant region of
volume reduction in the lower SES group was observed in the cerebellum. When assessing
the whole brain, this was more statistically significant than the differences observed in the
hippocampus. Global GM and WM volumes were also compared between the two groups
and both were on average smaller in the lower SES with the WM volume reduction being
statistically significant.
Further work will be required to elicit the mechanisms by which deprivation affects the
brain. The inflammatory markers assessed here did not explain an appreciable portion of the
variance in the observed volumetric measurements and given the small number of subjects
studies here there are considerable concerns over the reliability of these measures both in this
chapter and in the peer reviewed literature pertaining to SES. A larger study with utilising
an improved biological model of SES and a more detailed assessment of inflammatory and
metabolic factors in deprivation and the links to brain volumetry are required. It will also be
important to consider brain networks in further work as it is perhaps too simplistic a view
to consider only volumetric changes in a single region of brain to be affected by biological
agents for processes such as inflammation.
3.2 Introduction
As was described in chapter 2, a subset of forty-two subjects from two differing SES groups
were selected for imaging. This subset was part of a larger study of the psychological,
social and biological factors in deprivation, known as the PSOBID study [356]. In chapter
2 the aim was to define a manual protocol for segmenting the hippocampus and then to
assess hippocampal volume measures between the aﬄuent and poorer groups. Furthermore,
the manual method was compared to an automated segmentation algorithm for segmenting
hippocampal volumes between the two groups. Here an alternative method of analysis to
investigate group differences in hippocampal volume is presented. The method applied here
is known as voxel based morphometry (VBM) [138, 21].
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Thus, while the analysis method differs in this chapter, the motivation and rationale for
applying the method is the same as it was in chapter 2. That is, to establish the optimal
methodology to investigate GM volume differences between differing SES groups, where it
was proposed that the more deprived group may have smaller hippocampal volumes.
3.3 Aims and hypotheses
The aim of the imaging aspect of the PSOBID study was to establish the methodology nec-
essary to assess GM volume differences between more deprived (low SES) and more aﬄuent
subjects. Several methods of analysis were applied to investigate this aim. As discussed above
hippocampal structure volumes were considered in chapter 2, and hippocampal metabolites
are considered in chapter 4. This chapter will explain how VBM was used to compare grey
matter (GM) volume between poor and aﬄuent groups. Further analysis will assess the role
of inflammatory markers on GM volumes using a VBM regression model.
As was the case in chapter 2, the purpose of this thesis was not only to consider volume
differences between SES groups but to investigate the quality of the methods employed to
answer this question. To this end different aspects of the VBM methodology itself were
assessed. This focused on different image normalisation methods used to warp images into a
common template space and different methods of correcting the statistical parametric maps
for multiple comparisons.
3.3.1 Primary null VBM hypothesis
There are no focal deficits in grey matter volume in the lower SES group when compared to
the more aﬄuent group
3.3.2 Secondary null VBM hypothesis
Measures of subject inflammatory markers are not correlated with focal deficits in grey matter
volume
3.4 Study methodology
The study was approved by the local NHS research ethics committee.
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3.4.1 Volunteers, materials, methods and study design
Study design, subject recruitment, inclusion and exclusion criteria have been described pre-
viously in chapter 2.
3.4.2 Data acquisition
A T1-weighted IR-FSPGR was acquired, TR = 6.8ms; TE = 1.5ms, Inversion preparation
time = 500ms; flip angle=12º; FOV = 26cm; phase FOV= 70%; matrix: 320 x 320; bandwidth
31.25kHz; slab thickness = 1mm. The data in this acquisition was subsequently used for the
whole hippocampal volume segmentation and VBM analysis. This acquisition sequence with
high resolution in all three imaging planes and good white matter to grey matter contrast
facilitates well both the extraction of the whole hippocampus and tissue type segmentation
necessary for VBM.
3.5 Data analysis
The T1-weighted 3D FSPGR MRI data was pre-processed using the N3 inhomogeneity algo-
rithm and then both optimised VBM and the DARTEL-VBM approach were applied to assess
volumetric differences between the aﬄuent and poorer groups. These steps are discussed in
more detail below.
3.5.1 Data pre-processing
All MRI data were converted from Dicom to Nifti image format using Chris Rorden’s dcm2nii
GUI program (http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/mricro/index.html). This enabled the data
to be processed using the SPM5 software.
3.5.1.1 Manually defining the image origin
As the position of different subjects may vary within the head coil in both origin and ori-
entation it was necessary to correct for these discrepancies. Thus, the first stage of data
pre-processing was to manually define the origin of the image in SPM. A visual assessment
of the data was performed to locate the position of the anterior commissure (AC), this was
then defined as the origin of the image. Furthermore, the images were manually realigned to
remove any unwanted tilts or rolls. While these manual corrections to the data are not always
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necessary, these steps come highly recommended, and by defining a consistent starting point
for the data, this reduces the likelihood of errors from subsequent normalizations steps.
3.5.1.2 N3 inhomogeneity correction
Image intensity inhomogeneities are inherent in all MR images and are a consequence of
the fact that coil sensitivity varies with position within the coil. On modern MR scanners
there are typically on-board algorithms to correct for image inhomogeneities, for example,
GE applies a surface coil intensity correction (SCIC). This is typically sufficient to correct
for intensity variations making the image suitable for clinical reporting by a Radiologist.
However, for the purposes of many image processing techniques there is a requirement to
further reduce the image inhomogeneities across the field of view [326]. For example, in
producing segmented tissue type maps, the intensity of a voxel partly defines the probability
of which tissue type each voxel belongs to. Therefore, there was a need to remove as much
of the inhomogeneity in the T1-weighted 3D images as possible before further processing of
the data.
N3 stands for nonparametric, non-uniform, intensity normalisation and benefits from being
able to be applied to any pulse sequence and is insensitive to pathological data which might
confound other correction methods [326]. N3 implements an iterative approach to estimate
the bias field and the distribution of the true image intensities.
While early methods of bias corrections involved homomorphic filtering these methods have
subsequently been superseded. Current methods can generally be classed within two types,
those that use parametric representations of image intensity distributions (for example as in a
mixture of Gaussians) and those that use nonparametric representations (such as histograms).
N3 has been employed over a number of years within the early pre-processing stage of the
Freesurfer data processing pipeline, a well known software package for analysis of structural
and functional MRI data. In recent years there has been some work detailing the optimal
parameters to use within N3 [378] and in particular optimising the use of this algorithm on
3T MRI data [51].
The intensity correction used in the unified segmentation approach by Ashburner and Friston,
2005 involves a parametric bias mixture of Gaussians (MOG) correction model where the
noise is assumed to be due to variations in the tissue properties as opposed to being from
the scanner itself. As image bias tends to be spatially smooth, a linear combination of a
low number of basis functions are used to parameterise the bias field [23]. Models that
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incorporate scanner and tissue noise do exist and may be better, for example, the single
noise source model is mainly used because of its simplicity [124]. A further commonly used
inhomogeneity correction is N3.
The issue of image inhomogeneity can begin to be tackled if it is modelled by a smooth bias
field of multiple, multiplicative components. This models the nonuniformity arising from
variations in the sensitivity of the receiver coil and to a lesser degree induced currents and
nonuniform excitation.
Consider the following model of image formation in MRI, see equation 3.1.
v(x) = u(x)f(x) + n(x) (3.1)
Where at location x, v is the measured signal, u is the true signal emitted by the tissue, f
is an unknown smoothly varying bias field and n is the white gaussian noise assumed to be
independent of u. Therefore, f must be estimated if the data are to be corrected, though the
problem of additive and multiplicative inference makes this task difficult.
Consider a noise free case where the true intensities u at each voxel location x are independent
identically distributed random variables. Using the notation û(x) = Log[u(x)], the image
formation model becomes additive, see equation 3.2.
v̂(x) = û(x) + f̂(x) (3.2)
Consider the distribution of values that f̂ takes over the region of interest to the probability
distribution of a random variable. For example if f̂ is a linearly increasing field aligned on a
rectangular region then f̂ will have a uniform distribution.
Let U, V and F be the probability densities of uˆ, vˆ and fˆ respectively. Making the approxi-
mation that uˆ and fˆ are independent and uncorrelated random variables, the distribution of
their sum is found by convolution as follows, see equation 3.3.
V̂ (v̂) = Û(v̂) ∗ F̂ (v̂) (3.3)
That is, the nonuniformity distribution F can be interpreted as a blurring of the intensity
distribution U.
The blurring due to the field reduces the high frequency components of U and therefore
the task of correcting for the field lies in restoring these high frequency components of U.
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However, as the shape of the blurring kernel of F is not known, it is not clear which fre-
quency components of U need to be restored to get from the observed distribution V to the
true distribution U. The solution lies partly in the fact that the nonuniformity field fˆ is
restricted to being smooth and slowly varying, thus the space of the possible distributions U
corresponding to a given distribution V is small enough that the problem becomes workable.
That is, the approach employed by N3 works by determining the smooth, slowly varying,
multiplicative field that maximises the frequency content of U.
It would be possible to search through all possible fˆ fields to find the value which maximises
the frequency content of U, however, there are two problems with this approach. The search
space of all 3D fields fˆ are very large, and spectral estimates of related measures such as
entropy are difficult to compute with sufficient accuracy to detect subtle changes in U. The
N3 approach to this problem is to propose a distribution for U by sharpening the distribution
V and then to estimate a corresponding smooth field which produces a distribution U close
to the one proposed. A key aspect in the implementation of this process is that N3 capitalises
on the simple form of the F field, if we suppose that the F field is gaussian, then we need
only search the space of all distributions U corresponding to gaussian distributed F having
zero mean and a given variance. In this way the space of all distributions U collapses into
1D space, the width of the F distribution.
In practice, the F distribution is only approximately gaussian and some of the assumptions,
such as zero noise, are violated. To tackle these difficulties, an incremental approach is taken
to estimating the true distribution of intensities U and corresponding fˆ field. Since any gaus-
sian distribution can be decomposed into a convolution of narrower gaussian distributions,
the space of all U distributions corresponding to gaussian distributed F can be searched in-
crementally by deconvolving narrow gaussian distributions from subsequent estimates of U.
A key benefit to this approach is that after each increment and estimate of U a new esti-
mation of the smooth field fˆ is determined. The constraint that the field must be smooth
changes the shape of the proposed distribution U to one that is consistent to the field. These
perturbations of U perturb F from its gaussian shape and compensate for the distortion of V
caused by noise and other factors. This iterative process can be viewed as travelling in the
space of all U distributions along a path corresponding to smooth fields fˆ with increasingly
wider distributions. The iterations continue until no further changes in fˆ or U result from
deconvolving narrow gaussian distributions from V. Within the unified segmentation model,
registration, tissue segmentation and bias correction are all performed within a probabilistic
framework [23]. To avoid any dependence on the underlying anatomy N3 implements an
iterative approach to estimate both the multiplicative bias field and the distribution of the
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true tissue intensities.
The N3 inhomogeneity correction to the T1-weighted 3D dataset was applied using Freesurfer
software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). There have been two papers discussing the
optimal N3 parameters to be used for 3T MRI data [51], [378]. They state that using a
smoothing correction distance of between 30mm and 50mm to estimate the bias field was
optimal. This was in contrast to the default smoothing correction value for N3 of 200mm.
Thus a correction distance of 50mm was chosen. It is also suggested that improved results
from the N3 algorithm may be achieved by running it multiple times, in practice this is
equivalent to increasing the number of iterations allows the algorithm more time to converge
on a solution. Thus the number of iterations was increased from the default value of 50 to
200, this was equivalent to running the default number of iterations four times on the dataset.
In practice the application of the N3 inhomogeneity correction means that some of the inher-
ent, artificial variation in intensity across regions of the same tissue type are reduced. This
had the effect of homogenising the tissue intensities which will have a positive impact on
subsequent tissue segmentation processes. The improvement in image quality as a result of
applying N3 can be seen in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: T1-weighted 3D FSPGR image pre (image a) and post (image b) N3 inhomo-
geneity correction
In comparing the pre and post N3 corrected images shown in figure 3.1, the variation in
the intensity of the WM, in particular around the frontal lobe and occipital/parietal lobes
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was reduced on the post N3 image. Such image intensity variations are subtle, and would
not always be obvious from a visual assessment of the grey colour scale data. However,
the intensity variations are real and do have an appreciable effect on how well subsequent
segmentation processes perform.
3.5.2 Data processing: ’Optimised’ VBM
Voxel based morphometry (VBM) has been used in imaging studies since the mid 1990’s
though it wasn’t until slightly later that the image processing steps were formalised into what
is now known as the VBM methodology [21]. VBM enables voxel based statistical analysis
to be applied to groups of structural MRI data. This method enables group comparisons
of grey matter and white matter tissue to be done on the whole brain such that differences
in tissue class volumes may be localised to specific regions of the brain. VBM may also be
used to perform regression analysis to assess correlations of other variables with respect to
GM or WM volume differences. Until recently (approximately <2009) the most commonly
applied implementation of VBM was the optimised VBM approach implemented in the SPM5
software. This unified segmentation approach included normalisation, tissue segmentation
and bias correction all performed within a probabilistic framework [23]. While the methods
within the VBM pipeline continue to evolve and improve as developments are made within
the respective image analysis fields the core components of the VBM pipeline are relatively
constant. The methodology described here is known as the optimised VBM procedure. The
seminal publication on optimised VBM is the work by Good et al [139].
The original T1-weighted 3D structural images are segmented in native space. The resulting
grey and white matter images are then normalised to grey matter and white matter tem-
plates in template space to derive the optimised normalisation parameters. These parameters
are then applied to the original, whole brain image in native space prior to a new segmen-
tation procedure. This iterative process reduces the risk of misrepresentation of significant
differences with respect to the original VBM procedure [139].
The optimised VBM workflow is shown in figure3.2 on the following page.
3.5.2.1 Segmentation in native space and removal of non-brain structures
The T1-weighted 3D images in native space were segmented into their GM, WM and CSF
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Figure 3.2: ’Optimised’ VBM image processing pipeline
components. This procedure also ran a series of morphological operations to remove non-
brain voxels. Normalised MRI data are then segmented into GM, WM, CSF and other non
brain tissue images. SPM segmentation applies a mixture model cluster analysis to identify
voxel intensities matching a particular tissue type. This is combined with apriori knowledge of
the spatial distribution of the main tissue types in normal subjects, derived from probability
maps. The segmentation also applies an inhomogeneity correction to address image intensity
variations as a result of different cranial surface positions within the MRI head coil [21].
Following segmentation of the T1-weighted 3D image, the GM, WM, CSF and total intracra-
nial volumes (ICV) were computed for the poorer and more aﬄuent populations, the results
are shown in figure 3.3 on the following page.
In order to compare the volume of the tissue classes between the aﬄuent and poorer groups
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Figure 3.3: Global GM and WM volume measures for aﬄuent and poor populations
a general linear model (GLM) was set up to perform an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on
the GM, WM and ICV volumes. Despite the fact that the aﬄuent and poorer groups were
approximately age matched, subject age was included as a covariate in the GLM design to
ensure the most precise statistical comparison of the tissue type volumes between the two
groups. The ANOVA results showed that there was no statistically significant difference in
the ICV volume between the two groups (p-value = 0.517).
3.5.2.2 Normalisation of GM/WM images to template space
The GM and WM images were affine normalised to the apriori GM and WM template maps.
By removing the non-brain structures during the initial segmentation procedure the risk
of non-brain voxels corrupting the GM and WM maps is minimised, thus optimising the
normalisation procedure.
3.5.2.3 Normalisation of whole brain images to template space
As the GM and WM probability maps were in template space, to achieve the optimum
segmentation, the whole brain images was affine normalised and then segmented. Thus,
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using the normalisation parameters determined for the GM and WM images the whole brain
images in native space were normalised to template space.
3.5.2.4 Segmentation of normalised whole brain image and removal of non-brain
structures
The normalised whole brain images in template space were segmented. Non-brain structures
were also removed as part of this procedure.
3.5.2.5 Modulation
As a result of the affine normalisation procedures some regions of GM and WM may grow or
shrink. Therefore, in order to maintain the correct volume of a particular tissue type within a
voxel a further processing step is required, this known as the modulation step. This involves
multiplying the image intensities of the segmented images by the Jacobian determinants of
the affine normalisation step. Analysis performed on modulated data effectively compares
regional differences in absolute tissue class volume. If data were not modulated (unmodu-
lated) then a voxel by voxel comparison would provide regions of difference in tissue class
concentrations. For the purposes of this thesis modulated data was always used.
3.5.2.6 Smoothing
Following modulation of the data, the data were smoothed. This conditions the data to
conform more closely to the gaussian field model underlying the statistical procedures used for
making inferences about regional specific effects. Smoothing renders the data more normally
distributed which is advantageous in applying statistics. The intensity in each voxel of the
smoothed data is the weighted average of grey matter density from a region of surrounding
voxels, the size of the region being the size of the gaussian smoothing kernel [21]. Following
smoothing of the data, a study design was established and the model was estimated in
preparation for the final statistical analysis being performed.
3.5.3 The DARTEL-VBM processing pipeline
The optimised VBM processing pipeline which was widely used before the introduction of
DARTEL was discussed above and the processing pipeline has been shown shown previously
in figure 3.2. In SPM5 a new normalisation algorithm, known as DARTEL, was introduced
in approximately 2007 and is a fast Diffeomorphic Anatomical image Registration algorithm
that uses Exponential Lie algebra (DARTEL).
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One of the key steps in the VBM processing is how individual T1-weighted 3D brains are
normalized to the underlying template. The aim of normalisation with respect to VBM
is to ensure that a brain approximately matches the template image while only leaving
the differences between the subject and template brain that are a result of true volumetric
differences. That is, it is possible that one brain could be morphed entirely to match a
template but this would not leave any measurable volumetric differences between the images
such that a proper statistical analysis could be applied. Therefore, within the normalisation
process there is a constraint known as regularisation which inhibits the degree to which images
are normalised. Regularisation is necessary to stop overfitting of the nonlinear registration
process thus avoiding unnecessary deformations being introduced.
Image registration typically has the objective of trying to obtain the optimum set of pa-
rameters that allows a smooth and continuous mapping between the points of one image
to another. There are many ways to model this situation but they broadly fall into two
categories of parameterisation. There are small-deformation frameworks, which does not
necessarily preserve topology, although if its deformations are relatively small then they may
be preserved and there are large deformation frameworks or diffeomorphisms that have a
number of elegant mathematical properties, such as enforcing the preservation of topology.
In practical terms there are some additional refinements which can be made to a VBM
workflow such that the quality of the data are improved. This includes prior application of
an inhomogeneity correction to the dataset and a six degree of freedom transformation with
subsequent manual adjustments.
A diffeomorphism is an isomorphism in the category of smooth manifolds, where a manifold
is simply a topological space of small enough scale to resemble Euclidean space i.e. it can be
described by Euclidean geometry. An isomorphism is a mapping between two objects. It is a
bijective map which implies that the mapping function and its inverse preserve structure and
that for every element of the mapping there is a single equivalent mapped location. Thus
a diffeomorphic registration method uses an invertible function to map one differentiable
manifold, which in our case is a brain image, to another.
Small deformation frameworks typically parameterise a displacement field (u) that is then
added to an identity transform (x), see equation 3.4.
I(x) = x+ u(x) (3.4)
In these parameterisations, the inverse transformation is sometimes approximated by sub-
tracting the displacement. It is worth noting that this is only an approximate inverse which
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fails badly on larger deformations. Small deformation models therefore do not enforce a
one-to-one mapping, particularly if the model assumes the displacements are drawn from a
multivariate gaussian probability.
The diffeomorphic framework is a much more elegant approach. A diffeomorphisism is a
global, one-to-one, smooth and continuous mapping with derivatives that are invertible (i.e.
a non-zero Jacobian determinant) . If the mapping is not diffeomorphic, then topology is
not necessarily preserved. A key element of the diffeomorphic framework is that it enforces
consistency under compositions of the deformations. A composition of two functions is essen-
tially taking one function of the other in order to produce new function. For two functions
I1 and I2 this would be denoted as follows, see equation 3.5.
I2 ◦ I1 ◦ x = I2(I1(x)) (3.5)
For deformations, the composition operation is achieved by resampling one deformation field
by another. If the deformations are diffeomorphic then the resulting composition will also
be diffeomorphic. In practice, deformations are typically represented discretely by a finite
number of parameters, so some small violations may still be possible, particularly if the com-
position is done using low degree interpolation methods. Perfect (i.e. infinitely dimensional)
diffeomorphisms for a Lie group, under the composition operation, as they satisfy the re-
quirements of closure, associativity, inverse and identity. Where a Lie group is a group which
is a differentiable manifold, with the property that the group operations are compatible with
smooth structures.
Recently developed large deformation registration frameworks aim to find the smoothest
possible solution. DARTEL works by parameterising using velocity fields where the velocity
fields describe the different time periods across the course of the evolution of the diffeomorphic
mapping. If u(t) is the velocity at time t, then the diffeomorphism evolves as described by
equation 3.6.
dΦ/dt = u(t)(Φ(t)) (3.6)
Diffeomorphisms are generated by initialising with an identify transform (Φ(o) = x), and
integrating over unit time to obtain Φ(1). DARTEL employs a single flow velocity field that
remains constant over unit time. It is similar to the log-euclidean framework used by Arsigny
et al, [19].
DARTEL has the advantage over small deformation methods in that is diffeomorphic, easily
invertible and can be rapidly computed.
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The DARTEL model assumes a flow field (u) that remains constant over time. With this
model, the differential equation that describes the evolution of the deformation is shown in
equation 3.7.
dΦ/dt = u(Φ(t)) (3.7)
A deformation is generated by using an identity matrix (Φ(o) = x) and integrating over time
to obtain Φ(1). The Euler method is a simple integration approach, which involves computing
new solutions after many successive small steps time steps (h), see equation 3.8.
Φ(t+h) = Φ(t) + hu(Φ(t)) (3.8)
Each of these Euler steps is equivalent equation 3.9.
Φ(t+h) = (x+ hu) ◦ Φ(t) (3.9)
It has been shown that DARTEL achieves an improved non-linear normalisation over previous
affine normalisation methods applied within SPM5 [23]. DARTEL uses a more sophisticated
higher dimensional mathematical framework to produce deformations. This ensures that the
Jacobian is always positive as the exponent of a real number is always positive. This condi-
tion therefore ensures that the mapping is diffeomorphic, and that the forward and inverse
transformations can be generated from the same flow field, allowing the transformation to
be inverse consistent. This is an important advance for image registration algorithms since
this class of registration is expected to best represent the normalization of the brain to a
template image. DARTEL works by creating a customised, study specific template of the
input images based upon the registration results as well as all the relevant flow fields which
represent the transformations of each individual image to the template. The DARTEL-VBM
image processing pipeline, including pre-processing steps, is summarised in figure 3.4 on the
following page.
In comparing the optimised and DARTEL VBM procedures one can see that the core ele-
ments of the processing pipeline are quite similar. Both pipelines involve spatial normalisa-
tion, segmentation, modulation and smoothing. The significant difference between the two
methodologies is the application of DARTEL as an improved normalisation procedure. This
leads to study specific templates being created for both the GM and WM tissue classes for
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Figure 3.4: DARTEL-VBM image processing pipeline
the PSOBID data. It has been shown that DARTEL performs better than previous methods
implemented within SPM [182] where the practical implications of this include an improved
sensitivity to volumetric differences, for example in regions such as the hippocampus [40].
DARTEL has been shown to perform better when it is combined with pre-processing steps
such as an inhomogeneity correction [1, 282]. DARTEL and a range of nonlinear registration
methods were tested recently [182]. The methods were subjected to the same tests based
on an agreed criteria. The results of the comparison recognised DARTEL as one of the best
nonlinear registration methods, with only ART [16], IRTK [306] and Syn [24] performing
better. Fifteen algorithms were tested in total. Thus, given the ease by which the use of
DARTEL could be incorporated into the wider VBM processing pipeline, it was a suitable
choice for image normalisation.
DARTEL, of course, is not without its limitations. DARTEL is far more computationally
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intensive than previous normalisation methods implemented within SPM and as such takes
a considerably longer time to run to completion.
3.5.4 Criticisms of VBM
Despite its widespread use there are a number of issues and limitations with VBM. The use of
the VBM process when images are imperfectly registered has been criticised by Bookstein et al
in a paper entitled: “Voxel-based morphometry should not be used with imperfectly registered
images” [50]. As the title suggests, the authors cite issues with the VBM methodology
where uninformative and incorrect voxel inferences are made at the locations of imperfect
registration. The criticism was largely addressed in the reply to this paper by Ashburner and
Friston in a paper entitled “Why VBM should be used” [22]. The reply agrees that VBM
should not be used on imperfectly registered images and acknowledges that the normalisation
method adopted within SPM at that time was ’far from perfect’. Since those early criticisms
of VBM, the method has continued to evolve and to be refined. The main criticism directed
at VBM surrounded the normalisation method implemented within VBM. However, the
introduction of the DARTEL normalisation scheme to the VBM pipeline represents perhaps
the largest step improvement in the VBM methodology within SPM for some time, though
it is still advisable to check the image registrations for errors.
3.5.5 Statistical design, analysis and the correction for multiple
comparisons
3.5.5.1 Statistical analysis: The General Linear model (GLM)
The voxel-based statistics of MRI images later in the chapter will utilise the General Linear
Model (GLM). The GLM is a versatile framework where many more familiar statistical
tests such as the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple regression are special cases
of the more generic GLM. When conducting an experiment a dependent variable will be
measured (YJ) where j= 1,...,J indexes the observation. For the dependent variable there
are likely to one or more explanatory or independent variables, we will consider that we
have a set of K independent variables (K < J) denoted by xjk where k= 1,...,K indexes the
independent variables. The independent variables may be continuous or discrete and may
represent covariates, functions of covariates or dummy variables to indicate the levels of an
experiment. The GLM explains the dependent variable YJ in terms of a linear combination
of the independent variables plus an additional error term (ε). Therefore, the generic form
of the GLM is as follows, see equation 3.10.
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Yj = xj1β1 + xjkβk + xjKβK + εj (3.10)
Where βk are unknown parameters corresponding to each of the K independent variables
xjk. The errors εj are independent and identically distributed random variables with zero
mean and variance σ2.
The parametric statistical framework assumes that data are normally distributed around a
mean that can be parameterised by a general linear model (GLM) [371, 130]. One of the
great benefits to the GLM is its versatility as it can encapsulate t-test, F-tests, paired t-tests,
ANOVA, correlation, multiple regression and ANCOVA statistical designs. The estimated
parameters of the GLM are contrasted to produce a test statistic at each voxel which have
a Student’s t-distribution under the null hypotheses. The resulting t-statistic image is then
assessed for statistical significance using continuous random fields to identify voxels or clusters
where there is significant evidence against the null hypothesis.
3.5.5.2 The GLM in imaging studies
The GLM has been used extensively to analyse functional MRI data [361] and structural
imaging data using VBM [21]. One of the reasons the GLM works so well for dealing with
imaging data is because the GLM may be expressed as a matrix formulation. If we take the
generic form of the GLM introduced in chapter 2, see equation 3.11.
Yj = xj1β1 + xjkβk + xjKβK + εj (3.11)
This may be re-written for the case of multiple observations as:
Yj = x11β1 + x1kβk + x1KβK + ε1 (3.12)
Y1 = xj1β1 + xjkβk + x1KβK + εj (3.13)
YJ = xJ1β1 + xJkβk + xJKβK + εJ (3.14)
This can then be written in matrix form:
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
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.
.
Yj
.
.
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. . . . . . .
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. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
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
ε1
.
.
εj
.
.
εJ

(3.15)
or in the preferred matrix notation as:
Y = Xβ + ε (3.16)
Where Y is the column vector of observations, ε is the column vector of the error term
and β the column vector of parameters [β1, ..., βk, ..., βK ]T . The J ×K matrix X with jkith
element xjk is the design matrix. The design has one row per observation and one column
per independent variable or model parameter. The important point about the design matrix
is that it is a near complete description of the model with the remainder between the model
and the observation data being the error term.
Therefore, when we utilise the GLM in imaging studies such as in VBM we seek to determine
the least square estimates of the parameter estimates to minimise the residual error term.
Thus for a VBM study such as the one we are investigating here by contrasting a lower SES
group with a more aﬄuent SES group, the GLM design is as follows:
Y (GM) = β1(lowSES) + β2(higherSES) + β3(age) + β4(ICV ) + β5(Alc) + ε (3.17)
Where lowSES and higherSES are the design matrix terms and (age), (ICV ) and (Alc) are
three covariates relating to the age, intracranial volume and weekly alcohol units added to
the model to help explain the variance in the observation for subject Y ’s grey matter (GM).
3.5.5.3 Multiple comparison corrections
In many fields of science, largely as a result of the development of computing processors,
the ability to deal with large datasets and to perform mass statistical comparisons is now
achievable on a modest desktop computer. With this development, specific problems arise
which had not needed to be dealt with previously. For neuroimaging datasets such as those
from MRI, SPECT and PET data on which voxel-wise statistics are performed, the major
issue which must be addressed is that of the multiple comparison problem. A full treatment
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of the multiple comparisons problem and methods to correct it is beyond the scope of this
thesis, however, the major problems, solutions and any assumptions made are summarised
briefly below.
In many quantitative neuroimaging methods, statistics are done at the voxel level. Given
that each image may consists of tens to hundreds of thousands of voxels then clearly the
multiple comparison correction (MCC) problem is a genuine concern. For each statistical
test an arbitrary threshold is generally set (typically 0.05) to control the false discovery rate
(FDR) otherwise known as the type 1 error. This is the error which governs false positives,
that is, the null hypothesis is rejected when it is actually true. The problem with applying
a basic correction such as this is that at this level of thresholding 1 in 20 voxels will be false
positives. If we consider 100,000 voxels, then there would be 5000 false positive voxels. Such
error rates are wholly unsatisfactory and thus there is a need for a more appropriate solution
to correcting the false positive rate, not just at the voxel level, but at the level of the entire
collection (or family) of tests that make up an experiment.
3.5.5.4 The Bonferroni correction and familywise error (FWE)
The Bonferroni correction and other related methods were among the first to be proposed as
a means of dealing with the MCC problem in imaging. The correction is based on the idea
that if an experimenter is testing n dependent or independent hypotheses on a set of data,
then one way of maintaining the familywise error rate is to test each individual hypothesis
at a statistical significance level of 1/n times what it would be if only one hypothesis were
tested. Thus, if for example, we have 100 voxels to be tested, and we desire a FWE threshold
of 0.05 for each voxel, the bonferroni correction would make the FWE threshold: 0.05/100
= 0.0005. It is worth noting that for values as low as this the power for any single test is
greatly reduced. It is for this reason that for neuroimaging purposes at least, the Bonferroni
correction has been deemed overly conservative. Moreover, the Bonferroni correction does
not incorporate a spatial dependence to statistical significance which would be preferable
given that neighbouring voxels are in many cases likely to have related properties.
3.5.5.5 Random field theory, FWE and the false discovery rate (FDR)
Random field theory (RFT) proved a significant advance in considering imaging statistics.
RFT is the discretisation of a continuous underlying random field. RFT allows a threshold to
be found in a dataset where it may be difficult to find the number of independent variables.
There are several key concepts in using RFT to describe the statistical image. The Euler
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characteristic (EC), this is equivalent to the number of clusters that exist above a given
threshold. The concept of resolution elements (resels) is also important as it describes the
size of a given block of an image following smoothing, where the resel is typically the size of
the FWHM of the image and therefore, the number of resels depends only on the smoothness
of the image and total number of voxels. At a high threshold value, the EC is 0 to 1 and
is equivalent to the probability of the FWE. That is, for a given resel count and threshold,
the EC defines the probability of getting one or more clusters above the given threshold. In
RFT values usually have some degree of spatial correlation, i.e. neighbouring voxels are more
likely to have similar values than values which are further apart. Bonferroni correction does
not account for this. In practice SPM calculates the statistically significant thresholded Z
–scores corresponding to the EC value.
Another concept that can be applied as a means of a MCC is the false discovery rate principle
(FDR). The FDR is the fraction of false positives among all tests declared significant. The
motivation behind this method is to ensure all possible true results are not removed from
the analysis while one accepts that 5% of these values will be false positives (for a = 0.05).
The FDR correction is widely applied in the neuroimaging literature and is a viable option.
It is considerably more liberal than bonferroni, but its weakness lies in the number of false
positives which survive thresholding.
3.5.5.6 Non-stationary (NS) statistics
There are various statistical problems which occur when interpreting imaging data. The
most common problem of dealing with multiple comparisons is well documented and the
tools to deal with this problem within SPM are fully integrated into the default installation
of the program. However, perhaps a less well known issue, is how to treat images where there
are significant variations in smoothness across the image. One of the assumptions when
applying cluster-size statistics within the RFT is that the image has stationarity i.e. it has
uniform smoothness. If this assumption is violated and there is variation in smoothness over
the image, then cluster sizes tend to be large in smooth regions, resulting in increased false
positives, while in rough regions, clusters tend to be small, resulting in decreased sensitivity.
This is known as the non-stationary (NS) problem [370].
While for the majority of applications in neuroimaging analysis NS is not a problem, VBM
is particularly susceptible to errors of this kind as even after overall smoothing of the image,
significant intensity variation in the structural image may still remain, more than, for ex-
ample, would be present in an fMRI image [159]. This can lead to invalid cluster correction
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statistics being performed with cluster sizes being either over or under estimated. It has
therefore been recommended that cluster p-values should not be used in VBM [21].
A solution to this problem was first proposed by Worsley et al [370]. They proposed a random
field theory (RFT) method that adjusted cluster sizes according to local roughness of the
images. A measure of local roughness may be obtained in SPM from the resels per voxel
(RPV) image. This image can then be used to correct the data into an isotropic space. Thus
the sizes of clusters are adjusted according to the local smoothness and this is recorded in
the SPM results output table.
Accounting for NS is important as it has been shown to provide erroneous results in VBM
studies [244]. The non-stationary correction toolbox (http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/cms/software#NS)
is available as an extension for SPM to allow an improved approach to dealing with VBM
data (or any image with significant variation in smoothness). The toolbox implements the
RFT version of the cluster size correction under non-stationarity [159, 158]. To ensure that
the final statistical analysis of the PSOBID data were not affected by non-stationary issues,
the NS toolbox was used to compute the final SPM maps and statistics. Moreover, a compar-
ison between the NS corrected data and the FDR corrected data was performed to estimate
the difference between the two statistical correction schemes.
3.6 Results
3.6.1 Assessing grey matter volume differences between deprived
and more aﬄuent groups
The general study design that was used was a two sample t-test design. In fact, more correctly,
the model established was an ANOVA GLM analogous to what was used in chapter 2. The
covariates used were age, ICV and self reported alcohol levels.
In order to assess the hippocampus it was possible to focus the final results stage of the VBM
pipeline by applying a small volume correction (SVC) to improve the statistical interpretation
of the results. Statistically if we consider the whole brain (~400,000 voxels) for a voxel by
voxel based analysis then a vast number of t-tests would be performed . This can lead to an
increase in type 1 errors and is the reason that multiple comparison corrections are necessary
during this type of analysis. However, by enforcing the SVC on the data the volume was
reduced to ~ 2500 voxels, decreasing the likelihood of type 1 errors.
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Figure 3.5: SPM map and section of the result of contrasting the aﬄuent and poorer groups
and inspecting the left hippocampus
The SVC that was applied to the hippocampal region was a spherical ROI of radius 15mm.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 on the following pages show the initial localisation of the statistically
significant volume differences in the left and right hippocampi respectively.
The statistics and co-ordinates of the results associated with figures 3.5 and 3.6 are shown
in figures 3.7 and 3.8 on the following pages.
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Figure 3.6: SPM map and section of the result of contrasting the aﬄuent and poorer groups
and inspecting the right hippocampus
Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 show statistically significant GM hippocampal volume reductions
in both the left and right hippocampal volumes. The regions of greatest statistical significance
were in and around the head of the hippocampus, though the body of the right hippocampus
also appears to have reduced GM volume.
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Figure 3.7: SPM with statistics and co-ordinates from the results of contrasting the GM
volume of the left hippocampus of the aﬄuent and poorer groups
3.6.2 Regression analysis of inflammatory markers and grey matter
volume of the aﬄuent and poorer groups
No statistically significant correlations between GM volume and IL-6 or cortisol were observed
in the aﬄuent and poorer groups.
3.6.3 Comparing the results of the ’optimised’ VBM approach to
DARTEL-VBM
As discussed in the methods section, it has recently been proposed that the traditional
optimised VBM approach can be improved by the introduction of a new normalisation scheme
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Figure 3.8: SPM with statistics and co-ordinates from the results of contrasting the GM
volume of the right hippocampus of the aﬄuent and poorer groups
known as DARTEL [20]. To test whether this is true or not the data from the PSOBID study
were processed using both analysis pipelines and the results compared. Figures 3.9 and 3.10
show the results from both the optimised VBM approach and the DARTEL-VBM approach
respectively.
For both methods the same smoothing filter (FWHM: 8mm x 8mm x 8mm) and statistical
model were used, i.e. the same study design and covariates were used: these being age, ICV
and self reported alcohol levels.
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Figure 3.9: Optimised VBM results for aﬄuent vs. poorer groups, GM, t-test
Results of the optimised VBM method and DARTEL-VBM can be compared by inspection of
figures 3.9 and 3.10. Notice that the global maxima were deemed more statistically significant
i.e. the maximum z-score is greater, when DARTEL-VBM was used. Similarly, using the
older optimised VBM approach, there was no statistically significant voxels remaining in the
left or right hippocampus following the correction for multiple comparisons whereas both
the left and right hippocampus had significant regions following the correction. In general,
throughout the brain, more significance and larger clusters were observed when the DARTEL-
VBM approach was used.
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Figure 3.10: DARTEL-VBM results for aﬄuent vs. poorer groups, GM, t-test
3.6.4 Comparing the results of VBM with and without the NS clus-
ter correction
To illustrate the utility of the NS cluster correcting statistics toolbox. SPM’s were created for
circumstances where the default FDR parameters (p = 0.05) and NS statistics default values
were used (p=0.001). This was done for data from both the unified segmentation approach
to VBM and from the DARTEL-VBM approach.
3.6.4.1 The utility of NS cluster correction statistics on the DARTEL-VBM
It has been stated that it is not ideal for the standard SPM multiple comparison corrections
statistics to be applied to VBM data. This is because it has been shown that some of
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the assumptions necessary to apply the default statistics within SPM are not always valid.
Specifically, the assumption to satisfy the RFT that smoothing is consistent throughout the
brain has been shown to be violated. Therefore, within the VBM toolbox there is an option
to apply a non-stationarity cluster correction.
(a)
Figure 3.11: NS corrected statistics for DARTEL-VBM
From figures 3.11 and 3.12 we can see that the SPM’s from the two statistical approaches
are very similar. The NS SPM maps are slightly more refined than the FDR counterparts
but essentially the same regions of statistically significant volume differences were identified.
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Figure 3.12: FDR corrected statistics for DARTEL-VBM
Thus it would appear that although there is still some improvement in interpreting the data
from using NS statistics the effect of this is perhaps less dramatic when it is applied to
DARTEL-VBM than previous VBM approaches. This is likely to be because the improved
registration offered by DARTEL has reduced the variance in the smoothness across the image.
3.6.5 Post-hoc analysis of other brain regions of statistically signif-
icant GM volume differences
Whilst the VBM analysis focused on the hippocampus, as VBM is a technique which can
analyse the whole brain, it was also possible to assess other brain regions to see if differences
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existed between the aﬄuent and more deprived groups. By applying a whole brain statistical
correction to the data, the region volume difference between the groups of greatest statistical
significance was the GM in the right cerebellum, see figure 3.13. The model applied here
was the same as was applied to the hippocampus discussed above where the model includes
covariates for: age, ICV and alcohol intake.
Figure 3.13: VBM GM result. Aﬄuent vs. Poorer group. NS corrected SPM. Right cerebel-
lum.
As can be seen from figures 3.13 and 3.14 there is a large statistically significant cluster of
GM volume difference in the right, anterior portion of the cerebellum (FDR p<0.005).
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Figure 3.14: VBM GM result. Aﬄuent vs. Poorer group. NS corrected statistics. Right
cerebellum.
3.6.6 Post-hoc analysis of whole brain tissue class volumes
As discussed above, during the segmentation procedure as part of the VBM processing
pipeline, volumes for the GM, WM and CSF tissue types were determined. While the hip-
pocampal volumes (chapter 2) and GM volume in the hippocampus (chapter 3, above) have
been established, it was also of interest to compare the whole brain tissue class volumes for
the aﬄuent and poorer groups. From inspection of figure 3.3 it was observed that while the
total ICV was not significantly different between the groups, there was, on average, less GM
and WM in the poorer group than the aﬄuent group. Statistical tests were done to deter-
mine whether this difference was statistically significant. The GM and WM volumes between
the two were compared using an ANOVA test. There was no statistically significant global
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GM volume difference between the two groups (p = 0.174). However, there was less WM
globally in the poorer group than in the more aﬄuent group and this was deemed statistically
significant (p=0.029).
3.7 Discussion
A limitation of this study was that the early life origins of the subjects were not recorded,
that is, it is not known whether or not subjects from the least deprived group were born into
a more aﬄuent environment. Subjects who would have started life in a poorer environment
and have ended up being considered aﬄuent in society are known as positive deviants. In
many ways these subjects are themselves a singularly interesting group, in that if one is
postulating that developmental effects contribute to eventual social status, then what is it
about this group that galvanises them to the stresses to which their birth peers are more
susceptible. This area in itself warrants further, more explicit examination in future work.
3.7.1 Discussion of DARTEL-VBM GM volume differences between
poorer and more aﬄuent groups
The primary hypothesis of this chapter was to assess GM volume differences between commu-
nity based samples of aﬄuent and more deprived subjects. To address the primary hypothesis
voxel based morphometry, including a novel normalisation method known as DARTEL was
used. Statistically significant clusters suggestive of GM volume reduction were observed in
both the right and left hippocampi. More specifically the volume reduction was localised to
the head of the hippocampus.
It has recently been shown that children from poorer income backgrounds have lower hip-
pocampal GM density, the data was taken from 317 children across the socioeconomic spec-
trum [156].
DARTEL-VBM was used to determine whether or not inflammatory markers: IL-6 and
cortisol might explain the observed reduction in hippocampal volume in the aﬄuent and
poorer groups. A multiple regression model was created using VBM with age, ICV, alcohol,
IL-6 and cortisol all included in the model. No correlations were found between hippocampal
GM and IL-6 or cortisol.
These results are in contrast to what has been observed by Marsland et al [216]. In their
work, using the optimised VBM approach to assessing GM, higher IL-6 values were correlated
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with smaller hippocampal volumes. The subjects studied were middle aged, normal healthy
males taken from the community. 76 subjects were studied which was more than three
times as many as were used in the analysis for this thesis, adding significant power to the
data. However, the study by Marsland et al did use the optimised VBM method and not
DARTEL-VBM which as we have shown above, is less sensitive to volume differences in the
hippocampus. Overall, it is difficult to explain why different results were observed between
the Marsland et al study and in this thesis.
The relationship between GM volume and cortisol was also considered in a similar way.
It has been shown that increasing cortisol levels in thirteen normal, healthy volunteers have
been correlated with hippocampal volumes, where increasing manually outlined hippocampal
volumes were found to correlate with increasing cortisol [291]. Once again, the work in this
thesis failed to replicate this finding. However, as discussed extensively in chapter 2 (section
2.8.4), cortisol measures have been shown to be are notoriously variable and therefore much
greater confidence would be needed in this measurement before one could reliably assess
correlations between brain volume measures and cortisol levels [109].
In the case of both IL-6 and cortisol and their purported relationship to hippocampal volume,
much further work on a larger sample size is required to confirm the presence and nature
of these relationships. There may well be differences across differing socioeconomic groups
with these factors, but the work done in this thesis was not able to determine these robust
relationships. Many other inflammatory and metabolic markers may also play a role in
affecting the hippocampus, and these should also be assessed in any further work [226].
3.7.2 Comparing results of optimised VBM and DARTEL-VBM
Recalling the results from chapter 2, there was a trend for hippocampal volumes to be smaller
on the left side and to a lesser degree on the right side of the brain. Therefore the DARTEL-
VBM results presented here were suggestive of agreement with the results observed in chapter
2. Moreover, it could be argued that the DARTEL-VBM was more sensitive to the volumetric
change between the groups than comparing the gross hippocampal volumes. This may be a
result of the fact that VBM compares volumes down to the level of a voxel (or a few voxels
after smoothing) whereas the segmented volume facilitates only a comparison of the gross
volume which may be less precise. Thus, given the time penalty involved with manually
segmenting the hippocampus, VBM would be a preferred option to performing volume based
analysis. While automated methods for hippocampal segmentation are also quicker, these
still typically require some manual intervention at some level to correct the volume, though
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it could be argued that manual checking and intervention is also necessary with the VBM
pipeline. Thus, from the evidence from chapters 2 and 3, there are definitely benefits to
having used both approaches where the data compliment each other.
In a recent paper by Bergouignan et al, different VBM methods as well as manual and
automated segmentation methods were compared for detecting volume differences within the
hippocampus of patients with acute depression compared to normal controls. They found
that DARTEL-VBM was an improved method as it was able to detect volumetric differences
in the hippocampus, while the standard VBM methodology could not. The automated
segmentation, manual segmentation of the hippocampus and DARTEL-VBM were found to
have equal sensitivity to volumetric changes [40]. The hippocampal volumetric differences
observed between the patient and normal control groups were approximately 10%, this was
greater than the volume differences observed in this thesis for the aﬄuent and more deprived
groups which were between 6% and 9% which might explain why the trend observed in
the volumetric differences between the manually segmented right hippocampus (i.e. smaller
difference) was not as strong, but DARTEL-VBM was able to detect areas suggestive of grey
matter volumetric differences in this area.
3.7.3 Discussion of post-hoc analysis on DARTEL VBM results
across the whole brain
The most statistically significant region suggestive of GM volume reduction between the aﬄu-
ent and more deprived groups was observed in the cerebellum, specifically the right anterior
lobe of the cerebellum. There is evidence in the literature indicating that the cerebellum
is a part of the brain which is particularly vulnerable to environmental factors [135]. A
study has recently shown that neglected children have a smaller cerebellar volume and that
larger cerebellar volumes mediated improved performance on memory and planning tasks
[33]. Thus, the cerebellum GM volume deficits observed in the poorer group may be the
result of a cocktail of environmental factors inherent to their lower social class, however,
a larger, more refined study much is necessary to confirm and understand the differences
observed in the pilot study performed in this chapter and the underlying mechanisms ex-
plaining any perceived differences. Moreover, to further separate the nature and nurture
components, or perhaps more correctly, the genetic and environmental factors that moderate
and mediate these relationships, neonatal or paediatric development could be investigated to
assess cerebellar volumes in early life. No cerebellar volume differences were reported in the
study by Hanson et al, 2011, but it is unclear as to whether the cerebellum was considered
or whether no differences were found [156]. In a study explicitly assessing cerebellar volumes
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in fifty-eight adolescents with PTSD, volume reductions in the cerebellum were found when
compared to ninety-eight normal controls [104]. Interestingly, in the study by DeBellis et al,
SES was recorded for both the PTSD and normal groups. The SES was significantly lower
in the PTSD group, which they state may be partly because of the result of lower IQ related
to maltreatment and a poorer level of education. The cerebellar volume differences between
the groups in this study were observed over and above the effect of SES which was used
as a covariate in the analysis. Whether the environmental factors themselves mediate the
cerebellar volume difference via inflammatory or metabolic processes remain to be proven
and this area too, merits further investigation .
3.7.4 Discussion of results of global tissue type volume differences
It was determined that, on average, there was less GM and WM globally in the poorer group
than in the more aﬄuent counterparts, the WM difference being statistically significant
while the GM difference was not. These brain tissue volume deficits were compensated to
some degree by an increased volume of CSF in the poorer group and this was why there
was no significant difference in the total intracranial volume between the poorer and more
aﬄuent groups. The global GM and WM parameters are less often cited in publications,
perhaps because most studies focus on particular cortical regions or subcortical structures
within the brain. Nonetheless, this parameter is of interest, particularly when assessing
socioeconomic factor which might affect a number of disparate regions of the brain. In a
study of institutionalised adolescents, global GM and WM were reduced when compared to
normal controls. Amygdala volume reductions were also observed. Hippocampi and corpus
collusum volumes were also considered but no volume differences were observed [235]. In
contrast, in a study using 3T MRI to assess hippocampal volume differences between twenty-
two PTSD patients and twenty-two matches controls no significant difference in total brain
volume was observed, though smaller volumes were observed at the posterior aspects of the
hippocampus in the PTSD group [49].
3.8 Conclusion
VBM methodology was developed to assess whether or not grey matter volume differences
existed in the hippocampus between groups of more deprived and more aﬄuent subjects.
This was a novel opportunity to assess two differing SES groups from a community based
sample.
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Both optimised VBM and DARTEL VBM, a method which implements an improved nor-
malisation scheme were used. The DARTEL-VBM method was found to be an improvement
over the older, optimised VBM method. Regions suggestive of grey matter volume reduc-
tions were localised to both the left and right hippocampi of the more deprived group when
compared to the more aﬄuent group. The GLM model to compare the groups included age,
ICV and alcohol consumption as covariates.
It has been shown previously that increases in inflammatory markers such as IL-6 and cortisol
correlate with decreasing hippocampal volumes in healthy volunteers [217, 291]. This had
been posited as supporting evidence for hippocampal volume reductions being the result of
chronic environmental stress factors. Both IL-6 and cortisol measures were included in a
VBM model of multiple regression but these factors were found not to correlate with grey
matter volume in the hippocampus in this case.
During a post-hoc VBM analysis of the rest of the brain, the most significant region of volume
reduction in the poorer group was found to be in the grey matter of the cerebellum. This is
an interesting finding as cerebellar volume reduction has been observed in subjects suffering
from PTSD which it has been proposed may result in brain volume reduction by chronic
stress, a similar mechanism which has been proposed in subjects from deprived backgrounds.
However, further, larger studies are necessary to lend greater confidence to the initial findings
of the pilot work performed in this chapter.
While volume reductions in a group with lower socioeconomic status are suggestive of grey
matter volume deficits in important brain regions such as the hippocampus and cerebellum,
the mechanisms by which these reductions occur are still unclear. It is hoped the work here
will add to the body of knowledge in this area and to guide further, larger studies, with
more specific goals around eliciting the mediating and moderating factors between SES and
volumetric changes in the brain.
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Chapter 4
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
(MRS) measures of the hippocampus in
groups of differing socioeconomic status
4.1 Abstract
Using the same two study groups from differing socioeconomic backgrounds discussed in
chapter 2 and 3, MR spectroscopy was utilised to assess the concentration of metabolites
within the hippocampus. The poorer socioeconomic group were considered to have been ex-
posed to chronic stress and therefore via inflammatory processes it was anticipated that the
NAA/Cr ratio would be reduced in this group when compared to the more aﬄuent group. To
answer this question the LCmodel was used to quantify NAA, creatine and choline containing
compounds by the water scaling method. Metabolite concentrations in Institutional Units
(IU) were established. As the estimate of creatine did not differ between the two socioeco-
nomic groups, ratios of NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr were subsequently assessed. Both NAA/Cr
and Cho/Cr hippocampal metabolite ratios were not significantly different between the two
groups. Correlation analysis between NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr hippocampal metabolites and
cortisol and interleukin-6 inflammatory markers was also performed. In all but one of the
correlations tested there were no statistically significant results. However, having removed a
severe outlying point from the IL-6 dataset, a statistically significant correlation was observed
between the right hippocampal NAA/Cr ratio and IL-6 ( r = 0.53, p = 0.005).
Further post-hoc analysis was performed to assess changes in hippocampal metabolites with
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age and with hippocampal volumes. No significant correlations between the hippocampal
metabolites and age or hippocampal volume were observed. In summary, it was not possible
to reject the null hypothesis that the NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr ratio would be the same across
the two different socioeconomic groups. Furthermore, no linear relationship between hip-
pocampal metabolites and inflammatory markers was observed. Further work, perhaps best
performed in animal studies, to better understand the biological processes underlying the ef-
fects of stress, inflammation and their effects on hippocampal metabolites may prove useful.
This would go some way to confirming the biological model underpinning any subsequent
changes. It may be the case here with the two different socioeconomic groups that simply
the NAA and Cho hippocampal metabolites tested are not sensitive markers to changes as
a result of stress. Alternatively it could be that there are simply no differences between
the hippocampal metabolism between the two groups or that the initial hypothesis that the
lower socioeconomic group may be treated as being expose to chronic stress is incorrect or
incomplete. New developments in in-vivo imaging technology such as the developments in
spectroscopy or in molecular imaging may prove useful in the future in establishing improved
biological models and teasing the relationships between stress, inflammation and hippocam-
pal metabolism apart.
This was the first time hippocampal metabolites have been assessed using 3T MRI between
two groups of differing SES. While a group difference between hippocampal metabolites was
not observed, the metabolite ratios and the variance in those measurements may well inform
other, similar projects as to what is likely to be achievable using 3T MRI. On removal of
a severe outlying value a statistically significant correlation was observed between the right
hippocampal NAA/Cr ratio and IL-6, this initial result should be treated tentatively and it
is recommended that the result be replicated in a larger sample size.
4.2 Introduction
The same volunteers discussed in chapters 2 and 3 were also subject to Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy (MRS) of their hippocampi. The aim was to assess differences between the
more deprived and aﬄuent groups to key brain metabolites implicated in the effects of chronic
stress.
There are various brain metabolites which it is possible to quantify using MRS. The three
main metabolites which can be measured using hydrogen MRS are choline (Cho), creatine
(Cr) and N-acetylaspartate (NAA) containing compounds. Other metabolites which are less
abundant in the brain have been more tentatively measured, these include: myo-inositol,
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glutamate and glutamine. Furthermore, lactate is a compound which can often be measured
in the brain in diseases such as stroke, MS and higher grade neoplastic lesions, similarly
fatty lipid contributions may be observed in higher grade tumours and in brain abscesses.
However, as this study dealt with generally normal, healthy adult brains, both lactate and
lipid were not considered further. For a comprehensive review of the metabolites in the brain
and their roles observed using NMR, see Govindaraju et al (2000) [143].
4.2.1 Overview of hippocampal metabolites and the relationship to
SES and stress
Given that there are few ways of investigating the in-vivo chemistry of the brain, MRS has
been an obvious choice to investigate conditions such as depression, schizophrenia and PTSD
[47, 347, 264]. There has been little work done to assess metabolites from subjects from
different socioeconomic backgrounds and thus the work in this thesis had the opportunity to
investigate metabolite levels in the hippocampus of such subjects.
The hippocampus plays a critical role in forming new memories and in memory retention
itself. The hippocampus contains the highest concentration of corticosteroid binding sites in
the entire brain [225, 311]. Animal studies indicate that chronic stress and the associated
increase in corticosteroids are toxic to a subsection of hippocampal cells [310].
In an early work to assess cerebral metabolites in a psychosocial model, male, adult tree
shrews were subjected to stress and changes in cerebral metabolites were recorded [101]. De-
creases in the forebrain of 13, 15 and 13% were observed in NAA, Cr and Cho concentrations
respectively when compared to control animals. In an in-vivo human study in PTSD and
normal controls hippocampal NAA was measured. Cortisol levels were recorded in these
subjects. NAA values were reduced in PTSD subjects when compared to normal controls.
NAA values were also found to correlate positively with cortisol in both PTSD subjects
and normal controls. There was no hippocampal volume difference between the two groups
[264]. In a further in-vivo human study, hippocampal volumes and NAA values on patients
on corticosterone therapy were compared to normal control subjects. Patients on corticos-
teroid (asthma and rheumatoid disease) were found to have smaller hippocampal volumes
and lower levels of NAA when compared to control subjects. Poorer cognitive scores and
higher ratings on the Hamilton rating scale for depression and brief psychiatric rating scales
were also recorded [65]. Brown et al suggest that these results are evidence that exposure
to corticosteroid affects hippocampal volume and functioning. In a further study assessing
MRS metabolites in patients with PTSD, NAA/Cr was reduced in both the right and left
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hippocampus in the absence of volume deficits. PTSD was also associated with reduced NAA
in the right ACC [316]. This study replicated earlier work done by the same group [317].
It does therefore appear that across a range of studies there is a reduction in NAA in different
parts of the brain, including the frontal brain, hippocampus and ACC as a result of stress.
This supports the idea that inflammatory responses may in some way play a role in affecting
the underlying metabolism on the brain. However, the nature of the relationship between
MRS metabolites differences and brain volumetric differences remains unclear.
4.3 Aims and hypotheses
The aim of this MRS component of the PSOBID study was to assess NAA, Cr and Cho, and
in particular, the NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr ratios between the aﬄuent and poorer socioeconomic
study groups. To investigate this the author implemented an MR imaging and spectroscopy
acquisition protocol, trained radiographers to acquire the data or in some cases acquired the
data himself. The author also performed all of the subsequent analysis on the imaging and
spectroscopy data.
4.3.1 Primary null hypotheses
NAA/Cr in the hippocampus will not be lower in the poorer group than the aﬄuent group
4.3.2 Secondary null hypotheses
Cho/Cr in the hippocampus will not be lower in the poorer group than the aﬄuent group
4.3.3 Additional research questions
Hippocampal concentrations of NAA and Cho will be correlated with inflammatory markers
implicated in mechanisms of stress, these are: cortisol and IL-6. Furthermore, correlations
between hippocampal volume and NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr metabolite ratios will also be as-
sessed.
4.4 Literature review and theory
4.4.1 Overview of MRS
MRS evolved from its parent technique known as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). NMR
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was first developed in the 1950’s and is still a widely used technique in modern chemistry
departments and industry. It is mainly used to identify the chemical constituents and purity
of substances as well as the molecular structure of samples. NMR exploits the fundamental
magnetic spin properties of atomic nuclei. According to quantum mechanics subatomic parti-
cles such as protons, electrons and neutrons have associated spin values. In some atoms such
as 12C and 16O the spins are paired and therefore cancel each other out so that the overall
atom has a net spin of 0. However, an atom such as such a hydrogen 1H with a single proton
nuclei has a net spin value of 1/2. If these atoms are placed within a large external magnetic
field quantum mechanics states that the nuclear magnetic moment of the nucleus will align
in one of two ways i.e. atoms will align parallel or anti-parallel to the external magnetic
field. For a single nucleus of spin equal to 1/2 only a single transition is possible between
the two energy states. The energetically preferred option is for the magnetic moment to be
aligned parallel to the external magnetic field (spin +1/2) whereas the higher energy state is
orientated anti-parallel to the external magnetic field. It is worth noting that the rotational
axis of the spins does not align exactly parallel (or anti-parallel) to the external field but
precesses about the field at the Larmor frequency. By introducing an external radiofrequency
(RF) source at the Larmor frequency the proton will absorb the energy and be promoted
to a less favourable energy state. The process of matching the applied RF frequency to the
precessional Larmor frequency is known as inducing resonance state. For 1H nuclei placed
in an external magnetic field strength of 3T (as was used throughout this thesis) the Larmor
frequency is 128MHz.
Spin states which are orientated parallel to the external field are lower in energy than in the
absence of the external field. Spins states orientated anti-parallel to the external field are in
a higher energy state than in the absence of the external field. Where the energy separation
exists, as it does when the nuclei is placed within an external magnetic field, it becomes
possible to induce transitions between the two spins states. By irradiating the nuclei with
RF energy of the correct frequency a nucleus with a low energy orientation may be induced
into a transition to a higher energy state.
It is important to note that in a nuclei such as 1H , the nuclei will be distributed throughout
both the lower and higher energy states. As the energy states between the states is com-
paratively small, energy from thermal collisions is sufficient to place many nuclei into higher
energy spin states. This relationship is governed by the Boltzmann distribution, see equation
4.1.
Nupper/Nlower = e
−γB0/kT (4.1)
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Where Nupper/Nlower is the population ratio, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, B0 is the external
magnetic field strength, k is the Boltzmann distribution and T is the temperature.
Therefore, for an 1H nuclei at room temperature and an external field string of 3T this
equates to a population ratio of 0.999868 i.e. the upper and lower spin states are almost
equally populated with only a very small excess in the lower energy state that represent
spins aligned parallel to the applied magnetic field.
The fact that the population distribution across the two states are very similar has an im-
portant consequence. The signal intensity involved that can be observed is proportional to
the population difference between the two energy levels. In NMR where the energy difference
between the two states is very small then at room temperature ( or body temperature), in
quantum mechanical terms, the technique is considered to be insensitive. Thus in both NMR
and in MRI the relatively weak signals observed need to be signal averaged to obtain suitable
signal to noise.
Despite the insensitivity at the quantum mechanical level NMR is still a useful tool for
assessing the constituents of chemical samples though this is limited in medical research by
the need for samples to be assessed ex-vivo. Throughout the 1970’s the principles of NMR
were exploited and then developed to include schemes for spatial localisation which enabled
NMR to become a technique used to perform in-vivo MR spectroscopy and ultimately to the
birth of MRI itself.
As we know from MRI, we are concerned with imaging the 1H protons which are in large
abundance in the body due to the high water concentration of human tissue. However, the
number of protons which actually contribute to the MRI signal is comparatively smaller, as
only a small number of protons at any one time actually achieve a higher energy state when
placed in the static magnetic field. A measurable signal can be obtained nonetheless. The
basis of this signal is that when placed in a large static magnetic field a greater number
of 1H protons align with the field than are aligned anti-parallel. These 1H protons have a
characteristic spin known as the Larmor frequency, where the frequency is proportional to
the static magnetic field strength. If we finish this description by adding a radio frequency
pulse at this characteristic frequency this completes the description of how the1H protons are
stimulated such that an MR signal may subsequently be obtained.
We can now modify and extend the description above to explain the phenomenon of chemical
shift. Returning to the 1H protons placed within a static magnetic field, for 1H protons
belonging to the abundant H2O molecules, these will be resonating at the characteristic
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frequency of ~64MHz at 1.5T and 128MHz at 3T. If we consider the structure of a basic atom,
with the positive charge at the centre and the circulating electron cloud possessing a negative
charge surrounding it, then the circulating negative charge is like a small current that exerts
its own magnetic field. This alters the magnetic field which the central proton experiences
and in turn modifies, albeit to a small degree (about 1 part per million, i.e. 1Hz for every
1MHz), the characteristic frequency of the 1H proton. Thus the characteristic frequency of
the 1H protons is altered as a result of its fundamental chemistry (i.e. its electron orbits).
Extending this concept still further, as different molecules possess different chemical bonds,
these molecules will exhibit different chemical shifts, or to put it another way, these chemical
shifts will be specific to the molecule that created it. Within the human brain there are many
chemical processes occurring all the time, such chemicals involved in metabolism are known as
metabolites. Many of these metabolites possess 1H-protons though they are typically present
within more complicated molecular structures. Furthermore, signal contributions from 1H
protons metabolites are in much lower abundance than that of water and so the concentration
of brain metabolites are of the order of several mM, with water having a concentration of
55M. Thus, in order to visualise and assess the relative contributions of brain metabolites the
contributions from water protons must be suppressed. The individual spectral contributions
from the key metabolites of interest are discussed in greater detail below.
An example spectrum taken from the hippocampus is shown in figure 4.1 on the following
page.
4.4.2 Metabolites of Interest
4.4.2.1 NAA
NAA is an amino acid and is present in relatively high concentrations in the normal brain.
NAA’s role in the brain is not completely understood though it is believed to act as an
osmolite (an organic compound affecting osmosis), a storage form of aspartate and a precursor
to NAAG [43],[348]. Due to its relatively high natural abundance in the brain NAA has been
much studied and is believed to be a marker for neuronal density, though this is not considered
a complete description as NAA concentrations differ among neuron types [325]. It has also
been observed in other cell types [350] and dynamic changes of neuronal concentrations have
also been observed indicating that NAA levels may reflect neuronal function and dysfunction
as well as simply cell loss.
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Figure 4.1: An example of an MRS spectrum from the hippocampus, PRESS, TR 1500ms,
TE 144ms
Examples of NAA changes observed in disease include: the restoration of NAA levels following
an ischemia insult [66] and brain injury [334]. Decreased NAA levels have also been observed
in multiple sclerosis though neuronal loss itself was not observed [348]. The chemical structure
of NAA is shown in figure 4.2 on the following page.
Figure 4.2: Chemical Structure of NAA
NAA has seven 1H protons which contribute to the NMR signal, the most dominant of which
is the signal from the 3 protons of the 2CH3 group that produces a singlet resonant peak
at 2.01ppm. This is the signal which is most commonly observed in 1H MR spectroscopy.
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Reported concentrations of NAA in the brain range from 7-16mmol/Kg (wet weight) [187],
[183]. Where wet weight relates to the fact the sample had not been dried, and thus the
amount of the chemical present is expressed as the weight of the chemical divided by the
total weight, including the weight of any water present.
4.4.2.2 NAAG
N-acetlylaspartateglutamate is a dipeptide (a molecule consisting of 2 amino acids joined by
a single peptide bond) of N-substituted aspartate and glutamate. It is present in the central
and peripheral nervous system. It is present in the brain in lower abundance than its precursor
NAA, being present in concentrations of between 0.6 and 3mM [240, 99, 269, 103, 184, 287].
It has been suggested that NAAG is involved in neuroexcitatory processes as well as a source
for glutamate [94] but such functionality has not been well established. Furthermore, NAAG
has been observed to be regionally altered in neuropsychiatric conditions such as Huntington
and Alzheimer’s disease [276]. The chemical structure of NAAG is shown in figure 4.3 below.
Figure 4.3: Chemical Structure of NAAG
NAAG consists of acetyl, aspartyl and glutamate moieties with 11 non-exchangeable protons
and 3 water-exchangeable protons. As the structure of NAAG is similar to that of NAA and
glutamate, many of their multiplet resonances overlap. For MRS the most prominent signal
contribution comes from the NAAG singlet at 2.04ppm, which thus makes the dominant
NAA and NAAG spectral peaks unresolvable when assessed in-vivo at MR field strengths of
1.5 and 3T.
4.4.2.3 Creatine (Cr) and phosphocreatine (PCr)
Creatine and phosphocreatine are present in the brain, muscles and blood. Phosphocreatine
behaves as a reservoir for the generation of ATP and is therefore related to energy storage
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and is a marker for the energetic status of cells. The synthesis of creatine takes place in the
kidneys and the liver. In-vivo MRS measurements of the brain detect a combined creatine
and phosphocreatine peak as a singlet resonance at 3.03ppm as a result of their methyl
(CH3) protons. Contributions in the normal human brain range from 4.0 - 5.5mmol/Kgww
for phosphocreatine and between 4.8 and 5.6mmol/Kgww for creatine [115], where the total
creatine signal has been reported to be higher in grey matter at 6.4-9.7mM than in white
matter at 5.2-5.7mM [187, 288]. The creatine peak is relatively stable and no change in
concentration has been observed with age [312]. Therefore in many in-vivo measurements
assessing NAA and choline levels, these metabolite concentrations are often presented as a
ratio with respect to the Cr+PCr peak. However, it should be noted that one must take care
when dealing with metabolite ratios as it is not always the case that Cr+PCr is unchanged in
disease. In particular it has been observed that Cr+PCr is decreased in tumours and stroke
and may be increased in myotonic dystrophy (muscle wastage) [81].
As well as the methyl proton singlet peak at 3.0ppm, Cr + PCr also has a prominent methy-
lene (CH2) peak at 3.9ppm. In both instances it is not possible to resolve, in-vivo, Cr and
PCr. The chemical structures of Cr and PCr are shown in figure 4.4 below.
Figure 4.4: Chemical structure of Cr and PCr: methyl (CH3) group is circled in red, methy-
lene (CH2) group circled in green. Note the Cr + PCr methyl group produces a singlet at
3.0ppm and the methylene group produces a singlet at 3.9ppm.
4.4.2.4 Choline (Cho), Phosphocholine (PCho) and Glycerophosphorylcholine
(GPCho)
The singlet choline peak observed in MRS examinations at 3.2ppm is a result of contributions
from free choline, glycerophophorylcholine and phosphorylcholine, so we will consider it as
the ’total’ choline peak [342, 239, 238]. The total concentration of choline in the brain ranges
from 1-2mmol/Kgww, though contributions across the brain may vary [288, 364, 342]. The
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main contributors to the total choline signal are PCho and GPCho, where the concentrations
of these metabolites have been measured using 31P MRS as 0.6mM and 1.0mM respectively
[342, 46]. Free choline contributes little to the signal in the normal brain with a concentration
of <0.03 mmol/Kgww, though this may be significantly increased in tumours [239].
Choline is an essential nutrient which is obtained from phospholipids through the diet. It is
necessary for the synthesis of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine, and of phophatidylcholine,
a major constituent of cell membranes. There are 13 non-exchangeable protons in choline,
9 from a trimethylamine group (N(CH3)3) and 4 from two methylene (CH2) groups. The 9
protons of the trimethylamine group are magnetically equivalent and thus all contribute to
the singlet peak at 3.19ppm. GPCho has a total of 18 protons from its glycerol and choline
moieties. The trimethyl protons resonate at 3.21ppm as a singlet. Similarly to Cho, PCho
also has 13 protons, these again contribute to the singlet peak observed at 3.21ppm as a result
of the trimethyl protons. The chemical structures of Cho, PCho and GPCho are shown in
figure 4.5 below.
Figure 4.5: Chemical structure of choline, PCho, GPCho. Circled in red are the trimethy-
lamine groups with nine protons which contribute to the ’total choline’ singlet resonance at
3.20ppm.
Given that the primary singlet peak observed in MRS spectra around 3.20ppm are a result
of three different metabolites, this can make the biochemical interpretation of changes in this
peak difficult. Changes are generally attributed to alterations in membrane composition, be
it from increased signals observed in neoplastic lesions, ischemia, head trauma and MS and
decreased signals associated with liver disease and stroke [305].
Throughout this chapter, from here onwards, the term NAA will be used to describe both
NAA and NAAG, similarly the term Cho will be used to describe Cho, PCho and GPCho,
and the term Cr will be used to describe Cr and PCr.
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4.5 Methodology
4.5.1 Volunteers, materials, methods and study design
Study design, subject recruitment, inclusion and exclusion criteria have been described pre-
viously in chapter 2.
4.5.2 Acquiring anatomical MR images on which to plan the MRS
voxel
One limitation to implementing MRS on the GE Signa HD system was that the MRS voxel
had to be planned parallel to the orientation of the planning image acquisition. That is,
it was not possible to plan oblique voxels by rotating the voxel on the MR console. This
was particularly restrictive when attempting to acquire spectra from the hippocampus as
it typically lies on a steep angle within the temporal lobe. The solution to this problem
was to acquire MRS structural planning acquisitions on angles relative to the hippocampus
itself. Axial acquisitions were tilted onto an oblique plane such that they were parallel
to the hippocampus with coronal acquisitions also being tilted onto an oblique plane such
that they were perpendicular to the hippocampus. This not only improved visualisation of
the hippocampal structure but also enabled MRS voxels to be planned such that the large
proportion of the hippocampus was within the voxel, minimising the contributions to spectra
from the CSF.
4.5.3 MRS acquisition protocol
There were several decisions made on imaging parameters in order to optimise the MRS
acquisition to meet the aims of the study, these are discussed below.
4.5.3.1 Pulse Sequence: PRESS or STEAM
Historically, two pulse sequences have been used for localising MRS data, the Point Resolved
(PRESS) and the Stimulated echo (STEAM). Both sequences have their relative merits, for
example, PRESS has an inherently greater SNR as a result of the fact it employs three 90º
localisation pulses whereas STEAM was deemed to have better spatial localisation of the
prescribed voxel. STEAM had also been preferred by many for acquiring short TE data.
In recent years however, PRESS sequences have improved at shorter TE values, with good
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spatial localisation and superior SNR so it is now broadly accepted as the preferred pulse
sequence in most circumstances and thus a PRESS sequence was chosen to be used here.
4.5.3.2 TE
Due to the varying T2 relaxation time of the brain metabolites, different metabolites are
observed when different echo-times are used. For example, for a short TE sequence (typically
35ms) acquired in the brain will show NAA, Cr and Cho as well as contributions from Glu,
Gln and myo-inositol whereas a longer TE sequence (typically 144ms) will tend to only show
contributions from NAA, Cr and Cho. While one might instinctively assume that as more
metabolites are present on shorter TE acquisitions that this would be the better choice of
echo time, the presence of Glu and Gln can make the baseline of the MRS acquisition more
difficult to identify and thus make it more difficult to measure the NAA peak as these peaks
lie in close proximity. Moreover, there is still a much greater body of evidence of MRS data
in the literature acquired at longer TE’s such as 144ms, and historically at our institution,
144ms acquisitions have been most commonly used both for clinical and research purposes.
Therefore, for these reasons, a TE of 144ms was chosen such that NAA may be measured in
the optimal way.
4.5.3.3 TR
A repetition time of 1500ms was chosen for the PRESS pulse sequence. This was a compro-
mise between obtaining a good estimate of the metabolites of interest, while ensuring the
acquisition time was as short as practically possible. The 1500ms repetition time has been
used successfully for a number of years at our institution for clinical cases and was therefore
deemed appropriate for this study.
4.5.3.4 Voxel size and placement
One of the key problems in trying to acquire MRS data from the hippocampus is that the
hippocampus is irregularly shaped. As MRS voxels can only be cuboidal in shape it is
difficult to achieve good conformance between the voxel and the hippocampus. To ensure
the majority of the signal in the resultant spectrum was the result of stimulating protons
from the hippocampus it was crucial to correctly place the MRS voxel. To achieve this a
clear description of the hippocampus and its boundaries was created.
The hippocampus is an elongated structure with a distinct head, body and tail, with the
longest axis being in the anterior-to-posterior direction. Therefore, the size for the hip-
pocampal voxel was chosen to be 15mm (S/I) x 10mm (R/L) x 20mm (A/P). While the
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hippocampus itself can be longer than 20mm, the voxel was chosen such that it would fit
within the head and body of the hippocampus, avoiding as far as possible regions of CSF.
The 15mm, superior-inferior size of the voxel was chosen to include the hippocampus, in some
circumstances the voxel was too large and as such included parts of the parahippocampal
gyrus and entorhinal cortex. This compromise was acceptable and retaining the total volume
of the hippocampal voxel was important to achieve a good spectral signal-to-noise ratio.
4.5.3.5 Number of signal averages
To improve spectral quality by increasing SNR many signal averages are typically acquired
to create the resultant MRS spectra. Increasing the number of signal averages comes at the
cost of increasing scan time. For most brain examinations 128 signal averages is appropriate
to obtain a good quality spectrum, however, from some initial trials it was decided that 256
signal averages was necessary to obtain good quality data from the hippocampus. The time
for the MRS acquisition given the TR of 1500ms and 128 averages was: 7mins 45s. An
example of the MRS voxel placement within the hippocampus is shown in figure 4.6 below.
Figure 4.6: PSOBID MRS planning images: coronal, sagittal and axial planes
4.5.4 Linear Combination (LC) model
The LCmodel (version 6.1) is a well established and widely used MRS analysis package
written by Stephen Provencher [289]. It works by comparing the acquired spectroscopy data
to a modelled linear combination of basis sets of metabolite spectra, where the basis sets
have been established for all common MRI manufacturer scanner types, field strength and
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typical TE values. Subsequently, an output of concentration values, confidence/error (in the
form of Cramer-Rao bounds) are presented along with a graphical representation of the raw,
modelled and residual data, where the residual data are the least squares differences between
the raw and modelled data. An example of the one-page output from the LC-model is shown
in figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: LCmodel output from the PSOBID study
The LCmodel was quick and easy to use, and while this may be perceived as a benefit,
the ease of use can be deceptive with much of the data processing being performed hidden
from the operator, though the LCmodel does come with a comprehensive manual. Robust,
absolute quantification of MRS metabolite values are notoriously difficult to perform within
practically acceptable scanning times, where often far reaching assumptions need to be made.
Thus, it is common for MRS metabolite concentrations to be presented in ’Institutional Units
(IU)’, this makes it difficult for multi-centre studies to be performed using MRS. Similarly,
care must be taken when comparing results to IU or absolute concentrations of metabolites
from the peer review literature. However, within centre studies and metabolite ratios do not
suffer to the same degree from the aforementioned limitations of absolute quantification and
thus robust study designs can still be performed.
There are two options available within the LCmodel which can be applied to obtain absolute
quantification of metabolite concentrations. One uses the internal water reference as a means
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of scaling the metabolite concentrations, another uses an external calibration standard which
may then be used to scale the metabolite values appropriately. Both of these methods have
their own advantages and disadvantages.
Use of an external standard or calibration phantom has been widely applied throughout the
MRS community [238]. This is where a known concentration of a particular metabolite or
metabolites is scanned at a separate time from the actual MRS acquisition. A scaling factor
would then be determined to convert the observed metabolites from the subject under study
to absolute concentrations in milli-mol (mM). One of the disadvantages of this method is
that the calibration factor needs to include factors for voxel size (if it is different between the
calibration scan and subjects scan) and changes in total gain due to coil loading.
An alternative to the external phantom calibration method is to use the water scaling method
[30, 329]. In practical terms, the largest benefit from using the water scaling method is that
no additional acquisition or calibration phantom is necessary. The MRS acquisition data
itself is used to perform the scaling. A further benefit of this scaling method is that voxel
size corrections, gain correction from coil loading and other hardware factors are inherently
corrected. The major disadvantage to performing calibration by this method revolves around
the assumptions made about the unsuppressed water peak. The underlying assumption is
that water concentration is approximately the same between the hippocampi of different
subjects. Moreover, the water concentration in the hippocampus is assumed to be approxi-
mately the same as the water concentration which was determined for the basis set. Thus, it
is difficult to know with a great deal of certainty the water concentration and the attenuation
of the water peak due to relaxation effects. Despite this, these factors will present themselves
as systematic errors and while it would be wrong to present the results in mM, data can be
presented in IU, which are reliable provided the acquisition scheme is applied consistently
throughout the study.
While the implementation of both of these methods are described within the LCmodel man-
ual, it became apparent that the only option which was feasible with the GE hardware
available for the study was to use the internal water referencing method. That is, the exter-
nal calibration standard method was not recommended when scaling data acquired from a 3T
GE phased array coil as it does not accurately represent the behaviour of the gain correction
at 3T. Therefore, the internal water referencing method was used.
Even if the choice had not been made due to the hardware limitations, it is likely that the
internal water referencing method would have been the preferred option. As this method of
scaling correction uses the water value from the standard MRS acquisition, there is no need
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for additional scans and therefore additional imaging time, in addition, gain corrections are
implemented in the LCmodel. More commonly concerns might be raised with the internal
water referencing method when it is being used to assess gross pathology such as tumours
where the water value may vary significantly making any subsequent scaling equally erro-
neous. However, for the purposes of this study we are imaging normal healthy brains with
no gross pathology and therefore utilising the internal water referencing method with the
LCmodel was considered appropriate.
When implementing the water scaling method with the LCmodel, the program adjusts the
data by a scaling factor fscale to scale the data consistently with the basis set. This ensures
that the signal strength per proton resonance is the same for both datasets. This is the ratio
of the normalised signal strength in the basis set to the normalised unsuppressed water signal
of the data.
fscale = Basisnorm/Waternorm (4.2)
A normalised signal is the measured water resonance area divided by the concentration of
protons and by the the factor by which the measured signal is attenuated as a result of
relaxation.
Basisnorm = Areamet/[N1HMET ∗ Concmet ∗ ATTMET ] (4.3)
Where Areamet is the observed resonance area of the selected singlet in the basis set, by
default this is Cr CH3. N1HMET is the number of equivalent protons contributing to the
singlet, Concmet is the model metabolite concentration in the basis set and ATTMET is the
attenuation factor of the singlet used in the in vitro basis set spectra.
Similarly,
Waternorm = Areawater[2 ∗WCONC ∗ ATTH20] (4.4)
N1HMET and Concmet are known, the two area terms (Areametand Areawater) are computed
by the LCmodel from the spectra. However, ATTH20 , the attenuation of the NMR visible
water spectra due to relaxation effects and WCONC , the NMR visible water concentration
in the voxel, have to be estimated.
As ATTH20 andWCONC are difficult to guess correctly this means when trying to establish
absolute concentrations that all of the results will be incorrect by an unknown factor. To
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achieve concentration values in absolute units of mM, ideally corrections for T1 and T2
relaxation must be implemented, or the acquisition scheme must be appropriate such as to
minimise the contribution of these factors, typically this would involve using a short TE <
35ms and TR > 3000ms. However, for reasons such as achieving a flatter baseline at longer
echo time (TE =144ms) and for the practicality of the total time subjects can be in the
scanner, a TR of 1500ms was used. Thus one might correct for T1 and T2 retrospectively,
but this in itself is a non-trivial task. The compromise that was reached from considering all
of the above was to ensure the imaging parameters, the TE and TR are consistent throughout
the study, thus while our measurements of concentration may differ in absolute terms from
other values obtained in the literature, the comparison between the institutional units for
the two differing socioeconomic subject groups was viable.
An important advantage worth noting about how the LCmodel works is the fact that it uses
basis sets, scaled with respect to the water value to obtain concentrations of metabolites.
Basis sets provide a comprehensive model for the data acquired and as such, incorporate
the effects of secondary, contributing metabolite peaks. This is a more comprehensive and
powerful approach to describing the spectra and improves the validity of the data taken from
the LCmodel over simply a description of only the primary metabolites such as: NAA, Cr and
Cho. This method is superior to, for example taking only the ratios of the concentrations as
determined by the on-board GE software which only considers the primary peaks of interest.
4.6 Results
Metabolite values as determined by the LCmodel were only used in further statistical analysis
when the model itself had a significant degree of confidence in its measure of the metabolites,
i.e. where the model itself was unsure of the contribution for a particular metabolite, the value
was not used. This measure of confidence was obtained from the LCmodel output. Standard
deviation of metabolite values with Craemer-Rao bounds of less than 20% were determined
to be of good quality. This ensured that subsequent statistical tests were performed on data
of sufficient quality. Therefore, having removed the poorer quality datasets, there remained
17 MRS datasets from the aﬄuent group and 14 from the poorer group for comparison. The
results of the aﬄuent vs poorer group comparison in IU and metabolite ratios are shown in
figures 4.8 below and 4.9 on the following page respectively.
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4.6.1 Comparing NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr between the aﬄuent and
poorer groups
Figure 4.8: PSOBID study: Metabolite concentrations as determined by LCmodel in Insti-
tutional Units
The NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr ratios were tested for normality and to a good approximation,
both datasets were found to follow the normal distribution. Using a one-way ANOVA the
NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr for the right and left hippocampi were compared between the aﬄuent
and poorer groups. There were no statistically significant differences between the two groups.
4.6.2 Assessing correlations between hippocampal metabolites and
inflammatory markers
Scatterplots of the NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr against IL-6 and cortisol for both the left and right
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Figure 4.9: PSOBID study: Metabolite concentrations as determined by the LCmodel pre-
sented relative to Creatine
hippocampus of the aﬄuent and poorer groups are shown in figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13
on the following pages.
4.6.2.1 NAA/Cr vs IL-6
Figure 4.10: Left and right hippocampal NAA/Cr vs. IL-6
Comparing the NAA/Cr ratio with the IL-6 data, there was one significant outlier in the IL-6
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dataset, with a value of 25.2, compared to the next highest value of 5.2. This outlier was
having a disproportionate affect on the correlation analysis and was therefore removed. Hav-
ing removed the outlier, no significant correlation was observed between the left hippocampal
NAA/Cr ratio and IL-6, however, there was a significant correlation between the right hip-
pocampal NAA/Cr ratio and IL-6 ( p = 0.005, r = 0.53). The strength of the correlation
was similar between the aﬄuent and poorer groups.
4.6.2.2 Cho/Cr vs. IL-6
Figure 4.11: Left and right hippocampal Cho/Cr vs. IL-6
Comparing the Cho/Cr ratio with IL-6, no significant correlations were observed for the right
or left hippocampi of the aﬄuent or poorer groups.
4.6.2.3 NAA/Cr vs. cortisol
Comparing the NAA/Cr ratio with cortisol, no significant correlations were observed for the
right or left hippocampi of the aﬄuent or poorer groups.
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Figure 4.12: Left and right hippocampal NAA/Cr vs. cortisol
Figure 4.13: Left and right hippocampal Cho/Cr vs. cortisol
4.6.2.4 Cho/Cr vs. cortisol
Comparing the Cho/Cr ratio with cortisol, no significant correlations were observed for the
right or left hippocampi of the aﬄuent or poorer groups.
4.7 Post-hoc analysis of MRS data
4.7.1 Metabolites with age
The correlation plots between NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr are shown in figures 4.14 and 4.15 below.
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Figure 4.14: Left and right hippocampal NAA/Cr vs. age (months)
Figure 4.15: Left and right hippocampal Cho/Cr vs. age
Neither right or left hippocampal NAA/Cr or Cho/Cr ratios correlated significantly with age
for either the poorer or more aﬄuent groups.
4.7.2 Hippocampal metabolites and hippocampal volumes
4.7.2.1 NAA/Cr vs. hippocampal volume
The scatter plots for comparing hippocampal metabolites and hippocampal volumes are
shown in figures 4.16 below and 4.17 on the following page.
After correcting the hippocampal volumes for total ICV, there were no significant correlations
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Figure 4.16: Left hippocampal NAA/Cr vs. left hippocampal volume and Right hippocampal
NAA/Cr vs. right hippocampal volumes
between the left and right hippocampal volumes and the levels of NAA/Cr.
4.7.2.2 Cho/Cr vs. hippocampal volume
Figure 4.17: Left hippocampal Cho/Cr vs. left hippocampal volume and Right hippocampal
Cho/Cr vs. right hippocampal volumes
After correcting the hippocampal volumes for total ICV, there were no significant correlations
between the left and right hippocampal volumes and the levels of Cho/Cr.
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4.8 Discussion
4.8.1 Comparing hippocampal metabolites between aﬄuent and poorer
subjects
What has been presented here was the first study to assess hippocampal metabolites in two
differing socioeconomic groups from a community based sample. It was posited that subjects
from a lower socioeconomic background may be considered to have been exposed to chronic
stress and as such, by means of inflammatory pathways, and therefore that the hippocampus
may be preferentially affected. MRS offered the opportunity to assess in-vivo the metabolism
of the hippocampus. The primary and secondary null hypotheses were that the NAA/Cr ratio
and Cho/Cr ratio would not be lower in the poorer group than the more aﬄuent group.
The NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr ratios were compared between the poorer and aﬄuent groups.
There were no significant differences between the groups and therefore it was not possible to
reject the null hypothesis. Much of the literature which has assessed hippocampal metabolites
in subjects exposed to stress relates to studies of PTSD patients. A meta-analysis of the
methods and findings of MRS studies in PTSD patients was recently performed by Karl et
al [175]. The results of the meta-analysis are by no means conclusive but they suggest that
NAA/Cr may be reduced in the hippocampus of PTSD patients. However, the exact nature
of the underlying biological mechanism which might facilitate these changes still remains
unclear.
4.8.2 Hippocampal metabolites and inflammatory markers
There have been a number of studies which have assessed the affects of corticosteroids on
MRS. As cortiocosteroids are often used as a treatment (asthma, allergies, arthritis and skin
disorders), this offers the opportunity to assess patients hippocampal metabolites in response
to therapy [65]. Some studies have exploited the fact that patients with Cushing’s syndrome
have chronic hypercortisolemia and these patients exhibit various functional deficits. In a
group of these patients cortisol levels were found to correlate with hippocampal volumes,
smaller hippocampal size was also associated with poorer results on language and memory
tests. [332]. Interestingly, the same researchers showed that the effect of hypercortisolemia
on the hippocampi were reversible following the reduction in cortisol levels, though no im-
provements in the associated functional tests from the first study were reported [333]. A
study by another group also choose to investigate patients with Cushing’s disease and to
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compare the patient group to normal controls. MRS was used to assess brain metabolites
and voxels were placed in frontal, thalamic and temporal regions. None of the metabolites
were significantly different between the patient and normal control groups [179]. Therefore,
there are conflicting reports as to whether changes in inflammatory measures such as cortisol
are related to the underlying hippocampal metabolites such as NAA/Cr.
It has been known for some time that glucocorticoids can damage the hippocampus [309].
Building on their earlier work in rats Sapolsky et al [308] went on to demonstrate the damage
to the hippocampus from glucocorticoids in non-human primates [310]. Later, Czeh et al
assessed the effects of chronic stress on the hippocampal metabolites in the adult tree shrew
and found decreased levels of NAA (-13%), Creatine (-15%) and Choline (-13%) [101]. In
an another study, this time in rats, hippocampal NAA reductions were observed in animals
reared in isolation [157]. More recently, Coplan et al have assessed the effects of early
life stress on non-human primates on hippocampal metabolites [93]. A validated variable
foraging demand (VFD) paradigm to induce a state of stress in the animals. MRS was used
to assess metabolites in the temporal lobes of the animals and it was found that NAA/Cho
was reduced in the animals subjected to the VFD paradigm. In another recent study MRI
and MRS were used to assess the hippocampus in a well documented chronic, mild stress
(CMS) rat model [271]. Three separate subgroups of animal were defined within the model,
an anhedonic group, a resilient group and a normal group. Each group contained 8 animals.
Increases in the Glu/Cr ratio and NAA/Cr ratio were observed in the anhedonic rats. While
previous studies had not assessed Glu/Cr levels, the NAA/Cr increase was contradictory to
previous reports, where one might have anticipated that the anhedonic rats i.e those animals
responding to the stressor might have had a reduced NAA/Cr ratio. Therefore it would
appear that there is as yet no consensus from the animal literature on the effects of stress on
hippocampal metabolites metabolites.
Here we report no significant correlation between NAA/Cr in the left and right hippocampus
and cortisol levels. Similarly, no significant correlations between NAA/Cr and IL-6 in the
hippocampus were observed expect for the case where an IL-6 outlying value was removed.
Following this amendment to the data, a significant positive correlation between NAA/Cr
and IL-6 was observed in the right hippocampus i.e. higher NAA/Cr values were observed
at higher IL-6 values (p=0.005, r = 0.53). In this section of the thesis, of course, we were not
assessing diseased patients, and therefore any impact on chronic stress might be too subtle
to be detected in hippocampal metabolites. We speculated that hippocampal NAA might
be lower in the lower socioeconomic group but this was not found to be the case. As this
is the first study to assess hippocampal metabolites in two separate groups differing only
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by their socioeconomic status, there is little data in the literature to compare these results
with. Despite the lack of correlations observed between hippocampal metabolites and cortisol
and IL-6, given the animal evidence discussed above, further investigation is warranted to
the effects of stress, inflammation and deprivation on hippocampal metabolites. However,
as discussed extensively in chapter 2 (section 2.8.4), cortisol measures have been shown to
be are notoriously variable and therefore much greater confidence would be needed in this
measurement before one could reliably assess correlations between brain volume measures
and cortisol levels [109].
As mentioned above, further work on animals to greater understand the biological mecha-
nisms at work may be more fruitful. For example, if one wishes to test if neurogenesis is
related to NAA metabolic signature, then this would need to be confirmed in the animal
before attempting to measure such changes in the humans.
It often appears that in studies assessing hippocampal metabolites, and in MRS in general,
NAA, Cho and Cr are given undue prominence largely because they are relatively easy to
measure rather than for their biological significance. In this respect much greater work needs
to be done to develop biological models and the measurement techniques to interrogate, in-
vivo, the metabolism of the brain. This may come through further development of MRS
techniques or perhaps through greater development of PET and SPECT radioligands.
4.8.3 Hippocampal metabolite ratios vs. age and hippocampal vol-
ume
Decreased NAA/Cr with age has been presented in several papers [110, 11, 315]. Schuff et
al, acquired MRS data using a 1.5T MRI scanner from the hippocampus on a range of sub-
jects from age 36 to 85 in normal, healthy volunteers. The NAA/Cr ratio was significantly
correlated with age (r = -0.61 and p < 0.005). In this chapter we observed no significant cor-
relation between NAA/Cr and age over the age range of the subjects imaged in the PSOBID
study between 40 and 67 [315]. From inspection of the Schuff et al data it could be the more
elderly nature of their sample group might be responsible for the correlation between age
and NAA/Cr. They also observed that only hippocampal reductions in NAA/Cho correlated
with decreasing hippocampal volume. From our data in this chapter, no correlations between
hippocampal volume and metabolites concentrations were observed.
In the work by Angelie et al, significant correlations between NAA/Cr and aging were ob-
served in the cortical, semioval and temporal regions assessed, however, while the NAA/Cr
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did decrease with age in the hippocampus, this relationship was not statistically significant
(r =-0.23). In this study a 1.5T MRI system was used to acquire MRS metabolite data from
32 healthy subjects aged between 21 and 61, however, metabolites ratios were not compared
to hippocampal volumes [11].
In a further study assessing hippocampal metabolites with age, Driscoll et al recruited young
(20-39) and elderly groups of subjects (60-85) [110]. The subjects were scanned with a 1.5T
MRI system and elderly subjects were found to have significantly lower NAA/Cr than the
younger group of subjects. Driscoll et al also considered the contribution of hippocampal vol-
ume, as well as metabolism to try and explain task human subject performance on a virtual
Morris water task and a transverse patterning discrimination tasks. They did not explicitly
compare hippocampal NAA/Cr to hippocampal volume but found that both of these mea-
sures predicted significant amounts of the variance in the subsequent task performance where
both lower NAA/Cr and smaller volumes contributed to poorer task performance. Relating to
task performance, on both tasks, improved performance was correlated with higher NAA/Cr
levels. Interestingly, when a multiple regression analysis was performed, the level of the per-
formance of the water task was correlated with age and NAA/Cr but not with hippocampal
volume. For the transverse patterning discrimination task, age, NAA/Cr and hippocampal
volume all accounted for sizable portions of the variance in the task performance.
More recently from the work of Zimmerman et al, poor task performance of a free and
cued selective reminding test with immediate recall (FCSRT-IR) correlated with smaller hip-
pocampal volumes [381]. Individuals with lower NAA/Cr also demonstrated poorer verbal
memory performance. Furthermore, individuals with smaller hippocampal volumes demon-
strated lower NAA/Cr. After controlling for age, FCSRT-IR performance was correlated with
NAA/Cr. Indeed, a model for prediction of FCSRT-IR task performance revealed significant
effects for both hippocampal volume and hippocampal NAA/Cr levels while prediction of
the logical memory task was not significant with any of these variables of interest.
The results from these studies and from the work performed in this thesis are mixed, with
NAA/Cr being reduced with age in some studies and not in others. However, where significant
relationships have been reported, more elderly subjects have been imaged and it may be
the case that much of the NAA/Cr reduction with age occurs in later life, for instance, in
subjects older than 60 rather than as a gradual decline. The results comparing hippocampal
volume and NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr are also mixed though from the work done in this chapter
there appears to be little or no correlation between metabolite ratios and ICV corrected
hippocampal volumes.
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4.8.4 Future technological developments to improve MRS
As introduced in chapter 2, one of the primary motivations behind this thesis was to exploit
the use of the 3T MRI to assess hippocampal size, shape and metabolism. In this chapter 3T
MRI was used to obtain estimates of hippocampal metabolite ratios in two groups differing
in their socioeconomic status. While no explicit comparison between 3T and any other field
strength was performed here, comparisons between fields strengths have been performed
elsewhere [29]. As discussed in the work of Barker et al, some improvements in sensitivity were
observed when 3T MRS was performed when compared to 1.5T though these improvements
fell short of what was predicted by theory. Any additional benefit 3T MRI had to offer
was largely offset by increased linewidths and reduced T2 metabolite times. Therefore, only
marginal improvements in spectral quality are typical when using 3T MRI when compared
to 1.5T.
It was not possible in assessing the 42 subjects of the PSOBID study to acquire useful spectra
in all circumstances. The final data for comparison of the 42 subjects was 17 aﬄuent subjects
and 13 poorer subjects, where the rest of the datasets were not deemed to have sufficient
confidence to assess the hippocampal metabolites. There is no doubt the hippocampus was
a particularly challenging part of the brain to acquire MRS data from, given its contorted
form, its proximity to CSF and the ear canal which can produce susceptibility related effects.
While we have demonstrated that it is possible to achieve good quality spectra from the
hippocampus, further developments may focus on acquiring data from more specific regions
of the hippocampus. For example, it would be advantageous to acquire multi-voxel MRS
data from the head, body and tail of the hippocampus to improve the spatial localisation of
the spectra, though this would greatly reduce the signal to noise in each spectra, as well as
increasing the time for each acquisition.
Other developments which will allow MRS Imaging (MRSI) to be performed in acceptable
time frames include greater exploitation of parallel imaging techniques as greater numbers
of receiver coil elements are used, indeed, 32-channel devices are already being used [380].
Moreover, the introduction of compressed sensing techniques to greatly reduce the acquisition
time (or improve quality if scanning time is maintained) are also likely to offer benefits
to MRSI. Compressed sensing MRSI acquisitions have already been acquired in animals,
where in dynamic nuclear polarisation (DNP) experiments, rapid acquisition schemes are
even more beneficial [166, 167]. Therefore it is likely improvements in MRS will come on
several fronts, with developments in receiver hardware and pulse sequences combining to
enable faster acquisitions times or improved SNR.
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4.9 Conclusion
Hippocampal metabolites were measured using 3T MRI in two groups of differing socioe-
conomic status from a community based sample, we believe this is the first time this has
been done. No significant difference was observed between the NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr ratios
between the poorer and more aﬄuent groups. The motivation behind assessing hippocampal
metabolites originated from the fact the that the hippocampus may be preferentially affected
in subjects exposed to chronic stress, where in this case we considered social deprivation as
the stressor. To further investigate this proposed mechanism, the hippocampal metabolites
were correlated against cortisol and interleukin-6, two markers for inflammatory processes.
There were no significant correlations between NAA/Cr or Cho/Cr and cortisol. On removal
of an outlying IL-6 value, a statistically significant correlation was observed between the
right hippocampal NAA/Cr ratio and IL-6 (p = 0.005, r = 0.53). Therefore, in general these
results did not support the theory that inflammatory processes might affect hippocampal
metabolism, although the correlation between right hippocampal NAA/Cr and IL-6 warrants
replication in a larger sample size. Future work to develop a clearer biological framework
and a more comprehensive investigation of metabolic and inflammatory markers may be
more informative. However, it could also have been the case that as we were dealing with an
otherwise healthy population, the anticipated metabolic changes in the hippocampus simply
do not exist as a result of the posited inflammatory pathway.
Further to the primary aims of this chapter, hippocampal metabolites were correlated with
age and hippocampal volume. No significant correlations were observed between hippocampal
metabolite ratios and age or between hippocampal metabolite ratios and ICV corrected
hippocampal volumes. Perhaps the reason hippocampal metabolites were not observed to
correlate with age, was due to the limited age range of the population studied where other
studies have assessed more elderly subjects [315]. Nonetheless, little trend between NAA/Cr,
Cho/Cr and age was observed here.
Finally, there are various technological advances which may occur over the next several years.
This includes the potential for faster imaging by further exploitation of multi-element coils,
and improved pulse sequences. However, technological advances may only be useful if they
are framed within plausible biological models and to this end, further studies in animals may
be useful for interrogating the underlying metabolism as a result of stress and inflammatory
processes.
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Chapter 5
Normal adult hippocampal volumes as
measured using 3T MRI
5.1 Abstract
Following the installation of a 3T MRI system, and the anticipated programme of research
into Psychobiological research, it was deemed necessary to acquire a normative dataset of
brain images. A region of interest within the brain on which much of the research into mood
disorders focuses on is the hippocampus. Thus the aim of this work was to determine a
normal range for hippocampal volumes at 3T and to investigate the relationship to factors
which may affect hippocampal volumes such as age, total intracranial volume, laterality and
sex. 3D T1-weighted IR-FSPGR images were acquired in 39 healthy, normal volunteers
in the age range from 19 to 64 (mean age = 34). There were 23 females and 16 male
subjects. The 3D T1-weighted image data were then pre-processed, including application
of the N3 inhomogeneity algorithm before normalisation and segmentation of the data into
subcortical volumes, including the hippocampus using FSL’s FIRST algorithm. Following
the automated procedure hippocampal volumes were manually inspected and edited. This
approach was described in greater detail in chapter 2 of this thesis. The mean and standard
deviation of the left and right hippocampal volumes were determined to be: 3421mm3±
399mm3 and 3487mm3± 431mm3 respectively. After correcting for total ICV the volumes
were: 0.22% ± 0.03% and 0.23% ± 0.03% for the left and right hippocampi respectively.
Multiple regression analysis was performed and models were created to predict hippocampal
volumes, given the subject age and ICV. The model for the left hippocampus explained 18% of
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the variance while the model for the right hippocampus explained 23% of the variance. After
correcting for ICV there was no significant difference in hippocampal volume between the
male and female subjects. As was in keeping with what has previously been observed in the
literature the left hippocampus tended to be slightly smaller than the right but this difference
was not statistically significant. Thus, a normative database of hippocampal volumes was
established. The normative data here will in future act as a good baseline on which other
methods of determining hippocampal volumes may be compared to. To date only a few
studies have acquired hippocampal volumes in normal healthy subjects using 3T MRI. The
values obtained here compare well with what has already been observed in the literature. At
higher field strengths there is some evidence to suggest that larger volumes are observed when
compared to results from 1.5T MRI, perhaps due to the hippocampus being more accurately
defined when higher field strength magnets are being used.
5.2 Introduction
Chapters 2 and 3 established methodologies using 3T MRI to assess hippocampal volume
differences between two different socioeconomic groups. While the focus of these chapters
was then to compare hippocampal volumes between the two differing SES groups it would
also be informative to have a separate, normal range of hippocampal volumes which could be
used as a baseline for future work. As has been discussed earlier in this thesis, hippocampal
volumes have been much investigated in diseases such as Epilepsy [117], Alzheimer’s [248]
and Depression [203]. A review of normal hippocampal volumes was performed in chapter 2
where it was observed that at higher field strengths there was a tendency for hippocampal
volume estimates to be larger. This may be a result of better resolution and contrast at
3T, enabling a more accurate delineation of hippocampal volumes at higher field strengths.
It could also be the case that as time has moved on, and 3T scanners have come online,
hippocampal protocols have improved and became more reliable, which has no doubt been
helped by the improved image quality.
Much of the work in this thesis and the focus of the research of the Sackler Psychobiological
research group at Glasgow University is concerned with applying neuroimaging techniques
to assess depression in the medically ill and the biological etiology and pathophysiology of
various mood disorders. Therefore it is important to establish the normal variance in the
measurements of concern for the local equipment and methodology being applied. Through-
out much of this thesis, the measurement of concern has been the volume of the hippocampus
and so acquiring a normal database of subjects using 3T MRI with a combined automated
and manually refined volume approach will be the subject of this chapter.
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A protocol for manually delineating the hippocampus was defined in chapter 2. The protocol
included clear definitions of which tissue regions should be included as well as defining the
anatomical boundaries around the various aspects of the hippocampal formation. FSL’s au-
tomated subcortical segmentation algorithm FIRST was also compared to manual outlining
and while the results were generally satisfactory it was observed that occasionally the auto-
mated algorithm produced gross errors and therefore it was necessary in some circumstances
to manually correct the automated volume.
Beyond assessing only the hippocampal volume, it was important to assess the relationship
between hippocampal volume and other factors such as age, intracranial volume and memory.
A clear appreciation of the relationships between these factors will determine which factors
ought to be controlled for in subsequent analysis and that those parameters are controlled
for in the correct manner.
5.3 Aims
The aim of this chapter was to determine the normal range for the hippocampal volumes in
healthy volunteers, where we sought to exploit the higher static magnetic field strength to
improve delineation of the hippocampus. Furthermore the relationship between hippocampal
volume, age, ICV, sex and laterality will also be assessed.
5.4 Methodology
The study was approved by the local NHS research ethics committee.
5.4.1 Volunteer recruitment and inclusion/ exclusion criteria
We aimed to recruit subjects who were healthy volunteers, with no history of mental illness,
head injury or neurological disorder. Subjects were chosen such that they were suitable
for MRI scanning and had no medical implants that were contraindicated within the MRI
environment.
45 volunteers were recruited for imaging using posters placed around the campus at the
Southern General Hospital and by word of mouth through staff associated with the project.
The poster used for recruitment formed part of the ethics application which was subsequently
approved (the poster is shown in appendix C). Volunteers who expressed an interest in the
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study were given a patient information sheet to read. The patient information sheet explained
all that would be required of the subjects if they decided to proceed with participation in the
project. The patient information sheet also stresses that volunteers who are also members of
staff are under no obligation to participate. The author of this thesis also discussed aims of
the project and the inclusion and exclusion criteria with potential volunteers either over the
phone or in person prior to them agreeing to participate in the study.
The procedure for dealing with incidental findings on MRI scans was for a consultant ra-
diologist to provide a report on all scans. If an incidental abnormality was found the neu-
roradiologist would discuss the finding with an appropriate clinician (typically a surgeon or
neurologist) to discuss how best to proceed. Where necessary the consultant neuroradiologist
would contact the volunteer directly to discuss their ongoing medical care. Two subjects were
excluded from the study as a result of incidental findings (1 acoustic neuroma, 1 Chiari mal-
formation). All other subject scans were reported as being normal from a neuroradiological
perspective.
Volunteers were also taken through the Structured Clinical Interview for Diagonostic and Sta-
tistical Manual for mental disorders (SCID: DSM-IV). This was performed by a psychiatrist.
This assessment was initially developed by the American Psychiatric Association and has
been widely applied in both clinical and research environments [122, 106]. Though subject
information documentation and in discussions with the author of this thesis it was expressed
that volunteers should not have a history of psychiatric illness or neurological disorders,
nevertheless, two subjects who were scanned were subsequently found to have a history of
depression and therefore their data was removed from further analysis within the study. In
retrospect it would have been preferable to perform the SCID examination prior to MRI
scanning to avoid this scenario. Such procedures will be implemented in future work.
Following two initial scans on volunteers in which whole head T1-weighted 3D acqusition
were not acquired a reliable protocol was then confirmed, imaging parameters are detailed
in section 5.4.3.1 of this chapter.
Therefore, following the exclusion of 6 subjects for the reasons detailed above, 39 whole head
T1-weighted 3D scans were acquired in total and were useable for further analysis. The age
range of the volunteers was 19 - 64 years old, with a mean age of 34. 23 subjects were female
and 16 were male.
The study was funded by the Sackler Institute of Psychobiological Research.
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5.4.2 Imaging hardware
All MRI scans were acquired using a 3T GE Medical systems, Signa Excite HD system
(Milwaukee, USA) with software version 12m5. Furthermore, an eight channel phased array
(receive only) head coil was used to acquire the imaging data.
5.4.3 Imaging Protocol
5.4.3.1 Data acquisition
A T1-weighted IR-FSPGR was acquired, TR = 6.8ms; TE = 1.5ms, Inversion Preparation
time = 500ms; Flip angle=12º; FOV = 26cm; Phase FOV= 70%; matrix: 320 x 320; Band-
width 31.25kHz; Slab thickness = 1mm. The acquisition time for this scan was 8min 54s. This
acquisition sequence with high resolution (0.81mm x 0.81mm x 1mm) in all three imaging
planes and good white matter to grey matter contrast facilitates well both the segmentation
of GM and WM tissue types and whole hippocampal segmentation.
5.4.4 Segmenting the hippocampus
Following on from the work performed in Chapter 2, while it was shown that there was
a good correspondence between hippocampal volumes generated by the automated FIRST
algorithm, when compared to manually defined volumes, it was also determined that there
were instances when the automatic method produced appreciable errors, clearly visible on
manual inspection. Similarly, there were aspects of the hippocampus which were either over or
under estimated by the automated method. Thus a scheme by which automated segmentation
methods were augmented with visual inspection and manual editing was implemented. This
combination of automatically generating volumes supplemented by manual refinement aims
achieve a protocol where the practical ease and speed of the automatic method was initially
exploited and was then combined with the accuracy of manual refinements.
Throughout this chapter hippocampal volumes will be presented as both raw whole hip-
pocampal volumes and as corrected volumes with respect to each individuals corresponding
Intracranial volume (ICV). Thus the ICV corrected hippocampal volumes will be expressed
as a percentage of ICV (%ICV).
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5.5 Results
5.5.1 Data normality
Histograms of the left and right hippocampal volumes, intracranial volumes and ICV cor-
rected hippocampal volumes were plotted to gain an impression of the normality of the data,
see figure 5.1 below and figures 5.2 and 5.3 on the following page. Furthermore, summary
statistics were also acquired which included the Anderson-Darling (AD) normality test. The
null hypothesis for the AD was that the data are from a normal population distribution. For
these variables here, the null hypothesis could not be rejected (i.e. for all parameters the
A-D normality test p-value was much greater than 0.05) and therefore we can assume that
all the data was part of a normal distribution. Thus it was acceptable to continue to assess
these data using parametric statistics. Statistics were performed using Minitab v16 (Minitab
Inc.) software.
Figure 5.1: Histogram and summary statistics of uncorrected left and right hippocampal
volumes
5.5.2 Hippocampal volumes and their relationship to ICV
It has been well known for some time that there is a need to correct for subject head size
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Figure 5.2: Histogram and summary statistics of ICV corrected left and right hippocampal
volumes
Figure 5.3: Histogram and summary statistics of intracranial volume measurements
when measuring brain structure volumes [90]. Thus it is common for hippocampal volumes
to be expressed both independently and with a correction for ICV. The relationship between
hippocampal volumes and ICV was determined for the normal volunteers in this study and
are shown in figure 5.4 on the following page.
The corresponding Pearson correlation coefficients between hippocampal volumes and ICV
were 0.40 for the left hippocampus and 0.31 for the right hippocampus, with significance
values of 0.01 and 0.06 respectively. Thus, the left hippocampal volume was significantly
correlated with ICV while the right hippocampal volume is just below the level of statistical
significance. Therefore, the results here are in keeping with what has previously been observed
in the literature and therefore support the decision to present ICV corrected hippocampal
volumes.
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Figure 5.4: Scatterplot illustrating the relationship between ICV and hippocampal volume
As an aside, one would expect ICV measures to be independent of age, while relationships
between the component parts of ICV, namely the GM,WM and CSF may differ. In particular,
one would expect a decline in GM with age. Figures 5.5 below and 5.6 on the following page
illustrate that indeed, for the age range assessed here, age and ICV are independent and that
while GM volumes decline with age, CSF volume increases presumably filling the intracranial
spaces left behind by the GM volume reduction.
Figure 5.5: Scatterplot of ICV (mm^3) data plotted against age (in months)
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Figure 5.6: Scatterplot of GM, WM and CSF volumes (in Litres) plotted against age (in
months)
5.5.3 Hippocampal volume with aging
Figure 5.7: Left and right hippocampal volumes with age
Figure 5.7 above shows the ICV corrected hippocampal volumes against age. From figure
5.7 there appears to be a gradual decrease in hippocampal volume with age, and this may
be slightly more pronounced for men than women though it is worth noting that there are
fewer data points at the upper end of the age range. One can be more confident however
that the hippocampal volume does not appear to decrease markedly between the ages of 20
and 40 years old. Over the entire age range assessed here the Pearson correlation between
age and hippocampal volumes were, for the left hippocampus r = -0.28 (p= 0.16) and for
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the right hippocampus r = -0.54 (p <‌< 0.05). Thus, from figure 5.7, a decrease in left
hippocampal volume correlates with increasing age, though not to statistical significance,
whereas a decrease in right hippocampal volume correlated with increasing age and was
deemed statistically significant. Thus, the right hippocampus seems to be more affected by
normal aging than the left hippocampus.
The male and female data were combined and the ICV corrected left and right hippocampal
volume data were plotted against age. The Pearson correlation for the left and right hip-
pocampal volumes were -0.28 and -0.54 with associated p-values of 0.156 (not statistically
significant) and 0.003 respectively. Therefore, after correcting for ICV, the right hippocampal
volume appears to be negatively correlated with age.
5.5.4 Hippocampal volume measures in normal volunteers
Having established that the hippocampal volumes and ICV are normally distributed and
having confirmed that ICV does indeed correlate with hippocampal volumes it was then
possible to establish a normal range for hippocampal volumes as measured using our 3T
MRI system and the automated segmentation with manual refined methodology. Of the
39 normal volunteers studied in the age range 19 to 64, the mean uncorrected volume was
3421mm3± 399mm3 and 3487mm3± 431mm3 for the left and right hippocampi respectively.
When corrected for intracranial volume (ICV) the hippocampal volumes were 0.22% ± 0.03%
and 0.23% ± 0.03% for the left and right hippocampi respectively.
Thus the normal ranges for the ICV corrected left and right hippocampal volumes with age
are shown in figure 5.8 on the following page. Figure 5.8 shows the mean ICV corrected
hippocampal volume for a subject of a given age (black line) and the associated confidence
interval (CI) for the mean (dashed red line). Furthermore, the prediction interval (PI) which
represents the range within which a single, new observation is likely to fall is also shown
(dashed green line).
A linear regression analysis was also performed to estimate the relative contributions of age
and ICV to the variance in estimating the left and right hippocampal volumes. In order
to ensure this approach is valid the residual plots were assessed and were found to be both
randomly scattered with approximately constant variance around the best-fit line.
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Figure 5.8: Normal range ICV corrected left and right hippocampal volumes with age
For the left hippocampus the linear regression equation was:
LeftHippocampusV olume = 2279− 0.626xAge(months) + 0.000900xICV (mm3) (5.1)
For the left hippocampus, age was not deemed a statistically significant regression factor
with a p value of 0.107, though ICV was determined to be statistically significant (p=0.01).
Together, age and ICV combine to explain 17.8% (R2adj) of the variance in left hippocampal
volume measurements. Where R2adj is a measure of how much variance in the response
variable (hippocampal volume) is accounted for by the model which includes the two predictor
variables, which in this case are age and ICV.
For the right hippocampus the linear regression equation was:
RightHippocampusV olume = 2849− 1.15xAge(months) + 0.000717xICV (mm3) (5.2)
For the right hippocampus, age was a statistically significant regression factor with a p value
of 0.006, and ICV was determined not to be statistically significant (p=0.052). Together,
age and ICV combine to explain 22.6% (R2adj) of the variance in right hippocampal volume
measurements.
5.5.5 Hippocampal volumes and sex
Of the 39 normal volunteers, 23 were female and 16 were male. Uncorrected hippocampal
volumes for males had a mean value of 3516mm3± 426mm3 for the left hippocampus and
3571mm3± 544mm3 for the right, while females had uncorrected volumes of 3355mm3±
383mm3 for the left hippocampus and 3429mm3± 344mm3 for the right. The ICV corrected
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hippocampal volumes for males had a mean value of 0.22% ± 0.03% for the left hippocampus
and 0.22% ± 0.04% for the right, while females had a mean value of 0.22% ± 0.03% for the
left hippocampus and 0.23% ± 0.03% for the right.
Figure 5.9: Left and right, ICV corrected hippocampal volumes for females and males: His-
togram and summary statistics
Figure 5.9 above illustrates the distribution of ICV corrected hippocampal volumes for both
female and male subjects. A two sample t-test was conducted to compare hippocampal
volumes between males and females. The null hypothesis was that male and females hip-
pocampal volumes were from the same underlying populations. Where corrected volumes
were compared between males and females, the left hippocampus p-value was found to be
0.377 and the right hippocampus p-value was 0.381, thus in both cases the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected.
5.5.6 Hippocampal volume: laterality
As was shown from the earlier literature review 2.1, in general, in healthy normal populations,
left and right hippocampal volumes are similar, with a tendency for the right hippocampus
to be slightly larger. The correlation between left and right hippocampal volumes from the
data acquired in this study was plotted and can be seen in figure 5.10 on the following page.
These volumes were strongly correlated as one would expect with a Pearson correlation
coefficient of 0.62 with a p-value of less than 0.01. Performing a two-sample t-test, where
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Figure 5.10: Left hippocampal volume vs. right hippocampal volume
the Null hypothesis was that the left and right hippocampal volumes were from the same
underlying population, the t-test p-value was found to be 0.49, i.e. the null hypotheses cannot
be rejected and therefore it is highly likely that the volumes do indeed form part of the same
normal distribution.
5.6 Discussion and limitations
5.6.1 The relationship between hippocampal volume and ICV
The Pearson correlation coefficients between hippocampal volumes and ICV were 0.40 (p =
0.01) for the left hippocampus and 0.31 (p=0.06) for the right hippocampus. This relationship
is well founded and is the reason that in the overwhelming majority of studies hippocampal
volumes are presented in a way which accounts for differences in head size. Here hippocampal
volumes were presented both in raw volume form and as a fraction of the total intracranial
volume. This allows the most complete comparison to other studies in the literature.
5.6.2 The relationship between hippocampal volumes and age within
the age range of 19 to 64
Over the entire age range assessed here (19-64) the Pearson correlation between age and
hippocampal volumes were, for the left hippocampus r = -0.28 (p= 0.16) and for the right
hippocampus r = -0.54 (p <‌< 0.05). Recent work has shown a similar decline in hippocampal
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volume with age [299]. Where right and left hippocampal volumes were considered together
the correlation value was -0.28, with a p-value of < 0.05. This was over an age range of
approximately 20 to 84 years old, where 113 subjects were studied.
In another study a longitudinal analysis was performed (N=40) and showed a decline in
hippocampal volume in subjects of age range 50 to 85 years old [297]. Subjects in this study
were normal, healthy volunteers, where an initial scan was followed by two follow-up scans
fifteen months apart. Significant shrinkage of the hippocampus was observed over these time
frames and in general the correlation of volume with age was steeper in this older age group
when compared with studies which have assessed hippocampal volumes in younger popula-
tions. In other words, Raz et al observed that in this older age group hippocampal volumes
appeared to decline more rapidly with increasing age [297]. In one of the largest studies of
its kind, and perhaps one of the most evolved in terms of the form of the automated analysis,
hippocampal volumes were assessed with a view to discriminating patients with Alzheimer’s
dementia from patients with mild cognitive impairment and normative, age matched controls
[85]. In this study, 166 cognitively normal subjects with a mean age of 76 ± 5 were assessed
. The mean volume for the hippocampal volumes was 2430mm3. In the study by Chupin et
al, no explicit correlation of hippocampal volume and age was performed, this was perhaps
because of the relatively small range of ages being assessed. While these volumes are smaller
than the ones recorded in other studies, and indeed smaller than volumes acquired in this
work, given the work of Raz et al [297], it could be that the smaller volumes in the more
elderly group are the result of the effect of aging, this adds to the evidence suggesting that
age is an important factor in comparing hippocampal volumes. Moreover, given the accel-
erated nature in which hippocampal volumes decrease within an older age group [297], it
would appear particularly necessary to ensure appropriate control data is being used when
assessing diseases in an elderly population.
Thus, for the age range assessed in this study, decreases in both right and left hippocampal
volumes were observed with increasing age. The correlation value of r = -0.28 for the left
hippocampus is in keeping with what has already been observed in the literature though we
observed a slightly stronger correlation between decreasing right hippocampal volume and
age, r= -0.54. Therefore, in both instances it is important to take into account a subject’s age
when assessing hippocampal volume. While not assessed in this study, but is worthy of note, it
would appear that in normal, healthy, older populations (>50 years old) hippocampal volume
may decrease more rapidly with time and that for studies assessing hippocampal volumes in
this aged group, one might expect an even stronger correlation between decreasing volume
with time than is observed in the 20 to 50 year old age range.
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5.6.3 The normal range for hippocampal volumes in normal sub-
jects between the ages of 19 and 64 using 3T MRI
Of the 39 normal volunteers studied in the age range 19 to 64, the mean uncorrected vol-
ume and standard deviation were 3421mm3± 399mm3 and 3487mm3± 431mm3 for the left
and right hippocampi respectively. When corrected for intracranial volume (ICV) the hip-
pocampal volumes were 0.22% ± 0.03% and 0.23% ± 0.03% for the left and right hippocampi
respectively.
Recalling the work performed in chapter 2 (section 2.4.1), the meta-analysis of hippocampal
volumes in MDD patients performed by Mackinnon et al was updated to include more recent
results [232]. Based on assessing the hippocampal volumes of the control subjects from this
meta-analysis the mean volume was found to be 3079mm3± 377mm3 and 3159mm3± 381mm3
. Therefore, both the left and right hippocampal volumes of the normal subjects acquired
here were approximately 10% bigger than the mean values observed from the meta-analysis.
There may be several reasons that contribute to differences observed between the normal
values determined in this thesis and the results of the meta-analysis.
Included in the meta-analysis were a number of studies assessing hippocampal volumes in
older age groups [335, 196, 343], one could consider that this might bring the average value
observed in the meta-analysis down, however, the mean hippocampal values for these studies
were similar to the mean observed in the meta-analysis, indeed the mean hippocampal vol-
umes observed by Steffens et al, (mean age 67) were 3170mm3 (left) and 3300mm3 (right).
Thus, one cannot attribute the lower volumes observed in the meta-analysis to age differences
in the subjects. Moreover, a recent study assessing manually segmented hippocampal vol-
umes in 422 individuals using 1T MRI found no significant correlation between hippocampal
volumes and age [250]. This study covered a wide range of ages from 20 to 84 years of age.
The results of this study would imply that the hippocampus is more resistant to aging than
grey matter cortical areas and therefore that there may be no need to adjust or correct hip-
pocampal volumes for age. The implications of this are likely to be of particular importance
to studies of pathological aging such as Alzheimer’s [14].
A meta-analysis assessing hippocampal volume in normal volunteers across the life span has
been done previously [283]. Estimates of hippocampal volume loss with age vary in the peer
reviewed literature. In a review of fifteen such studies by Raz et al in the Handbook of Aging
and Cognition, correlations between adult hippocampal volume and age ranged from -0.03
to -0.67 with a median effect size of r = -0.3 [95]. Thus while the correlation strength varied,
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all correlations were negative correlations. However, there are also many studies which cite
no significant correlation between hippocampal volume and age as reported in Van Petten et
al’s meta-analysis [283].
Therefore across the peer-reviewed literature there are conflicting reports on the effects of
aging on hippocampal volume. The data acquired in this thesis is more in agreement with
the median value (r = -0.3) reported from the meta-analysis by Raz et al where we observed
correlation for the left hippocampus and right hippocampus of r = -0.28 (p= 0.16) and r
= -0.54 (p <‌< 0.05) respectively. However, the recent work by Mouiha et al, in one of the
largest studies of its kind (n = 422) where no correlation between hippocampal volume and
age cannot be ignored [250].
In view of the conflicting evidence in the literature there continues to be a need to assess
the effect of aging on the hippocampus on a study by study basis ensuring that appropriate
controls groups, matched for age, are acquired. This will be of particular relevance in older
age groups when comparisons are being made between normal controls subjects and diseases
such as Alzheimer’s and mild cognitive impairment. As more advanced analysis methods
evolve, such as to create surface models of hippocampal volume difference, the development
of age range specific templates may be helpful to minimise the degree of normalisation to the
template of the individual subjects brains.
As was discussed when introducing the need for a clear hippocampal protocol in chapter
2, when defining the hippocampal segmentation protocol it is essential to decide whether
hippocampal white matter is going to be included in the total hippocampal volume or not.
In studies such as Sheline et al, only grey matter hippocampal volumes are presented and
therefore the volumes were significantly lower than the average value for the meta-analysis
[321]. Thus, differences in protocols across studies may account for differences between the
mean values of studies .
As time has moved on, imaging quality has improved and a consensus for a protocol to
segment the hippocampus has been proposed in the literature [185]. There is some evidence
to suggest that moving to higher field strengths has improved the segmentation accuracy of
hippocampal volumes, where volumes from these studies tend to be larger than the mean
observed from the Mckinnon et al meta-analysis and thus more in keeping with the data
that was observed in this thesis. Perhaps the most similar set-up to the study performed
in this thesis i.e. a 3T scanner and a similar number of subjects, the mean and standard
deviation for the left and right hippocampi were: left hippocampus 3576 mm3± 342 and right
hippocampus 3679 mm3± 351 [262]. Thus both the volumes and variances are comparable
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to what was observed in this thesis. Further studies at 3T also reported mean hippocampal
volumes larger than the mean observed in Mckinnon et al’s meta-analysis. This includes,
Haller et al’s study where left and right hippocampal volumes were 3780mm3 and 3890mm3
and the study by Qui et al, with left and right volumes of 3520mm3 and 3607mm3. In a
further study, one of the few studies which explicitly compares hippocampal volumes of the
same subjects at different field strengths (1.5T and 7T) [83], segmented volumes were 2884 ±
297mm3 and 3112 ± 332mm3 at 1.5T and 3232 ± 232mm3 and 3340 ± 323mm3 at 7T, where
again, the values at the higher field strength were more comparable to what we observed in
this thesis at 3T.
Thus there are a number of factors which may contribute to differences in hippocampal
volumes when comparing results across studies. This includes subject age, study protocol
and field strength. Given that differences may result from these factors the difficulty is
then in trying to attribute volume differences to a particular process or disease. All of this
reiterates the need for control groups to be acquired for each study. Given the growing need
for imaging studies with large numbers of subjects being acquired over multiple centres, there
is a strong argument for analysis protocols be agreed and implemented centrally if manual
segmentation is necessary, though this in itself is probably the biggest argument in favour of
the need for automated methodologies to be developed and applied.
5.6.4 The relationship between hippocampal volume and sex
Of the 39 normal volunteers, 23 were female and 16 were male. Uncorrected hippocampal
volumes for males had a mean value of 3516mm3 ± 426mm3 for the left hippocampus and
3571mm3 ± 544mm3 for the right, while females had uncorrected volumes of 3355mm3 ±
383mm3 for the left hippocampus and 3429mm3 ± 344mm3 for the right. The ICV corrected
hippocampal volumes for males had a mean value of 0.22% ± 0.03% for the left hippocampus
and 0.22% ± 0.04% for the right, while females had a mean value of 0.22% ± 0.03% for the
left hippocampus and 0.23% ± 0.03% for the right. While these was a tendency for women
to have smaller hippocampal volumes, this was not statistically significant given the inherent
variance in the population. Moreover, after correcting the volumes for ICV there was no
difference in the hippocampal volumes between men and women. This matches the results
which were obtained by Maller et al [211] where hippocampal volumes were measured on N =
150 subjects (74M, 76F), with raw volumes for males being 3442mm3 ± 429mm3 and 33883
± 377mm3 for the right and left hippocampi respectively, and for females being 3155mm3
± 372mm3 and 31213 ± 374mm3 for the right and left hippocampi respectively. These raw
volumes and standard deviations compare very well with the data acquired here. Maller
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et al also observed that correction for ICV resolved the majority of any volume differences
between the sexes, in fact, after correction for ICV, male volumes were slightly smaller.
Therefore, while there is a slight preponderance for females to have smaller hippocampal
volumes than males, this is almost entirely resolved with correcting for ICV. Thus, after
correcting for ICV, it is reasonable to assume male and female hippocampal volumes are
from the same underlying population distribution.
5.6.5 Hippocampal volumes and laterality
The left and right hippocampal volumes were strongly correlated as one would expect with
a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.62 with a p-value of less than 0.01. Performing a two-
sample t-test, where the null hypothesis was that the left and right hippocampal volumes
were from the same underlying population, the t-test p-value was found to be 0.49, i.e. the
null hypotheses cannot be rejected and therefore it is highly likely that the volumes do indeed
form part of the same normal distribution. When corrected for intracranial volume (ICV)
the mean and standard deviation of the hippocampal volumes were 0.22% ± 0.03% and
0.23% ± 0.03% for the left and right hippocampi respectively. Thus there is little difference
between the right and left hippocampal volumes, with only a slight tendency for the right
hippocampus to be bigger, but this was not statistically significant. These results mirror that
which was observed in the meta-analysis of normal hippocampal volumes [232]. Similarly,
in the work by Maller et al [211] it was recorded that the there was a slight preponderance
for right hippocampal volumes to be larger than left hippocampal volumes, though here as
in the majority of other studies of normal hippocampal volumes, this difference was not
statistically significant. Indeed in many studies, left and right hippocampal volumes are
treated without distinction, though for the purpose of the work throughout this thesis, right
and left hippocampal volumes were generally treated separately given the potential cognitive
associations with laterality.
5.6.6 Further limitations of the normative 3T hippocampal volume
data
5.6.6.1 Educational and intellectual effects on the volume of the hippocampus
Individual general intelligence quotient (IQ) has been attributed largely to differences in
whole brain, GM and WM volumes [221, 286, 280]. A large study ( n = 90) of normal healthy
adults found that there was a small but significant positive correlation between volumes in
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the frontal (r = 0.25, p <0.05) and temporal (r = 0.28, p <0.01) lobes and IQ [126]. More
specifically hippocampal volumes in healthy adults have been shown to correlate significantly
and positively with IQ [10] though a more recent study using VBM failed to identify any
correlation between IQ and volume of GM and WM in mesolimbic structures [151]. In a
further more recent study (n = 34), hippocampal volumes were assessed by a surface analysis
method and local volume changes in the hippocampus were assessed for correlations with IQ
[9]. In contrast to earlier reported studies total brain volume and total intracranial volume
did not correlate with any of the IQ measures. Moreover, a statistically significant negative
correlation was observed between hippocampal volume and IQ ( r = -0.49, p < 0.007). The
inverse correlation between hippocampal volume and IQ appeared to be localised to the
anterior portion of the hippocampus. This implies that higher IQ was accompanied by an
inward deformation of the hippocampal head or a localised reduction in volume of the surface
of the hippocampus.
The results of the work by Amat et al are in contrast to earlier works and in some ways are
counter intuitive to what one would suspect [9]. Amat et al point out that their results do not
reflect any causal link between a smaller hippocampal volume and intelligence, the inverse
correlation could be the result of increased hippocampal volumes in subjects with lower IQ.
Moreover, the inverse correlation could be the result of correlation between hippocampal
volume and cognitive factors with a third unknown variable. While Amat et al do highlight
the limitations and also other possible interpretations of their results this study does serve
to show that the relationship between intelligence and hippocampal volume and shape has
yet been fully established. While many studies assessing hippocampal volumes consider the
effect of IQ and in some cases a measure of educational level such as the number of years in
education, many do not [250]. Until such time as a consensus arises around these relationships
it would be advisable to record and investigate these factors for any individual study. If one
was to believe the earlier work assessing brain volume and IQ and that these factors do indeed
correlate then by controlling for ICV one would also be partially controlling for IQ. Therefore
it would be inappropriate to include both IQ and head size as covariates in an assessment of
hippocampal volume if this was the case.
For the study described in this chapter of the thesis we would ideally have obtained a normal
range for hippocampal volumes in a cross section of the population of Glasgow. However, as
limited resources for recruiting subjects were available a targeted approach to recruitment
was not possible i.e. subjects who responded to the request in the poster regarding the study
were all considered for inclusion regardless of their education or intellectual qualities. It was
the case, perhaps as a result of where the posters were placed or perhaps as a result of the
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motivation of the subjects that the majority of subjects that ultimately participated in the
study were either around the mean or higher than average level of educational years i.e. most
were university graduates. This was not formally controlled for and is a source of potential
bias in this study.
The lack of consideration of the educational background and intelligence of the subjects
limits the utility of the normative data acquired in this thesis. For example, any comparison
between the data acquired here and other study groups which included a range of educational
backgrounds would be confounded by the fact the educational level and intelligence had not
be determined in the normal group discussed in this chapter of the thesis. Any future work
assessing hippocampal volume will ensure that the educational level and intelligence of the
subjects are recorded such that they may at least be controlled for in subsequent analysis.
Alternatively, it may be preferable to match the groups in a way that controls for educational
level although though this may be challenging to implement in practice.
5.7 Conclusion
Using data acquired from 3T MRI and a combined automatic and manual editing approach,
left and right hippocampal volume were segmented for a group of 39 normal, healthy vol-
unteers. The subjects ranged in ages from 19 to 64 years old. The relationships between
hippocampal volumes, ICV and age were investigated where it was found that hippocampal
volumes were larger with increasing ICV and smaller with increasing age. The ICV results
are in keeping with what has already been observed in the peer reviewed literature though
the conflicting reports on the effect of aging on the hippocampus make results difficult to
compare with any degree confidence. Given the relationships between hippocampal volumes,
age and ICV a multiple regression model was created to determine an equation to describe
the size of the hippocampus for a given ICV of a subject of known age. Thus the normal
range for hippocampal volumes, for subjects aged 19 to 64 was determined. That is, the
mean and standard deviation of the left and right hippocampal volumes were 3421mm3 ±
399mm3 and 3487mm3 ± 431mm3 respectively.
In further comparisons between males and females, after correcting for ICV, no significant
difference was observed between the hippocampal volumes across the sexes. In consider-
ing laterality differences the results obtained here reflected that which have been reported
elsewhere in the literature in that there was a trend for the left hippocampal volume to be
slightly smaller than the right.
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Thus, a robust methodology has been produced and a normal database of hippocampal
volumes for 3T MRI has been established for subjects in the age range between 19 and 64.
This normative data will prove useful in future for further comparisons with psychosocial
study groups and diseased populations, though this does not negate the need for appropriate
control groups to be acquired.
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Chapter 6
A quantitative assessment of
hippocampal malrotation in normal
subjects using 3T MRI
6.1 Abstract
Hippocampal malrotation or as it is also known, Incomplete hippocampal inversion (IHI) is an
observation that has been made regarding the shape of the hippocampus. It is believed to owe
its origins to the development of the hippocampus. There has been some controversy within
the neuroradiology community over whether IHI may play a role in disease processes such
as in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) or that it is simply part of the spectrum of normality in
hippocampal development. Here results are presented for an assessment of IHI in a healthy,
normal, adult population. A criteria for defining IHI was determined by three consultant
neuroradiologists and they assessed the images based on this criteria. IHI was only attributed
to a particular hippocampus when all three neuroradiologists agreed. Few studies have
assessed the normal incidence of IHI and of those studies the analysis of IHI extended only
to a radiological assessment of the hippocampi. Here we present a more comprehensive and
quantitative assessment of IHI. This builds on the techniques discussed in chapters 2 and
5 with the aim of comparing hippocampal volume and morphological differences between
normal and IHI hippocampi. IHI was found on 31 of the 84 subjects assessed (37%). This
had a strong left-sided preponderance with 25 of the 31 cases having only left-sided IHI (i.e.
81% of IHI cases). 5 subjects (16% of IHI cases) had bi-lateral IHI with only a single subject
having right sided IHI (3% of IHI cases).
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The quantitative assessment compared the ICV corrected IHI left-sided hippocampal volumes
against the ICV corrected normal left-sided hippocampal volumes (25 vs. 52 hippocampi).
The IHI hippocampal volumes were determined to be smaller than the normal hippocampal
volumes (p<‌< 0.05). However, on further inspection it was observed that the ICV of the IHI
brains were significantly larger than the ICV of the normal group, confounding the previous
result. Further analysis compared the raw hippocampal volume of the IHI hippocampi against
their normal, contralateral hippocampi (i.e. 25 vs. 25 hippocampi). The left-sided IHI
hippocampi were not significantly smaller than the contralateral, right-sided hippocampi.
Given the morphological changes that occur in IHI it was posited that in IHI cases, the
volume and shape of the amygdala may be affected. ICV corrected left-sided amygdala
volumes adjacent to IHI hippocampi were compared to normal, left-sided amygdala volumes.
Raw left-sided amygdala volumes, adjacent to IHI hippocampi were also compared to the
right hemisphere amygdala volumes. In both cases there was no significant difference between
amygdala volumes adjacent to IHI hippocampi and amygdala volumes adjacent to normal
hippocampi.
The quantitative approach was extended by performing a morphological assessment of the IHI
hippocampi. A model was created to compare the left-sided IHI hippocampal volume shape
to the normal left-sided hippocampal volume shape. The model included ICV and age as
covariates. The same model was created for amygdala volume shape. While the uncorrected
statistics implied that there may be hippocampal volume differences at the lateral-inferior
aspects of the hippocampal body and inferior aspects of the hippocampal head between the
normal and IHI volumes, none of the statistical differences survived the false discovery rate
(FDR) correction for multiple comparisons that was applied. Therefore, the morphological
analysis was unable to detect the average shape differences between IHI hippocampi and nor-
mal hippocampi. No statistically significant morphological differences were observed between
amygdala volumes adjacent to IHI hippocampi and amygdala volumes adjacent to normal
hippocampal volumes.
To the best knowledge of the author of this thesis, this is the first time such a comprehensive,
quantitative assessment of hippocampal IHI in normal volunteers has been performed. This
includes for the first time an assessment of amygdala volumes adjacent to IHI hippocampi and
a morphological treatment comparing both IHI hippocampi and adjacent amygdala shape to
normal hippocampal and amygdala volumes. The work performed in this chapter is currently
under discussion to decide if a single manuscript covering the radiological and quantitative
methodological aspects of this work should be produced, or whether two separate manuscripts
would better cover both of these topics. Once this decision has been made the manuscript(s)
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will be submitted to a peer reviewed journal.
6.2 Introduction
As greater magnetic field strengths have became available for structural MRI it has been
possible to assess complex structures such as the hippocampus in ever increasing detail.
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 have assessed developed methodologies to assess two differing socioeco-
nomic groups, where chapter 2 focused on hippocampal volumetry in these groups. Chapter
5 also assessed hippocampal volumes in a group of normal subjects which were used to estab-
lish a normative database. Despite the fact the data from the PSOBID study considered data
from two different socioeconomic groups, the subjects themselves were otherwise healthy vol-
unteers, combining this dataset to the normal database of hippocampal volumes, a relatively
large sample (N = 84) of normal images was collected. In this chapter the combined dataset
of normal volunteers was used to assess hippocampal volumes for incomplete hippocampal
inversion.
A somewhat contentious issue within neuroradiology [293] has been defining what is known
as hippocampal malrotation (HIMAL) [32], although some prefer the term incomplete hip-
pocampal inversion (IHI) [27]. Part of the major interest in better understanding the hip-
pocampus has come through a desire to better understand the etiology of temporal lobe
epilepsy (TLE) [131]. TLE is the most common form of partial epilepsy and has been com-
monly associated with hippocampal sclerosis [236]. Further to assessing only hippocampal
sclerosis, it has been considered that hippocampal malrotation may be associated with the
incidence of TLE. However, few studies have sought to establish the incidence of malrotation
in the normal population, this being a necessary step before one is able to have confidence
in asserting any direct or indirect link between IHI and epilepsy or other disease.
In describing an abnormal feature in the brain it is critical that the description is clear and
without ambiguity. Thus, the two most frequently used terminologies to describe a malformed
hippocampi, that is HIMAL and IHI are discussed below.
6.3 Literature review
6.3.1 What is IHI / hippocampal malrotation?
Gamss et al described HIMAL as “In normal fetal development, the hippocampus inverts
within the medial temporal lobe. In cases of HIMAL hippocampal inversion fails to occur”
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[131]. This is a brief description and doesn’t fully explain what is meant by ’inverts’. Preced-
ing the work of Gamss et al, Barsi et al demonstrated 32 cases of HIMAL from a population
of 527 patients with a suspicion of epilepsy [32]. Therefore around 6% of the people suspected
of epilepsy had a demonstratable abnormality. It could be argued that as each subject has
two hippocampi and Barsi et al describe HIMAL as a unilateral effect, that only 3% of the
hippocampi are abnormal. Furthermore, even within Barsi et al’s criteria for HIMAL, not
all of the criteria were met in all cases. In fact, the only criteria which was satisfied in all of
the 32 so-called HIMAL subjects was the observation of a “blurry” internal structure. This
is a fairly non-specific description to consider and it was unclear how such a factor could
be reliably attributable to the underlying anatomy and not simply a consequence of poorer
image quality as the result of patient motion.
Barsi et al’s criteria for describing HIMAL was as follows:
1. Incomplete inversion of the hippocampus with an abnormally round shape
2. Unilateral involvement of the whole hippocampus
3. Normal signal intensity and size
4. Blurred internal structure
5. Abnormal angle of the collateral sulcus
6. Abnormal position and size of the fornix
7. Normal size of the temporal lobe
8. Enlargement and particular configuration of the temporal horn typical of corpus col-
lusum agenesis
9. Normal corpus collusum
This was a more extensive list than was described by Gamss et al, with nine separate criteria
being used to define HIMAL. However, despite the obvious desire for a comprehensive and,
at least, semi-qualitative description of HIMAL, some of the terminology still lacks precision
and is inherently flawed. For example, consider “an abnormally round shape”, this was not
measured in any quantitative manner, moreover, if one is describing an abnormally round
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shape, then what is the definition of normality? Similarly, for example, another criteria
defining HIMAL was “the angle of the collateral sulcus”, which in 50% of positive subjects in
Barsi et al’s study (16/32) the collateral sulcal angle was described as being 45º. Strangely,
one subject had a collateral sulcal angle of 30 degrees, with lower angles being described as
’deformed’, so presumably then this was not the criteria for HIMAL. If the normal angle for
the collateral sulcus was, as described by Barsi et al, as being horizontal to the hippocampus
at the level of its body and tail, then shouldn’t all deviations from this be considered abnor-
mal? “The inversion of the hippocampus during normal development was lacking, hence the
term malrotation: the perpendicular axis of the subiculum and the hippocampus was turned
medially. In cross section (presumably meaning in the coronal plane), the hippocampus ap-
peared round, and its upper surface looks into the widened choroid fissure”. This was Barsi
et al’s most complete description of what is meant by HIMAL, and hints that at the heart
of the observation of HIMAL is incomplete inversion of the hippocampus. Focusing more on
this aspect of the hippocampus formation than on the many other supplementary measures
may be a better approach.
6.3.2 What is incomplete hippocampal inversion?
Raininko and Bajic, commenting on the work of Gamss et al [131], suggested that the term
HIMAL was questionable and that it would be preferable to use the term incomplete hip-
pocampal inversion (IHI) [293]. Earlier work by Bronen and Cheung, had considered the
hippocampal formation and described that in 12/58 hippocampi that the head of the hip-
pocampus was not oval shaped, with the shape being either described as rectangular (10
hippocampi), circular (1 hippocampus), or square (1 hippocampus) [61]. Similarly Bajic et
al observed IHI, defined as a round or pyramidal hippocampus with a vertical collateral sul-
cus, in 19% of healthy subjects and in a population of patients without epilepsy or obvious
developmental brain abnormality [27]. Furthermore, no correlation with round hippocampi
and age was observed, indeed the incidence of IHI appears to be similar at adulthood as at
the gestational age of 25 weeks and onwards [25]. Despite the incidence of IHI in healthy
and non-epileptic populations being non-negligible, a recent study by Bajic et al found a
statistically significant difference between the populations without and with seizures (18%
vs. 30%, p<0.05) [26]. The incidence of IHI in some epileptic syndromes such as cryptogenic
generalised epilepsy was very high, but there was no significant difference between TLE pa-
tients and the control group when IHI was the only differing factor in the temporal lobe.
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Thus Bajic et al, reached the conclusion that there is no causal link between IHI and TLE
[26].
6.4 Aims and hypotheses
6.4.1 Hippocampal volumes and shape analysis: can a more quan-
titative analysis add information to the debate on incomplete
hippocampal inversion?
As has been discussed elsewhere in this thesis (chapter 2), interest and analysis of the hip-
pocampus goes well beyond a consideration of the morphology of the hippocampus in epilepsy
alone. While the hippocampus has been implicated to play a role in depression and other
diseases [72, 358], what seems to be unique about epilepsy is the proposed causal role of mal-
rotation of the hippocampus to the disease, as opposed to gross anatomical differences being
a subsequence of the disease. Assessments of malrotation of the hippocampus in epilepsy
and normal populations to date have largely been qualitative, radiological assessments with
few rigorous measurements [32, 27, 131]. In contrast, assessments of the hippocampus in de-
pression have evolved from basic manual outlining techniques into sophisticated, quantitative
segmentation methods and surface modelling techniques [35, 245].
We propose here to take the novel approach of providing a comprehensive, quantitative
assessment of the volume and morphology of IHI hippocampi and their local environment in
healthy volunteers. This was done with the aim of addressing the following questions.
6.4.2 Volume analysis of the hippocampus and amygdala
From the radiological definition of IHI, one of the key criteria by which malrotation has
been defined is for the hippocampus to be circular rather than elliptical. What is unclear
is whether or not these morphological differences correspond to volume differences between
normal and malrotated hippocampi? Thus, the initial question to ask for the first time is:
are IHI hippocampi volumes smaller than normal hippocampal volumes?
As there is a perceived laterality to malrotation as observed in the FEBSTAT study [194]
and also from the radiological assessment done here, a supplementary question asked was:
are left hemisphere malrotated hippocampi smaller than the normal right sided hippocampi
in those individuals with unilateral left sided hippocampal malrotation?
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A further question was posed that relates more to the anatomical environment around the
hippocampus than the hippocampus itself. Given that morphological differences of the mal-
rotated hippocampus are often observed in the hippocampal head, it was reasonable to posit
that such changes in morphology might also have a ’knock-on’ effect on the development
of the amygdala. The amygdala has received little detailed consideration in the literature
surrounding hippocampal malrotation. Whether this is because it has been deemed unre-
markable and therefore of little interest or simply that the hippocampus has always been
the focus of the studies around this topic remains unclear. The means now exists to apply
a comprehensive assessment of the amygdala structure in the context of hippocampal mal-
rotation. Thus in a similar manner to the question posed above we asked for the first time:
are amygdala volumes ipsilateral to malrotated hippocampi smaller than normal amygdala
volumes?
Similarly to the case of the hippocampus, this was followed up by asking: are left hemisphere
amygdala volumes smaller than the normal right-sided amygdala volumes in those individuals
with unilateral left-sided incomplete hippocampal inversion?
The hippocampus and amygdala are both shown on a T1-weighted 3D image acquisition in
figure 6.1 on the follolwing page. On this figure the red arrow points to the amygdala, the
green arrow points to the head of the hippocampus and the blue arrow points to the tail of
the hippocampus.
6.4.3 Morphological analysis of the hippocampus and amygdala
Rather than stop at only a volumetric analysis of the whole hippocampus and amygdala,
the analysis was further refined to assess morphological differences between malrotated and
normal hippocampi. When assessing hippocampal shape, differences between IHI and normal
cases may not necessarily be best elicited through a simple comparison of whole hippocampal
volumes between the groups as two objects of the same volume may be a different shape.
Thus, what may be important is not the gross volumetric differences of the hippocampus as
a whole, but the specific location within the structure of any volumetric differences. Identi-
fying where hippocampal volumetric differences occur may give a more detailed insight into
the underlying subfields that are affected which may help to improve the understanding of
the origins of IHI. Therefore, the next question asked was: can the morphological volume
differences of the hippocampus used to define IHI as observed radiologically be elicited from
a quantitative surface analysis that compares IHI hippocampi and normal hippocampi? To
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Figure 6.1: T1-weighted 3D acquisition with the amygdala and hippocampal head and tail
shown
put it another way, can the changes observed in the hippocampus by radiologists, such as
narrowing of the width of the body from the a normal hippocampus to a more rounded IHI
be detected when a morphology of a group of IHI hippocampi are compared to a group on
non IHI, normal subjects.
Following the same argument as above with respect to the potential impact of IHI on the
amygdala, again we asked for the first time: are morphological volume differences present
in the amygdala structure when a group of amygdala structures ipsilateral to malrotated
hippocampi are compared to normal group of amygdala shapes?
6.5 Methodology: defining hippocampal malrotation ra-
diologically
6.5.1 Subjects
To maximise the number of subjects which may be assessed for IHI the subject datasets
from the studies described in chapters 2 and 5 were combined to form a larger study group
of 84 subjects. All subjects used in this chapter had been reported as being radiologically
normal prior to the assessment of IHI. As the subjects from chapter 2 were recruited from
two distinct socioeconomic groups it was a concern that this unorthodox, but pragmatic
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approach of combining the data one might introduce a bias towards either the more deprived
or more aﬄuent socioeconomic group. To negate these concerns the incidence of IHI was
compared across the two separate SES groups. No single group displayed a significantly
increased incidence of IHI where 38% (8/21) of aﬄuent SES subjects displayed IHI and 33%
(7/21) of poorer SES subjects displayed IHI. The incidence of IHI in the normal group was
28% (11/39).
In total from the combined PSOBID and normal datasets there were 61 males and 23 female
healthy volunteers with a mean age of 44 years old (age range 19-67 years).
6.5.2 Image acquisition
All the images were acquired on a GE healthcare 3T Signa excite HDMR scanner (Milwaukee,
USA). The MR imaging protocol included a 3D T1-weighted FSPGR and high resolution
T2-weighted FSE imaging with coronal and sagittal sections acquired perpendicular to and
parallel to the plane of hippocampi respectively. A matrix size of 512 x 512 and a 20cm x
20cm FOV giving an in-plane voxel size of 0.39mm x 0.39mm was used to acquire the images.
Coronal images were acquired with 4mm thick slices and a 1mm slice gap. Sagittal images
were acquired with 3mm thick slices and a 1mm slice gap.
6.5.3 Radiological assessment of malrotation
Each subject’s data was reviewed by three consultant neuroradiologists. The neuroradiol-
ogists utilised the coronal and sagittal T2-weighted FSE images as well as the 3D volume
T1-weighted FSPGR acquisition. These images offered a comprehensive visualisation of the
hippocampus. Examples of the coronal and sagittal T2-weighted FSE images are shown in
figures 6.2 below and 6.3 on the following page respectively.
The aim was not to investigate inter-observer variability and thus a diagnosis of IHI was only
made when all three neuroradiologists agreed. The neuroradiologists agreed to broadly use
the predetermined nine-point morphological criteria suggested by Barsi et al to determine
IHI [32]. Barsi et al’s criteria included: abnormal round shape of the hippocampus, unilateral
or bilateral involvement, the part of hippocampus involved, blurring of the internal struc-
ture, vertical angulation of collateral sulcus, abnormal position of the fornix, prominence of
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Figure 6.2: Right and left hippocampi and visualised using 3T MRI and a coronal T2-
weighted FSE acquisition
temporal horn and collateral sulcus. Thus the factors recorded in this study when defining
hippocampal malrotation were: 1. hippocampus shape 2. parts of hippocampus affected 3.
signal intensity 4. blurring of internal structures 5. orientation of collateral sulcus 6. collat-
eral eminence 7. position of fornix 8. temporal horn 9. corpus callosum 10. other structural
abnormality
6.6 Quantitative image analysis methodology
The automated quantitative image analysis utilised only the T1-weighted FSPGR 3D volume
data.
6.6.1 Pre-processing of MRI data
Image intensity inhomogeneities are inherent in all MR images and are a consequence of the
fact that coil sensitivity varies with distance from the coil. On modern MR scanners there are
typically manufacturer supplied algorithms to correct for image inhomogeneities, for example,
GE applies a surface coil intensity correction (SCIC), and this sufficiently corrects the image
intensities making them suitable for clinical reporting by a radiologist. However, for the
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Figure 6.3: The hippocampus as visualised using 3T MRI and a sagittal T2-weighted FSE
acquisition
purposes of many image processing techniques it is advantageous that these inhomogeneities
are further corrected. For example, in producing segmented tissue class maps, the intensity
of a voxel defines the probability of which tissue class it belongs to. Therefore, poor image
inhomogeneity may lead to poorly segmented images which can directly affect the calculated
tissue type volumes.
A commonly used inhomogeneity correction is N3 and this was the inhomogeneity correction
algorithm applied on the data discussed in this chapter [326]. N3 stands for nonparametric,
non-uniform intensity normalization and benefits from being able to be applied to any pulse
sequence and is insensitive to pathology. To avoid any dependence on the underlying anatomy
N3 implements an approach to estimate both the multiplicative bias field and the distribution
of the true tissue intensities.
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N3 has been employed over a number of years within the early pre-processing stage of the
Freesurfer data processing pipeline, a well known software package for analysis of structural
and functional MRI data [123]. In recent years there has been some work detailing the optimal
parameters to use within N3 [378] and in particular optimising the use of this algorithm on
3T MRI data [51].
6.6.2 Data processing: automated segmentation of the hippocam-
pus with manual editing
Following the inhomogeneity correction the data was entered into FSL’s FIRST analysis
pipeline. The first stage of this pipeline performs affine normalisation of all the data to the
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 template using FSL’s FLIRT algorithm [220, 172].
FIRST is a component of the FMRIB’s software library. FIRST was introduced in chapter
2 of this thesis but is briefly summarised here.
FIRST employs a Bayesian shape and appearance model to allow subcortical brain structures
to be segmented, and for subsequent analysis to be performed at a more localised level
around a structure. The Bayesian model is informed and limited by a large training dataset.
Conditional distributions are calculated by the model. The appearance model is framed
as the conditional distribution for a given shape, which is useful as the posterior solution
can then be used to fit the model to new data. The conditional distribution may also be
used in terms of predicting one shape distribution given the location of another shape. This
framework generalises to other types of data beyond shape and intensity. The analytic form
for the conditional distribution scales appropriate covariance in such a way that one does not
need an empirical or arbitrary weighting for relating intensity variance to shape variance as
is typically required [278].
The training data for the FIRST algorithm uses 335 brain images. This program has been
used to assess hippocampal volume in Alzheimer’s [85] and also amygdala volumes during the
acute phase of depression [354]. It is worth noting that the training data includes both normal
and pathological brains. 19 structures in total are modelled, these are: the brainstem and
then for each hemisphere: the hippocampus, amygdala, caudate, putamen, lateral ventricles,
nucleus accumbens, thalamus, pallidum and cerebellum.
Volume labels are parameterised by deforming a 3D mesh representation of the most typical
structure to each subject. The cross-subject vertex correspondence is conserved within the
surface motion constraints and minimal smoothing forces within the deformable model. By
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sampling normalised intensities along the surface normal at each vertex, appearance models
can then be generated. Thirteen samples per vertex were used at 0.5mm intervals. Intensities
were normalised by subtracting the median intensity value across a given structure.
From the data it was now possible to extract both the left and right hippocampal volumes for
all the normal volunteers. The automatically segmented data was then manually edited to
remove any gross errors in the segmentation procedure. These volumes were then separated
into their malrotated and normal (non-malrotated) groups based upon the neuroradiological
criteria defined previously. The volumes were then subjected to further statistical analysis.
6.6.2.1 Vertex analysis
The work presented in chapters 2 and 5 of this thesis displayed FIRST’s ability to generate
automatically segmented hippocampal volumes. However, Patenaude et al developed further
analysis which can be performed on the segmented volumes using FIRST [278]. The further
analysis takes the form of vertex analysis which enables volume differences to be assessed at a
more local level within the segmented volume at the level of the voxel. Vertex analysis assesses
the difference in the mean vertex position between two or more groups. Vertex analysis is
performed by multivariate testing of the three dimensional coordinates of corresponding
vertices. Each vertex is analysed independently and following initial comparison between
the groups FDR multiple comparison correction may be applied in the same manner as for
standard brain image analysis.
Vertex analysis may be performed in standard space or in group space. Once the coordinates
are transformed into the desired space, a multivariate F-test is performed for each vertex using
the Multivariate General Linear Model (MVGLM) with Pillai’s trace as the test statistic. A
summary of the equations describing the MVGLM with Pillai’s trace can be found in the
appendix B.
The flexibility of the GLM not only facilitates comparison between groups but also enables
the effects of multiple factors to be considered such as age, ICV or disease state. F-statistics
which are calculated are sensitive to both volumetric increases and decreases. While other
methods such as VBM have also been used to localise region of volumetric difference, as it is
based on segmented tissue class types it is sensitive to errors in the segmentation procedure
and the extent of smoothing that is applied. The vertex analysis uses a combined shape and
appearance model to determine the structural boundary. As the vertex method is based on
the local geometry and shape and has no additional smoothing it has the potential to identify
focal regions of volumetric change more precisely.
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6.7 Results of radiological assessment of hippocampal mal-
rotation in normal volunteers
Shape of hippocampus: The shape of the hippocampus was assessed on the coronal T2-
weighted images. A round shaped hippocampus was found in 37% (31/84) of healthy subjects.
Sex: IHI was observed in 23 males and 8 females. There was no significant gender prepon-
derance with approximately a third of both males and females having IHI.
Lateralization: The IHI was seen on left side in 81 % (25/31), bilateral in 16 % (5/31) and
isolated right side in 3% (1/31). In the majority of subjects exclusively the body of the
hippocampus was affected 72% (26/36), head and body in 14% (5/36), head only in 8%
(3/36) and all parts of hippocampus were affected in 6% (2/36).
Blurring of internal structures: Blurring of the internal structure was observed in 11% (4/36)
of subjects and was normal in 86% (31/36). There were no abnormal signal intensities
observed in any of our healthy volunteers.
Collateral Sulcus and prominence of collateral eminence: The orientation of collateral sulcus
was assessed on coronal T2-weighted images. The normal collateral sulcus is usually horizon-
tal at the level of body and tail. In hippocampal malrotation it is vertically orientated on the
coronal section. Barsi et al used various images to demonstrate its vertical orientation [32].
However, a single observation was used here i.e if the angle of the collateral sulcus was greater
than 70° in any of the coronal slices from head to tail of the hippocampus this was deemed
to meet the criteria for malrotation. This singular observation was used to avoid confusion
introduced by variations in the entorhinal sulcus, collateral and occipito-temporal sulcal con-
figurations. A vertical collateral sulcus of greater than 70° was found in 72% (26/36) of cases
and a similarly in the occipito-temporal sulcus in 25% (9/36) of cases. The results of two
subjects were uncertain because of variation in the sulcal pattern. A prominent collateral
eminence was recorded, that is, where the grey matter of the collateral sulcus rises above the
level of hippocampal fissure, in 72% (26/36) of cases.
Position of Fornix: The position of the fornix was assessed on coronal T2-weighted images at
the level of the third ventricle. The fornix is normally bilaterally symmetrical. Barsi et al’s
series showed an abnormal position of fornix on the same side as the IHI in 90% of cases of
which 88% were low lying [32]. 56% (20/36) were found to have an abnormally placed fornix
which was ipsilateral low lying in 41% (15/36) of cases, contralateral low lying in 11% (4/36)
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of cases and ipsilateral side and high lying in 3% (1/36) of cases. A normal placed fornix
with IHI was found in 44% (16/36) of cases. Gamss et al found only 0.35% of cases with low
fornix had one or more criteria of IHI and hypothesized that a low fornix might be a normal
variant [131]. In our series all the subjects with an abnormally placed fornix showed one or
more features of IHI.
Temporal Horn: The temporal horn was larger in 47% (17/36) of cases and normal in 44%
(16/36) of cases. We found a large, bilateral temporal horn in two cases and a large temporal
horn on the contralateral hemisphere in a single subject.
None of the subjects had an associated corpus callosum or other structural abnormality.
6.8 Results of quantitative assessment of hippocampal
malrotation
6.8.1 Results of hippocampal volume analysis
6.8.1.1 Compare malrotated hippocampal volumes against normal hippocampal
volumes
The aim here was to compare left malrotated hippocampal volumes against normal left
hippocampal volumes. As we are comparing volumes from across different subjects it was
necessary to correct volumes for total intracranial volume (ICV). The segmented hippocampal
volumes were corrected for ICV in the same manner as discussed in chapters 2 and 5, and
a two-sample t-test was done. The null hypothesis here was that there was no difference
between the malrotated (n = 25) and normal (n = 52) left hippocampal volumes. The mean
volume for the malrotated hippocampi was 0.212 (%ICV) while the mean volume for the
normal hippocampi was 0.232 (%ICV), this difference was statistically significant with a p-
value of 0.006. As this was less than 0.05 we can reject the null hypothesis and infer for the
first time that after correcting for differences in head size malrotated hippocampal volumes are
smaller than normal hippocampal volumes. Figure 6.4 below shows graphically the difference
between the mean ICV corrected malrotated volumes and the normal hippocampal volumes.
It is worth noting that, following this result the ICV values between the two groups were
compared, to rule out any group difference of ICV which might explain the group difference
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Figure 6.4: ICV corrected, left malrotated volumes vs. normal, left hippocampal volumes
observed. It was found that the ICV values between the malrotated and normal groups were
larger in the malrotated group on average and that this group difference was statistically
significant at a p-value of 0.03. The ICV volumes in the malrotated group were ~ 5% larger
than the normal group.
6.8.1.2 Comparing left malrotated hippocampal volume with right hippocampal
volumes in the same subjects
Performing a simple comparison between the left and right hippocampal volumes in subjects
with a left malrotated hippocampus had its benefits. As volumes within the same subject
were compared the raw hippocampal volumes were used as there was no need to correct the
volumes for age or ICV.
Of the 31 subjects in which malrotation was identified, 25 were left-sided, 5 cases were
bilateral and 1 was right-sided. Therefore, in order to compare malrotated volumes against
normal hippocampal volumes, the 25 left-sided malrotated volumes were compared to the 25
right-sided volumes. The results are shown in figure 6.5 below.
A two sample t-test was used to assess whether the observed differences between the malro-
tated left and right hippocampal volumes were statistically significant. The null hypothesis
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Figure 6.5: Comparing left and right hippocampal volumes in subjects with a malrotated
left hippocampus
was that there was no difference between left and right hippocampal volumes. The p-value
was 0.19 and as this was greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis was not rejected.
6.8.2 Results of amygdala volume analysis
6.8.2.1 Comparing amygdala volumes, adjacent to malrotated hippocampi to
amygdala volumes adjacent to normal hippocampi
The aim here was to compare left amygdala volumes, i.e. the amygdala that was adjacent
to the malrotated hippocampi versus normal amygdala volumes. The results are shown in
figure 6.6 below.
The amygdala volumes, corrected for ICV were not significantly different between the mal-
rotated and normal groups.
6.8.2.2 Compare left-sided amygdala volumes adjacent to malrotated hippocampi
against right-sided amygdala volumes adjacent to normal hippocampi
To compare the left and right amygdala volumes only the left sided hippocampal malrotated
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Figure 6.6: ICV corrected amygdala volumes, comparing left amygdala volumes adjacent to
malrotated hippocampi against normal left sided amygdala volumes
subjects were assessed i.e. n =25. The results are shown in figure 6.7 below.
As was the case for assessing raw hippocampal volumes, performing a simple comparison
between the left and right amygdala volumes in subjects with a left malrotated hippocampus
has its benefits. As volumes were compared within the same subject there was no need to
correct the raw hippocampal volumes for age or ICV.
A two sample t-test was used to assess whether the observed differences between the left and
right hippocampal volumes were statistically significant. The null hypothesis was that there
was no difference between the left and right amygdala volumes. The p-value was 0.08 and
thus as it was greater than 0.05 the null hypothesis was not rejected.
6.8.3 Results of hippocampal vertex analysis
6.8.3.1 Surface analysis of hippocampal volumes: malrotated vs. normal vol-
umes
Following the automated segmentation of the individual hippocampal volumes, where neces-
sary the volumes were manually corrected and raw volumes were then obtained. A comparison
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Figure 6.7: Comparing left and right amygdala volumes in subjects with a malrotated left
hippocampus
of the raw volume data between the IHI and normal hippocampal cases was shown above. To
further refine the analysis a vertex-wise surface analysis was performed using FSL’s FIRST
program. A MVGLM model was created to compare the malrotated left and normal left
hippocampal volumes. Age and ICV were added to the model as covariates such that volume
differences may be identified regardless of the impact of these factors. The results of the
surface analysis are shown in figure 6.8 on the following page. The analysis consisted of
78 hippocampi in total, 26 with left sided malrotation and 52 which were deemed normal
hippocampal volumes.
Figure 6.8 shows 4 views of regions of volume difference between the malrotated and normal
groups. The size of the vectors shown is arbitrary and is for illustration purposes only. The
arrow vectors simply highlight the direction of volume change between the two groups. The
colour scale here was a measure of statistically significant differences in the form of Z-scores
and ranges from 2 to 5. Values less than approximately 2 imply little or no volume change
while values around 5 are those areas where statistically significant volume differences are
present. Here the vectors point from the regions of difference between the normal volumes
to the malrotated volume.
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Figure 6.8: Results of hippocampal surface analysis comparing malrotated left and normal
left hippocampal volumes
Crucially, when performing statistical voxel comparisons in imaging studies it is important
to ensure a correction is applied to account for multiple comparisons (MCC). At the time of
writing this thesis FIRST offers a single option for multiple comparison correction. This was
to apply a false discovery rate correction (FDR). The results for the FDR corrected surface
rendering are shown in figure 6.9 on the following page.
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Figure 6.9: FDR corrected results of hippocampal surface analysis comparing malrotated left
and normal left hippocampal volumes
Following the FDR MCC no statistically significant volume differences were observed between
the malrotated and normal groups. This could have been because the volume differences
between the two groups were too subtle to be detected by this method, or that there were
too few numbers of subjects in each group to enable the appropriate level of confidence in
detecting the volume differences. Further refinements to the MCC correction method might
improve the likelihood of detecting significant volume differences. One way in which this
could be done would be to refine the hypothesis of where in the hippocampus the volume
change is to be expected. A mask could then be applied to remove parts of the volume which
were not of interest, this would reduce the total number of statistical comparisons that had
to be done.
6.8.4 Results of amygdala vertex analysis
6.8.4.1 Surface analysis of amygdala volumes: amygdala volumes adjacent to
malrotated hippocampi vs. amygdala volumes adjacent to normal hip-
pocampi
In a similar manner to the hippocampal vertex analysis, analysis of the amygdala volumes
was performed. The aim here was to compare the surface of the amygdala volumes for normal
subjects with normal hippocampi and normal subjects with malrotated hippocampi. As for
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the case of the hippocampal analysis, the analysis consisted of 78 amygdala volumes in total,
26 volumes where the adjacent left sided hippocampus was malrotated and 52 amygdala
volumes adjacent to normal hippocampi. The results of the analysis are shown in figure 6.10
on the following page. The amygdala results are shown in the context of the hippocampus
as it was difficult to interpret the amygdala orientation when the volume is presented in
isolation.
Figure 6.10: Results of amygdala and hippocampal surface analysis comparing volumes from
malrotated and normal hippocampal groups
As with the case of the hippocampal volume analysis, it was important to perform a multiple
comparison correction for the amygdala vertex analysis. The FDR correction was done and
the results of the FDR correction are shown in figure 6.11 on the following page.
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Figure 6.11: MCC corrected results of amygdala and hippocampal surface analysis comparing
malrotated and normal left-sided amygdala and hippocampal volumes
From figure 6.11, following the FDR multiple comparison correction there were no statistically
significant regions of difference on the left amygdala or left hippocampal volumes between
the malrotated and normal groups.
6.9 Discussion of radiology outcomes
MRI imaging of the hippocampus provides sufficient contrast and resolution to begin to
identify some of internal structure and subfields of the hippocampus [251]. Histology of the
hippocampus [180] has shown five hippocampal layers and three dentate layers which are
well correlated at 7 Tesla [346]. The internal blurring of the hippocampus was one criteria
that has been used to assess IHI, however in our dataset, none of the subjects had blurring of
the internal structure and this lack of perceived blurring may be due to the better resolution
provided by the 3T MRI scanner. Alternatively, it could be argued that where blurring
has been observed in patients with IHI that its presence might be related to temporal lobe
epilepsy.
The association between hippocampal abnormalities and epilepsy is well documented in the
literature. Hippocampal sclerosis is a frequent finding in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy
[117]. A link between IHI and epilepsy has already been suggested in the literature, however
the exact prevalence and the nature of a causal relationship, if any exists, is still unknown.
Incomplete hippocampal Inversion (IHI) has also been well recognized in patients with tem-
poral lobe epilepsy [279]. There are various terms used in the literature for hippocampal
malrotation such as hippocampal malrotation (HIMAL) [32], incomplete hippocampal in-
version [27] and round shaped hippocampus [63]. Thus there appears to be a need to try
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and reach a consensus over the best terminology to use, the author of this thesis and his
radiological colleagues are in favour of the continued use of the IHI notation as it refers to
both the origins and current observation of this type of hippocampal formation.
The reported frequency of hippocampal malrotation varies in epileptic patients from 6% to
30% [32, 279, 26]. Baulac et al [34] showed 1.7% of partial epilepsy patients had hippocam-
pal malrotation. Some studies have shown higher frequency of hippocampal malrotation in
patients with developmental disorders [28, 340, 31]. Hippocampal abnormalities are found in
cortical developmental malformation, however no specific pattern of hippocampal abnormal-
ity has been found. The frequency of hippocampal shape and rotation abnormality in cortical
malformation has been estimated as 29.5% and was more frequently associated with periven-
tricular heterotopia [243]. In recent published series, Barsi et al showed evidence of IHI in 6%
(32/527) of patients with a suspicion of epilepsy and suggested that IHI was probably not the
basic cause of epilepsy [32]. Contrary to this belief, Gamss et al studied prevalence of IHI in
patients referred for conditions other than seizures and concluded that IHI was a rare finding
in a population without seizures and that it was likely to be a pathological entity [131]. Sim-
ilarly, a multicentre study of children with febrile status epilepticus (The FEBSTAT study),
examined hippocampal abnormalities on MR imaging. They found all IHI on the left side in
23% (12/53) of cases and concluded that IHI was a pathological finding because it was more
commonly observed in children with febrile seizures. They suggested follow up imaging to
determine whether IHI predisposes the children to temporal lobe epilepsy or mesial temporal
sclerosis [194].
Hippocampal malrotation has been described previously in a seizure free healthy population.
Bronen and Cheugh studied 29 normal subject’s hippocampi and showed that 20% (12/58)
had oval shaped hippocampi [62]. Bajic et al described the term incomplete hippocampal in-
version (a round or pyramidal shaped hippocampus and a vertical collateral sulcus) and found
19% of normal population without epilepsy or other development anomaly had incomplete
hippocampal inversion [26]. Furthermore they found statistically significant differences in
incomplete hippocampal inversion between the population with and without seizures (18%
versus 30%, p< 0.05). The frequency of incomplete hippocampal inversion was higher in
epileptic syndrome but they found no statistically significant difference between the patients
with incomplete hippocampal inversion in temporal lobe epilepsy versus the control group.
In our study of normal healthy volunteers we found IHI in 37% of normal subjects. A
similar criteria to that which has been used previously to assess IHI was adopted [32]. The
main criteria on which IHI was identified was based upon observation of a round shaped
hippocampus and vertical collateral sulcus.
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6.10 Discussion of outcomes of the hippocampal volume
and surface analysis
Here we have applied high resolution MRI and novel, quantitative image analysis methods to
interrogate the volume and morphology of hippocampal malrotation in a normal population.
The aim was to investigate hippocampal malrotation in a population of healthy, normal
volunteers in greater detail than had been performed previously to gain as much information
about the hippocampus and its surrounding environment as possible.
We set out to assess whether shape differences observed radiologically in malrotation would be
reflected in the gross hippocampal volume differences and if there were volume differences, was
it possible to localise these to particular subfields within the hippocampus. Having compared
malrotated and normal hippocampal volumes, corrected for ICV, the malrotated hippocampal
volumes were smaller than the normal volumes. This difference was statistically significant
with a p-value of 0.006. We also compared the raw malrotated hippocampal volumes, all
from the left hemisphere, with the right hippocampal volumes in the same subjects. While
the malrotated volumes were smaller on average, the difference between the right and the
left hippocampi was not statistically significant. This trend for smaller left hippocampi was
in keeping with the broader literature on normal hippocampal volumes as was discussed in
chapters 2 and 5 [232].
These results raise some interesting points, not least about choosing the appropriate method-
ology to assess hippocampal volumes in malrotation. While hippocampal malrotation remains
a somewhat contentious issue in neuroradiology, there is perhaps broader agreement that re-
gardless of its prevalence and the clinical implications of this anomalous feature that it is
a developmental feature. Bajic et al investigated incomplete hippocampal inversion in non-
epileptic populations and found 18% had IHI. The same group of researchers went on to assess
IHI at different stages in the gestational period and found that prior to 24 weeks gestation,
the hippocampus was not completely inverted in around 50% of cases but following 25 gesta-
tional weeks the incidence of IHI was comparable to that of an adult population. Thus, any
failure of the hippocampus to completely invert was likely to be the result of a phenomenon
occurring early in development [27, 25]. The issue with now discussing malrotation in a de-
velopmental context is whether when assessing malrotated and normal hippocampal volumes
should one be corrected for ICV or not? One might speculate that if IHI has occurred as a
result of some developmental ’insult’ that perhaps this would also have an effect on the global
intracranial volume. On the other hand, we have assessed ICV independently of volume and
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observed that the ICV in the IHI group was larger on average than in the normal group,
confounding the statistically significant ICV corrected volume difference observed between
these groups.
When comparing hippocampal volumes between the malrotated left and normal right sided
volumes there was a slight trend as seen in the literature for left hippocampal volumes to
be smaller than right hippocampal volumes in healthy volunteers though this was not a
statistically significant difference.
In further work it would be interesting to apply the quantitative methods discussed here to
the hippocampi of epilepsy patients with IHI. As hippocampal sclerosis has been a widely
reported feature in epilepsy it could be the case that IHI alone does not play a role in
epilepsy, but IHI combined with a small hippocampus may well be important. That is,
perhaps hippocampi need only be smaller to have a causative role in TLE and that IHI is
simply a normal variant that on occasion is superimposed upon hippocampal sclerosis.
6.11 Discussion of outcomes of the amygdala volume and
surface analysis
When comparing amygdala volumes between the malrotated left and normal right sided
volumes one may wish to reflect on the slight trend seen in the literature for left hippocampal
volumes to be smaller than right hippocampal volumes in healthy volunteers though this is
typically not a difference which reaches statistical significance. No study to date to the best
knowledge of the author has performed a quantitative assessment of amygdala volumes in
cases of IHI. Here we found no difference between volume or morphology of the amygdala
ipsilateral to IHI hippocampi when compared to amygdala volumes ipsilateral to normal
hippocampi. This would imply that the developmental cause or causes of IHI do not extend
to affect the development of the amygdala in gross anatomical terms.
6.12 Conclusion from radiology outcomes
IHI was observed in healthy individuals yet it is not clear whether IHI is a pathological entity
or a normal developmental variant of no clinical significance though it does appear as though
there is a broad spectrum of variations seen within normal hippocampal development. We
conclude that IHI is likely to be a feature of normal healthy population and is much more
common than has been previously reported [32, 279, 26]. IHI was overwhelmingly lateralised
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to the left hippocampus, and this was in agreement with what was observed in the FEBSTAT
study, though the data in the FEBSTAT study was in patients with febrile seizures [194].
Thus we have observed a relatively high incidence of IHI in a normal population and we
therefore believe that the appearance of IHI is not likely to be a causal factor in patients
with epilepsy.
6.13 Conclusions from hippocampal and amygdala vol-
ume segmentation
As per the optimised technique discussed in chapters 2 and 5, automated segmentations of
the malrotated and normal hippocampi were augmented by manual refinements to provide
the resultant hippocampal volumes. Malrotated volumes, being a predominantly left-sided
phenomenon, were compared with normal left-sided hippocampal volumes. The left malro-
tated volumes were found to be smaller than normal hippocampal volumes (p=0.006) after
correcting for differences in ICV. However, on closer inspection ICV differences were found
to be significantly different, with ICV being approximately 5% larger on average in the IHI
group than the normal group. This confounds the ICV corrected hippocampal volume re-
sults, and the reason that the ICV should be different between the groups remains a point
for further investigation.
Malrotated left hippocampi volumes were compared to normal right hippocampal volumes.
There was no statistically significant volume difference between these two groups (p=0.19).
Automatic segmentation of the amygdala was augmented by manual refinements to the re-
sultant volumes. Volumes of the left amygdala, adjacent to malrotated hippocampi were
compared to volumes of the left amygdala adjacent to normal hippocampi. There was no
difference between the two groups of amygdala volumes after correcting for differences in
ICV.
Similarly to the case for the hippocampus, left amygdala volumes adjacent to malrotated
hippocampi were compared to right-sided amygdala volumes adjacent to normal hippocampi.
There was no statistically significant difference between the two mean volume measurements
(p=0.08).
To compliment the hippocampal volume assessment of IHI and normal subjects a novel sur-
face analysis method was applied [278]. This allowed volumes differences to be compared at
the level of the voxel. In a model which included age and ICV as covariates and following
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an FDR correction there were no regions of statistically significant volume differences be-
tween the malrotated and normal left hippocampal volumes. This same process was applied
to compare the amygdala volumes but again, no regions of statistically significant volume
difference were found.
Presented here, for the first time, was a comprehensive and qualitative assessment of hip-
pocampal and amygdala volumes in IHI, completed to complement the observations made
by experienced neuroradiologists. At first there appeared to be evidence that ICV corrected
IHI hippocampal volumes were smaller than normal hippocampal volumes but this was later
confounded by group differences in ICV. Further work is necessary to reconcile the issue
surrounding the ICV correction to hippocampal volumes, but overall, the hippocampal seg-
mentation methodology developed in earlier chapters of this worked well within this context.
The work performed in this chapter is currently under discussion to decide if a single
manuscript covering the radiological and quantitative methodological aspects of this work
should be produced, or whether two separate manuscripts would better cover both of these
topics. Once this decision has been made the manuscript(s) will be submitted to a peer
reviewed journal.
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Chapter 7
CA4/dentate hippocampal subfield
volumes before and after treatment with
an anti-inflammatory drug
7.1 Abstract
There is a growing body of evidence to suggest a link between inflammation, stress and
depression. It has been posited that neurogenesis is a mechanism by which anti-depressants
may work. It has also been reported that some anti-inflammatory drugs have been observed
to have anti-depressant qualities. Here a pilot study of Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients
were assessed before and after treatment with an anti-inflammatory drug. This small pilot
study was used to establish neuroimaging techniques in non-depressed patients undergoing
treatment with anti-TNF-alpha medication to test for evidence of the following primary
hypothesis: that anti-TNF-alpha therapy would reduce circulating TNF-alpha and hence
modify the activity of the serotonin transporter (SERT), resulting in a reduction of its binding
potential as measured by SPECT. Since structural MRI scans of each patient were also being
acquired to aid the SPECT image analysis this allowed a second, exploratory hypothesis
to be investigated: that by reducing TNF-alpha the therapy would result in an increase in
neurogenesis and that this would be reflected by an increased volume in the dentate gyrus
of the hippocampus. This work has been published as an article in a peer reviewed journal
[74].
By exploiting the image quality of 3T MRI the volume of the CA4/dentate subfield of the
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hippocampus was assessed before and after treatment. Two methodologies were developed
and implemented. In the first method a protocol was produced to manually segment the
CA4/dentate region of the hippocampus from coronal T2-weighted FSE images. Given that
few studies have assessed hippocampal subfields, an assessment of study power was conducted
and based on the variances observed in the CA4/dentate volume measurements. Sample size
estimations were made for given levels of study power to inform future work.
In the second method, the data were pre-processed with the N3 inhomogeneity algorithm
before the DARTEL-VBM image processing pipeline was applied, this method was described
previously in this thesis (chapter 3) however, due to the small number of subjects involved
in this pilot study, statistical nonparametric mapping was applied in the final statistical
interpretation of the VBM data. Following an FDR correction, a single GM voxel in the
hippocampus was deemed to be statistically significant. This was suggestive of a small
GM volume increase following anti-inflammatory treatment, however this result is severely
limited by the small number of subjects involved in the study. Further work on a larger set of
subjects and related studies, perhaps best performed in animals, to validate the relationship
of neuroimaging markers such as volume, diffusion and perfusion to neurogenesis would lend
greater confidence to results observed in in-vivo, human studies. Until such work is performed
it would be difficult to state with confidence that volumetric differences observed in adult
human are attributable to neurogenesis.
As stated above, any results suggestive of hippocampal volumetric differences will require
further work on larger sample sizes to validate this initial tentative result. A further, similar
study, building on the pilot work presented here has recently begun at the author’s institution.
7.2 Introduction
Due to the inherent complexity of the hippocampus it is intuitive to try and investigate this
structure by reducing it into its component parts. Until fairly recently it was not possible to
even consider attempting to assess hippocampal subfields in-vivo. However, with the advent
of ultra-high field MRI systems (≥ 3T), the improved visualisation of the hippocampus
provides new opportunities to assess this most complex of structures.
Depression in the medically ill is five to fifteen times more prevalent than in the normal
population [261]. Mood disorders can have a detrimental effect on the course of medical
illness. Clinical associations between medical illness and major depressive disorder are not
solely attributable to illness-induced physiological distress. Rather, there is a growing body
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of evidence implicating biological mechanisms in a bi-directional link between mood disorders
and many medical conditions [351, 206]. The focus of this work was to underpin the neu-
robiological relationship between the autoimmune disorder Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and
depression [160]. To achieve this a pilot study was performed to assess anatomical changes
in the brains of RA patients using MRI. Measures related to dopamine and serotonin levels
in the caudate and putamen were also determined from Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography (SPECT) imaging, but these were not considered as part of this thesis.
The subfield of the hippocampus of most interest to the field of mood disorder research
is known as the dentate gyrus. The dentate surrounds the CA4 subfield at the centre of
the hippocampus. The importance of this subfield zone is that neurogenesis, stimulated
by anti-depressant and environmental interventions, has been demonstrated to occur here
[209, 112, 307]. Therefore, initial measures on hippocampal subfield volumes will focus on
the CA4 and dentate gyrus.
At the time of conducting the work for this thesis there were few studies which have aimed
to assess hippocampal subfield volumes in-vivo from MRI data. Here subfield volumes were
assessed not only by means of manual delineation but also by means of voxel based mor-
phometry using the latest image processing techniques to increase the likelihood of detecting
true volumetric differences, if they exist. The assessment of hippocampal subfield volumes
in RA patients following anti-inflammatory treatment is also a novel aspect of this work.
However, this chapter will focus on the methodological aspects of the work and not on the
biological mechanisms underpinning the study.
7.3 Literature review
7.3.1 Review of subfield volume methodology
One of the first studies to assess, in-vivo, hippocampal subfields using MRI was the study
by Mueller et al [257]. Mueller assessed forty-two healthy controls and 3 patients with
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Imaging data was acquired using a coronal T2-weighted FSE se-
quence on a 4T MRI scanner. The entorhinal cortex (ERC), cornu ammonis 1 (CA1), CA2,
CA3/4 and dentate gyrus were all outlined. Mueller et al’s method was to manually outline
these subfields but only in the hippocampal body i.e. subfields were not segmented in the
hippocampal head or tail. Mueller et al used anatomical landmarks as a guide to define the
boundaries between adjacent subfield zones. By this method Mueller et al found a signifi-
cant correlation between age and the volume of CA1 in the normal controls. This was most
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significant in the seventh decade of life. In AD patients (N=3) the CA1 and subiculum were
smaller than in healthy-controls. While Mueller et al’s study was satisfactory up to a point,
there are clearly some limitations.
By only assessing the subfield zones within the hippocampal body, both the head and tail
of the hippocampus are being ignored. One might argue that these areas are at least of
equal or greater importance than the body of the hippocampus and therefore should also
have been segmented. It is likely that, at least in the case of the hippocampal head, perhaps
the subfield zones could not be reliably defined, and in the case of the hippocampal tail,
perhaps the same could be said of defining its posterior boundary. With 24 x 2mm slices
giving an anterior to posterior coverage of 48mm, this was sufficient coverage to obtain images
from the hippocampal head to its tail. Another limitation with this study was the fact that
using anatomical landmarks to define subfield cellular zones is inherently flawed. As the
subfield boundaries themselves cannot be seen on MRI there is little, at present, that can
be done to solve this problem, thus the approach of using landmarks, while flawed, is a
reasonable approximation to start assessing subfields. By this method the aim was to build
a protocol which although it might not be accurate, could be precise and reproducible, thus
allowing comparisons to be made within and between subject groups. This was a further
refinement to assessing whole hippocampal volumes, a topic which itself is still struggling for
consensus and reliable measurements and therefore at this relatively early stage in subfield
segmentation attempts to reach consensus should be welcomed [185]. It was hoped that the
work undertaken in this thesis will contribute to the small but growing body of literature
around hippocampal subfield measurements and segmentation methods.
Building on their earlier work, Mueller et al performed further work on more normal subjects
and AD patients [254]. Later they also assessed the subfield volumes of TLE patients [252].
In the first of these later works Mueller et al assessed the relationship between the major
lipoprotein transporter Apolipoprotein E (Apo E) and subfield volume in patients with AD.
They found that AD patients with ApoE had smaller CA3/dentate than AD patients without
ApoE. They argue that this implies that lipoprotein has a regionally selective effect within
the hippocampus [254]. The second of these works assessing patients with TLE found ipsi-
lateral atrophy in the CA1, in CA3/dentate zones in patients with mesial temporal sclerosis
TLE. In 17% of cases no gross hippocampal atrophy was observed (i.e. normal hippocampal
volume) yet subfield atrophy was detected implying that the subfield measurements can pro-
vide additional information over and above gross hippocampal volume measurements [252].
An extension of this method was implemented on T2-weighted FSE data acquired coronally
using a 7T MRI scanner (Chupin et al, Proc ISMRM 17 2009, 49). In this case the subfield
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areas of the entire hippocampal formation were manually segmented. This included differ-
entiation between white matter regions such as the alveus and fimbria as well as the larger
grey matter CA1-4 subfields. This has been the most detailed subfield description of the
hippocampus to-date and crucially includes the head and tail of the hippocampus so as to
assess the subfields throughout its entire length.
An alternative approach to Mueller et al in trying to further refine the study of hippocampal
volumes using MRI was to segment the hippocampus into its head, body and tail as was
done by Malykhin et al [212]. They used 1.5T T1-weighted 3D data which while giving
superior resolution in three planes to T2-weighting imaging, the contrast between subfield
regions was poorer thus making internal differentiation of the hippocampal subfields difficult.
However, larger segmented regions such as the head, body and tail were segmented using
anatomical landmarks and subsequently assessed. Malykhin et al presented normal ranges
for his volumes for the amygdala, and hippocampal head, body and tail and showed that
these volumes could be reliably reproduced. This was again an improvement and refinement
from the many studies which have assessed whole hippocampal volumes, but it was still a
step away from being able to quantify the volumes of the subfield regions themselves as a
result of the poorer contrast of the internal structure of the hippocampus on the T1-weighted
imaging.
A further approach to localise regions of volume difference within hippocampus, which was
similar in some respects to that which was performed by Malykhin et al, was to perform
surface analysis on the whole hippocampal volume. This method was implemented by Wang
et al to study the hippocampal surface in patients with very mild dementia of the Alzheimer’s
type [362]. This built upon earlier work by the same group who had previously defined
subfield zones for the CA1, subiculum, combined CA2-CA4 and dentate regions [97]. Thus
in both these works a hippocampal template was created. In the study by Wang et al, the
hippocampus was manually outlined and segregated into further subfields CA1, CA2, CA3,
CA4 and the gyrus dentatus. Thus the various zones on the surface of the hippocampal
template were defined. The individual hippocampal volumes for each of the study patients
were then mapped to the template in two steps. First, the template scans and target images
were coarsely aligned using landmarks previously defined on the template and on all the
individuals scans. Second, the precise mapping of the template image to each of the target
images was defined by a high-dimensional diffeomorphic (i.e. invertible, continuous and
differentiable) transformation. Movements of the voxels in the template MR image during
these transformations were constrained by assigning the matrix of voxels with the physical
properties of a viscous fluid. Thus the regions of volume difference between the subject
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groups could be visualized on a surface rendering of the hippocampus which has been further
differentiated into various subfield regions. By this method Wang et al found that when
comparing very mild DAT (Dementia of the Alzheimer’s type) with non-demented subjects,
the mild DAT patients had inward deformities of the hippocampal surface in proximity to
the CA1 subfield and subiculum [362].
The major benefit of the methodology of Wang et al was in producing a template of hip-
pocampal subfield regions which subsequent images could be warped to [362]. In practical
terms this would be likely to reduce the analysis time as it was not necessary to segment each
individual hippocampus into the various subfields. Perhaps in argument against a method
like this would be the fact that the result is dependent upon the success and reliability
of various image normalisation steps, though measures could be put in place to assess the
quality of these methods. Moreover, this method is certainly more complex to implement
and an appropriate visualisation scheme would also need to be developed. Finally, methods
based on normalisation to a template typically, while being able to highlight local regions of
volume difference, cannot provide absolute volume differences. Depending on the underlying
question a researcher or clinician hopes to answer this may or may not be important and
perhaps in most cases identifying regions of relative change would be sufficient.
Thus there are various methods which can be applied to examine the subfields of the hip-
pocampus, all of which have their own fundamental limitations and benefits. For the purposes
of this chapter where we aim to define normal volumes of particular subfield regions an ap-
proach more similar to that of Mueller et al and Chupin et al will be implemented. A surface
based method for localising regions of hippocampal volume difference has been described
elsewhere in this thesis (chapter 6) [278].
7.3.2 Review of RA, depression and their relevance to the hip-
pocampus
RA is the most common inflammatory joint disease in the UK being a major cause of disabil-
ity, morbidity and mortality. The worldwide prevalence of RA is 0.7-1.0% of the adult popu-
lation and increases with age. Depressive symptoms are significantly more common in those
with RA than in the general population, being associated with higher pain, higher fatigue
and reduced quality of life metrics. Conservative estimates indicate that Major Depressive
Disorder (MDD) affects between 13% and 17% of patients with RA. However, prevalence
exceeding 40% has been reported with 11% of hospital RA out-patients experiencing suicidal
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ideation. MDD is an independent risk factor for both work disability and mortality in those
with RA [147].
The etiology of MDD in the presence of a medical co-morbidity is unknown, although a
variety of hypotheses have been proposed. Of direct relevance to the link between RA and
depression is the proposal that pro-inflammatory cytokines, released during tissue damage in
the body, provoke changes in brain structure and function that lead to the development of
co-morbid MDD [294]. The imbalance between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokine activity
is central to the pathogenesis of RA [231].
The mechanisms whereby cytokines induce the symptoms of depression are unknown. Cy-
tokines can directly modulate pathways implicated in the etiology and treatment of depres-
sion, including the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis, monoaminergic neurotransmitter
systems and hippocampal neurogenesis [161].
Whereas the former has received some prior attention, the latter two have not been explored
directly in human disease despite persuasive pre-clinical data. It has been shown that both
the density and the activity of the serotonin (5-HT) transporter (SERT) are increased by
proinflammatory cytokines, leading to an increase in 5HT uptake from the synapse, thus
decreasing 5HT transmission [249][379]. SERT itself is, of course, a key target site for selective
serotonin re-uptake inhibitor antidepressants (SSRI’s).
In addition to action at SERT, preclinical studies also suggest that cytokines can impair
neurogenesis in the brain [352, 242, 36]. While a pathogenic role for reduced hippocampal
neurogenesis in depression is unclear, there is now considerable experimental evidence that
the generation of new neurons in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus is enhanced by
antidepressant treatment [75]. Changes in volume within the hippocampus, as measured by
MRI, are associated with depression and the use of anti-depressants [72, 358, 100].
Tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-alpha) is a pro-inflammatory cytokine produced by
macrophages that increases the immune response and amplifies inflammation. The anti-
inflammatory drug used in this study was a soluble fusion protein that mimics the inhibitor
effects of naturally occurring soluble TNF-alpha receptors but with a much extended half-life
in blunting the immune response. This small pilot study was used to establish neuroimaging
techniques in non-depressed patients undergoing treatment with anti-TNF-alpha medication
(adalimumab) to test for evidence of the following primary hypothesis: that anti-TNF-alpha
therapy would reduce circulating TNF-alpha and hence modify the activity of the SERT, re-
sulting in a reduction of its binding potential as measured by SPECT. Since structural MRI
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scans of each patient were being acquired to aid the SPECT image analysis this allowed a
second, exploratory hypothesis to be investigated: that by reducing TNF-alpha the therapy
would result in an increase in neurogenesis and that this would be reflected by an increased
volume in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. This work has been published as an article
in a peer reviewed journal [74].
Whereas in chapters 2, 3 and 4, socioeconomic status, and in particular deprivation was
considered to be the inflammatory agent, leading to stress, in this chapter pathological RA
was considered as the inflammatory agent, but the goal of developing the methodology to
assess volumetric changes within the hippocampus remains the same.
7.4 Study aim
7.4.1 Primary aim
The primary aim of this chapter of the thesis as to determine if manual segmentation of the
CA4/dentate hippocampal subfield could be reliably measured using data acquired from a
3T MRI system?
7.4.2 Secondary aims
Following implementation of the manual delineation protocol for the CA4/dentate for this
pilot study, study power and sample size calculations will be performed to inform future
work.
7.4.3 Tertiary aim
By using DARTEL-VBM and statistical non-parametric mapping we aimed to assess whether
it would be possible to detect an increase in focal GM volumes between the two groups, pre
and post anti-inflammatory treatment?
7.4.4 Ethics
This study was approved by the local Research Ethics Committee and by the Administration
of Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee (ARSAC).
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7.4.5 Subjects
Six patients with seropositive RA who met the eligibility criteria of the British Society for
Rheumatology Guidelines for treatment for anti-TNF-alpha treatment were recruited from
the Centre for Rheumatic Diseases at Glasgow Royal Infirmary. Inclusion criteria included:
seropositive RA meeting the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) diagnostic criteria.
Patients were already scheduled to receive an anti-inflammatory drug indicated by active RA
and meeting the British Society for Rheumatology Guidelines for treatment.
7.4.6 Exclusion criteria
The exclusion criteria included: Non-rheumatoid arthritis; contraindications to anti-inflammatory
drug; patients on antidepressant medication; cerebrovascular risk factors or a previous stroke;
documented head trauma or neurodegenerative disorders; other Diagnostic and Statistical
manual of mental disorders (DCM) Axis 1 psychiatric diagnoses; psychotic symptoms; alco-
hol and/or substance misuse; currently taking any other psychotropic medication; thyroid
disorder and contraindications for MRI imaging.
7.4.7 Image acquisition protocol
MR images were acquired using the body transmit coil and an 8-channel head receiver coil
on a 3 Tesla GE Signa scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA). In order
to estimate volumetric change in the CA4/dentate gyrus of the hippocampus high resolution
T2-weighted FSE coronal slices of the hippocampus were acquired. These were planned
perpendicular to the long axis of the hippocampus, see figure 7.1 on the following page. The
image parameters for the acquisition were as follows: TR = 4075ms, TE = 115ms, FOV =
200mm x 200mm, matrix = 512 x 512, bandwidth = 31.25kHz, echo train length = 24. The
in-plane pixel size was 0.39mm x 0.39mm, slice thickness was 4mm with a slice gap of 1mm.
To guide the SPECT region of interest (ROI) analysis and for MRI DARTEL-VBM analysis
a 3D T1-weighted IR-FSPGR dataset was acquired. The image acquisition parameters for
this acquisition were: TR = 6.8ms, TE = 1.4ms, TI = 500ms, flip angle of 12º, FOV =
260mm, matrix = 320 x 224, PFOV = 70%, bandwidth = 31.25. Thus, the voxel size was
0.81mm x 1.16mm x 1.00mm. MRI was performed up to 14 days before the commencement
of anti-inflammatory treatment and within 4 days after the last dose of the treatment regime.
The image acquisition protocol began with a basic three plane localiser scan followed by the
3D T1-weighted IR-FSPGR sequence. The sagittal T1-weighted FLAIR and T2-weighted
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FSE PROPELLER sequences were essentially enhanced localiser scans to provide good vi-
sualisation of the hippocampus in their respective orientations. The sagittal T1-weighted
FLAIR was a short scan of 1minute 32seconds and had the following imaging parameters:
TR = 2500ms, TE = 8.9ms, TI = 920ms, FOV = 240mm x 240mm, matrix = 320 x 224,
bandwidth = 31.25kHz, slice thickness = 5mm and a slice gap of 2mm. The T2-weighted FSE
PROPELLER sequence was particularly useful as it provided high quality images resistant
to the effects of patient motion [285]. The T2-weighted FSE PROPELLER has the following
imaging parameters: TR = 5000ms, TE = 109ms, FOV = 240mm x 240mm, matrix 512
x 512, bandwidth = 50kHz, slice thickness 4mm and no slice gap. The T2-weighted FSE
sequences had high in-plane resolution with excellent grey and white matter contrast. It was
these acquisitions that were later used to produce the subfield volume measures.
Figure 7.1: Planning coronal slices along the long axis of the hippocampus
7.4.8 Analysis protocol for the outlining of the dentate/CA4 hip-
pocampal subfield
7.4.8.1 Manual outlining of subfields of the hippocampus
Manual outlining of the dentate gyrus was performed using a method detailed by Mueller et al
(2006) by an operator (JM) blinded to the identity of the patients and the order of the scans.
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The dentate/CA4 region was outlined on the first coronal slice beyond the hippocampal head
and then on subsequent posterior slices. Internal landmarks based on other hippocampal
subfields such as CA1 and CA2 also guided the manual outlining procedure. The manual
outlining was performed using the Medical Image Processing, Analysis and Visualisation tool
MIPAV v4.0.0 (http://mipav.cit.nih.gov/).
Figure 7.2 below illustrates two independent attempts by the same operator of manual out-
lining the dentate/CA4 region within the hippocampal body.
Figure 7.2: Two, independent manual delineations of the dentate/CA4 region of the hip-
pocampal body
Figure 7.2 shows, in the top, right corner of the image, the relative position and size of the
dentate with respect to the whole brain. The larger part of the image shows the zoomed-
in image of the dentate/CA4.The two independent manual delineations of the dentate are
shown in red and blue and broadly overlap.
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7.4.9 Analysis of data by DARTEL-VBM
DARTEL-VBM analysis is performed using the 3D T1-weighted IR-FSPGR data. The
DARTEL- VBM procedure here has been extensively described elsewhere in this thesis (see
chapter 3). To briefly summarise the process. The T1-weighted 3D image sets were roughly
aligned to each other and were preprocessed using the N3 bias correction algorithm. Initial
normalization parameters were then established and the data was segmented into either GM,
WM or CSF tissue types. Following this, GM and WM study specific templates were created,
the original segmentations were then warped to the template and the subsequent modulated
images were then smoothed prior to statistical analysis being applied.
7.4.10 Statistical design and analysis
While the processing steps applied here are in broad terms the same as that which was ap-
plied previously in this thesis (Chapter 3), there are a number of differences as a result of
the study numbers and design. Previously there were two distinct groups of 21 subjects,
here the data from 5 subjects was acquired longitudinally. Thus, a paired t-test design was
set-up. As the data are paired, independence of the data cannot be assumed. Given the
small numbers, as well as applying the default SPM statistical analysis to the data, more
appropriate nonparametric statistics were also computed, this was done using the nonpara-
metric mapping (NPM) tool developed by Chris Rorden [301]. Another tool for performing
statistical nonparametric mapping is the SNPM plugin for SPM [265].
The nonparametric approach used in NPM, SNPM and also within FSL for VBM analysis use
permutation based methods. Nonparametric permutation methods are a means of address-
ing the problem of multiple comparisons while requiring only a minimal set of assumptions.
Historically, the major drawback to permutation based methods was the increased compu-
tational demands, and therefore processing time was increased. Holmes et al developed a
nonparametric alternative to the random fields approach using permutation test theory [163].
This approach was simple, relies on minimal assumptions, deals with multiple comparisons,
and can be applied in circumstances where the parametric assumptions are violated. In some
circumstances the nonparametric permutation approach may even outperform parametric
approach [17, 144, 152, 164].
The crux of permutation theory is as follows. If we consider a single subject performing an
fMRI experiment, this single subject is scanned in an ‘active’ /’rest’ block design. Considering
a single voxel, if there is truly no difference between the active and rest states then we would
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be considerably surprised if the signal during the ‘active’ state exceeded that of the ‘rest’ state
and thus we would be inclined to believe that there was genuine evidence for activation at that
voxel. Permutation tests simply quantify the element of “surprise” in terms of probability,
allowing significance tests with p-values to being obtained. Thus, in situations where there
is no experimental effect, i.e. no correlation between the task and the measured signal, then
the labelling of the experimental condition is arbitrary. That is, for instance, the group
labels can be swapped and the same result would be obtained. This applies for not just
group affiliations but also for covariates of interest. Given the null hypothesis that the labels
are arbitrary, the significance of a statistic expressing the experimental effect can then be
assessed by comparison with the distribution of values obtained when the labels are permuted.
The justification for exchanging the labels comes from weak distributional assumptions, or
by appeal to the randomisation scheme used in designing the experiment. Tests based on
the idea that the initial conditions are randomized are known as randomization tests or
re-randomization tests.
This approach is in contrast to the parametric GLM based approach using random field
theory described in chapter 3.
7.5 Results
7.5.1 Data quality: Intra-rater variability
To assess the intraoperator reliability of measuring the CA4/dentate subfield by the above
protocol, two repeat measures were made on both the right and left CA4/dentate of hip-
pocampi from 3 subjects before and after anti-inflammatory treatment (12 CA4/dentate
volume measures in total). The aim here was to assess the variability in the measurement,
this enabled power calculations to be done to inform further work.
The mean standard deviation for the repeat measurements was 55mm3, the standard error
of the mean was 23mm3 , the 95% confidence interval was 57mm3 for the left CA4/dentate
and similarly the mean standard deviation for the repeat measurements was 56mm3, the
standard error of the mean was 23mm3, the 95% confidence interval was 57mm3 for the
right CA4/dentate These measures of the variability are summarised in the table 7.1 on the
following page.
The ICC (2,1) i.e. the ICC (agreement) between repeat measurements was 0.81 for the right
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Table 7.1: Summary Statistics for repeat measures of right and left CA4/ dentate
CA4/dentate and 0.81 for the left CA4/dentate subfield as calculated by a two-way random
effects ANOVA for absolute agreement using SPSS v18.
7.5.2 Data quality: power calculations on identifying CA4/dentate
subfield volume differences
As we expect that further volume measurements on hippocampal subfields are likely to be
performed in future it was worthwhile assessing what level of study power might be achievable.
If we take the mean volume of the CA4/dentate to be ~ 350mm3 , and we somewhat specula-
tively say that a significant change in volume would be a 10% change, i.e. 35mm3, combined
with the standard deviation in the measurements from the pilot data being 55mm3, the fol-
lowing power estimations were made for various projected subject numbers. The results of
the power calculation are shown in figure 7.3 below.
Figure 7.3: Power calculation estimation for Paired-t-test CA4/dentate subfield volume mea-
surements
Thus to obtain a power in the design of approximately 0.90 in identifying a 10% volume
difference in the CA4/dentate approximately 30 subjects would be required.
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Broadening the context of the power calculation, comparing two groups rather than a paired
design, the resultant power estimations are shown in figure 7.4 below.
Figure 7.4: Power calculation estimation for 2 sample t-test design of CA4/dentate subfield
volume measurements
Thus, for this statistical design, to achieve a power of 0.90 in detecting a volume difference
of 10% (35mm3) 53 subjects in each group would be needed. Thus, as the design was not a
paired design, more subjects are required to achieve a similar level of power.
The power calculations performed here were set-up to assess the case where volumes were
unequal i.e. where it was uncertain as to whether one will observe a volume increase or
a volume decrease. For the case where a more specific hypothesis is generated such that
testing is being done for a 10% volume decrease, the estimated number of subjects to obtain
a power of 0.90 was 30 for the paired t-test design and 43 for the two sample unpaired t-test
design. That is, when it is known that either a volume decrease or a volume increase will be
found, fewer subjects may be required to achieve equivalent levels of study power as when
the direction of volume change is not known.
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7.5.3 Establishing the mean and variance of dentate/CA4 volumes
before and after a course of anti-inflammatory drug adminis-
tration
Of the six patients in this pilot study, five had MR imaging. One patient was unable to be
scanned due to claustrophobia. Repeat manual segmentations determined the mean volume
for the CA4/dentate and 95% confidence interval for the mean. There was no significant
group difference in the CA4/dentate volumes between the pre and post anti-inflammatory
treatment using this analysis method. The mean CA4/dentate volume from the pre and post
treatment with the 95% confidence intervals are shown in figure 7.5 below.
Figure 7.5: Results of CA4/dentate volumes (mm3) before and after anti-inflammatory treat-
ment
The study was set-up in a paired design where measurements were made on the same subjects
before and after therapy, where the therapeutic agent in this case was an anti-inflammatory
medicine. As a volume of a region of the brain was measured, this measurement may be
confounded by additional factors, namely subject age and ICV. That is, in the broadest
of terms, it may be expected that older subjects will have correspondingly smaller brain
structures and similarly, subjects with larger skulls will have correspondingly larger volumes
of brain tissue. These issues are discussed in greater depth elsewhere in the thesis (chapters
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2 and 5) but are mentioned here simply to highlight the fact that a paired analysis was
performed where the measurements were made within the space of approximately 10 weeks
and therefore age effects on the measurements were negligible. Similarly, each subject’s ICV
measurement did not change throughout the duration of the study and thus as with age this
will not influence the subfield measurements made prior to and following drug treatment.
The data corresponding to the figure 7.5 above are shown below in table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Left and right mean CA4/dentate volumes pre and post a course of anti-
inflammatory drug. 95% Confidence Intervals (CI) are also shown.
The mean pre and post treatment, left CA4/dentate subfield volumes were 398mm3 and
395mm3 respectively. The mean pre and post treatment, right CA4/dentate subfield volumes
were 355mm3 and 338mm3 respectively.
7.5.4 Volumes with age
As stated above, as we have a paired design where images were acquired in a relatively small
space of time, the age of the subjects was not a major concern. However, if one were to assess
an unpaired group of subjects, for example, assessing hippocampal volumes in two groups
being treated with different anti-inflammatory drugs, one would need to take steps to ensure
the subjects were age matched. Even if such steps were taken to ensure subjects were age
matched it is still worth understanding how the hippocampal subfield volumes are affected
by age.
In this study we have several subjects ranging in age from 44 to 67 years old (529 to 809
months old). For interest, pre-treatment, ICV corrected, CA4/dentate volumes were plotted
against age, see figure 7.6 on the following page.
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Figure 7.6: Left and right, pre-treatment, ICV corrected CA4/dentate volumes vs. Age
(months)
The Pearson correlation value for ICV corrected CA4/dentate volume against age was -0.99
at a statistical significance of p=0.001 for the left hippocampus and a Pearson correlation
value of -0.72 at a statistical significance of p=0.078 for the right hippocampus.
7.5.5 Results of DARTEL-VBM to assess hippocampal volume dif-
ferences
Having compared manual segmentation volumes of CA4/dentate pre and post anti-inflammatory
treatment, GM volume differences across the whole brain were then compared at the level
of the voxel using the DARTEL-VBM method. The T1-weighted 3D images were used for
this analysis, the DARTEL-VBM processing pipeline has been described in more detail in
chapter 3.
The paired t-test design was set-up within SPM and is shown in figure 7.7 on the following
page.
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Figure 7.7: SPM paired t-test design to compare pre and post anti-inflammatory treatment
brain by VBM
The results of the F-test to compare the groups was initially performed to assess for any
statistical differences in GM volume. The results of the F-test are shown in figure 7.8 on the
following page.
Note that the statistics shown here were uncorrected for multiple comparisons with an F-
value of 0.001. As the aim here was to assess whether or not there was an increased GM
volume in the hippocampus following application of the anti-inflammatory drug, then a t-test
was performed to identify regions of increased volume in the later scans. The results of the
t-test are shown in figure 7.9 on the following pages.
As shown in figure 7.9, there was a statistically significant region of increased GM volume
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Figure 7.8: SPM F-test results comparing pre and post treatment groups
within the hippocampus. Note that these results have not been corrected for multiple com-
parisons and are thresholded with a p-value of 0.001. Running a cluster corrected statistical
approach centered on the cluster in the hippocampus, the FDR p-value for the hippocampus
was 0.055 i.e. just below a level that would be deemed statistically significant.
The same paired t-test model was also created in the nonparametric statistics toolbox (NPM).
The results of the post vs. pre treatment data are shown in figure 7.10 on the following page.
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Figure 7.9: SPM Paired t-test results, post treatment vs. pre treatment
Figure 7.10: NPM paired t-test (uncorrected) results, post treatment vs. pre treatment
The results in 7.10 are the uncorrected statistics from the NPM tool which mirror that of
the SPM results shown in figure 7.9. The NPM FDR corrected statistics are shown in figure
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7.11 below.
Figure 7.11: NPM FDR corrected paired t-test results, post treatment vs. per treatment
The NPM results in figure 7.11 are the FDR corrected statistics. The only voxel to survive
the FDR 0.05 Z-threshold (5.510), was a single voxel in the hippocampus, more precisely
around the CA1 region of the hippocampal body. Thus, while tentative given the small
numbers of subjects involved in this pilot study, there results are suggestive of a GM volume
increase in the CA1 subfield of the hippocampus following anti-inflammatory treatment.
7.6 Discussion
7.6.1 Intra-operator variability
Repeat manual outlining measures of the CA4/dentate indicate that the intraoperator corre-
lation coefficient were 0.81 for both the right and left subfield regions. The 95% CI was 57mm3
for both right and left subfield regions based around mean subfield volumes of 355mm3 and
321mm3 respectively. These values are in keeping with values from the literature on similar
regions of the brain [257].
To assess the intraoperator reliability of measuring the CA4/dentate subfield by the above
protocol, two repeat measures were made on both the right and left CA4/dentate of hip-
pocampi from 3 subjects before and after anti-inflammatory treatment (12 CA4/dentate vol-
ume measures in total). The Intraclass correlation coefficient for consistency intra-operator
measurements was determined. The average intraclass correlation coefficients for consistency
were 0.88 and 0.87 for the left and right CA4/dentate region respectively. As the method
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applied here was most similar to that which was applied by Mueller et al, the ICC values from
this study for operator 1 were 0.98 and 0.99 for the left and right CA4/CA3/dentate subfield
respectively and for rater 2 were 0.86 and 0.96 for the left and right CA4/CA3/dentate sub-
field respectively. Thus, while the ICC values obtained in the work done in this thesis were
slightly lower than achieved by Mueller [251], they are still of a reasonable standard where
typically ICC values above 0.8 are typically deemed acceptable. The lower values obtained
by the second rater in the Mueller et al study were to be expected given that the second
rater is likely to be less familiar with the segmentation protocol. The implication for further
work was to ensure operators performing manual outlining are suitably trained and that the
performance of each operator was assessed as well as being compared.
7.6.2 Data quality: Power calculations on CA4/dentate subfield vol-
umes
At the time of performing this thesis there was very little information in the literature regard-
ing power calculations for hippocampal subfield volumes. Based on the manual segmentation
protocol of the CA4/dentate region this issue was addressed. Based on projected volume dif-
ferences of 10% between groups (unpaired design) and changes within groups (paired design),
given the variance calculated from the data acquired in this study, the estimated number of
subjects required in each group to achieve a study power of 0.90 was 43 and 30 respectively.
In the context of medical literature such numbers are modest. Imaging studies generally
have fewer numbers, dictated perhaps by expense rather than desired power. It could be
argued that the expectation of achieving a 10% volume difference is perhaps too optimistic
and clearly as the expected difference between groups decreases, the number of subjects must
increase to maintain the same level of power.
7.6.3 CA4/dentate volumes before and after a course of anti-inflammatory
drug treatment
A clear protocol was implemented to outline the CA4/dentate hippocampal subfield, this
was based primarily on the work previously performed by Mueller et al [251]. Following
manual delineation of the CA4/dentate on T2-weighted FSE coronal MRI images pre and
post treatment volumes were compared. The five subjects studied were in the age range
44-67. The mean pre and post treatment, left CA4/dentate subfield volumes were 398mm3
and 395mm3 respectively. The mean pre and post treatment, right CA4/dentate subfield
volumes were 355mm3 and 338mm3 respectively.
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It was difficult to compare these volumes with other values in the literature due to differences
in the delineation protocol and in the way ICV corrections were applied. However, the ICV
corrected values performed in this study were reasonably similar to the initial ICV corrected
values calculated by Mueller et al [251]. ICV corrected CA4/dentate values here ranged
from 0.018% - 0.032% (or 182 - 320, when using Mueller et al’s units), where Mueller et al’s
normalised values ranged from approximately 110 to 210 with 42 subjects covering a wide
range of ages (21-85). Thus the range of the values in this study appear slightly larger when
compared to Mueller et al’s results. This may be because the delineating protocol created
by the author for this study continued to outline the CA4/dentate regions on more posterior
slices than Mueller et al did with the aim of achieving a more comprehensive coverage of
the CA4/dentate within the hippocampus. That is, Mueller et al’s protocol outlined the
CA4/dentate on the first slice after the hippocampal head and then only on a further two
slices. Furthermore, they used thinner slices (2mm) to acquire the hippocampal images and
thus each voxel on Mueller et al’s images had a volume of 0.4mm3, whereas in the study
described in this chapter the slices were 4mm thick with a 1mm slice gap, thus each voxel
has a volume of 0.76mm3. Thus for a similar slice, different acquisition protocols may partly
account for some of the variation between measurements, though an error of this type would
only become important when the CA4/dentate failed to be delineated on a particular slice.
An alternative approach to measuring hippocampal subfields to that which was employed
here and that which was employed by Mueller et al would be to delineate the subfields based
on a T1-weighted 3D MRI dataset as was done by Malykhin et al [212]. The measurements
made in this study by Malykhin et al covered the hippocampus more completely, however,
they only subdivided the hippocampus into its head, body and tail regions and so the volumes
may not be considered representative of the underlying subfield areas. The T1-weighted 3D
dataset offers the advantage of improved through-plane resolution over what is typically
achievable with T2-weighted FSE sequences, however, the sequence has inferior GM to WM
contrast necessary for clearer visualisation and delineation of the hippocampal subfields.
Similar approaches have been implemented by Csernansky et al, Wang et al and Apostolova
et al [98, 362, 13]. In these studies subfields were defined across the whole hippocampus
based upon boundary positions as defined by an atlas and thus the location of focal volume
differences may be visualised on the average hippocampal template.
7.6.4 CA4/dentate volumes with age
Though it was not explicitly the aim of this work to assess subfield volumes with age, it was
interesting to note that there was a negative correlation between age and CA4/dentate vol-
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ume. That is, as subjects become older, their CA4/dentate volumes tend to decrease. This
on its own was not surprising given that it is well established that gross hippocampal vol-
ume declines with age [110], moreover recent evidence indicates that this process accelerates
beyond the 6th decade of life [297]. However, little work has been performed assessing which
subfields, if any, are preferentially affected during aging. This has potential consequences
when considering, for example, the progression of Alzheimer’s disease and other conditions
of pathological aging [85]. Therefore, a clear understanding of how aging affects subfield vol-
umes was indeed worth considering. While the numbers here are small and within the context
of the paired study it was not of great significance, it is noteworthy that the CA4/dentate
subfield volume declines with increasing age.
7.6.5 Results of DARTEL-VBM comparing hippocampal GM vol-
ume before and after anti-inflammatory treatment
Using a novel image normalisation technique, a unique study specific template was created.
Using this template, regions of GM volume difference were then assessed between the pre
and post anti-inflammatory treatment groups. Given the small numbers present in this
pilot study, it was deemed more appropriate to use a nonparametric permutation method to
control the false positive rate dictated by multiple comparison problem. Following an FDR
correction to the data (0.05), an area suggestive of a GM volume increase was observed in
the right hippocampus with a Z-score of 5.51 following treatment of the anti-inflammatory
medication. While these results are presented tentatively given the small numbers available
in this study, the fact that a volume difference was observed in the apriori region of interest
is reassuring. Further work on a larger sample size to try and replicate and reinforce this
finding is warranted.
Potentially, if this finding could be verified in a larger sample size, it would be of great
significance as it would show in adult humans, in-vivo, that a focal volume increase had
occurred in the hippocampus following anti-inflammatory treatment which it has been posited
may have anti-depressant qualities via neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus. However, future
human studies would benefit greatly from animal work which could be used to establish clear
correlations between measures of neurogenesis from histology and MRI outcomes measures.
7.6.6 Comparison with other studies, limitations of the manual out-
lining procedure and further work
A fundamental limitation of the method employed here was that the definition of the delin-
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eated region was partly based upon slice position and not on an anatomical boundary. An
improved procedure would be to delineate the CA4/dentate subfield based on anatomical
boundaries. As discussed above, the protocol itself is limited by excluding those parts of
the CA4/dentate in the hippocampal head. Inclusion of this region may be critical to de-
tecting volumetric changes in the head of the hippocampus as a result of disease or effect of
treatment, thus the author would advocate a more complete approach. However, it is worth
highlighting that reliable delineation of the hippocampal head may well be considerably more
challenging than delineating the CA4/dentate body as a result of the complex, undulating
nature of the hippocampal head.
A further improvement to the protocol implemented in this study would be to include de-
lineation of additional hippocampal subfields. While initially we were only interested in the
CA4/dentate subfield it may be informative to assess other, neighbouring subfields. Mueller
et al [251] did include delineation of other subfields namely: CA1, CA2, subiculum and en-
torhinal cortex as well as white matter subfields such as the alveus and fimbria. Depending
on the study hypothesis it may well be worth extending the analysis of these subfield volumes.
In chapter 8, the subfield measurement protocol will be extended to incorporate many of the
subfield regions discussed above.
In assessing the reliability of the volume delineation measurements, an improved method
would have been to employ some measure of how well the volumes themselves overlap such
as the dice metric. This would have enabled a more complete comparison of the repeat
hippocampal volumes to be made as the location of the hippocampus and not just the volume
are considered. Dice metrics of an extended protocol for hippocampal subfield segmentation
will be presented in chapter 8.
Over and above the practical and technical limitations of this study there are some more
fundamental issues that underpin the aims of this work that ought to be addressed. From the
DARTEL-VBM data there was indeed evidence to suggest that anti-inflammatory treatment
may have induced a small increase in hippocampal volume. One possible mechanism by
which this may have occurred is by neurogenesis. However, whether or not neurogenesis
would actually lead to a detectable difference in volume on an MRI scan and post processing
as described above has yet to be validated. Unless one was able to access and assess post-
mortem data and correlate neuroimaging volumetric findings with changes with histology, the
only other method would be to confirm the methodological process in animal. That is, a study
should be performed where it is known that neurogenesis will be induced in the animal, high
resolution longitudinal MRI data should be acquired, the pre- and post neurogenesis data
should be assessed to see if volumetric changes were detectable. Until this link between the
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histology and neuroimaging dataset has been confirmed, human, adult, in-vivo studies will
suffer from the doubt that the small and subtle volumetric changes which are being detected
are not the result of real changes in the underlying tissue but rather are a subsequence of
the methodology. If such a study was to be performed it would be useful to assess the
relationship between other neuroimaging markers such as T1, T2, diffusion and perfusion
against neurogenesis, again to build confidence in subsequent methodologies applied in-vivo,
in adult humans.
7.7 Conclusion
A protocol was established for measuring the CA4/dentate subfield of the hippocampus. Re-
peat measures were made and it was established that the intra-operator variability was of an
acceptable level. CA4/dentate volumes tended to decrease with age. There was no signifi-
cant difference in CA4/dentate volume following a course of anti-inflammatory medication
as measured by manual segmentation on T2-weighted FSE coronal MRI images. Given the
variance of the manual measurements of the CA4/dentate region, sample size calculations
were estimated based on a desired study power of 0.90 for detecting a projected volume dif-
ference of 10%. These calculations determined that a paired study would require 30 subjects
in each group and an unpaired design would require 43 subjects in each group in order to
satisfy the desired study power.
To complement the manual volume measurements made of the CA4/dentate region DARTEL-
VBM using permutation based analysis was performed. This method detected an area sug-
gestive of a GM volume increase in the right hippocampus following anti-inflammatory treat-
ment (FDR corrected, Z = 5.51). This finding needs further validation in a larger dataset
and would benefit from a complementary study in animals to validate the relationship be-
tween neuroimaging markers and known neurogenesis, thus providing greater assurance in
the methodology.
Regardless of the underlying biological mechanisms at work and despite the small numbers of
subjects sampled in this pilot study, tentative evidence has been observed for volumetric dif-
ferences between the pre and post treatment groups. The methodology appears to be robust,
including the use of DARTEL-VBM and the application of permutation based statistics to
VBM. Further work on larger sample sizes is strongly recommended and the author of this
thesis is currently involved with such work.
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Chapter 8
Hippocampal subfield volumes in normal
subjects using 3T MRI
8.1 Abstract
In the earlier chapters of this thesis methods to assess the volume of the whole hippocampus
were presented (chapters 2 and 5). Further methods were presented to localise regions of
volume difference between two subject groups in the hippocampus by a surface based method
(chapter 6) and then by producing a protocol to manually outline a specific subfield of the
hippocampus, absolute volume measures were assessed (chapter 7). Here we extend the
approach presented in chapter 7 to include a manual delineation protocol for a comprehensive
set of hippocampal subfields throughout the entire length of the hippocampus. This is one
of the first attempts to segment the entire hippocampus into its subfields using 3T MRI and
as such, it was important to assess the quality of the measurement procedure. This included
inter and intra operator variability, the dice metric to assess how well volumes overlap, as well
as the subfield volumes and the variability within a range of normal subjects. Furthermore,
given the subfield volumes and the variability in these measurements, power and sample size
calculations were also estimated to inform further work. Subfield volumes were also compared
to age and sex of the normal volunteers.
Of the thirty-nine normal, healthy volunteers discussed in chapter 5, seventeen subjects were
randomly selected for subfield volume analysis. The subjects were scanned using 3TMRI with
coronal T2-weighted FSE images planned perpendicular to the long axis of the hippocampus.
A detailed manual segmentation protocol was created to guide two independent operators to
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measure the hippocampal subfield volumes. Repeat measures were made by a single operator
for intra-operator variability and inter-operator variability was also assessed. The Intra-
rater results proved reasonably successful where values compared well but were typically
slightly poorer than similar attempts in the literature. This was likely to be the result
of the additional complication of trying to segment subfields in the head and tail of the
hippocampus where previous studies have focused only on the body of the hippocampus.
Inter-rater agreement measures for subfield volumes were generally poorer than would be
acceptable if full exchangeability of the data between the raters was necessary. This would
indicate that further refinements to the manual segmentation protocol and more training of
raters is needed before confidence in subfield volumes could be achieved across raters.
Normal ranges for hippocampal subfield volumes were established. Sample size calcula-
tions and Dice measures were also obtained. Broadly speaking grey matter CA1-CA3 and
CA4/dentate subfields were measured more reproducibly and with less variability than other
subfields, consequently these subfields had better Dice metrics. This implied that lower sam-
ple sizes would be necessary to extract statistically significant differences between groups
for these regions. For example, for the CA1-CA3 and CA4/dentate it was determined that
approximately 25-80 subjects per group would be necessary to achieve a study power of 0.9
for detecting a 10% volume difference. However, other grey matter subfield regions such as
the entorhinal cortex (ERC) and white matter subfield regions such as the fimbria and alveus
were less reproducible and as such would require greater subject numbers to achieve good
study power by the method presented here. That is, approximately 130-200 subjects per
group would be required to achieve a study power of 0.9 for detecting a 10% volume differ-
ence for these subfield regions. These are large numbers of subjects for imaging studies and
thus while studies of this size are not impossible to perform they are quite rare and perhaps
practically unrealistic. Future work should seek to improve the methodology to reduce the
variability and improve the reproducibility in these measures. Such developments would ben-
efit from consensus over the anatomical regions and boundaries of the various hippocampal
subfields and it is hoped this work will contribute to the body of the peer reviewed literature
in this area.
The work performed in this chapter, i.e. the creation of protocol for manually segmenting
the subfield volumes throughout the whole hippocampus and the assessment of the quality
of these measures is believed to be of interest to the wider scientific community. Therefore,
this work forms the basis for a scientific manuscript currently in preparation for publication
to a peer reviewed journal.
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8.2 Introduction
As we have seen from discussions throughout this thesis, the hippocampus is an important
and complicated structure with a number of its surfaces being curved, particularly at the
hippocampal head, where the gyrus folds over on itself. While there are many studies of
hippocampal volumes using MRI at 1.5T, there has been growing interest in recent years
to exploit the potential of higher field MRI systems to not only explore the hippocampal
structure as a whole, but to begin to investigate its substructures, or more precisely, the
subfield regions.
There are several reasons why it was worthwhile to further assess the various subfields of the
hippocampus. It is clear that the hippocampus is a mass of variable cell types, defining cellu-
lar regions or subfields which have distinct functions, all of which integrate into a complicated
network of cellular activity. If one is to further interrogate these regions in either structural
or functional studies, and importantly to begin to generate more specific hypotheses then
one must understand the natural variability in these regions such that robust answers may
be obtained. Only then can reliable comparisons within and between diseased populations
be made.
An important development in recent years has been the discovery that neurogenesis, the
process of new cell production, has been found to occur in the dentate gyrus area of the
hippocampal head. It has been speculated that neurogenesis may be a possible mechanism
by which anti-depressant medication acts and thus there was clear motivation to focus on
the hippocampus, its subfields and in particular the dentate gyrus.
8.3 Literature review
The literature review of measuring hippocampal subfield volumes was conducted in chapter
7. The implementation of subfield measurements in chapter 7 was extended here to include a
more comprehensive manual delineation of the subfields of the entire hippocampus, including
the head, body and tail.
8.4 Aim and hypotheses
In this chapter a novel and comprehensive working protocol for determining the subfield
volumes of the hippocampus will be presented. This will include a full description of subfield
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segmentation on images from the hippocampal head, body and tail, an approach which goes
beyond that which has been presented in the current literature. Subfield volumes will be
presented with the focus on quantification of the variability in these structures to establish
the appropriate power that would be necessary for further structural volume studies. An
error analysis of the volumes will also be performed with intra and interoperator variability
measures being presented and discussed. Right and left hippocampal subfield volumes will
also be compared. Furthermore, the relationship of subfield volumes to age and ICV will also
be explored.
8.5 Methodology
8.5.1 Ethics
The study was approved by the local NHS research ethics committee.
8.5.2 Volunteers
The subjects who provided the data for this chapter of the thesis were a subset of the
subjects described in chapter 5 of this thesis. Therefore the inclusion and exclusion criteria
for these subjects has been previously described in chapter 5. The subset of 17 volunteers
were randomly selected from the larger group of 39 subjects. Given the resources available
and the time taken to manually segment the hippocampus into its subfield components, the
choice of 17 subjects, although somewhat arbitrary, was a compromise between obtaining a
reasonable subject number to assess the subfield volume variability in a practically achievable
timeframe. The mean age range of the subgroup was 21-59 years old, with a mean age of 36
and standard deviation of 12. 7 volunteers were male and 10 were female.
8.5.3 Imaging hardware
All MRI scans were acquired using a 3T GE Medical systems, Signa Excite HD system
(Milwaukee, USA) with software version 12m5. Furthermore, a body transmit coil and an
eight-channel phased array receive only head coil were used to acquire the imaging data.
8.5.4 Exclusion criteria
The subject exclusion criteria has previously been described in chapter 5. Briefly, subjects
were healthy volunteers, with no history of head injury or neurological disorder. Subjects
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were chosen such that they were suitable for MRI scanning and had no medical implants that
were contraindicated with the MRI environment.
8.5.5 Data acquisition
The data acquisition protocol has been described previously in chapter 7. Briefly, the acquisi-
tion of the sagittal FLAIR T1-weighted images, allowed the subsequent T2-weighted propeller
FSE to be planned parallel to the hippocampus. Then the high resolution T2-weighted FSE
coronal acquisition was planned perpendicular to the long-axis of the hippocampus using
the T1-weighted sagittal FLAIR to obtain the correct pitch for the slices. The T2-weighted
propeller FSE was then used to check the anterior and posterior coverage of the hippocam-
pus. Typically 11, 4mm T2-weighted FSE slices, with a 1mm slice gap, were acquired in the
coronal plane.
8.5.6 Image analysis
8.5.6.1 Hippocampus: Manual segmentation of subfield
To-date several studies have aimed to segment the hippocampus into further subfields [257,
212, 362]. These approaches have exploited different types of information, namely, the use of
anatomical landmarks, and the use of intensity differences within the hippocampus. These
methods all suffer from the same limitation, that is, one must use MRI based intensities to
define cellular subfields and due to the variance in hippocampal anatomy, the application of
sometimes arbitrary landmarks can lead to inaccuracy. However, despite this perceived limi-
tation, this is not to say one cannot develop a consistent and reproducible framework within
which both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies can be performed. To be able to perform
such work it is critical to have a clear and precise protocol that can be applied consistently.
Previously similar issues to these have been addressed with respect to the hippocampus as a
whole [185], this was a direct result of the large variability in the methodology that was being
applied to assess the hippocampus. We suggest here that by defining a robust and compre-
hensive protocol for defining substructures of the hippocampus, that others may follow this
protocol to avoid the issues that occurred within hippocampal volume studies. Failing that,
we would hope others would criticise this protocol with a view to its refinement such that
the optimum method of assessing the subfields of the in-vivo hippocampus using MRI may
be determined. To aid with the challenge in answering the most fundamental question, that
is, how does the MRI subfield regions compare with histology, we would encourage others to
pursue this work.
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8.5.6.2 Protocol for manually outlining hippocampal subfields
Regions of the hippocampus and related structures to be manually outlined on coronal T2-
weighted images were: the alveus, fimbria, subiculum, CA1, CA2 and CA3. The white
matter layer between CA1, CA2, CA3 and the dentate gyrus was also outlined as was the
dentate gyrus/CA4 subfield and the entorhinal cortex. The protocol used to define these
subfield regions is described below and exploits a mixture of anatomical landmarks and
image intensities to achieve subfield segmentation.
8.5.7 Description of hippocampal subfields
8.5.7.1 Entorhinal cortex
The entorhinal cortex (ERC) is the grey matter layers ranging from the parahippocampal
gyrus to the subiculum. Similarly to the subiculum this cellular field has been defined by
fundamental cellular histology. Here we define the lateral boundary of the ERC as the base
of the rhinal sulcus and then as we progress posteriorly through the slices the base of the
rhinal or collateral sulcus will be used, with the medial border being used to approximate
the border with the subiculum, defined as being the most medial aspect of the hippocampal
formation and temporal cortex. When viewing coronal slices of the hippocampus the ERC
lies anteriorly, inferiorly and medially to the hippocampal head. Moving posteriorly from
the most anterior slice, the ERC will begin to be outlined on the first slice on which the
hippocampal head is present, this will continue until the slice on which the white matter of
the Parahippocampal gyrus protrudes to the medial border between ERC and the subiculum.
On figure 8.1 on the following page point A indicates the border between the rhinal sulcus
and the ERC. Point B indicates the medial and superior boundary between the ERC and
subiculum. Point C indicates the apex of the hippocampal head which we use as a landmark
denoting the lateral boundary between the subiculum and CA1. The image on the right is
an exact match for the image on the left where the image on the right shows the subfield
segmentations.
8.5.7.2 The subiculum
The subiculum is the grey matter area of the hippocampal gyrus that extends from the
most medial aspect of the hippocampus (i.e the ERC) to the boundary of CA1. These
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Figure 8.1: Delineation of hippocampal subfields at the level of the hippocampal head.
regions are defined at a cellular level based on differing cell types, such a definition was not
possible using MRI at present and as such the subfields were only approximately defined by
using anatomical landmarks. For the purposes of reproducible manual outlining we adopt
the description used by Mueller et al [251], where the lateral boundary of the subiculum
was defined directly inferiorly to the medial aspect of CA4. This was at the level of the
hippocampal body. While Mueller et al describes how to define the subiculum on slices
on the hippocampal body, there was no description of how to outline this subfield for the
hippocampal head and tail. From the Duvernoy atlas [114], at the hippocampal head, the
subiculum is shown to extend from the ERC to the lateral apex of the hippocampus. As we
move posteriorly through a second slice within the hippocampal head, the subiculum recedes
to a level directly superior to the middle of the CA4/dentate region. See figure 8.2 on the
following page for an imaging representation. As we reach the level of the hippocampal body,
Mueller et al’s description becomes valid and the boundary of the subiculum/CA1 becomes
the boundary directly inferiorly to the medial aspect of the CA4/dentate.
On figure 8.2 point A indicates the border between the collateral sulcus (on anterior slices the
rhinal cortex was used) and the ERC. Point B indicates the medial and superior boundary
between the ERC and subiculum. Point C indicates the landmark directly inferior to the
central hippocampal body which denotes the lateral boundary between the subiculum and
CA1. Point D is a line running tangentially to the CA4/dentate region and acts as a landmark
between this area and the CA3 component of the CA1-CA3 subfield. The image on the right
is an exact match for the image on the left where the image on the right shows the subfield
segmentations.
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Figure 8.2: Delineation of hippocampal subfields at the anterior aspect of the hippocampal
body.
8.5.7.3 Grey matter of CA1, CA2, and CA3
CA1, CA2 and CA3 are observed as distinct regions by histology and define different cellular
subfields around the inferior, medial and superior aspects of the hippocampal head, body
and tail. This subfield region lies between the subiculum and the CA4 subfield as we follow
the naturally inward curvature of the hippocampus. The CA1 – CA3 region follows from
the boundary of the subiculum until the entrance to the central portion of the hippocam-
pal head and the CA4/ dentate, where the boundary between CA3 and CA4 was the line
running tangentially to the CA4/dentate region. At the anterior and superior aspect of the
hippocampal head, the CA1, lined by the alveus protrudes medially. This protrusion is re-
sponsible for giving the ’seahorse’ its head. As we move to more posterior slices the body of
the hippocampus becomes thinner and the most medial aspects of the CA1-CA3 subfield on
the superior portion of the hippocampus was the boundary with the CA4 subfield.
8.5.7.4 The dentate gyrus and CA4
The central portion of the hippocampus consists of the dentate gyrus and the CA4 subfield
region, this region projects through the entire length the hippocampus. The CA4/dentate
region is perhaps the most easily definable region of the hippocampus being that it is almost
entirely enclosed within a WM layer, though it can be more difficult to define within the
hippocampal head due to the undulating superior digitations of CA1-CA3. Thus, within
the hippocampal head, the dentate/CA4 region was outlined as the region that was visibly
encompassed within the WM layer and distinct from CA1-CA3 subfield. It is worth noting
at this point that the volume of CA4 cellular subfield accounts for the majority of the volume
in this combined space. See figure 8.3 below.
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Figure 8.3: Delineation of hippocampal subfields at the central portion of the hippocampal
body.
On figure 8.3 point A indicates the border between the collateral sulcus and the ERC. Point
B indicates the medial and superior boundary between the ERC and subiculum. Point C
indicates the landmark directly inferior to the most medial aspect of the hippocampal body
(i.e. the medial aspect of the CA4/dentate subfield) which denotes the boundary between
the subiculum and CA1. Point D is a line running tangentially to the CA4/dentate region
and acts as a landmark between this area and the CA3 component of the CA1-CA3 subfield.
The image on the right is an exact match for the image on the left where the image on the
right shows the subfield segmentations
8.5.7.5 White matter layer between CA1, CA2, CA3 and the dentate gyrus
In the body and tail of the hippocampus there is a thin layer of white matter between the
internal dentate gyrus and the external CA1, CA2 and CA3 subfields. This appears as a
dark band, hypointense region on the T2-weighted FSE acquisition. More precisely this
region is the stratum moleculare of the CA layer but we will consider it simply as a WM
layer separating the CA1-3 and the dentate gyrus. This region will be manually delineated
largely based on its lower intensity, however in the hippocampal head it was also necessary to
define a medial border for the WM layer which on the inferior aspect of the hippocampal head
straddles the subiculum. Thus the WM layer straddling the subiculum in the hippocampal
head will be outlined as far as it is visible moving medially, but no further than the inferior-
medial border of the subiculum itself. In some cases where image quality was poor then it
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became difficult to define the WM layer as this layer is relatively thin. Similarly, it also
suffered badly from through-plane partial volume effects.
8.5.7.6 Alveus
The alveus is a thin white matter layer lying predominately on the superior surface of the
hippocampus although it does project anteriorly and inferiorly providing a boundary between
the hippocampal head and the amygdala. On T2-weighted FSE images the alveus appears
as a dark layer between the brighter intensity grey matter regions CA1 – CA3 and the much
brighter CSF surrounding the anterior portion of the hippocampal head. Similarly the alveus
forms a distinct layer moving laterally and also posteriorly, between CA1-CA3 and the CSF
in the lateral ventricles. On the lateral surface of the hippocampus the alveus acts as a
boundary between the CA1 and CSF and continues until it joins the larger mass of WM of
the parahippocampal gyrus. Within the hippocampal body the alveus runs along the surface
of the CA1-CA3 subfield until it reaches the fimbria, a broader region of WM, this is typically
approximate to the position directly superior to the point where CA3 ends and enters the
CA4/dentate complex. Thus, the major factor in defining the ’end’ of the alveus and thus the
’beginning’ of the fimbria was the point at the broadening of the superficial WM layer above
CA3. See figure 8.4 on the following page. If image quality was poor then it became difficult
in some cases to define the relatively thin layer of the alveus. Similarly, it also suffered badly
from through-plane partial volume effects. This can be particularly bad as a result of the
fact the alveus lies adjacent to the CSF.
Figure 8.4: Delineation of hippocampal subfields at the hippocampal tail.
On figure 8.4 point A is a line running tangentially to the CA4/dentate region and acts as a
landmark between this area and the CA3 component of the CA1-CA3 subfield. Point B acts
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as the medial boundary of the fimbria. It is the line running superiorly as the tangent to the
most medial aspect of the CA4/dentate subfield. The image on the right is an exact match
for the image on the left where the image on the right shows the subfield segmentations
8.5.7.7 The fimbria
The fimbria, from the Latin for fringe, is the white matter bundle lying at the superior medial
aspect of the hippocampus. The fimbria projects posteriorly from the posterior edge of the
hippocampal head to the tail of the hippocampus before joining the fornix. As it is a white
matter bundle the fimbria appears darker grey on T2-weighted FSE images, relative to the
brighter grey GM regions. While the intensity of the alveus and fimbria are similar, the
fimbria does appear slightly darker than the alveus and as discussed above, the fimbria is a
broader region of WM than the thin superficial alveus. Furthermore, these structures may
be distinguished by their position, where the alveus lies between the grey matter CA1-CA3
subfield and the CSF on the lateral and superior aspects of the hippocampal surface. This
is in contrast to the fimbria, which is thicker in size and is not positioned between the CA1-
CA3 and CSF, but more at the superior-medial aspect of the hippocampal body. Moving
posteriorly from the body of the hippocampus to the tail, it becomes more difficult to define
the medial border for the fimbria. The fimbria itself becomes thinner as we reach the tail
of the hippocampus where it joins the fornix. We define the medial boundary of the fimbria
on the most posterior slice of the hippocampus as the point no further than the line running
tangentially to the medial border of the CA4/dentate crosses the fimbria. See point B on
figure 8.4.
8.5.7.8 Order of delineation
The order in which the author found it most straightforward and beneficial to delineate the
subfields was as follows. CA4/dentate, ERC, subiculum, CA1-CA3, WM layer, alveus and
then the fimbria. This typically involved starting to outline subfield regions on a slice in the
hippocampal body as shown in figure 8.5 above. Further subfields were then segmented in
the hippocampal head and tail. The subfield segmentations were then reviewed and corrected
as necessary to satisfy the protocol.
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Figure 8.5: Hippocampal substructures: markers delineating subfield boundaries
8.5.7.9 Implementation of manual segmentation protocol
Manual segmentation of the subfields of the hippocampus was performed using the ITKsnap
software (v1.8, Paul Yushkevich, www.ITKsnap.com). Labels were created for the subfield
regions to be segmented. To ensure consistency in windowing the images, the auto windowing
option within the ITKsnap display options was enforced. The MRI images were converted
from dicom to nifti format using Chris Rorden’s dcm2nii GUI tool which is bundled as part of
the MRIcron software download (http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/). The nifti images were
then uploaded into ITKsnap and the subfields were manually outlined as per the protocol
detailed above. For the outlining the polygon tool was used initially for C4/dentate, ERC,
subiculum and CA1-CA3 subfields after which the paint tool with a round shape and size
of 2 or 3 pixels was used to define the WM layer, alveus and fimbria. Finally, the paint
tool was used to refine the segmentation of all subfields. The left hippocampal subfields were
outlined first, followed by the right hippocampal subfields. The resulting image segmentations
were saved as an image mesh (.vtk format) and the volume and statistics for the segmented
subfields were extracted. In total the segmentation of all the subfields within an individual
hippocampus took between 20-30mins. This was comparable to the time it takes to manually
segment the whole hippocampus on a 3D T1-weighted image.
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8.6 Results of normal subjects hippocampal subfield data
8.6.1 Test normality of subfield volumes
The distribution of all subfield volumes were tested for normality. Using the Andersen-
Darling test, applied using the Minitab v16 statistical package, the null hypothesis that the
data are all from a normal distribution was not rejected for any of the subfield volumes. Thus
the subfield volume data may be treated as being part of a normal distribution and therefore,
it was appropriate to use normal statistics to interrogate the dataset.
8.6.2 Normal ranges for raw subfield volumes
Following the manual outlining procedure the mean volume and 95% confidence limits (CI’s)
were determined for both the R and L hippocampal subfields. The results are shown in table
8.1 on the following page.
Table 8.1: Mean volume, 95% CI and lower and upper CI limits
In addition to the standard deviation, standard error and confidence intervals the coefficient
of variation (CoV) was also included.
CoV = (StdError/Mean) ∗ 100 (8.1)
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The CoV was of benefit as it expresses the relationship between the standard deviation and
the mean as a percentage. Thus it is an error measurement which considers the size of
the measurement itself i.e. it is a relative error measurement. This makes it useful when
comparing errors across different measurements and in particular in this case, for comparing
the error values across different subfields.
This data is also shown graphically in figure 8.6 on the following page.
Figure 8.6: Normal hippocampal subfield volumes and 95% CI’s
8.6.3 Assess correlation between raw subfield volumes and ICV
The left and right subfield volumes plotted against ICV are shown in figure 8.7 on the pages
that follow.
Pearson correlation values were obtained to determine whether or not a linear correlation
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Figure 8.7: Scatterplot of left and right hippocampal subfield volumes vs. ICV
existed between each subfield volume and the ICV. This was necessary to determine whether
it was appropriate to correct subfield volumes for ICV when presenting normal ranges and
for subsequent analysis in comparing subfield volumes across different subject groups. The
strongest correlation of any of the subfield regions with ICV was the right CA4/dentate re-
gion, with an r-value of 0.54 (p=0.03). In the regression model this equated to ICV accounting
for 24.7% (R2-adjusted value) of the variance in the volume of the right CA4/dentate region.
Several other subfield volumes exhibited modest correlations (r>0.2) with ICV, including
the left CA4/dentate, left and right subiculum, left fimbria and left/right entorhinal cortex,
though none of these correlations were deemed statistically significant (p<0.05). The remain-
ing subfield volumes exhibited little or no correlation with ICV (r-value <0.2). For both the
modest and low correlation subfield volume vs. ICV cases the corresponding R2-adjusted
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values were all very low (<3%) as would be expected given the low Pearson r-values.
8.6.4 Assess correlation between raw subfield volumes and age
The left and right subfield volumes plotted against age are shown in figure 8.8 on the pages
that follow.
Figure 8.8: Scatterplot of left and right hippocampal subfield volumes vs. Age
Pearson correlations were obtained to determine whether or not a linear correlation existed
between each subfield volume and subject age. This was necessary to determine whether
it was appropriate to correct subfield volumes for age when presenting normal ranges and
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for subsequent analysis in comparing subfield volumes across different subject groups. The
strongest linear correlations observed were for the right WM layer (r= -0.4, p = 0.11); right
CA1, CA2 (r= -0.42, p = 0.10) and CA3 and the right alveus (r= -0.48, p = 0.05). Thus
only the right alveus volume was deemed to have a statistically significant correlation with
age. Several other modest correlations existed (0.2 < r < 0.4) for the left CA4/dentate;
left fimbria and right entorhinal cortex but none were deemed statistically significant. The
remaining subfield volumes typically expressed weak negative correlations with age, none
of which were deemed statistically significant. In a regression model for subfield volumes
with age as a predictor, the R2-adjusted value was greatest for the right alveus at 18.2%; R
CA1,CA2,CA3 at 11.7% and right WM layer at 10.5%. Both age and ICV explained little
(<3%) of the variance for the remaining subfield volumes.
8.6.5 Left vs. right subfield volumes
As discussed in chapters 2 and 5, there has been a trend for the right hippocampus to be
smaller than the left hippocampus in normal volunteers. Thus it follows that if we partition
the hippocampus into its subfield components we may be able to identify if a specific subfield
was responsible for the perceived lateralised volume difference or perhaps establish that
the lateralised volume difference was the result of the sum of smaller volume reductions
distributed across the entire volume of the whole hippocampus. A two sample t-test was
performed to compare the left and right hippocampal subfield volumes. Table 8.1 shown
previously (section 8.6.2) summarises the results. From table 8.1 there were no statistically
significant differences between right and left hippocampal subfield volumes.
8.6.6 Male vs. Female
The results in table 8.2 below compares the female and male raw hippocampal subfield
volumes.
The results for comparing the female and male raw hippocampal subfield volumes was that,
for all but one subfield, there was no statistically significant differences between the volumes.
The exception was the fimbria where there was a general trend for the female subfield volume
to be slightly smaller, this bordered on being statistically significant. To further investigate
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Table 8.2: Comparison of female and male hippocampal subfield volumes
the subfield volumes between men and women the ICV corrected volumes were determined,
see table 8.3 on the following page.
Table 8.3: Comparison of female and male hippocampal subfield volumes corrected for ICV
After correcting the subfield volumes for ICV the volumes for females and males were com-
pared. The difference in the fimbria volume between men and women no longer bordered
on being statistically significant, there was no significant difference in volume between the
groups. With the exception of the subiculum subfield the female ICV corrected volumes
tended to be slightly larger than the male volumes. However, none of these ICV corrected
subfield volume differences were statistically significant between the male and female groups.
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8.6.7 Intra-rater variability and the Dice overlap metric
The concept of ICC and Dice overlapping metric were introduced in this chapter 2. The ICC
intra-rater agreement and Dice overlap metric were calculated and the results are presented
in table 8.4 below and figure 8.9 on the following page.
Table 8.4: Subfield ICC (agreement) and Dice metric
Figure 8.9: Intraoperator Dice for hippocampal subfield volumes
As can be seen from table 8.4 and figure 8.9, the largest Dice measures were observed for
the CA4/dentate, ERC and CA1/CA2/CA3. Poorer Dice measures were observed for the
subiculum, fimbria, alveus and WM layer.
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8.6.8 Inter-rater variability and Dice overlap metric
To test the reproducibility of the manual subfield segmentation protocol across different
raters, the Dice metric for all the subfields for 11 subjects were compared between the two
raters. The results of the inter-rater Dice metric measurements are shown in figure 8.10 on
the following page.
Figure 8.10: Inter-rater Dice for left hippocampal subfield volumes
The corresponding Dice metric data from figure 8.10 is shown in table 8.5 below. As per the
intra-rater assessment, ICC agreement measures are also included. As a point for interest
and discussion the ICC (consistency) measure between the two raters are also shown in table
8.5.
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Table 8.5: Inter-rater Dice metric and ICC agreement and consistency measures
From figure 8.10 and table 8.5 Dice metric values ranged from 0.43 for the fimbria to 0.76
for the entorhinal cortex. As would be expected the Dice metric measures for inter-rater
agreement were poorer for all subfields than the intra-rater Dice metric values. Similarly, the
ICC (agreement) statistics were also considerably worse for the inter-rater case than for the
intra-rater case. In general the inter-rater ICC (agreement) values were disappointing, with
the only subfield that could be deemed to have been recreated successfully was the subiculum
with an ICC (agreement) of 0.87, though even for this subfield the inter-rater Dice was still
quite poor at 0.60. Perhaps the most disappointing result was the ICC (agreement) value of
0.34 for the CA4/dentate subfield. This was the primary subfield region of interest and it was
anticipated that this would have been one of the ’easier’ regions to achieve conformance across
raters, though this was not reflected in the ICC (agreement) results. The inter-rater Dice of
0.64 for the CA4/dentate offers some reason for optimism where given further refinements to
the protocol and training of the raters, better inter-rater agreement may be achievable.
8.6.9 Power calculations for corrected subfield volumes
Having established the mean volume and standard deviation for the different subfields, power
calculations were then done to estimate how many subjects, given an estimated group differ-
ence and standard deviations, would be necessary to obtain results of sufficient power. For
the purposes of this discussion we focused on two scenarios, firstly the number of subjects
needed to detect a subfield volume difference between two groups of 10% with a power of 0.9.
Secondly, for 17 subjects in each of two groups we aimed to estimate the volume difference
for each subfield that would be necessary to obtain a study power value of 0.9. In order to
cover the most general case, the power calculation was done by assuming the groups under
test were not equal, and that no preference to the direction of the volume difference between
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the groups existed, i.e. there was uncertainty as to whether a volume increase or decrease
was expected.
8.6.9.1 CA4/dentate power calculation
Figure 8.11: Power calculation for CA4/dentate hippocampal subfield
For the CA4/dentate subfield, with a sample size of 17 in each group, for a 10% difference
in volume between two study groups the power was determined to be 0.32. If the desired
power for a study was 0.9, to elicit the same 10% volume difference between the groups would
require approximately 77 individuals in each group. See figure 8.11 above.
As discussed above the power calculation plots were presented for the case where there was
uncertainty over whether a volume decrease or increase was expected between the groups.
If we consider, for example, that we expect a CA4/dentate subfield volume decrease in a
particular group when compared to another, the resultant power calculation is shown in
figure 8.12 below.
For the CA4/dentate subfield, with a sample size of 17 in each group, for a 10% difference
in volume between two study groups the power was determined to be 0.32. If the desired
power for a study was 0.9, to elicit the same 10% volume difference between the groups would
require approximately 63 individuals in each group.
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Figure 8.12: Power calculation for the CA4/dentate subfield
Thus, comparing the power calculation for the directional and non-directional cases, the case
where a clear directional hypothesis was made improves the power of the design by between
5-10%. While this was a modest increase it serves to illustrate the importance of defining a
clear hypothesis.
8.6.9.2 WM layer power calculation
For the WM layer subfield, with a sample size of 17 in each group, for a 10% difference in
volume between two study groups the power was determined to be 0.33, see figure 8.13 above.
If the desired power for a study was 0.9, to elicit the same 10% volume difference between
the groups would require approximately 66 individuals in each group.
8.6.9.3 CA1/CA2/CA3 power calculation
For the CA1/CA2/CA3 subfield, with a sample size of 17 in each group, for a 10% difference
in volume between two study groups the power was determined to be 0.73, see figure 8.14 on
the previous page. If the desired power for a study was 0.9, to elicit the same 10% volume
difference between the groups would require approximately 26 individuals in each group.
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Figure 8.13: Power calculation for WM layer hippocampal subfield
8.6.9.4 Subiculum power calculation
For the subiculum subfield, with a sample size of 17 in each group, for a 10% difference in
volume between two study groups the power was determined to be 0.20, see figure 8.15 above.
If the desired power for a study was 0.9, to elicit the same 10% volume difference between
the groups would require approximately 133 individuals in each group.
8.6.9.5 Fimbria power calculation
For the fimbria subfield, with a sample size of 17 in each group, for a 10% difference in
volume between two study groups the power was determined to be 0.19, as shown in figure
8.16 above. If the desired power for a study was 0.9, to elicit the same 10% volume difference
between the groups would require approximately 191 individuals in each group.
8.6.9.6 ERC power calculation
For the entorhinal cortex subfield, with a sample size of 17 in each group, for a 10% difference
in volume between two study groups the power was determined to be 0.18, see figure 8.17. If
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Figure 8.14: Power calculation for CA1, CA2,CA3 hippocampal subfield
the desired power for a study was 0.9, to elicit the same 10% volume difference between the
groups would require approximately 146 individuals in each group.
8.6.9.7 Alveus power calculation
For the alveus subfield, with a sample size of 17 in each group, for a 10% difference in volume
between two study groups the power was determined to be 0.15, see figure 8.18 above. If
the desired power for a study was 0.9, to elicit the same 10% volume difference between the
groups would require approximately 198 individuals in each group.
8.7 Discussion
8.7.1 Mean Volumes and Normal ranges
For normal volunteers in the age range 21 to 59 (mean 36) the normal range based on the mean
subfield volumes (mm3) and ± 95% confidence intervals were shown in table 8.1. Based upon
the coefficient of variation (CoV) of each of the subfield measurements, i.e. the relative errors
involved, the smallest CoV’s, in order of increasing CoV, were for the CA1/CA2/CA3, WM
layer and CA4/dentate with CoV’s of less than 20%. Other subfields such as the subiculum,
entorhinal cortex, fimbria and alveus had higher CoV’s in the range 23% -33% implying that
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Figure 8.15: Power calculation for subiculum hippocampal subfield
the variance in the measurement of these structures was larger as a proportion of their mean
compared to the CA1/CA2/CA3, WM layer and CA4/dentate.
The recent work using a 4T MRI system by Mueller et al stated values for hippocampal
subfield volumes and standard deviations (mm3) in a normal control population as: ERC =
191 ± 54; subiculum = 191 ± 38; 326 ± 48 and CA3-dentate = 226 ± 41 [256]. There were
some differences between the protocol implemented by the author of this thesis and Mueller
et al, this may account for large portions of the error between the results. For example,
the ERC values as measured by Mueller et al were less than a third of the values measured
in this study. It was likely that this was mainly due to the number of slices on which the
ERC itself was outlined. Throughout this thesis, the ERC was outlined in such a way as
to depend on anatomical landmarks, rather than using slice position, this was intuitively a
better approach.
It was extremely difficult to compare volume measurements across studies because of differ-
ences in protocols. This may be because protocol descriptions are incomplete or lacking in
detail. A common observation when reviewing the literature was for images of hippocampal
segmentations to be presented for the body of the hippocampus but not for head and tail. In
fact, the segmentation protocols for studies such as Yushkevich et al [375], do not attempt to
distinguish subfields in the hippocampal head or tail, these regions are simply defined as the
hippocampal head and tail. This was perhaps because the aim of this work was to develop an
automated algorithm, and therefore it was worth only segmenting the subfields in the more
distinct hippocampal body. In any case, if the subfield volumes are not extended into these
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Figure 8.16: Power calculation for fimbria hippocampal subfield
regions then the subfield volumes measured in studies will be underestimated when compared
to studies where subfield regions have been extended into the head and tail regions as has
been the case in this thesis. On the other side of the argument of course is the fact that as
one attempts to delineate subfield volumes into these more difficult regions then the error
in these measurements will likely increase, that is, while the accuracy of the subfield volume
measures may increase, the precision of the measurements was likely to decrease.
Recalling also that there are two fundamentally different approaches to assessing subfield
differences, one being the method where, typically on coronal T2-weighted FSE images,
subfield locations are estimated by anatomical landmarks and intensity values, and the other,
where typically T1-weighted 3D images are used, surface models are applied and inferences on
subfield location are made based on landmarks around these surfaces. Thus these approaches
partition the hippocampus into its subfields in different ways.
The early works on subfield volume estimation by Csernansky et al [98] and then from
the same group by Wang et al [363], cited deviations from the mean for regions of volume
difference on the hippocampal surface rather than in distinct subfields. This being where the
hippocampus was partitioned into three zones (lateral zone ≡ CA1, inferior-medial zone ≡
subiculum and superior zone ≡ CA2/CA3/CA4/dentate). While this method can be used
to compare the volume differences on the surface of groups, it does not give an indication
of the underlying absolute subfield volume. A similar approach, also assessing differences
between groups in hippocampal surface volumes was performed by Apostolova at al [13]. As
the underlying methodology was different the results of our study cannot be compared to the
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Figure 8.17: Power calculation for entorhinal cortex subfield
results of these works.
Similarly to the studies described above, the approach by Malykhin et al [212], using a 1.5T
MRI system and T1-weighted 3D images, was to segment the hippocampal into its head, body
and tail. Once again, because of the differences in methodology it was difficult to compare
results from this study with the results of our work. Malykhin et al revisited these ideas more
recently and by using a 4.7T and T2-weighted FSE images the hippocampal head, body and
tail were further subdivided into the dentate, subiculum and CA1/CA2/CA3 subfields [214].
Subfield volumes normalised for ICV were determined. However, again the regions differ
from those segmented in our study and thus it was difficult to compare volumes directly.
The first study to have a methodology similar to that performed in this study was the work
by Mueller et al [251]. Indeed Mueller’s subsequent works typically refer back to this seminal
paper describing the reliability of the measurements [255, 258, 253]. Mueller’s work was done
using a 4T scanner and all volumes are cited after correction for ICV i.e. the raw volumes
themselves were not published. Furthermore, the protocol applied by Mueller et al does not
segment subfields in the hippocampal head and tail and therefore there will be substantial
discrepancies between the volumes produced in these studies from those produced in the
study presented here.
Other studies published more recently where subfield volumes have been quantified include
Wang et al [365] where subfields have been assessed in patients with PTSD, Yassa et al [373]
where the aim was to improve localisation of fMRI activation within the hippocampus of
patients with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI). Neylan et al [263] assessed CA3/dentate
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Figure 8.18: Power calculation for alveus hippocampal subfield
volumes based on the methodology described previously by Wang et al [365] in patients with
insomnia. As illustrated by these studies, as some groups of researchers have now developed
and assessed the reliability of their protocols for assessing the subfield volumes, they are
beginning now to have greater confidence in asking research questions about hippocampal
subfields in various diseases.
What was noticeable throughout the various studies conducted to date was that in this still
emerging field with respect to the broader topic of hippocampal volumes, the emphasis has
been on assessing the methodology, reliability, automation, and differences in surface volumes
from a group mean. The pursuit of absolute volumes of subfield regions does not feature heav-
ily. Thus the emphasis very much seems to be on reliability and reproducibility rather than
accuracy. Indeed, few would lay claim to have an automated method of measuring the whole
hippocampal volume with sufficient accuracy and reliability that, for example might be used
routinely in clinical practice or in research where one would be sufficiently confident as to
not have to manually check and edit the automatically produced segmentations. Therefore,
in many respects it is understandable why reliably delineating or segmenting hippocampal
subfields still has a long way to go and many improvements still have to be made. Indeed,
greater issues face subfield segmentation than currently face whole hippocampal segmenta-
tion, with the fundamental issue being the fact that many of the true subfields and subfield
boundaries themselves, for example the CA1-CA2 boundary, cannot be visualised. However,
until then, one must aim to produce as clear and reproducible protocols as possible.
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8.7.2 Subfield volumes vs. ICV
In general subfield volumes expressed modest, little or no correlation with ICV. Subfields
such as the CA4/dentate, entorhinal cortex and subiculum expressed modest correlations,
with the CA1/CA2/CA3, fimbria, WM layer and alveus having little or no correlation with
ICV.
Pearson correlations were obtained to determine whether or not a linear correlation existed
between each subfield volumes and the ICV. This was necessary to determine whether or not
it would be most appropriate to correct subfield volumes for ICV when presenting normal
ranges and for subsequent analysis in comparing subfield volumes across different subject
groups. The strongest correlation of any of the subfield regions with ICV was the right
CA4/dentate region, with an r-value of 0.54 (p=0.03). In the regression model this equated
to ICV accounting for 24.7% (R2-adjusted value) of the variance in the volume of the R
CA4/dentate region. Several other subfield volumes exhibited modest correlations (r>0.2)
with ICV, including the L CA4/dentate, L/R subiculum, L fimbria and L/R entorhinal
cortex, though none of these correlations were deemed statistically significant (p<0.05). The
remaining subfield volumes exhibited little or no correlation with ICV (r-value <0.2). For
both the modest and low correlation subfield volume vs. ICV cases the corresponding R2-
adjusted value were all very low (<3%) as one would expect given the low Pearson r-values.
As has been shown in chapters 2 and 5 of this thesis and in some studies before there is a
clear correlation between whole hippocampal volume and ICV. Therefore, one would expect
intuitively that it follows that there must be a correlation between hippocampal subfields and
ICV, if not across all subfield regions then preferentially within specific subfields. Despite this
natural argument correlations between subfield volumes and ICV have been more difficult
to confirm. From the work done in this study the largest correlations between volume and
ICV were determined to be in the CA4/dentate, entorhinal and subiculum region. After the
CA1/CA2/CA3 subfield these subfields are amongst the larger subfields that were measured
and thus perhaps the fact these regions all show some correlation with age would, if summed
up, account for the correlation observed between ICV and the whole hippocampus.
However, we are not unique in struggling to establish clear relationships between subfield
volumes and ICV. Mueller et al [251] while investigating age effects on subfield volumes was
unable to show any significant correlation between subfield volumes and ICV. Despite this
the subfield volumes were still normalised to account for ICV and plotted against age as
would be in keeping with the convention used for whole hippocampal volume analysis. This
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correction for ICV also persists through the rest of Mueller et al’s work. Possible explanations
why Mueller was unable to show any relationship with subfield volume might be because the
subfield regions such as the hippocampal head and tail which were not segmented may be
more preferentially related to ICV than the regions within the body of the hippocampus. Or
perhaps more likely, volume changes are distributed across all subfields, perhaps to a greater
and lesser extent, but for these lesser regions the subfield measurements themselves are not
being made with sufficient accuracy to elicit the expected correlation with ICV. Regardless,
as the topic of hippocampal subfield measurements is still progressing we feel it is helpful to
express both the raw volumes measured as well as the ICV corrected volumes. Expressing raw
volumes is also useful as different authors may choose to correct subfield volumes for ICV in
different ways and thus inspecting raw volumes makes comparing protocols and methodologies
more accessible.
8.7.3 Subfield volumes vs. age
In general subfield volumes expressed modest negative, little or no correlation with age.
Pearson correlations were obtained to determine whether or not a linear correlation existed
between each subfield volume and subject age. This was necessary to determine whether or
not it would be most appropriate to correct subfield volumes for age when presenting normal
ranges and for subsequent analysis in comparing subfield volumes across different subject
groups. The strongest linear correlations observed were for the right WM layer (r= -0.4, p
= 0.11); right CA1, CA2 and CA3 (r= -0.42, p = 0.10) and the right alveus (r= -0.48, p =
0.05). Only the right alveus volume was deemed to have a statistically significant correlation
with age. Several other modest correlations existed (0.2 < r < 0.4) for the left CA4/dentate;
left fimbria and right entorhinal cortex but none were deemed statistically significant. The
remaining subfield volumes typically expressed weak negative correlations with age, none of
which were deemed statistically significant. In a regression model for subfield volumes with
age as a predictor, the R2-adjusted value was greatest for the right alveus at 18.2%; right
CA1,CA2,CA3 at 11.7% and right WM layer at 10.5%. Both age and ICV explained little
(<3%) of the variance for the remaining subfield volumes.
As for the relationship with ICV and hippocampal volume, it is well known that increasing
age is correlated with decreasing hippocampal volume, this is discussed in chapters 2 and
5. Estimates for the strength of the correlation between age and hippocampal volume may
vary and more recent studies have shown that the relationship between these factors was not
linear but changes with age where a more rapid decline in volume was observed in subjects of
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60 years or older [297]. As the correlation with aging and hippocampal volumes in younger
adults may reasonably be assumed to be linear then this may not have a great impact when
assessing and comparing hippocampal volumes in diseases such as psychosis. However, non-
linear, accelerating changes in older adults may potentially have massive implications when
trying to compare patients with diseases of pathological aging such as Alzheimer’s. Therefore,
given the complexity involved, particularly in older age groups, with whole hippocampal
volumes it is likely that the relationship with subfield volumes and age is going to be equally
if not more complex. A comprehensive assessment of how subfield volumes differ with age,
particularly in older age groups should lead to an improved understanding of the normal and
pathological age affects on the hippocampus and could potentially lead to more accurate and
precise measurements being made to aid the detection, monitoring and treatment of such
diseases. Given that people are living longer in most of the developed world, the incidence
of diseases of pathological aging are likely to increase and therefore public, government and
scientific interest to improve the management and treatment of these patients is also likely
to increase. Indeed, work to assess hippocampal subfields volumes in these areas is already
underway [13, 259, 12].
The results from our work showed that the volume of several subfields being correlated with
age, the strongest of these correlations being that of the right WM layer, right CA1/CA2/CA3
and right alveus. In contrast, the work of Mueller et al [251] assessing age effects on subfield
volumes only established a significant relationship between the CA1 subfield and age. As
discussed above in the Mueller et al study ICV did not explain any of the variance of subfield
volume where only age explained an appreciable portion of the variance in the CA1 subfield
volume. Interestingly, Mueller et al noted an increased volume loss in older subjects (> 60
years old) similar to that which was observed by Raz et al [297], though their attempt to
fit a quadratic term in the regression model failed to improve the quality of the fit. In our
study subfield volumes were only delineated in subjects between the ages of 21 and 59 and
therefore it was not possible to investigate the relationship between the effects of aging on
subfield volumes in a more aged population.
8.7.3.1 Left vs. right subfield volumes
There were no statistically significant differences between right and left hippocampal subfield
volumes. Volumes for left and right whole hippocampi and subfield volumes are often not
treated separately [251]. In some instances this may be perfectly appropriate. However,
as discussed in chapter 5, there is a trend for normal subjects to have slightly smaller left
hippocampi, and for the purposes of our work here we are assessing normal subjects, future
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work will aim to explore patients with psychiatric disorders. In these circumstances one may
wish to assess the relationships between subfield volumes and cognitive scores. As brain
function in some circumstances may be lateralised it would be most appropriate to retain the
distinction between the right and left subfield volumes to allow the most specific hypotheses
to be addressed.
8.7.4 Male vs. Female
The results for comparing the female and male raw hippocampal subfield volumes are that
there was, with one exception, no statistically significant difference between the volumes.
The exception was the entorhinal cortex where there was a general trend for the female
raw subfield volumes to be slightly smaller, but given the amount of variance present in
the measurements, and the modest number of subjects sampled, these differences were not
statistically significant.
After correcting for ICV the female and male subfield volumes were compared. With the
exception of the subiculum subfield the female ICV corrected volumes tended to be slightly
larger than the male volumes. However, none of these corrected subfield volumes were sta-
tistically significant.
Given the small number of subjects involved in this analysis, a full treatment comparing the
male and female subfield volumes was not possible.
8.7.5 Intra-rater agreement and Dice metric
The ICC agreement measures for the various subfields were calculated and the values are
shown in table 8.4. As stated above, due to differing protocols it was difficult to exactly com-
pare subfield volumes across studies, the same can be said for comparing the ICC agreement
values. The early work on subfield volume difference estimation by Csernansky et al [98] and
then from the same group of Wang et al [363] cited a comparison of 80% between manual
outlining and their automated transformation with ICC values comparing manually outlined
zones and the template zones were for the three zones: lateral zone (CA1) = 0.97, inferior-
medial zone (subiculum) = 0.97, and superior zone (CA2/CA3/CA4/dentate) = 0.90. These
results compare the ICC for different methodologies i.e. manually vs. template and do not
therefore compare intra-rater values and thus we cannot compare the ICC agreement values
for the study described in this chapter with these results.
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Malykhin et al [212] also used T1-weighted 3D images to segment the hippocampal volumes
into its head, body and tail. As in this instance the segmentation was performed and repeated
by two raters. Measurements of intra and inter-rater variability were obtained for these
three segmented regions. Intra-rater values were: hippocampal head: 0.92; body 0.93 and
tail 0.88. While these values are higher (better) than those obtained in our study, it is
important to remember that the regions assessed in Malykhin et al’s study are larger and more
homogeneous. Therefore, while the results are not directly comparable they are informative
as to what levels of intra-rater agreement one should be aiming to achieve for hippocampal
subfields. Malykhin et al [214] revisited hippocampal segmentation more recently using 4.7T
MRI and T2-weighted FSE images and refined their approach from assessing the hippocampal
head, body and tail to assessing subfields. By this method they achieved very good intra-
rater ICC’s for the left and right (L/R) hippocampal subfield volumes of: CA1/CA2/CA3
(L/R) = 0.95/0.96; DG (L/R) = 0.96, 0.96; and subiculum (L/R) = 0.97/0.98.
The first studies to have a methodology similar to that performed in this chapter were the
work by Mueller et al [251]. The intra-rater ICC for the hippocampal subfields were as
follows, for rater 1: left/ right ERC = 0.83/1, left/right subiculum = 0.99/0.99, left/right
CA1 = 0.99/0.99, left/right CA2 = 0.96/0.77 and left/right CA3/CA4/dentate = 0.98/0.99.
For rater 2: left/ right ERC = 0.67/0.98, left/right subiculum = 0.91/0.66, left/right CA1
= 0.98/0.87, left/right CA2 = 0.81/0.78 and left/right CA3/CA4/dentate = 0.86/0.96.
The intra-rater of Mueller et al are generally good (>0.80) with rater 2 performing slightly
worse with the occasional (left ERC, right subiculum) ICC < 0.7 [251]. Such high levels
of agreement may be attributable to several factors. The protocol itself was clearly defined
within the body of the hippocampus. The fact that both raters have good intra-rater results
indicates the second rater adopted the protocol well. On the downside, for the most part the
subfields within the hippocampal head and tail were not segmented. From one perspective
this may be considered to raise reliability in that more precise measurements can be made
but it adds difficult considerations such as: where does the hippocampal head end and the
body start, and similarly, where does the body end and the tail start? Neglecting to segment
these regions, while increasing precision of the measurement inevitably reduces the accuracy
of the subfield volume. It might be argued that any such discrepancy in accuracy would be
likely to express itself as a systematic error, however, this would imply that one has evidence
to suggest that volumes from the body correlate strongly with volumes in the head and tail,
while this might be the case in normal subjects, it would be less likely to argue this point in
diseased states where more localised volume differences, preferential to specific subfields may
be affected.
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To summarise, while the intra-rater ICC of Muller et al’s work are better than demonstrated
in our study, this may partly be because a simpler protocol focusing on only the hippocampal
body has been applied. Despite that which has been discussed above it would be unfair to
suggest that Mueller’s better intra-rater ICC values are simply down to how the hippocampal
subfields were defined. Mueller et al’s acquisition protocol used a 4T scanner, it is likely
this had some additional benefit in image quality, furthermore, Mueller et al’s used slice
thicknesses of 2mm without a gap, compared to the 4mm slice thickness and 1mm slice gap
used in the study in this thesis. This would significantly improve the segmentation on each
individual slice, mainly by reducing partial volume effects. Of course, applying thinner slices
means more slices and therefore longer scan times would be required to achieve the same
coverage of the hippocampus. Similarly, for more slices, the time taken to manually segment
the subfields will also increase.
In the recent work using a 4T Bruker system by Yushkevich et al developed a ’Nearly auto-
matic segmentation of hippocampal subfields in in-vivo focal T2-weighted MRI’ [375]. Intra-
rater ICC for various subfields were determined. The approach adapted by Yushkevich et al
was more akin to that which had previously been done by Mueller et al with the main body
of the hippocampus being segmented into the various subfields, with the head and tail of the
hippocampus being distinct regions. The ERC, parahippocampal gyrus and subiculum were
also segmented. The intra-rater ICC results for these regions were: CA1 = 0.92, CA2 = 0.73,
CA3 = 0.81, DG = 0.93, head = 0.93, tail = 0.93, subiculum = 0.88, ERC = 0.86, PHG =
0.86. These ICC agreement values are high, with all of them being greater than 0.80. For the
most part these values are comparable or better than the ICC values estimate for our work.
However, again, it is worth highlighting the fact that the protocols differ in that the head and
tail were treated as single regions and were not segmented into subfields. In addition, a point
which improves the complexion of the results is that in the work by Yushkevich et al [375]
the thin layers and small subfield regions such as the fimbria, alveus and WM layer were not
segmented but were either ignored, or absorbed into a neighbouring subfield regions. This
will artificially boost the volume of the subfield volumes measured and while this may lead
to more reproducible results, this may be at the expense of anatomical accuracy. That being
said, Yushkevich et al’s work is laudable, and the values achieved are excellent for what is a
’nearly’ automated method.
To compliment the intra-rater ICC agreement measures, the intra-rater Dice metric was also
calculated. The largest Dice measures were observed for the CA4/dentate (L = 0.83/R =
0.79), entorhinal cortex (L = 0.81/R = 0.76) and CA1/CA2/CA3 (L = 0.77/R = 0.74), with
the subiculum (L = 0.70/R = 0.64) , fimbria (L = 0.72/R = 0.60) , alveus (L = 0.60/R =
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0.58) and WM layer (L = 0.60/R = 0.56) having poorer Dice measures.
Dice measures are often overlooked in the literature yet they provide an important metric over
and above a simple comparison between volumes. The Dice may be calculated simply using
the ITKsnap program and convert3d plug-in (http://www.ITKsnap.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php)
[377]. The software was developed by Paul Yushkevich who amongst other things has pub-
lished works assessing the hippocampus and its subfields, including recent works assessing
the ex-vivo hippocampus at ultra-high field strengths [376]. Even more recently Yushkevich
et al have developed a ’nearly’ automatic segmentation of hippocampal subfields in in-vivo
focal T2-weighted MRI [375]. In this study Yushkevich et al also use the Dice metric, not
to compare intra or inter-rater reliability of manual outlining, but to compare the manual
and automated outlining methods themselves i.e. treated as different raters. In the ex-vivo
study, where a 9.4T Varian magnet was used, the following intra operator Dice metrics were
determined: CA1 = 0.88, CA2/CA3 = 0.70, dentate gyrus (Hilus) = 0.76, dentate Gyrus
(StratumMoleculare (SM) ) = 0.66, stratum radiatum (SR) + stratum lacunosum-moleculare
(SLM) + vestigial hippocampal sulcus (VHS) = 0.56, Stratum oriens (SO) + pyramidal cell
layer (PCL) = 0.89, dentate gyrus (DG) = 0.83, hippocampus (H) = 0.92. While some of
the subfields were defined in a slightly different manner one can see that in some cases the
Dice metrics between this study and our own study are not vastly different. More generally,
the ex-vivo segmentations have higher Dice metrics as one would expect but even at this
ultra-high field strength the Dice metrics are lowest (worst) when manually outlining the
thin layer subfields such as the combined subfield of the stratum radiatum (SR) + stratum
lacunosum-moleculare (SLM) + vestigial hippocampal sulcus (VHS). In this thesis poorer
Dice metrics were also recorded for the white matter layer between the CA4/dentate and the
CA1/CA2/CA3 and these subfields remain a challenge to be delineated reliably.
8.7.6 Inter-rater agreement and Dice metric
Table 8.5 show the Inter-rater ICC measures of agreement and Dice metric. The ICC (agree-
ment) statistics were considerably worse for the inter-rater case than for the intra-rater case
with values ranging from 0.24 for the fimbria to 0.87 for the subiculum. The Dice metric val-
ues looked slightly better on average than the ICC (agreement) measures with values ranging
from 0.43 for the fimbria to 0.76 for the entorhinal cortex. As would be expected the Dice
metric measures for inter-rater agreement were poorer for all subfields than the intra-rater
Dice metric values. In general the inter-rater ICC (agreement) values were disappointing,
with the only subfield that could be deemed to have been recreated successfully was the
subiculum with an ICC (agreement) of 0.87, though even for this subfield the inter-rater
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Dice was still quite poor at 0.60. Perhaps the most disappointing result was the ICC (agree-
ment) value of 0.34 for the CA4/dentate subfield. This was the primary subfield region of
interest and it was anticipated that this would have been one of the ’easier’ regions to achieve
conformance across raters, though this was not reflected in the ICC (agreement) results. The
inter-rater Dice of 0.64 for the CA4/dentate offers some reason for optimism where given
further refinements to the protocol and training of the raters, better inter-rater agreement
may be achievable.
Mueller et al using 4T MRI and a T2-weighted FSE acquisition reported inter-rater ICC
values for the: left/ right ERC = 0.61/0.88, left/right subiculum = 0.78/0.39, left/right CA1
= 0.93/0.91, left/right CA2 = 0.86/0.68 and left/right CA3/CA4/dentate = 0.88/0.89 [251].
While these values are superior to the values reported in this chapter, it is worth reiterating
the point that the values were obtained for manual segmentation within only the body of
the hippocampus and not the head and tail. Also, Mueller et al did not include the fimbria
and alveus in their segmentation protocol. Mueller et al did have some success with their
protocol demonstrating for some subfields inter-rater agreement of 0.80 and above, with some
values for the CA1 subfield of greater than 0.90. However, there was evidence that they too
struggled with the manual segmentation of some subfields with values of 0.68, 0.61 and 0.39
for the right CA2, left ERC and right subiculum respectively.
A further technical point on the work performed by Mueller et al is that that it was not clear
exactly how the ICC values were calculated, that is, the software used was not cited nor was
the underlying ICC method referenced. They do state that a two-way ANOVA with random
effects was used, but this could either be a measure of agreement or consistency and as we
have shown from table 8.5 these results can be quite different. Therefore it is difficult to
have absolute confidence in comparing the results of this chapter with that of Mueller et al’s
study.
A further study which reported inter-rater agreement measures for subfield regions was per-
formed by Malykhin et al, though they only partitioned the hippocampus into its head, body
and tail [212]. They did this using a 1.5T magnet with a T1-weighted 3D acquisition. They
reported inter-rater ICC values of 0.95 for the hippocampal head, 0.83 for the hippocampal
body and 0.95 for the hippocampal tail. These are very high levels of agreement. These are
superior to what was determined by the work presented in this chapter but as the regions
measured differ so significantly it is difficult to compare the results. However, the improved
resolution of the T1-weighted acquisition sequence by minimising partial volume effects be-
tween slices might be part of the reason the ICC agreement values of Malykhin et al were so
high. Malykhin et al state which software and method was used to calculate ICC agreement
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and cite the original reference, they make it clear that it was ICC agreement that was used
and not the ICC consistency measures.
For the purposes of research conducted in this chapter, the expectation might be that two
operators could share a dataset, perhaps manually segmenting half of the total number of
subjects each. Ideally then the data would be combined and treated as if it had been manually
segmented by a single rater, this is what is known as full exchangeability of the data. For
this to be done, a high level of confidence in the agreement of the manual segmentations of
the raters must be obtained, this is what the ICC (agreement) measures and here the values
were lower than a level that would be considered satisfactory.
For the assessment of inter-rater agreement, the ICC (consistency) measure was also calcu-
lated and the values are shown in table 8.5. Strictly speaking this is not a statistic that is
appropriate or necessary to meet the aim of the inter-rater assessment presented here i.e.
the aim of determining whether or not the data from the different raters are exchangeable.
If the aim had been to determine whether the subfield volumes were measured consistently
across raters i.e. systematic differences in performance were not important, then his would
have been the correct statistic to use. From table 8.5 the ICC (consistency) measure can be
seen to be as much twice as high as the ICC (agreement) measure. That is, the consistency
for subfield segmentation between raters was much better than the absolute agreement. The
point of discussing these statistics together is to emphasize the importance of choosing the
correct ICC statistic when handling data such as this, and to make clear which statistic has
been used when presenting the data. This is not always the case in the peer review literature.
Taking the ICC (agreement) and Dice metric measures together the results were generally
poor. Further work would be necessary to ensure confidence in the manual segmentation
protocol, this may be achievable by refinements to the manual segmentation protocol or
from greater effort in training the manual segmentation operators to improve inter-rater
agreement. Of course, any improvements which can be made on a more fundamental level to
the underlying methodology such as from improved data acquisition resolution or contrast
and improvements in post-processing are likely to improve both the intra and inter rater
agreement levels. Indeed, such improvements to the methodology are more likely to facilitate
larger improvements to inter and intra rater agreement than perhaps the incremental progress
that might be achieved from refinements to the existing manual segmentation protocol.
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8.7.7 Subfield power and sample size calculations and their impli-
cations
Power calculations are rarely discussed explicitly within the body of literature covering brain
imaging structures and subfield segmentation. Such a treatment of the data can be highly
informative and therefore it is somewhat disappointing this metric is not published more
often. Perhaps the reason power calculations are not often cited is that provided a paper
states the variance in the measurement and the number of subjects studied, the reader can
then derive the study power. Short of obtaining pilot data for oneself this would often be the
approach one might use to establish estimates of study power that are necessary for grant
applications i.e. examine the existing literature value for the variance involved from previous
studies with similar methodologies. The latter point of ensuring that a similar methodology
is used is critical as the variance and therefore power of a study are inextricably linked to
the way in which the study was performed. This is perhaps a further reason why many
publications do not discuss study power as they might see this value as something which is
unique to their own methodological approach and study site. One other, less worthy reason
the power associated with studies is often not cited is that the power may often be lower than
the authors initial expectation. There may be many genuine reasons for this, for example,
the expectation for the measurable difference between two study groups was not realised,
however, the author of this thesis would argue here that highlighting poor study power is an
important part of informing the reader of the limitations of a scientific work. A final, more
charitable, point is that power is often not cited, regardless of whether the power of the study
is high or low, so thus perhaps it is simply a metric many do not deem necessary to publish
by deciding that it would not be of interest to the reader.
For the purpose of this study and in particular the measurement of hippocampal subfields,
the associated power for each subfield measure was determined and will be discussed. The
author had no great expectation of what the resultant power would or should be. The
purpose of considering the study power was simply to quantify what its value was for each
subfield. There are several reasons why in this context a detailed consideration of power was
important. To date, few studies of hippocampal subfields have considered the power in their
measurements, thus a fuller treatment would be informative to the community in general.
More locally, it was desirable to establish the power in the applied methodology such that
further work may be informed by these results. This was necessary to, for example, determine
how many subjects would be necessary to elicit ’say’ a 10% volume difference between groups
with ’good’ power. Given the manually intensive nature of the work with subfields taking
~ 30mins to segment, clearly if one believed 100 subjects were necessary in each group to
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detect a statistically significant difference then one ought to consider the 200 hours of manual
labour necessary to complete the work. Furthermore, we wish to establish how the power
may differ across the different hippocampal subfields, perhaps it would be the case that some
subfields will have better power than others.
The results of power calculation estimations based on 17 subjects in a given study group,
where a 10% volume difference between the groups was anticipated, are shown in table 8.6
on the following page.
Table 8.6: Power calculation estimations for hippocampal subfields based on 17 subjects with
the anticipation of a 10% volume difference between the groups
The power calculation estimations clearly show that with 17 subjects there was little likeli-
hood that one could have confidence in detecting a 10% subfield volume difference between
two groups. With the exception of the CA1/CA2/CA3 subfield (power =0.73) all the power
estimations were below 0.33 i.e. below 33%. It is worth pointing out that the fact the
CA1/CA2/CA3 has the best estimation of power and that this was not a great surprise given
that the CoV for this subfield was low as a result of the relatively low standard deviation
compared to the mean segmented volume.
While it is worth pointing out that the power estimations for a relatively low number of
subjects are generally poor, it is more constructive to discuss how many subjects would
indeed be necessary to have a higher likelihood of having confidence in statistically significant
subfield volume differences between groups. Thus the sample size results based on the desire
to obtain a power of 0.9 for an estimated 10% volume difference are shown in table 8.7 below.
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Table 8.7: Sample size estimation for hippocampal subfields based on the anticipation of a
10% volume difference where a study power of 0.9 is desired
Given the results in table 8.7, it was unsurprising that the subfield for which the fewest
number of subjects would be required is the CA1/CA2/CA3, where 26 subjects in each group
would achieve 90% power. Beyond that the WM layer with 66 subjects and CA4/dentate
subfield with 77 subjects may be considered reasonable sample numbers to achieve this same,
high level of power. However, for the remaining subfield regions where more than 133 subjects
would be required in each group, this would present a significantly greater challenge to recruit,
acquire, analyse and detect statistically significant volume differences in these regions. Note
that for both the power calculation and sample size estimation that these values would have
been slightly higher and lower respectively if the direction of the 10% group difference was
known.
8.7.8 Further work and future advancements
As with all aspects of scientific development, improvements can occur on several fronts. In
MRI structure and subfield segmentation the two main areas where developments are likely to
occur are the data acquisition and image analysis. If we include MRI hardware developments
as part of the acquisition process, clearly as demonstrated in some of the high and ultra-high
field studies discussed above there were benefits from the greater signal-noise at higher field
strengths.
In the area of pulse sequence development, the two main methodologies discussed in this
chapter, one being the surface analysis of T1-weighted 3D images and the other being manual
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outlining of subfields on T2-weighted FSE images, exploit different benefits from these two
types of sequences. These are the superior three-plane resolution of the T1-weighted 3D
images and the superior grey matter to white matter contrast of the T2-weighted FSE images
for better internal hippocampal visualisation.
In an ideal world, having a T2-weighted 3D sequence with high in-plane resolution and op-
timal GM/WM contrast would be of great benefit. Such sequences have been developed
but to the knowledge of the author at this time they remain to be assessed in the context
of hippocampal subfield measurements. Further technical advancements might include ex-
ploiting parallel imaging techniques such that images can be acquired more quickly, or with
better quality for the same length of scan time. This may occur as head coil technology
progresses from 8 channel to 16, 32 and perhaps even 128 channels in the future. Moreover,
the widespread introduction of compressed sensing methods into MRI pulse sequence will
likely enable a further leap forward in reducing imaging time and/or improving image qual-
ity [200]. Of course, such developments often come as a trade-off and higher field strengths
may present challenges with image susceptibility. Similarly, increasing the number of coil
elements may increase the inhomogeneity or bias across the field of view, though to counter
these issues one might expect that correction algorithms for both of these issues will advance
in parallel.
As well as hardware developments, the post processing methods have a large part to play
in measuring subfield volumes. Yushkevich et al recently published on a ’nearly automatic
segmentation of hippocampal subfields’, this is an impressive achievement and demonstrated
good agreement (Dice) between manual and automatic segmentations for several of the hip-
pocampal subfield [375], though as with Mueller et al’s work, the subfield segmentations did
not extent into the hippocampal head and tail. Future developments will likely aim to ex-
pand into these areas and to continue to improve and develop methodologies for segmenting
the body of the hippocampus.
Discussing the need to segment subfields into the hippocampal head and tail leads nicely to
highlighting what is probably the most fundamental issue with hippocampal subfield seg-
mentation. That is, at present we are unable to visualise the true extent of the subfields and
more specifically the boundaries between the subfields themselves. A significant improve-
ment in resolution and in contrast would be required for this to be achievable in-vivo in a
practically realistic timeframe. Ex-vivo studies [369, 77, 121] and work on formalin fixed
post-mortem brains [376] show that clearer differentiation between the internal grey matter
and white matter structures is possible, however, a method of distinguishing between cellular
subfields such as CA1, CA2 and CA3 other than using macroscopic anatomical landmarks
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still remains elusive. Perhaps integrating other MR techniques such as diffusion imaging
might offer additional benefit in contrasting subfield regions as was done in the ex-vivo work
by Shepherd et al [322]. Finally as mentioned in chapter 7, if in-vivo imaging markers are to
be determined for fundamental, cellular processes such as neurogenesis much improvement in
image quality will likely be necessary. Perhaps if correlates between imaging measures and
these processes could be established through animal work then in-vivo studies might begin
to be possible.
8.8 Conclusion
A novel and comprehensive protocol for the manual delineation of hippocampal subfields,
throughout the entire length of the hippocampus has been presented. This is one of the few
studies to date which has attempted to assess the absolute subfield volumes throughout the
entire length of the hippocampus and to assess the intra and inter rater reproducibility of
these measurements. This protocol was implemented in 17 healthy volunteers. The mean
volume and normal ranges were determined for the hippocampal subfields and repeat intra
and inter operator measures were made to assess the validity of the segmentation protocol.
The strength of the linear relationship between hippocampal subfield volumes and ICV was
assessed and in general there was little or no correlation between these parameters. Correla-
tions between subfield volumes and subject age were also assessed and generally, there were
modest negative correlations. This would imply that there is a gradual decrease in subfield
volumes with age. This mirrors that which has been observed for whole hippocampal volumes
and was intuitively what was expected.
Of the 17 subjects where subfield volumes were determined repeat measures were made on
11 subjects by the first operator (the author of this thesis) to assess intra-rater reliability. A
second operator also performed subfield measurements on 11 subjects and these results were
compared to that of the first operator to assess inter-rater reliability. Intraclass correlation
coefficients for absolute agreement and Dice metrics were calculated in both circumstances.
Intra-rater ICC (agreement) and Dice measures were good for some subfields, namely: the
CA4/dentate, CA1-CA3 and entorhinal cortex with values of approximately 0.80 or better.
Other subfield segmentations agreed less well. In general the inter-rater results for both
ICC (agreement) and Dice measures were poor. This implies that more work on refining the
manual segmentation protocol method and training would be necessary before the protocol
may be used across different raters with confidence.
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Given that measuring hippocampal subfield volumes is a relatively new and novel type of
measurement it was deemed necessary to perform an assessment of study power and sample
size calculations. It was estimated that in order to achieve a study power of 90%, when
detecting a 10% volume difference in the CA4/dentate subfield region, 77 subjects would
be required in each group when a unpaired t-test design was being used to assess the data.
Smaller sample numbers of 26 and 66 gave equivalent power for the CA1-CA3 and WM layer
subfields respectively, as a result of the smaller variation measured for these regions. The
GM subfields of the ERC and subiculum and WM subfields of the alveus and fimbria were
found to require much greater numbers (> 130 subjects) to achieve equivalent power by using
the same method.
Subfield volumes were also compared between male and females and between right and left
hemispheres. In both instances, there were no significant differences between these groups of
data.
The work performed in this chapter, i.e. the creation of protocol for manually segmenting
the subfield volumes throughout the whole hippocampus and the assessment of the quality
of these measures is believed to be of interest to the wider scientific community. Therefore,
this work forms the basis for a scientific manuscript currently in preparation for publication
to a peer reviewed journal.
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Chapter 9
Final conclusions
9.1 Conclusions and original contributions of this thesis
The aim of this thesis was to use 3T MRI and the latest developments in image processing
software to assess a range of measures of the hippocampus. This included measures of hip-
pocampal volumes, metabolites, morphology and subfield volumes. These tools were used to
assess several datasets. Chapters one to four of the thesis focused on developing the meth-
ods necessary to study two groups of twenty-one subjects each with distinct socioeconomic
status i.e a more deprived group and a more aﬄuent group. Chapter five was concerned with
establishing normal ranges for hippocampal volumes in normal, healthy volunteers (thirty-
seven subjects in total). Chapter six combined these two datasets to provide a quantitative
assessment of incomplete hippocampal inversion in normal volunteers. In chapter seven a
protocol for assessing hippocampal subfields was implemented on a small pilot dataset of five
subjects before and after anti-inflammatory therapy. Finally, the subfield volumetry protocol
introduced in chapter 7 was extended to include subfield volumes in the hippocampal head
and tail. Seventeen normal, healthy subjects were assessed.
In chapter 2, a trend was observed for manually segmented left hippocampal volumes to
be smaller in the more deprived socioeconomic group than in a more aﬄuent group. Right
hippocampal volumes also tended to be smaller but this difference was less than was observed
in the left hippocampus. In both circumstances, volumes were compared while covarying for
age and ICV. Post-hoc correlations between the inflammatory markers: IL-6 and cortisol
and hippocampal volumes found no significant linear relationship between these measures.
It was suggested that a larger scale, more refined assessment of inflammatory and metabolic
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makers would be necessary to illicit the moderating and mediating factors between SES and
its relationship to hippocampal volume.
From the data that was acquired sample sizes were also estimated for desired levels of study
power, this will inform further work in this area. Based on the mean differences between
the differing SES groups and the variance in the hippocampal volume measurements, it was
estimated that in order to achieve a study power of 0.9, approximately 57 subjects would be
required in each of the two study groups.
The time taken to manually segment hippocampal volumes was significant and could be
restrictive to future work, particularly if large scale studies are to be performed. Therefore,
a comprehensive comparison between the automated method of hippocampal volumetry and
the manual segmentation procedure was done. The agreement between the manual and
automated method was reasonable with an overlapping volume Dice metric of 0.81. These
values were comparable to what has been presented in the literature for other automated
methods as well as the FSL FIRST algorithm used in this thesis. Despite the modest success
of the automated method it was observed that it can occasionally fail to give accurate results.
Therefore it was recommended that in future, to maximise quality while minimising the
time penalty for analysis, that automated segmentation should be performed, followed by a
manual inspection and correction of the segmented volume. This approach was adopted in
chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis to assess hippocampal volumes and malrotation in a normal
group of healthy volunteers. Furthermore, regions of difference between the manual and
automated methods were visualised on an average brain template to show areas of frequent
error. Few studies have provided such insight but this is important as it highlights where the
automated segmentation method most commonly fail such that future improvements may be
implemented in a more focused and localised manner.
To compliment the work performed in chapter 2, in chapter 3 the VBM methodology was
developed to assess whether or not grey matter volume differences existed between groups
of poorer and more aﬄuent subjects. This was a novel opportunity to assess brain volumes
differences from two differing SES groups from a community based sample.
Two VBM approaches were implemented: optimised VBM (the older, more traditional ap-
proach) and DARTEL-VBM which was been reported to improve image normalisation. The
DARTEL-VBM method was found to be an improvement over the optimised VBM method.
Regions suggestive of grey matter volume reductions were found in both the left and right
hippocampi of the poorer group when compared to the more aﬄuent group. The GLM model
to compare the groups included age, ICV and alcohol consumption as covariates.
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It has been shown previously that increases in inflammatory markers such as IL-6 and cortisol
correlate with decreasing hippocampal volumes in healthy volunteers [217, 291]. This had
been posited as supporting evidence for hippocampal volume reductions being the result of
chronic environmental stress factors. Both IL-6 and cortisol measures were included in a VBM
model of multiple regression but these factors were found not to correlate with hippocampal
volume. However, cortisol measures have been shown to be are notoriously variable and
therefore much greater confidence would be needed in this measurement before one could
reliably assess correlations between brain volume measures and cortisol levels [109].
During a post-hoc VBM analysis of the rest of the brain, the most significant region sug-
gestive of volume reduction in the poorer group was found to be the grey matter of the
cerebellum. This is an interesting finding as cerebellar volume reduction has been observed
in subjects suffering from PTSD which it has been proposed may result in brain volume
reduction by chronic stress, a similar mechanism which has been proposed in subjects from
deprived backgrounds [104].
While regions suggestive of volume reductions in a group with lower socioeconomic status
have been observed in important brain regions such as the hippocampus and cerebellum,
the mechanisms by which these reductions occur are still unclear. It is hoped the work here
will add to the body of knowledge in this area and to guide further, larger studies, with
more specific goals around eliciting the mediating and moderating factors between SES and
volumetric changes in the brain.
Chapter 4 moved away from focusing on hippocampal volumes by exploiting another aspect of
MR technology to performMR spectroscopy (MRS). Using 3T MRS hippocampal metabolites
were measured in two groups of differing socioeconomic status from a community based
sample. We believe this is the first time this has been done. These were the same two groups
studied in chapters 2 and 3 and it was hoped that the MRS metabolite measures might be a
useful addition to the volumetric assessment.
No significant difference was observed in the NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr ratios between the more
deprived and more aﬄuent groups. The motivation behind assessing hippocampal metabo-
lites originated from the fact the that the hippocampus may be preferentially affected in
subjects exposed to chronic stress, where in this case we considered social deprivation as the
stressor. To further investigate this proposed mechanism, the hippocampal metabolites were
correlated against cortisol and interleukin-6, two markers for inflammatory processes.
There were no significant correlations between NAA/Cr or Cho/Cr and cortisol. On removal
of an outlying IL-6 value, a statistically significant correlation was observed between the
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right hippocampal NAA/Cr ratio and IL-6 (p = 0.005, r = 0.53). Therefore, in general these
results did not support the theory that inflammatory processes might affect hippocampal
metabolism, although the correlation between right hippocampal NAA/Cr and IL-6 warrants
replication in a larger sample size.
Further to the primary aims of chapter 4, hippocampal metabolites were correlated with age
and hippocampal volume. No significant correlations were observed between hippocampal
metabolite ratios and age or between hippocampal metabolite ratios and ICV corrected
hippocampal volumes. Perhaps the reason hippocampal metabolites were not observed to
correlate with age, was due to the limited age range of the population studied where other
studies that included an assessment of more elderly subjects showed decreasing NAA/Cr with
age [315].
This was the first time hippocampal metabolites have been assessed using 3T MRI between
two groups of differing SES. While a group difference between hippocampal metabolites was
not detected, it is hoped that the metabolite ratio and variance in those measurements will
inform future work as to what is likely to be achievable using 3T MRI.
Chapter 5 returned to assessing hippocampal volumes where the aim was to use 3T MRI to
establish a normal range for hippocampal volumes in healthy volunteers. The T1-weighted
3D FSPGR data was processed using an automatic segmentation method augmented by
manual editing. Left and right hippocampal volumes were segmented for a group of 39
normal, healthy volunteers. The subjects ranged in ages from 19 to 64 years old. The
relationships between hippocampal volumes, ICV and age were investigated where it was
found that hippocampal volumes were larger with increasing ICV and smaller with increasing
age. The ICV results were in keeping with what has already been observed in the peer
reviewed literature though the conflicting reports on the effect of aging on the hippocampus
make results difficult to compare with any degree confidence. Given the relationships between
hippocampal volumes, age and ICV a multiple regression model was created to determine an
equation to describe the size of the hippocampus for a given ICV of a subject of known age,
Thus the normal range for hippocampal volumes, for subjects aged 19 to 64 was determined.
That is, the mean and standard deviation of the left and right hippocampal volumes were
3421mm3 ± 399mm3 and 3487mm3 ± 431mm3 respectively.
In further comparisons between males and females, after correcting for ICV, no significant
difference was observed between the hippocampal volumes across the sexes. In considering
laterality differences the results obtained in chapter 5 reflected that which have been reported
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elsewhere in the literature. That is, that was a trend for the left hippocampal volume to be
slightly smaller than the right.
Thus, a methodology was produced and a normal database of hippocampal volumes for 3T
MRI has been established for subjects in the age range between 19 and 64. This normative
data may prove useful in future for further comparisons with psychosocial study groups
or diseased populations, though its utility will be limited by the lack of a comprehensive
assessment of IQ or education level of the normal volunteers which may be responsible for
observed differences in hippocampal volumes. Therefore, the acqusition of the normative
database does not negate the need for appropriate, study specific, control groups to be
acquired in future work.
In chapter 6 the methodology developed in chapters 2 and 5 was implemented and extended
to assess a query of more clinical importance than has been discussed elsewhere in this
thesis. That is, is Incomplete Hippocampal Inversion a rare occurrence or simply a normal
variant of the hippocampal formation. To investigate this problem the frequency of IHI in a
normal population was assessed. A quantitative approach to assessing the hippocampus and
amygdala was implemented to augment the radiological observations. This is the first time
hippocampal malrotation has been assessed in such a comprehensive way.
In our study of normal healthy volunteers we found IHI in 37% of normal subjects. A
similar criteria to that which has been used previously to assess IHI was adopted [32]. The
main criteria on which IHI was identified was based upon observation of a round shaped
hippocampus and vertical collateral sulcus. IHI was observed in healthy individuals yet it
is not clear whether IHI is a pathological entity or a normal developmental variant of no
clinical significance though it does appear as though there is a broad spectrum of variations
seen within normal hippocampal development. We conclude that IHI is likely to be a feature
of normal healthy population and is much more common than has been previously reported
[32, 279, 26]. IHI was overwhelmingly lateralised to the left hippocampus, and this was
in agreement with what was observed in a previous work [194]. Thus we have observed a
relatively high incidence of IHI in a normal population and we therefore believe that it is
likely that the appearance of IHI is not a causal factor in patients with epilepsy.
For the quantitative assessment of IHI the optimised technique discussed in chapters 2 and 5
was implemented. Automated segmentation of the malrotated and normal hippocampi were
augmented by manual refinements to provide the resultant hippocampal volumes. Malrotated
volumes, being a predominantly left-sided phenomenon, were compared with normal left-
sided hippocampal volumes. The left malrotated volumes were found to be smaller than
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normal hippocampal volumes (p=0.006) after correcting for differences in ICV. However, on
closer inspection ICV differences were found to be significantly different, with ICV being
approximately 5% larger on average in the IHI group than the normal group. This confounds
the ICV corrected hippocampal volume results, and the reason that the ICV should be
different between the groups remains a point for further investigation.
Malrotated left hippocampi volumes were compared to normal right hippocampal volumes.
There was no statistically significant volume difference between these two groups (p=0.19).
Automatic segmentation of the amygdala was augmented by manual refinements to the re-
sultant volumes. Volumes of the left amygdala, adjacent to malrotated hippocampi were
compared to volumes of the left amygdala adjacent to normal hippocampi. There was no
difference between the two groups of amygdala volumes after correcting for differences in
ICV.
Similarly to the case for the hippocampus, left amygdala volumes adjacent to malrotated
hippocampi were compared to right sided amygdala volumes adjacent to normal hippocampi.
There was no statistically significant difference between the two mean volume measurements
(p=0.08).
To compliment the hippocampal volume assessment of IHI and normal subjects a novel sur-
face analysis method was applied [278]. This allowed volumes differences to be compared at
the level of the voxel. In a model which included age and ICV as covariates and following
an FDR correction there were no regions of statistically significant volume differences be-
tween the malrotated and normal left hippocampal volumes. This same process was applied
to compare the amygdala volumes but again, no regions of statistically significant volume
difference were found.
Presented in chapter 6, for the first time, was a comprehensive and qualitative assessment
of hippocampal and amygdala volumes in IHI, completed to complement the observations
made by experienced neuroradiologists. At first there appeared to be evidence that ICV
corrected IHI hippocampal volumes were smaller than normal hippocampal volumes but this
was later confounded by group differences in ICV. Further work is necessary to reconcile the
issue surrounding the ICV correction to hippocampal volumes, but overall, the hippocam-
pal segmentation methodology developed in earlier chapters of this worked well within this
context.
The work performed in chapter 6 is currently under discussion to decide if a single manuscript
covering the radiological and quantitative methodological aspects of this work should be
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produced, or whether two separate manuscripts would better cover both of these topics.
Once this decision has been made the manuscript(s) will be submitted to a peer reviewed
journal.
In chapter 7 volumetric analysis of the hippocampus continued though we aimed to exploit the
power of 3T MRI to assess hippocampal subfields. A protocol was established for measuring
the CA4/dentate subfield of the hippocampus. This was the subfield of primary interest for
our research. Repeat measures were made and it was established that the intra-operator
variability was of an acceptable level. In the few subjects assessed here it was observed
that CA4/dentate volumes tended to decrease with age. There was no significant difference
in CA4/dentate volume following a course of anti-inflammatory medication as measured by
manual segmentation on T2-weighted FSE coronal MRI images. Given the variance of the
manual measurements of the CA4/dentate region, sample size calculations were estimated
based on a desired study power of 0.90 for detecting a projected volume difference of 10%.
These calculations determined that a paired study would require 30 subjects in each group
and an unpaired design would require 43 subjects in each group in order to achieve the desired
study power.
To complement the manual volume measurements made of the CA4/dentate region DARTEL-
VBM using permutation based analysis was performed. This method detected a GM volume
increase in the right hippocampus following anti-inflammatory treatment (FDR corrected, Z
= 5.51). This finding needs further validation in a larger dataset and would benefit from a
complementary study in animals to validate the relationship between neuroimaging markers
and known neurogenesis, thus providing greater assurance in the methodology.
Regardless of the underlying biological mechanisms at work and despite the small numbers of
subjects sampled in this pilot study, tentative evidence has been observed for volumetric dif-
ferences between the pre and post treatment groups. The methodology appears to be robust,
including the use of DARTEL-VBM and the application of permutation based statistics to
VBM. Further work on larger sample sizes is strongly recommended and the author of this
thesis is currently involved with such work
In chapter 8, the subfield protocol introduced in chapter 7 was extended to become a novel,
comprehensive protocol for the manual delineation of hippocampal subfields throughout the
entire length of the hippocampus. This is one of the few studies to date which has attempted
to assess the absolute subfield volumes throughout the entire length of the hippocampus and
to assess the intra and inter rater reproducibility of these measurements. This protocol was
implemented in 17 normal volunteers. The mean volume and normal ranges were determined
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for the hippocampal subfields and repeat intra and inter operator measures were made to
assess the validity of the segmentation protocol.
The strength of the linear relationship between hippocampal subfield volumes and ICV was
assessed and in general there was little or no correlation between these parameters. Correla-
tions between subfield volumes and subject age were also assessed and generally, there were
modest negative correlations. This would imply that there is a gradual decrease in subfield
volumes with age. This mirrors that which has been observed for whole hippocampal volumes
and was intuitively what was expected.
Of the 17 subjects where subfield volumes were determined repeat measures were made on
11 subjects by the first operator (the author of this thesis) to assess intra-rater reliability. A
second operator also performed subfield measurements on 11 subjects and these results were
compared to that of the first operator to assess inter-rater reliability. Intraclass correlation
coefficients for absolute agreement and Dice metrics were calculated in both circumstances.
Intra-rater ICC (agreement) and Dice measures were good for some subfields, namely: the
CA4/dentate, CA1-CA3 and entorhinal cortex with values of approximately 0.80 or better.
Other subfield segmentations agreed less well. In general the inter-rater results for both
ICC (agreement) and Dice measures were poor. This implies that more work on refining the
manual segmentation protocol method and training would be necessary before the protocol
may be used across different raters with confidence.
Given that measuring hippocampal subfield volumes is a relatively new and novel type of
measurement it was deemed necessary to perform an assessment of study power and sample
size calculations. It was estimated that in order to achieve a study power of 90%, when
detecting a 10% volume difference in the CA4/dentate subfield region, 77 subjects would be
required in each group when an unpaired t-test design was being used to assess the data.
Smaller sample numbers of 26 and 66 gave equivalent power for the CA1-CA3 and WM layer
subfields respectively, as a result of the smaller variation measured for these regions. The
GM subfields of the ERC and subiculum and WM subfields of the alveus and fimbria were
found to require much greater numbers (> 130 subjects) to achieve equivalent power by using
the same method.
Subfield volumes were also compared between male and females and between right and left
hemispheres. In both instances, there were no significant differences between these groups of
data.
The work performed in chapter 8, i.e. the creation of protocol for manually segmenting the
subfield volumes throughout the whole hippocampus and the assessment of the quality of
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these measures is believed to be of interest to the wider scientific community. Therefore, this
work forms the basis for a scientific manuscript currently in preparation for publication to a
peer reviewed journal.
9.2 Limitations of this thesis, methodological issues and
future work
The utility of automated methods for determining hippocampal volumes has been widely
covered in the peer reviewed literature though advancements in these methods such as that
of the FIRST algorithm used in this thesis occur fairly infrequently. It is fair to say that
there is no perfect method of automatic segmentation of the hippocampus. Treating the
manual segmentation of the hippocampus as the gold standard automated methods have
achieved Dice metrics of greater than 0.80 [123, 278]. There is some evidence to suggest the
accuracy of hippocampal segmentation has improved over the past ten years, with values
observed in studies using 3T being similar, and typically larger, than what was observed
in earlier studies using 1.5T magnets [232]. There has also been efforts to try and reach a
consensus over manual hippocampal segmentation which is of importance given it is the gold
standard for comparing automated methods to [185]. Ultimately though, as the hippocampus
is connected at various aspects to other areas of the brain, then there is always going to be
some degree of subjectivity in identifying the boundary between these regions. Even if a
consensus is reached for how to segment the hippocampus, subjectivity is likely to still exist
between different raters interpretation of the underlying protocol. However, we can hope and
expect that as image quality continues to improve so will the accuracy and reproducibility
of hippocampal segmentation, both by manual and automated methods.
The limitations of VBM have been well documented in the peer reviewed literature. This
includes the limitation of the VBMmethodology to be applied in situations where images were
not well aligned [50]. A further limitation was that cluster statistics were not recommended
for VBM as a result of variations in smoothness across images, the so-called non-stationary
problem [21]. However, in chapter 3, both of these points were addressed by refinements to
the VBM methodology. Firstly, an improved normalisation algorithm (DARTEL) was used to
bring all the study images into a common template space [20] and secondly , a non-stationary
correction was applied when performing the final group comparison statistics [159, 158]. Thus
in chapter 3, the major limitations which have been cited about the VBM methodology were
largely addressed. Despite the confidence in using these aspects of the VBM methodology it
was always considered best practice to visually inspect the output of any gross automated
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image processing steps to ensure any erratic errors in the processing pipeline were detected.
However following good pre-processing of the data, such errors were rare.
A further point regarding VBM is that it does not easily provide a means to determine abso-
lute volume differences between groups. Also, it does not give information over what aspect of
the GM is changing, i.e. it is non-specific to whether the cortical thickness or surface area has
changed and these parameters do not necessarily change together in a linear way. Without
going into a full debate over the relative merits of both VBM and cortical thickness techniques
such as that provided by the Freesurfer software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) suf-
fice it to say that techniques are not mutually exclusive and many would argue that both
techniques can offer useful, complementary information [168, 41, 186, 89]. As the primary
aim of this thesis was to assess the hippocampus only the DARTEL-VBM methodology was
considered in chapter 3. However, future work assessing the cortical areas of the brain be-
tween the poorer and more aﬄuent groups, including analysis of cortical thickness and surface
area measurements will be performed to compliment the VBM results.
A final technical point regarding DARTEL-VBM is that DARTEL is more computationally
intensive than previous normalisation methods implemented within SPM and as such takes a
considerably longer time to run to completion. This may be restrictive, particularly for very
large studies, though this would likely be easily overcome with modest improvements to the
computing infrastructure of a given laboratory.
One limitation to implementing MRS analysis performed in chapter 4 was that on the GE
Signa HD system the MRS voxel had to be planned parallel to the orientation of the planning
image acquisition. That is, it was not possible to plan oblique voxels by rotating the voxel
on the MR console. This was particularly restrictive when attempting to acquire spectra
from the hippocampus as it typically lies on a steep angle within the temporal lobe. Future
developments in MR scanning technology are likely to resolve this issue by enabling voxels
to be defined on oblique angles.
Another limitation of the MRS acquisition in the hippocampus was the poor signal to noise
that was achieved. In the majority of cases the data on the NAA, Cho and Cr was inter-
pretable but for some of the voxels the spectra were too poor in quality to be considered so.
Implementing higher order shimming over the region of interest may have improved the spec-
tral quality. More adjustment could have been made to the voxel size to ensure it was entirely
encompassed within the hippocampus, though while this may avoid voxel contamination from
CSF, the SNR of the signal will be reduced in smaller voxels. In an ideal world much better
spatial resolution with improved SNR would be achievable, allowing MRSI acquisitions to be
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performed which could show variations in metabolites within the hippocampus. To achieve
such improvements SNR improvements of at least around an order of magnitude are likely to
be necessary. At present it is not obvious how such gain in spectral quality may be achieved.
Future developments which may allow MRS Imaging (MRSI) to be performed in acceptable
time frames include greater exploitation of parallel imaging techniques as greater numbers
of receiver coil elements are used, indeed, 32-channel devices are already being used [380].
Moreover, the introduction of compressed sensing techniques to greatly reduce the acquisition
time (or improve quality if scanning time is maintained) are also likely to offer benefits
to MRSI. Compressed sensing MRSI acquisitions have already been acquired in animals,
where in dynamic nuclear polarisation (DNP) experiments, rapid acquisition schemes are
even more beneficial [166, 167]. Therefore it is likely improvements in MRS will come on
several fronts, with developments in receiver hardware and pulse sequences combining to
enable faster acquisitions times or improved SNR.
A criticism that could be leveled at all of the work in chapters 2-4 was that the subjects were
separated into their two socioeconomic groups based on existing socioeconomic measures.
That is, a subjects current SES may not reflect their SES as a child and given the large
impact of environmental component at the developmental stage, this is a confound which
might have been worth avoiding. However, those subjects who have deviated to a different
SES are also of great interest as they have rebuked the trend of their peers. What makes
them special? Such questions are likely to be addressed in further work.
Various technological advances which may occur over the next several years include the
potential for faster imaging by further exploitation of multi-element coils, and improved
pulse sequences. However, technological advances may only be useful if they are framed
within plausible biological models. Future work to develop a clearer biological framework
and a more comprehensive investigation of metabolic and inflammatory markers may be
more informative. However, it could also have been the case that as we were dealing with an
otherwise healthy population, the anticipated metabolic changes in the hippocampus simply
do not exist as a result of the posited inflammatory pathway. Further studies in animals may
be useful for interrogating the underlying metabolism as a result of stress and inflammatory
processes. Moreover, identification of valid neuroimaging markers from animal studies should
also be performed before attempting to translate the work into human studies.
The subfield analysis performed in chapter 7 and 8 was limited by a number of factors, the
fundamental limitation being the fact that using anatomical landmarks to define subfield
cellular zones is inherently inaccurate. As the subfield boundaries themselves cannot be seen
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on MRI there is little, at present, that can be done to solve this problem. Thus the approach
of using landmarks, while limited in terms of accuracy, is a reasonable approximation to
start assessing subfields. By this method the aim was to build a protocol which although
it might not be accurate, could be precise and reproducible, thus allowing comparisons to
be made within and between subject groups. It was hoped that the work undertaken in
this thesis will contribute to the small but growing body of literature around hippocampal
subfield measurements and segmentation methods.
Over and above the practical and technical limitations of this study there are some more
fundamental issues that underpin the aims of this work that ought to be addressed. From
the DARTEL-VBM data there was evidence to suggest that anti-inflammatory treatment
may have induced a small increase in hippocampal volume. One possible mechanism by
which this may have occurred is by neurogenesis. However, whether or not neurogenesis
would actually lead to a detectable volume difference on an MRI scan and post processing
as described above has yet to be validated. Unless one was able to access and assess post-
mortem data and correlate neuroimaging volumetric findings with changes with histology,
the only other method would be to confirm the methodological process in animals. That
is, a study should be performed where it is known that neurogenesis will be induced in
the animal. High resolution longitudinal MRI data should be acquired and the pre- and
post neurogenesis data assessed to see if volumetric changes were detectable. Until this link
between the histology and neuroimaging dataset has been confirmed, human, adult, in-vivo
studies will suffer from the doubt that the small and subtle volumetric changes which are
being detected are not the result of real changes in the underlying tissue but rather are a
subsequence of the methodology. If such a study was to be performed it would be useful
to assess the relationship between other neuroimaging markers such as T1, T2, diffusion
and perfusion against neurogenesis, again to build confidence in subsequent methodologies
applied in-vivo, in adult humans.
As with all aspects of scientific development, improvements can occur on several fronts. In
MRI structure and subfield segmentation the two main areas where developments are likely to
occur are the data acquisition and image analysis. If we include MRI hardware developments
as part of the acquisition process, clearly as demonstrated in some of the high and ultra-high
field studies there are benefits from the greater signal-noise at higher field strengths.
In the area of pulse sequence development, the two main methodologies applied for volume
analysis through this thesis, one being the surface analysis of T1-weighted 3D images and
the other being manual outlining of subfields on T2-weighted FSE images, exploit different
benefits from these two types of sequences. These are the superior three-plane resolution of
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the T1-weighted FSPGR images and the superior grey matter to white matter contrast of
the T2-weighted FSE images for better internal hippocampal visualisation.
In an ideal world, having a T2-weighted 3D sequence with high in-plane resolution and op-
timal GM/WM contrast would be of great benefit. Such sequences have been developed
but to the knowledge of the author at this time they remain to be assessed in the context
of hippocampal subfield measurements. Further technical advancements might include ex-
ploiting parallel imaging techniques such that images can be acquired more quickly, or with
better quality for the same length of scan time. This may occur as head coil technology
progresses from 8 channel to 16, 32 and perhaps even 128 channels in the future. Moreover,
the widespread introduction of compressed sensing methods into MRI pulse sequence will
likely enable a further leap forward in reducing imaging time and/or improving image qual-
ity [200]. Of course, such developments often come as a trade-off and higher field strengths
may present challenges with image susceptibility. Similarly, increasing the number of coil
elements may increase the inhomogeneity or bias across the field of view, though to counter
these issues one might expect that correction algorithms for both of these issues will advance
in parallel.
As well as hardware developments, the post processing methods have a large part to play
in measuring subfield volumes. Yushkevich et al recently published on a ’nearly automatic
segmentation of hippocampal subfields’, this is an impressive achievement and demonstrated
good agreement (Dice) between manual and automatic segmentations for several of the hip-
pocampal subfield [375], though as with Mueller et al’s work [251], the subfield segmentations
did not extent into the hippocampal head and tail. Future developments will likely aim to
expand into these areas and to continue to improve and develop methodologies for segment-
ing the body of the hippocampus. A reliable method of automatically segmenting the entire
hippocampus into its subfields would be the ultimate goal, but this remains some way off.
Moreover, even if a such a method was to be produced and proven to be reliable, the issue
of the underlying accuracy may still prove to be a fundamental problem.
9.3 Summary of findings and contribution of this thesis
The aim of project was to develop and assess the methodologies involved in measuring whole
hippocampal volumes, hippocampal metabolites and hippocampal subfield volumes using 3T
MRI. For whole hippocampal volumes a comprehensive manual protocol was developed and
manual tracings were compared to a recently developed automated segmentation method.
This assessment was performed in two groups of subjects of differing socioeconomic status.
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While the manual and automated methods compared well, with dice overlap metrics of 0.81,
manual inspection of the outcome of the automated segmentation procedure did on occasion
require manual refinement as a result of gross errors. This methodology of automated segmen-
tation and manual correction was later implemented to assess a group of normal volunteers
in chapter 5 of this thesis.
In chapter 3 a different methodology was employed to assess for focal differences in GM vol-
ume between the lower SES and more aﬄuent groups. The voxel-based morphometry method
has evolved over recent years and therefore results from different processing pipelines were
compared. While both processing pipeline which were assessed included additional inho-
mogeneity corrections, the normalization method where one pipeline utilised the DARTEL
normalization tool. Including DARTEL in the VBM processing pipeline improved the out-
come where greater confidence in the SPM maps was observed. In contrasting the two SES
groups and following a small volume correction on the whole brain VBM data, results were
suggestive of a focal GM decrease in the hippocampus of the more deprived group but further
work on a larger sample size would be necessary to confirm this finding.
In chapter 4 we aimed to measure hippocampal metabolite concentrations using 3T magnetic
resonance spectroscopy. The hippocampus is a difficult region to assess using MRS as a result
of its uneven shape and its location in the brain near regions air spaces and also the fact
that CSF surrounds the hippocampus at many of its aspects. A protocol was developed
which it was hoped would achieve good quality spectra. Hippocampal metabolites were
assessed in the same subjects of differing SES as were used in chapters 2 and 3. Of the 42
subjects assessed, good quality MRS spectra was achieved in 73% (31/42) subjects. On the
remaining data of suitable quality NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr ratios were compared between the
two differeing SES groups. The author believes this may be the first time metabolite ratios
have the hippocampus have been assessed in humans using 3T MRI in groups of differing
SES.
In chapter 5 the protocol developed in chapter 2 for assessment of hippocampal volumes
was implemented on a group of normal volunteers. The aim was to obtain an estimation of
hippocampal values in healthy volunteers. Hippocampal volumes over the age range of 19 to
64 were measured. While these values provide a baseline for the methodology developed to
assess hippocampal volumes the future use of this normative database is severely limited as
a result of the lack of control for the education or intellectual capacity of the volunteers in
this normative group.
In chapter 6 the normal hippocampal data and the two groups of differing SES were combined
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to form a larger group of normal subjects such that the incidence of Incomplete hippocampal
inversion could be assessed. Following the reporting of the scans a similar incidence rate
for IHI was observed across the three groups, this check was done to ensure there was no
group bias to the incidence of IHI. From the radiological assessment of IHI, a incidence
rate of 37% for IHI was observed. By implementing and then extending the methodology
of hippocampal volumes developed in chapter 2 a comprehensive quantitative assessment of
hippocampal and amygdala volumes was performed, this included a comparison between IHI
whole hippocampal volumes and normal hippocampal volumes and also a surface analysis of
the same groups. No significant regions of volume difference were observed between these
two groups by the surface analysis method. The author believes this is the first quantitative
assessment of hippocampal and amygdala volumes in subjects with IHI.
In chapter 7 a protocol was developed and implemented to assess the volume of the CA4/dentate
subfield of the hippocampus. These volumes were assessed in two small groups of patient with
rheumatoid arthritis. The intra-operator variability was assessed and was found to be rea-
sonable with ICC (consistency) measures of 0.88 and 0.87 for the left and right CA4/dentate
volume respectively. The small numbers of subjects in the two groups meant a reliable
comparison was not possible.
Building on the work in chapter 7 a more comprehensive protocol for assessing hippocampal
subfields was developed in chapter 8 and was implemented in a group of healthy subjects.
Given the novelty of of using the 3T MRI system and the development of a hippocampal
subfield segmentation protocol it was possible following estimation of the mean volumes
and variances of the various subfields to estimate power and sample sizes that would be
necessary in future work if subfield volumes were to be assessed. The detailed subfield
segmentation protocol will be written up for publication in the peer reviewed literature. It
is hoped that this will stimulate debate on the measurement of hippocampal subfields with
a view to trying to establish a consensus over the method by which hippocampal subfield
segmentation should be performed. As studies continue to use differing protocols this limits
the interpretability of any results across the literature. Given the difficulties which have been
observed as a result of the variation in whole hippocampal segmentation protocols it would
be advantageous for the academic community to reach consensus over subfield measurements
to improve comparisons across studies. The author believes the work in the area of human
hippocampal subfield measurement described in the final chapter of this thesis will prove to
be the greatest contribution this thesis provides to the scientific literature.
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Appendix A
Permission to use images from The Human Hippocampus. Functional Anatomy, Vascular-
ization and Serial Sections with MRI by Duvernoy, Henri can be seen in figures 9.1 and
9.2.
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Figure 9.1: Permission to use images from The Human Hippocampus
Figure 9.2: Permission to use images The Human Hippocampus
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Appendix B
From Patenaude et al, 2011 [278] the equations implementing the MVGLM with Pillai’s trace
for FIRST’s vertex analysis are shown below.
Y = Xβ + ε (9.1)
βˆ = [XTX]−1XTY (9.2)
E = [Y −Xβˆ]T [Y −Xβ] (9.3)
ˆβH =[CX
TXCT ]−1CXTY ] (9.4)
H = [Y −XCT βˆH ]T [Y −XCT βˆH ] ∗ E (9.5)
V = Tr(H(H + E)−1) (9.6)
Fs(|q−d|+s),s(NS−NR−q+s) =
Ns −NR − q + s
|q − d|+ s (
V
s− V ) (9.7)
Where q = 3 is the number of dimensionality of the vectors (3 coordinates each); Y is an
Ns ∗ q matrix containing corresponding coordinates for one vertex taken from each of the
NS test subjects; X is the NS ∗NR design matrix with NR regressors; E is the sample error
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covariance matrix; C is the contrast matrix such that XCT is the reduced model, or set of
confound regressors, for instance, this could be subject age, ICV or other variable; H is the
effect covariance matrix; s = min(q, d); d = rank(X)− rank(XCT ); V is Pillai’s trace; and
Fd1,d2 is an F-statistic with d1and d2 degrees of freedom.
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Appendix C
The poster used to recruit subjects to the study of the hippocampus in normal volunteer
using 3T MRI is shown below.
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Figure 9.3: Poster for recruitment of normal volunteers to the study of the hippocampus 3T
MRI
